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The United Kingdom’s Ministry of Defence (MOD) balances defence policy 
aspirations and available resources through the capability planning process. 
Arguably, the cornerstone of this process is the cross-functional integration of 
skills and capabilities across defence. This is realised through a construct of 
Virtual Teams (VTs) called Capability Planning Groups (CPGs). Literature on 
the topic of interpersonal trust in VTs highlights the development of trust as a 
key element, if not the most significant, in pursuing desired outcomes. 
Furthermore, literature on this topic, in a defence context, is scarce.  
This thesis undertakes a specific research approach, in accordance with its 
aim: To develop a critical analysis of interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, 
working in capability planning for the identification of capability gaps or needs, 
to provide required future military capability. Consequently, three research 
questions are investigated: What are the pertinent determinants of 
interpersonal trust in the CPG?; What, if any, are the issues surrounding those 
determinants within the CPG?; and, What risks are there, beyond the 
interpersonal relationships, which could influence the trust behaviour of CPG 
members?  
A critical review of pertinent literature is followed by the development of a 
research methodology under a phenomenological paradigm. Building from this, 
fieldwork was undertaken in two phases. As a result of semi-structured 
interviews to the members of a number of CPGs, the way in which interpersonal 
trust is generically perceived was conceptualised, and confirmation of the 
interpersonal trust determinants considered in an adapted model of 
interpersonal trust in CPGs was provided. In addition, a cross-case analysis 
allowed the integration of the data gathered, in order to identify target areas to 
be covered in the second wave of data collection. Subsequently, in Phase II, 
information was gathered through a survey questionnaire addressed to the 
whole population under consideration, in order to increase the robustness of the 
study, by confirming and providing further insights about key issues identified, 
as well as underpinning more powerful conclusions.  
From this, interpersonal trust determinants pertaining to the CPGs, as well as 
the issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust, were asserted. A major 
finding was the conceptualisation of these issues and risks, because they are 
critical in determining if a specific behaviour will be taken. Moreover, as 
highlighted in the Defence Reform Report (2011), some of these are already 
identified as very real concerns, and appear as structural or enduring problems 
at MOD level. These elements are deemed a central focus for future research, 
because of their significance as contextual variables that have to be addressed 
in order to stimulate interpersonal trust and, consequently, improve 
performance in the CPGs. As the use of VTs is considered most likely to 
increase over time in MOD organisations, the findings from this research will be 
useful to all personnel involved in capability planning, and other cross-functional 
activities. In particular, it could inform the design of organisational processes 
and systems as capability management is taken forward.  
i 
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Finally, the issues and risks associated with such virtual trust are asserted as 
not believed to be a manifestation of dysfunctional strategic planning because 
defence organisations can have clarity of purpose, can have clear direction, and 
yet still send competing messages. Paradoxically, that is the weakness of being 
strong. The analysis suggests that action has to be taken in order to stimulate 
interpersonal trust, because it is important to avoid or mitigate negative effects 
of contextual variables influencing CPGs. To this end, it is crucial to understand 
the role that interpersonal trust plays in the cross-functional work that is critical 
for the successful integration of skills and capabilities, and to ensure that people 
involved in capability planning and other cross-functional activities are assisted 
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1 Through life capability management – A context for 
research 
1.1 Through life: An approach to the provision of military 
capability in the UK 
The Strategic Defence Review (SDR), in 1998, pointed out that1 social and 
technological change can be expected to impact in terms of military capability 
for much more precise application of force and, equally, as an area with 
potential for practical and cost benefits in the way armed forces are trained and 
supported. In the aim of the Review, it was pointed out that there must be2 a 
clear long-term view of objectives of foreign and security policy and how 
defence is expected to contribute to them and, also that Government must show 
good value for money in defence spending. Furthermore, the document 
emphasised,3 as one key to improvement, the adoption of a through-life 
approach covering both acquisition and in-service management. In this regard, 
it is often the case4 that the initial purchase cost of a system or building is only a 
fraction of the cost of operating or maintaining it throughout its life; the figures 
involved can be significant for defence equipment because5, typically, it will 
have a long service life – twenty-five years is not uncommon.  
For example, regarding the lifespan of different kinds of equipment, the type 23 
class frigate was conceived in the late 1970s; the first of class was ordered in 
the middle 1980s, subsequently the first ship was launched in the late 1980s. 
Even though the Future Surface Combatant, the programme to replace Britain's 
Type 23 frigates and another smaller ships, has not yet reached the main 
investment decision stage, its principal element is expected to enter service 
after 2020, and an intermediate design is expected in the late 2010s. In a 
different in nature, and much smaller in size, category of equipment, the SA80 
A2 rifle, the British individual weapon, can be mentioned. Its preliminary design 
work started in the early 1970s; subsequently, prototypes of the weapon were 
trialled in the late 1970s. Afterwards, it was issued to the British armed forces in 
the late 1980s. There was a major mid-life update in the early 2000s, more 
upgrades are on stream and there are no known plans to replace it in the near 
future. Here two diverse examples can be seen, with an expected service life 
loosely over twenty-five years. Moreover, there are no indications that suggest 
this situation could change in the medium to long term. 
Accordingly, to adopt from the outset a comprehensive, whole life approach to 
the work undertaken to transit initially from Defence Policy to an approved and 
deliverable acquisition programme is a key element in pursuing ‘value for 
money’ in defence spending. This approach is important because most of the 
whole life-cost of equipment implications are decided in these initial stages. In 
this regard, adoption of improved practices brought from the private sector has 
been a keystone of much management activity in the defence arena. Moreover, 
one of the common principles6 in changes in the way in which the MOD 
acquires goods and services – ranging from high technology fighting equipment 
to commodities – has been application of best practice from the civil and private 
1 
sectors. Some of those practices are identified addressing matters of common 
concern7 in active dialogue at all levels, and developing jointly practical 
guidance on specific issues. Consequently, enforcing this principle would 
facilitate achieving value for money through combination of best private sector 
practice with defence management expertise. 
Arguably, since the late 1970s and early 1980s, with the UK’s programme of 
privatisations, there has been an increasing adoption of broadly accepted 
concepts and practices in public management, which could be placed8 as 
theoretical developments in the fields of public administration and political 
science, and defence management is a part of public management science. 
Moreover, extensive literature underpins the idea of the relevance of those 
developments to the public sector. It is addressed as new public management9, 
the development of public administration and management in the UK and at 
international level. Arguably, one example of these is the health sector10 in the 
UK, which has undergone some of the most extensive new public management 
reform in the UK. 
A joint, long term perspective for the provision of military capability is the 
overriding concept. The SDR stated11 that in areas of rapid technological 
change, a more incremental approach was needed, and at the same time 
bringing together the requirements, technology and evaluation, procurement 
and logistics functions into a single project team. The Review required to 
ensure12 that support and headquarters functions are firmly focused on future 
needs and provided in the most effective and efficient manner, making use of 
modern techniques and, increasingly, on a Joint Service basis. 
In order to bring together all the relevant perspectives to identify and prioritise 
competing needs, a new organisation was created. One of the key measures13 
introduced by the SDR was the creation of the Equipment Capability Customer 
(ECC) organisation, responsible for determining future equipment capability 
requirements and priorities for procurement, obtain approvals for the capability 
and finally, authorise acceptance. The ECC focused on a capability approach14, 
this meant: framing future requirements in terms of mission needs, not assumed 
equipment solutions; adopting a more rigorous approach to determining the 
optimum balance of investment in a Forward Plan; and adopting a through-life 
approach to capability management. The Forward Plan being the result of 
employing a rolling wave planning methodology, which produces a set of 
approved and resourced defence projects, discharging in this way one of the 
departmental functions: to establish a resourced plan to develop policy. Then, 
this organisation was tasked with setting up and prioritising requirements, with a 
whole-life capability perspective. 
Subsequently, a comprehensive review of the acquisition system was 
undertaken and its resulting holistic approach recommendation was endorsed. 
In 1997, the Defence Secretary stated that the SDR would include a "Smart 
Procurement" initiative15 aimed at future equipment procurement being 
executed faster, cheaper and better. This initiative was undertaken with 
industry, allowing a review of the Ministry of Defence's equipment acquisition 
system. Central to its findings was16 a 'Through Life Systems Approach' to 
2 
procurement, which defines a new equipment or a new capability in the context 
of its relationship with other equipments and wider defence capability areas. 
The name of the initiative changed to Smart Acquisition in 2000 reflecting17 its 
sustainment and reinforcement across the Defence Department's ‘acquisition 
community’. At the heart of Smart Acquisition there was a change18 to 
integrated management of the delivery of all aspects of capability, from 
identification of the need for the capability to its disposal. This approach is 
known as Through-Life Management. 
Hence, in theory and practice the UK’s defence sector has embraced 
progressively a through-life approach to capability management. Arguably, 
capability management activity was traditionally performed with a tendency to 
manage projects to replace equipment, focused on conventional threats. 
Currently, it is rather common to consider capabilities in the context of their 
interdependencies with other equipments and wider defence capability areas. 
This is addressed in 1.6.3 ‘Capability planning process’. 
Even though the through life approach to managing capability was officially 
established19 further on in 2006, arguably, the scope of the term capability 
management employed at that time, in the Policy Paper No.4 Defence 
Acquisition (2001), was different to subsequent definitions. According to the 
paper, capability management20 considered factoring the whole life costs in 
investment decisions, and ensuring that all stakeholders had a voice in the 
decisions. This would be consistent with the National Audit Office (NAO)’s Major 
Projects Report 2009, which stated that there were previous attempts21 to 
introduce similar, less wide-ranging initiatives. 
As a consequence, the progressive introduction of this through-life approach to 
the provision of military capability brought a significant change in terms of 
concepts, and subsequently in internal processes and organisations. 
1.2 Rationale and content 
The purpose of this chapter is to contextualise and justify the topic to be 
researched. In addition, it summarises an outline of the research and the 
organisation of the chapters of the thesis. It provides the conceptualisation 
under which the development of future military capabilities is planned, with 
focus on the cross-functional work that different organisational areas in defence 
perform through individual representatives. 
The chapter is organised following a reasoning linking the strategic context for 
the planning of future military capabilities in the UK’s Ministry of Defence 
(MOD), and the appreciation of a gap in knowledge to be addressed by this 
research. This is shown in Figure 1-1 Rationale of Chapter 1. 
The SDR provide an initial point to consider and analyse, together with some 
subsequent documents, major efforts to improve the provision of military 
capability in the UK. To meet changing and challenging conditions to provide 
military capability, there has been persistence to improve capability 
management activity. The SDR is considered as a major milestone in an effort 
3 
to take on a long-term view of defence’s objectives and to adopt a whole-of-the-
life view of capabilities, through the adoption and development of best practice 
to increase value for money enabled by integrated management. These major 
changes encompassed culture, processes, systems and behaviours, as well as 
new ways to measure progress and demonstrate achievements. In addition, 
innovative approaches were steadily introduced through time, such as the use 
of Integrated Project Teams (IPTs), Through Life Management Plans (TLMPs), 
increasing involvement of industry, and emphasis in planning in terms of 
capabilities. 
Figure  1-1 Rationale of Chapter 1 
 
Source: Author 
Further, in Section 4, the analysis focuses on through life capability 
management, as the cornerstone to improvements in the provision of military 
capability. Through life capability management is very important, as it 
constitutes the fundamental philosophy under which improvement in the 
management of military capabilities is undertaken. 
Subsequently, in Section 5, the emphasis of the chapter is on capability 
management, through the conceptualisation of capability management in the 
UK’s MOD, as the approach to balance policy and aspirations in an affordable 
and achievable manner. Within that, the conceptual framework underpinning the 
management of capabilities is discussed. All of this, in order to gain 
understanding about what it implies for processes and organisations in the 
context of capability planning in defence. 
Then, Section 6, A strategic management perspective, analyses the theoretical 
underpinning for capability planning activity that can be found in strategic 
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management literature; as well as technical cooperation agreements, amongst 
some countries, around the conceptualisation of capability based planning, 
(although different nations implement their own capability planning variables). In 
that context, the UK’s capability planning process is emphasised as the vehicle 
to deliver a consistent and coherent resourced plan to develop military 
capabilities. 
Finally, emerging from the cross-functional integration of different defence 
organisations, a gap in knowledge is identified. The contribution to knowledge 
through the research, and the subsequent significance given, and the aim and 
objectives of the thesis are stated. The significance of the research by means of 
its aim and objectives is stated. Figure 1-1 presents diagrammatically the 
rationale for the structure and contents of Chapter 1. 
1.3 Smart Acquisition Initiative: A demanding implementation 
Improved approaches to a range of activities from long term planning to 
adoption of commercial practices, among others, in the UK defence acquisition 
realm, involved a major change in paradigms and culture that demanded a wide 
span of measures. From the outset, it can be said that Through-Life 
Management of the delivery of military capability is a subject of complex nature 
and requires a great deal of work to include a variety of relevant stakeholders 
and to endorse a forward-thinking, long-term perspective to be applied to 
decision-making across the whole acquisition cycle. 
Historically22, the functions of requirement definition, procurement management 
and through-life support have been organisationally separated. This has 
produced arms-length relationships between stakeholders which makes it 
difficult to get the right balance between time, risk, cost, performance and 
through-life support. In pursuing improved equipment acquisition, key 
measures23 identified in the initiative included:  
 Fuller early planning of projects with appropriate trade-offs   
 Partnering arrangements with industry 
 Exploitation of new procurement techniques including incremental 
acquisition 
 Improved estimating and predicting - integrated through-life cost 
forecasting  
 Improved commercial practices  
As part of Smart Acquisition, Integrated Project Teams (IPTs) were introduced 
to24 improve acquisition by moving from a functional to a project-based 
organisational structure. These teams were intended25 to be responsible for 
managing equipment throughout its life cycle. IPTs were considered a key 
enabler of Smart Acquisition together with involvement of all key stakeholders. 
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In 2002, a new policy document was launched, aimed at26 enhancing the 
competitiveness and sustainability of the UK defence industry, while continuing 
to provide high quality equipment at best value for money. The Defence 
Industrial Policy (DIP) stated that27 Defence procurement strategies and 
investment decisions involve a range of factors, which together ensure that the 
best value for money solutions for the armed forces, and for the taxpayer can 
be identified. Also it indicated, when addressing the key factors taken into 
account in acquisition decisions, that the MoD28 has a responsibility to achieve 
the best value for money from its equipment programme and this forms the core 
of the evaluation, including increasing emphasis estimates of whole life costs 
and; that long-term value for money is wider than that for individual projects.  
In order to capitalise on the initial work of identification of needs, a focus on 
planning in terms of capability is essential (Figure 1-2) to optimise to optimise 
the resulting mix of military capabilities. The Defence White Paper in 2003 
pointed out that concepts and doctrine29 are the processes through which 
requirements for future military capability are developed to meet required effects 
and establish how military capability will be subsequently applied to achieve 
those effects. In addition, the White Paper emphasised that30, effective Defence 
Management plays an important role in maximising military capability. This is a 
continuous process, kept under constant review. Moreover, this document 
stressed the significance31 of planning in terms of capability to deliver effects 
rather than like-for-like platform replacements. This way, planning in terms of 
capability allows concentrating on effects required instead of platforms 
optimizing the mix of capabilities developed. Thus, thinking in terms of capability 
would allow shifting from managing projects to replace equipment, focused on 
traditional threats; to application of systematic methodologies for development 
of capabilities, within resources constraints, relevant to current and future 
threats. 




The analysis required demanded a military capability to be divided into 
manageable parts or so called ‘lines of development’ in order to32 enable the 
coherent, through-life development and management of defence capability. The 
fifth edition of the Smart Acquisition Handbook reiterated, as in previous 
editions, that the application of Smart Acquisition, from a through life 
management perspective involves33 building on the ‘whole life approach’ and 
taking into account all lines of development to deliver a fully integrated defence 
capability. Also, the handbook states as key features34 of through life 
management: 
 Developing and using a realistic, costed, whole life plan known as the 
Through Life Management Plan to manage the project through out the 
lifecycle 
 Using an appropriate acquisition cycle 
 Considering the integration of all the lines of development which 
compromise the defence capability 
 Managing the cost of ownership (whole life costs) of defence capability. 
Ensuring that investment decisions take full account of all the longer term 
implications of acquisition across all lines of development 
The implementation of Through-Life Management has been a continuous and 
comprehensive effort and it has been under permanent scrutiny. The change to 
Through-Life Management35 proved to be a greater challenge than originally 
anticipated. In mid-2002, Through-Life Management was identified as a 
corporate change programme in its own right.  
Further, in 2003, the NAO conducted an examination to report whether 
Through-Life Management was leading to effective delivery of UK military 
capability; affirming that Through-Life Management involved36 a major change 
in culture for organisations involved, encompassing changes in processes, 
systems and relationships. In this regard, the report stated that new tools and 
information sources, new mechanisms for engaging and changing the 
behaviour of the defence acquisition community and new ways to measure 
progress and demonstrate achievements are all essential to successful 
Through-Life Management. According to another NAO’s report, the 2003’s 
Major Projects Review, the wider Department37 was considering options for 
improvements in areas such as risk management, through-life management and 
joint working with industry. Parallel improvements were also envisaged in 
different areas, together with adjustments in the acquisition process. Early 
changes in Through-Life Management underpinned subsequent improvements 
through time, in order to increase gains for defence as a whole. 
Nevertheless, some criticisms were raised regarding the development of Smart 
Acquisition. On the one hand, in 2004, the House of Commons Defence 
Committee38 reported that, in general, progress on newer projects (Smart 
Acquisition projects) was better, although there were some worrying delays and 
cost growth on those also; and that of the seven principles of Smart Acquisition 
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one was implemented and working well (the fund holding central military 
customer). Of the other six, none of them was implemented fully and in some 
cases was hardly implemented at all. On the other hand, the following year, the 
House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts39 reported that the principles 
underpinning Smart Acquisition were sound, but were not been convincingly 
improved defence procurement because they were not been consistently 
applied. 
Importantly, subsequent changes involved industry as well. Later, in 2005 the 
Defence Industrial Strategy (DIS), built on the Defence Industrial Policy (2002), 
by giving more transparency to future defence requirements on the lines of the 
modernisation effort. It recognised40 a shift in defence acquisition away from the 
traditional pattern of designing and manufacturing successive generations of 
platforms towards a new paradigm centred on support, sustainability and the 
incremental enhancement of existing capabilities from technology insertions. 
This shift put emphasis41 on Through Life Capability Management (TLCM), the 
use of open architectures and maintaining the systems engineering 
competencies that underpin it. In addition, the DIS stated that the future 
approach to acquisition must be built around achieving primacy of through life 
considerations; coherence of defence spending across research and 
development, procurement and support; and successful management of 
acquisition at departmental level. Thus, the meaningful impact of the through-
life approach on acquisition and support activities required industry to change 
according to new challenges ensuring that the armed forces continue to have 
the equipment they need. 
This milestone in the relationship between defence and industry introduced 
opportunities in a much more dynamic environment. From the industrial 
perspective, this commitment42 to effective through life management of defence 
capabilities and assets to improve capability and agility, enable technology 
insertion and reduce whole-life costs, creates opportunities for industry. In 
addition, designing equipment with TLCM in mind influences the design to make 
future modifications easier. Moreover, the maintenance of capability through a 
system’s life requires the original understanding of the system to be retained, 
with the basic rationale for previous trade-offs, and the dynamics of the 
relationship of the system’s parts, captured and understood. Only by doing this 
can the implications of integrating new equipment be understood, and 
opportunities seen for inserting previously unavailable technology to improve 
the system’s safety and performance or drive down cost. Hence, in order to 
keep pace with TLCM and take advantage of opportunities, realising potential 
mutual benefits, industry had to encompass significant changes as a 
consequence of the implementation of the through-life approach. 
One of the principles43 of Smart Acquisition is a better, more open relationship 
with industry. This principle implies to recognise that the objective of industry is 
to maximise value for the shareholder. Similarly, defence seeks44 to provide 
best value for money for the taxpayer. In all areas of acquisition, best value for 
money45 denotes the solution that meets the requirement at the lowest through 
life cost. Consequently, success to both parties could be achieved through 
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improved performance and lower cost to the defence sector, and higher 
shareholder value to industry. In addition, the partner46 is given opportunities to 
innovate and seek value for money. It is in the interest47 of both the MOD and 
its suppliers to structure – and, where appropriate, restructure – contracts to 
ensure that they continue to deliver best value for money over time. 
Central to the DIS is recognition48 of the need to develop much closer 
relationships with industrial suppliers. Critical49 to this is the need for 
transparency of future plans. In return for greater visibility of defence future 
plans50, it was expected suppliers to increase the transparency of their future 
plans and business information. In the end, interaction51 with this industrial base 
must provide good value to the taxpayer and good returns to shareholders. 
Although progress was being made, it was expected that the results would be 
seen through a long period of time. Even though significant advances were 
seen since the SDR, seven years later the improvement effort continued being 
sustained, in order to strive for the full realisation of potential benefits. Soon 
after the release of the industrial strategy, the NAO’s 2005 Major Projects 
Review, reporting advancement52 in implementing Smart Acquisition found that 
there was further progress on measures to improve performance, identifying 
improvements focused on the following areas: performance of key suppliers; the 
skills and development of staff; project and risk management; increased use of 
trade-offs between time, cost and capability of equipment; better joint working of 
those responsible for acquisition within the Department; and stronger project 
scrutiny at all levels. Also, it recognised that it would take some time before the 
full impact of these measures although improvements were expected sooner in 
non-major projects. Consequently, the profound nature of the changes 
encompassed required a sustained effort with a steady achievement of benefits 
through time. 
1.4 Through Life Capability Management 
1.4.1 Through Life Capability Management: A logical evolution 
Notwithstanding the many and significant advancements undertaken, the 
commitment with continuous advancement was not left aside. A further review 
brought more changes. 
Persevering with the TLCM approach, in 2006 a new examination was carried 
out. The Enabling Acquisition Change Report53 addressed a number of themes 
which re-emerged despite efforts to address them. Among others, it can be 
mentioned the need to embrace whole life costs and link through life support to 
acquisition decisions. The methodology employed for the review included a gap 
analysis on the extent to which the MOD’s acquisition arrangements and 
practice matched key characteristics set out in the report. The key points 
identified in this analysis, relating to TLCM were54: 
 A unifying culture for defence acquisition had yet to be achieved. 
 Lack of unified planning process aligned to the requirements of TLCM. 
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 Lack of fully embedded incremental approach. 
 Insufficient understanding of risk and overoptimism. 
 Lack of agility in the defence programme. 
 Equipment Capability Customer did not plan on TLCM basis to a 
sufficient degree. The Department risked failing to appreciate fully 
through-life costs. 
 Absence of TLCM targets. 
 Inconsistency in relations with Industry. 
 Shortage of sufficient acquisition skills. 
Moreover, this report advised that previous findings remained relevant, with 
TLCM stressing the need to ensure that military capability is built from the most 
cost-effective mix of components, and is both affordable to operate through life 
and readily adaptable. With this end, it recommended the creation55 of an 
integrated procurement and support organisation, consisting in clusters of 
through life project teams, achieving in this way to break down barriers between 
procurement of equipment and its through life support. It also recommended the 
development of a set of Acquisition System performance metrics, allowing 
management to address systemic acquisition issues and focus on TLCM. 
In relation to capability planning activity, the report reaffirms that TLCM implies56 
an approach to the planning and management of military capability with a 
holistic view of current and future capability. This implies the need to trade 
between the present and the future. In addition, it stated that in capability-based 
planning, the highest tiers of metric exist at57 the ‘whole of force’ and ‘capability’ 
levels. However, according to the report, these are abstract and can be difficult 
to measure and communicate. After considering different alternatives, the report 
recommended58 the adoption of a target set which reinforced through life 
delivery by setting targets for the delivery of a defined level of project 
performance and its cost effective sustainment through life. Hence, it was 
highlighted that capability planning requires a long-term perspective and 
comprehensive approach as well.  
Arguably, to realise the considerable potential of TLCM cultural and behavioural 
change is paramount. It requires an immense effort in the defence context, were 
people, civilian or not, would have a high commitment to their origin cultures 
and subcultures; moreover if it is taken into account that factors affecting 
performance are diverse, and understanding the contribution of culture is 
complex if not impracticable.  
Anyway, all the recommendations of the Enabling Acquisition Change Report 
developed into significant changes with salient initiatives as the merging of the 
Defence Procurement Agency and the Defence Logistics Organisation into 
Defence Equipment and Support (DE&S), bringing together acquisition and 
through life support, and the commencement of an acquisition reform 
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programme called Defence Acquisition Change Programme (DACP). This will 
be discussed later in this subsection. 
Nevertheless, technology had to play a role in taking advantage of TLCM. A 
technology strategy focused on TLCM was also delivered. Further in 2006, the 
Defence Technology Strategy (DTS) built on the DIS, giving greater emphasis59 
to through life capability issues, bringing together research and the sector 
priorities with improvements to ways of working in a TLCM context. The DTS 
considered60 the need for technologies and a changing approach to technology 
management; to support TLCM and reduce through life cost of ownership, as 
well as enhancing military capability. Moreover, the strategy pointed out as 
important cross-cutting technologies those which enable TLCM. Furthermore, it 
identified61 specific technology areas where it was needed to retain or develop 
capabilities in the UK for assurance of continued and consistent equipment 
performance or to support more general military capability.  
Moreover, the DTS indicated that to maximise the benefit that technology 
contributes to TLCM of defence systems there must be in place62: 
 Procurement approaches that are based on TLCM. 
 Enterprise models for research, development and exploitation that 
recognise and use the fact that cross-cutting technologies provide 
advantage across multiple capabilities. 
 Regeneration cycles and technology insertion opportunities that can 
exploit the pace of advance in cross-cutting technologies and that are not 
determined by platform lifecycles. 
 Modularity, open architectures and assurance methods to reduce the 
cost and time involved in inserting technology and upgrading systems. 
Furthermore, the DTS recognised63 that to make rapid progress towards a 
through life approach to technology and capability management, the necessary 
technologies, approaches, skills and processes needed to be developed, 
exercised and improved. This was coherent with the DIS and the Enabling 
Acquisition Change report which, amongst others documents, have highlighted 
the need64 to integrate science and technology investment, future capability 
planning, the acquisition and support communities and the resources of UK 
industry and academia. In this TLCM context, it is apparent that the DTS 
provides clarification of MOD’s technology needs and priorities to enable the 
capability planning process. 
Subsequently, the DACP built on the Smart Acquisition initiative and all its 
related developments to introduce major changes. The DACP was considered65 
a wide ranging programme of change to the way the MOD undertakes 
acquisition, intended to66 improve the MOD’s ability to deliver required military 
capability to support operations by UK armed forces, while giving better value 
for money to the taxpayer. The programme focused on four work streams: 
planning and TLCM; appropriate approaches to acquisition; people, skills and 
behaviours; and knowledge management.  
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Especially significant for the changes under the DACP were the next three 
themes: planning and delivery of equipment and support, introduction of TLCM 
and an improved relationship with industry. These themes are explained next. 
The first theme involved67 the merger of DPA and DLO, a re-emphasis on 
through life management planning and the reassignment of programming 
responsibilities for equipment and its support over a 10 year period; in order to 
remove financial, organisational and procedural barriers. The second theme 
considered the official introduction of TLCM as a way to think about68 a much 
wider range of options for meeting new capability needs on a much longer term, 
through an improved capability planning process. In particular, the stated 
purpose69 of TLCM was to ensure the best value for money for the taxpayer in 
term of military capability. Finally, the third theme emphasised the need70 for a 
more effective partnering with industry in capability planning, in the delivery of 
equipment capability and in research, through greater transparency and closer 
working. Anyway, a prevention was made in the DACP founding document. 
Delivery of the improvements71 will take time, effort and further refinement in the 
light of experience; most importantly, it will require substantially different 
behaviours from all involved. 
There are two major points addressed in the DACP from a capability planning 
perspective. Firstly, the introduction of a new MOD Unified Customer (MUC), 
which succeeded the ECC, led by an MOD Capability Sponsor, to72  translate 
industrial capacity into effective military capability, merging equipment and 
support provision with the other DLoDs. The Capability Sponsor was made 
responsible73 for leading the Capability Change Planning Process (later termed 
capability planning) and identifying the equipment and support requirements. To 
fulfil its strategic purpose, the Capability Sponsor had to carry out the following 
roles: Capability Planning, Programming and Delivering Programmes. 
Secondly, the introduction74 of TLCM focusing the main effort of capability 
developers to developing the most effective TLCM solution to meet future 
capability needs. This is achieved through the development of options which 
respond to the consideration of relevant inputs as seen in Figure 1-3.  
Three years later, in 2009, the DACP was formally closed, but the change 
agenda continued. The Permanent Secretary stated75 that a substantial amount 
of change was delivered in a relatively short period, but as the programme 
closed, there was significant unfinished business in terms of realising the 
blueprint for 2012. This included76: 
 Further development of through-life capability management, in particular 
extending TLCM into capability delivery;   
 Further development of the DE&S through the Chief of Defence 
Materiel’s Performance, Agility, Confidence, Efficiency (PACE)  
programme;  
 Transformation of the commercial function;  
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 Cross-cutting work e.g. on information/knowledge management and on 
people, skills and behaviours. 
Figure  1-3 Development of Options in Capability Planning 
 
Source: Author from Defence Acquisition Change Programme, 
High Level Design (Blueprint), 2007. 
As it has been seen so far, besides other initiatives, the DACP represented 
another step in an enduring commitment to what appears as a logical evolution, 
where initiatives build on previous advances in defence acquisition. Many 
suggestions has been presented and adopted pragmatically through time, 
recognising that delivery of better outcomes in TLCM takes time and effort. 
1.4.2 Through Life Capability Management: A case of continuous 
improvement 
As mentioned earlier, in the defence acquisition arena there has been seen a 
permanent examination and advancements over what has been achieved. 
During 2009 two independent reviews addressed directly or tangentially this 
subject. They are known as the Gray Report and the Nimrod Review. 
The former, a Review of Acquisition for the Secretary of State for Defence, in 
2009, stated that TLCM seeks77 to harmonise and maximise defence output by 
ensuring that all areas of defence activity that have an impact on one another 
are considered together. Moreover, the report affirms that the TLCM structure78 
is unobjectionable in principle, but fraught with potential pitfalls in practice. Also, 
the report asserts that the objective79 that TLCM is trying to achieve is 
fearsomely complex and inherently based in financial data. In the end, the Gray 
Report recommended80 routine Strategic Defence Reviews, as a mechanism to 
ensure periodic adjustments of the MoD’s plans, keeping a balanced equipment 
programme. Moreover, the report made recommendations to separate and 
clarify roles and accountabilities between the MoD Centre and the DE&S and to 
significantly improve the operation of TLCM. Also, in order to inject key skills 
and tools into the DE&S the report suggested a partnership with a private sector 
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programme management organisation through a Government-Owned, 
Contractor Operated entity. Specifically, in relation to TLCM, the report 
suggested81 to reconsider its role because the examined structure would be 
overly complex and lacking data for decisions. In addition, it proposed focus 
TLCM in first instance on financial modelling of acquisition against support 
costs, incorporating financial models to model these variables. Additionally, the 
report suggested establishing a sub-committee of the Defence Board tasked 
with developing an equipment plan aligned with strategy, affordable and 
realistic. All in all, the recommendations were acknowledged82, and changes 
were directed consistent with the report main recommendations, but it was 
stated that DE&S would remain as part of the MOD. 
The Nimrod Review, a review to examine the broader issues surrounding the 
loss of an RAF aircraft in 2006, made further recommendations83 in eight key 
areas, amongst them it suggested to take appropriate action on the Gray’s 
recommendations urgently.  
Subsequently, the NAO in its 2009’s Major Projects Report addressed a major 
overcommitted budget and its management, improvements in project cost 
controls, and improvement on measurement and management of military 
capability. 
Firstly, the NAO reported that there was a gap84 between estimated funding and 
the cost of the defence budget over the subsequent ten years. Moreover, the 
MOD took short term decisions85, slowing down projects underway, to address 
a deficit in the defence programme which would lead to long term cost 
increases representing poor value for money. It was recognised that the 
defence budget was consistently overcommitted86 and that closing the gap 
would require audacious action. Regarding the analysis of individual projects, 
the NAO suggested that there were improvements87 in managing individual 
projects88, in project cost control and innovative practice. It is notable that in this 
report, for the first time, the status89 of each of the DLoDs, for projects on which 
the main investment decision has been taken, was included, although 
recognising that there is more work to be done to ensure consistency of 
assessments and underlying data. The third part of the review addressed the 
improvement of measurement and management of military capability under 
TLCM. It stated that correctly implemented90, TLCM should generate more 
reliable and robust management information than the one that was available. 
Also, the report affirmed that the principles underpinning the move to TLCM 
were sound, and that if they could be introduced successfully, the potential cost 
and operational benefits are significant. Regarding the earlier introduction of 
Programme Boards, the NAO found91 signs that by bringing key decision-
makers together more coherent judgements were being made.  
Altogether with mentioning that securing92 the cost and operational benefits of 
TLCM will not be easy, as experience from previous attempt to introduce 
similar, less wide-ranging, initiatives in the past shows; the NAO’s 2009 Major 
Projects Report pointed out that there are other systemic issues93 to address, 
namely: the lack of a stable budgetary environment, the fact that program 
boards cut across the Department’s existing budgetary and organisational 
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structures, and securing full support from all parts of the Department and its 
industry partners. 
As a consequence of the Gray Report’s proposals, a Strategy for Acquisition 
Reform was published in 2010. Even though the strategy94 recognised that 
independent reports found evidence of real improvements, it stated that 
previous reforms had tended to focus on shortcomings in the way projects had 
been managed. Also, the strategy highlighted95 that challenges are constantly 
evolving and that a succession of reforms to the acquisition process have been 
delivered, each building on the last, and between them delivering significant 
improvement. 
The strategic aim of the Strategy for Acquisition Reform96 was to make better 
decisions about what equipment (and wider services) was bought, and how it 
was ensured that it was delivered on time, to cost and provided the desired 
performance. Two of the six fronts for action97 with this end, were improving 
internal acquisition skills and capabilities and, embedding a Through-Life 
approach to managing capability. In this regard, it conceded that the main 
limitation98 was a lack of reliable and consistent management information 
across all the disparate aspects the Through-Life approach seeks to unite. 
Three of the strategy’s main work strands are more directly related to capability 
planning99: the improvement of key acquisition skills, improvement of 
management information and the development of a stronger approach for cost 
estimating. Salient activities100 in this context were a comprehensive skills audit 
across MOD Capability Sponsor; the definition of management information 
requirements for key decision-making bodies and, establish a common 
framework for management information and; the improvement in staff skills and 
understanding in the use of should-cost techniques. 
Subsequently, a green paper, in preparation for a further strategic defence and 
security review, stated that a full review101 of strategic planning processes was 
undertaken in order to simplify the link between high-level policy and force 
structures it drives. Further on, the Strategic Defence and Security Review 
(SDSR) acknowledged the necessity102 to bringing the defence budget back to 
balance. The SDSR started103  the process of reconfiguring the Armed Forces 
to make them better able to meet the threats of the future, and bringing 
programmes and resources back into balance. The latter, by means of stating a 
number of strategic and security priorities, and directing some force structure 
changes. In addition, it suggested104 undertaking a defence and security review 
at least every five years, in order to provide an additional mechanism to 
maintain balance between resources, commitments and future requirements as 
the strategic context develops. 
By June of 2011, Lord Levene presented a Defence Reform Report, a 
fundamental review105 of how defence was structured and managed, the first 
such review since the 1980s. The report found106 a good deal of agreement 
within the department over the flaws in the way the MOD was structured and 
managed. Furthermore, the report set out that many of the issues107 were not 
new, and that there was not perfect answer for all circumstances. Moreover, it 
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highlighted108 that people, cultural and behavioural issues are as important, if 
not more, than structures for the success or failure of any model. All the 
recommendations109 of the report were agreed and its implementation outline 
considered goals to achieve full implementation by April 2014.  
Although the report did not address specifically capability planning activity, 
some of the strengths, problems and recommendations asserted are related to 
capability planning. Firstly, amongst key strengths of defence110, it was included 
the level of integration between MOD civilians and defence personnel across 
the organisation, and a very strong single service loyalties and high level of 
commitment to the organisation amongst civilian staff. 
Secondly, some of the key problems recognised were111: 
 Focus on short term affordability at the expense of longer-term planning, 
 Weaknesses in the management of information that support decision 
making, 
 Absence of shared understanding of roles and responsibilities within 
Head Office, 
 Lack of transparent, trusted and shared management information 
amongst delivery arms, 
 Inefficiencies due to duplication and man-marking because of lack of 
trust across defence, 
 Concerns about perceived flaws in the career management, promotion 
and appointing systems, including the perceptions that these incentivise 
single service officers in certain areas to put the interest of their service 
over defence as a whole, 
 Concerns about a culture where people move too quickly from one post 
to another 
Thirdly, some of the recommendations, aimed to develop a new model for 
departmental management, covered amongst other areas112: 
 Making Head Office smaller and more strategic to set strategic direction 
and to make high level balance of investment, 
 Focus Service Chiefs on running their services in a much clearer 
framework, 
 Strengthen financial and performance management to ensure that future 
plans are affordable, 
 Manage personnel more effectively with people staying in post longer, 
and more transparent and joint career management 
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 In respect to capability planning113, it suggested to move much of the 
DCDS capability function to the relevant Commands, where Service 
chiefs would pursue best balance between different capability areas 
In summary, some of the problems identified in the Defence Reform Review, 
which was conducted whilst this research fieldwork was executed, had to do 
with issues regarding affordability, information management, career 
management, rotation, and lack of trust across defence. 
Finally, it is apparent that the nature of the development of military capabilities 
requires decisions with implications over a long term period which can become 
irrelevant, cost overcommitted and even counter-productive. This is aggravated 
by increasing pace of technology development, its broad availability, and the 
changing nature of present and foreseeable threats. In this context, the UK has 
adopted capability management or TLCM as a way of thinking which allows a 
holistic approach in the management of capabilities, breaking down traditional 
stovepipes and going further than the notion of specific equipment, considering 
all the key factors influencing needs identification and the subsequent activities 
leading to the delivery of through-life military capability, providing for 
transparency and coherence. In this way, planning is intended to be more 
responsive to uncertainty, economic constraints and risk. 
Even though TLCM provides a framework to facilitate the choice of a particular 
capability; to achieve the right behaviours, understanding the links, 
dependencies and trading-offs between desired capabilities, and balancing 
immediate operational needs and future capabilities; TLCM would require time 
and perseverance to show its potential benefits. The latter, combined with 
persistence in overcome potential pitfalls including required skills, behaviours 
and tools, simplifying processes, providing meaningful data for decisions and 
producing an equipment plan aligned with strategy, affordable and realistic. 
1.5 Capability Management in the UK’s Ministry of Defence 
1.5.1 The nature of capability and management 
The meanings of capability and management can have different standpoints. 
The Merriam-Webster's Dictionary114 defines capability as the quality or state of 
being capable (ability), a feature or faculty capable of development (potentiality) 
or, the facility or potential for an indicated use or deployment (the capability of a 
metal to be fused, nuclear capability). Further, management115 is defined as the 
act or art of managing: the conducting or supervising of something (as a 
business), judicious use of means to accomplish an end, and the collective 
body of those who manage or direct an enterprise. 
Capability, in a military context, can be defined116 as the ability to generate a 
desired effect in a military operation, under a set of conditions, and to a specific 
standard. In addition, capability, in the US Department of Defence (DoD) 
context, is defined as the ability117 to achieve a desired effect under specified 
standards and conditions through a combination of means and ways across 
doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel, 
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and facilities (DOTMLPF) to perform a set of tasks to execute a specified 
course of action. As shown, varied perspectives can be taken to address a 
definition of capability. In any case, this points towards the consideration of 
capability in the UK’s defence context. The definition of capability management, 
in the context of this section, will be expanded next. 
1.5.2 Military Capability & Capability Management in the UK 
Capability management is the approach of the UK’s MOD to balance defence 
policy and resources through looking at affordability and achievability of military 
capabilities. 
The UK’s defence acquisition system118 is designed for the effective delivery of 
military capability, not just equipment. In the UK’s MoD context, capability119 is 
the ability to generate an operational outcome or effect in the context of defence 
planning; capability is the enduring ability to generate a desired effect. 
Furthermore, military capability120 (Figure 1-4) is defined as the ability to bring 
maritime, ground and air components into coherent joint forces under unified 
command in order to deliver appropriately motivated, manned, trained and 
equipped force packages at the required level of readiness and with the 
necessary support, sustainability and deployability to achieve the full range of 
agreed military tasks. Military capability is delivered121 by force elements – such 
as ships, aircraft, and army formations – combined into packages by joint force 
commanders, and tailored for particular operations or missions. To be effective, 
forces combine eight elements known as Defence Lines of Development 
(DLoDs); namely training, equipment, personnel, information, doctrine, 
organisation, infrastructure and logistics. Additionally, Capability 
Management122 is understood as the translation of requirements within defence 
policy into an approved programme that delivers the required capabilities 
though-life, across the DLoDS.  
Arguably, a military capability is not only the product of joint capability packages 
on its own. Military capability123 is an emergent property arising from the 
interactions of all the DLoDs rather than a simple superposition of them. 
Moreover, it is said to be only a meaningful concept124 when it is specified about 
whose, to do what, and under what circumstances; that is to say that capability 
is context-dependent, but also that the context description contains information 
about the level at which capability is being considered. Then, it must be 
considered reflecting the impact of threat, physical environment and coalition 
contribution as well.  
In order to bring coherence to the evolution of military capabilities DLoDs are 
employed. The purpose125 of the DLoDs is to provide a pan-defence taxonomy 
to enable the coherent, through-life development and management of defence 
capability. In this regard, the desired capability can only be achieved126 if 
activities within all eight DLoDs are at an appropriately matched level of 
readiness, or maturity; failure to manage across all eight DLoDs can lead to 
serious deficiencies. Moreover, the relationship127 between DLoDs and military 
capabilities is many-to-many, i.e. the components of a particular DLoD 
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contributes to more than one military capability. Therefore, developments of 
military capabilities and DLoDs are intertwined. 
In the defence context, the purpose128 of capability management is to translate 
the requirements of defence policy, as described in defence planning 
assumptions, into an approved programme that delivers the capabilities 
required across the DLoDs (see Figure 1-4). In this context, capability 
management is seen as the business129 of seeing where and how it all fits 
together and focusing on the capability outcome, being the heart of the 
business understanding inter-dependencies and the linkages. 
Figure  1-4 Military Capability 
 
Source: Defence Acquisition High Level Blueprint, 2008. 
In this regard, capability planning130 serves to identify the changes required 
across DLoDs to provide the right military capabilities, at the right time, within 
available resources. This task is inherently complex, since it is almost 
impossible131 to fully plan, predict and understand its long-term evolution. 
Where there is new or enhanced equipment requirement, capability planning 
provides the input to the acquisition cycle (referred to as CADMID Cycle, see 
Figure 1-6), taking into account132 industrial capacity, risks and opportunities, 
and achieving coherence across all DLoDs.  
From the MOD’s perspective, the key elements133 of a capability management 
approach are: 
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 Examining a wider range of options that consider: new equipment, 
upgrade of in-service equipment or opportunities across all DLoDs.  
 Taking a longer-term view of capability in the context of: defence policy, 
industrial strategy, research and development opportunities, commercial 
constraints and opportunities and financial pressures.  
This long-term point of view requires134 a fundamental shifting of mindset in 
military capability development, because of the difficulty of predict the future to 
any degree of certainty and consequently to manage cost-effectively what will 
be future legacy capability components. Moreover, capability is an abstract 
concept135, and difficulties in conducting the balance of investment tradeoffs are 
inevitable when resources are constrained.  
Capability management takes a long-term perspective, out to136 twenty years 
and beyond in its analysis, in order to subsequently produce a Defence 
Programme, which is the costed version of the departmental plan. This is a 
rolling-planning programme, which covers a ten-year period and comprises:  
 Equipment and Support Plan, 
 Equipment Capability Change Plan and 
 Non-Equipment Investment Plan  
Therefore, capability management is the UK’s MOD approach to balance 
aspirations stated as defence policy and resources provided through the 
defence budget. It is carried out initially through capability planning, to identify 
required changes. Hence, in the context of defence in the UK, the terms 
Capability Management and Through Life Capability Management (TLCM) are 
interchangeable. 
1.5.3 The UK’s MOD model to transit from defence policy to defence 
projects 
To transit from defence policy to the delivery of military capabilities, the UK’s 
MOD utilises a capability management perspective which allows for the 
previously mentioned approach to be performed. The result is a Defence 
Programme that includes a set of approved and resourced defence projects. 
Subsequently, to address those defence projects an acquisition cycle is 
employed. 
Within the capability management perspective the transit from Defence Policy to 
an approved and deliverable programme is considered as a series137 of 
transitions (Figure 1-5): 
 Defence Policy to Defence Planning Assumptions (DPAs), 
 DPAs to Military Capabilities, 
 Military Capabilities to Force Groupings, 
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 Force Groupings to Lines of Development, 
 Lines of Development to Project, and 
 Project to Contract 
Figure  1-5 Transitions from Defence Policy to Contracts 
 
Source: UK MOD’s Acquisition Operating Framework, 2009 
From the broadest perspective, defence policy is collated from foreign policy, 
the National Security Strategy, MOD considerations and other departments’ 
implications into a suite of documents denominated Strategy for Defence that 
consist of: Defence Strategic Direction, Strategy and the Defence Plan. 
Basically, it links138 policy to programmes, plans and resources and map a path 
from where the MOD is to an improved position over a defined timeframe. 
Subsequently, Defence Planning Assumptions139 (DPAs) provide detailed 
guidance on what the armed forces should be capable of doing, specifically 
detailing ‘What, Where, When, With Whom and for How Long’. Those DPAs are 
reflected into future capabilities development, a high level definition of 
capabilities that are required to achieve desired effects and campaign 
outcomes, in the Defence Strategic Guidance (DSG). Then, defined military 
capabilities are worked out to identify the optimum balance of Force Groupings 
i.e. platforms, force elements and force enablers. Further, Force Groupings are 
integrated across all DLoDs. Finally, decisions of specific projects being initiated 
can be made, and industrial contracts arranged. 
The acquisition system endorses a through life perspective. In this regard, it 
considers140 the entire life cycle of a military capability from initial conceptual 
work, through creation or change in force elements, to final disposal. In order to 
reduce the whole life cost of capabilities, it is required141 to understand the cost 
implications across all DLoDs, over very long periods of time. This work is 
undertaken through the capability planning process by the MOD Unified 
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Customer (MUC), which brings together key participants; in order to142 construct 
an acquisition programme (which forms part of the Defence Programme) 
pragmatic and deliverable, which meets the needs of the front line, and provides 
maximum capability for the available resources. Fundamental to the success143 
of the MUC is that participants should exercise shared ownership for TLCM 
decisions, whilst retaining clear responsibility for delivery of business activities 
within the acquisition process. This process is addressed subsequently in the 
next section. 
The MOD employs an acquisition or project lifecycle which divides each project 
into phases with approval points controlling progression. This is called the 
CADMID cycle (Figure 1-6). The CADMID acronym stands for Concept, 
Assessment, Demonstrate, Manufacture, In-service and Disposal. The cycle 
begins144 with Concept work to refine the requirement, leading to Initial Gate 
that authorises Assessment phase work to explore and de-risk potential 
solutions. For equipment145, the Main Gate investment decision follows the 
Assessment phase and authorises work to Demonstrate the preferred solution 
or solutions, and to enter into Manufacture. The delivered solution is 
subsequently brought into service by the user through an acceptance process, 
led by the sponsor, who confirms that the original requirement has been met. 
Lastly, the relevant project team plans for Disposal at the end of the life of the 
solution. As the concept applies to equipment and also to provision of services, 
infrastructure and information systems, the M can stand for migration to new 
services or assets, and the D be replaced by a T for termination of the contract. 
Figure  1-6 CADMID Cycle 
 
Source: Defence Acquisition High Level Blueprint, 2008 
The capability management perspective to identify capability gaps or needs and 
act consequently is structured into three sequential but overlapping parts: 
Capability Planning, Capability Delivery and Capability Generation. 
1.5.4 Capability management parts 
The management of capability management has evolved to reflect role changes 
and enlarged pan-acquisition view, introducing lately Capability Generation as 
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an integral part in addition to a previous subdivision. As a result, the approach 
to capability management considers three parts: 
 Capability Planning, 
 Capability Delivery and 
 Capability Generation  
The first part, the capability planning process, as described in the Capability 
Management Handbook146 has as outcomes Capability Management Strategies 
(CMss) and Capability Management Plans (CMPs), those will be explained later 
as the fundamental vehicles to develop a particular capability area by147 issuing 
guidance and recording the strategic conditions for success respectively. 
Afterwards, Capability Delivery148 transforms the Capability Management Plans 
into the delivery of the required DLoDs for integration into Force Elements at 
Readiness by the Front Line Commands. Finally, Capability Generation149 is the 
means by which Equipment Capability is made into useable Military Capability 
by the combined activity of all DLoDs. Central to the capability management 
approach there are three characteristics150: teamwork across the MUC, 
feedback to manage risk and maintain relevance and strategic alignment to 
ensure that capabilities planned, delivered and generated are those required by 
Defence Strategy and defence priorities. 
To this end, MOD and industry work closely together, utilising institutionally set 
processes and procedures. From the outset, the Defence Industrial Strategy 
(DIS)151 recognised the important contribution that UK’s defence industry makes 
to delivering military capability and promotes a dynamic, sustainable and 
globally competitive defence manufacturing sector. The Strategy acknowledged 
that industry had to reshape itself, to improve productivity and to adjust to lower 
production levels, while at the same time retaining the specialist skills and 
systems engineering capabilities required to manage military capability on a 
through life basis. Also, the DIS recognised152 the need to plan and manage the 
defence business at the level of ‘military capability’ i.e. integrating the DLoDs to 
create military effect in operational scenarios. Moreover, the Defence Industrial 
Strategy153 stated that it was seen a shift away from platform orientated 
programmes towards a capability-based approach. In any case, theoretical 
underpinning for capability management can be identified in strategic 
management theory which will now be considered. 
1.6 A Strategic Management perspective 
1.6.1 Strategic Management 
Capability management and particularly capability planning, as the process to 
construct an acquisition programme, is underpinned by strategic management 
theory. Salient influential work is recognised in the 1960s. 
Igor Ansoff in its seminal work in the 1960s about Corporate Strategy 
conceptualise strategy154 as one of several sets of decision-making rules for 
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guidance of organisational behaviour. He describes strategy as155 an elusive 
and somewhat abstract concept, stating that its formulation typically produces 
no immediate concrete productive action. Addressing the question about when 
to formulate a strategy, he points out that one condition156 is when rapid and 
discontinuous changes occur in the environment of the firm. He states that 
when confronted with discontinuities157, the firm is confronted with two very 
difficult problems: 
 How to choose the right directions for further growth from among many 
and imperfectly perceived alternatives; and 
 How to harness energies of a large number of people in the new chosen 
direction. 
According to Ansoff, the answers to these questions are the essence of strategy 
formulation and implementation. In his words, strategy158 becomes an essential 
and badly needed managerial tool. In his work, Ansoff suggests that159 in 
turbulent environments with probable discontinuities, the alternative is a 
comprehensive and systematic strategic planning that challenges, re-examines 
and reformulates the strategic logic of the firm’s future development. He argues 
that if a firm problem160 cannot be solved internally, a decision to look beyond 
the present portfolio calls for a survey of opportunities outside the firm’s present 
product-market scope. Furthermore, Ansoff states that the concept161 of 
strategic planning (late 50’s) derived into strategic management (late 80’s), 
accounting for three closely interdependent processes: strategic planning, 
management-capability planning and strategic change. In his perspective, 
strategic management consists of: formulating strategies, designing the firm’s 
capability and, finally, managing implementation of strategies and capabilities. 
In this regard, strategic management has long been viewed as the process that 
links an organisation with its environment and there has been an evolutionary 
focus for this. According to Leibold et al (2002), there seems to be a general 
consensus162 regarding the dominant focus of different periods in the evolution 
of strategic management, as presented in Table 1-1. 
Table  1-1 The Evolution of Strategic Management 
Period 




















based view for 
competitive 
advantage 
Source: Adapted from Strategic Management in the Knowledge Economy, 2002 
Leibold et al (2002) states that the evolution of strategic management has been 
driven more by practical needs than by development of theory. They sustained 
that in the late 1980s and early 1990s there was a shifting focus to internal firm 
resources and capabilities, in a resource based view, as the basis to formulate 
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long term strategy which added, in the middle to late 1990s, the dimension of 
dynamic capabilities due to high velocity industry and market changes. The 
common idea found amongst some authors163 is that in an environment of 
hyper-competition and dynamic capabilities the corporate strategy should center 
on managing strategic processes rather than on strategic positioning. 
Consequently, in dynamic and uncertain environments, an organisation would 
be expected to have an approach to strategic management focused on 
managing strategic processes and deeply influenced by its own practical needs.  
Today, military capability developers must plan and manage strategically. 
Crosby asserts that for strategic management164 to be effectively used, the 
manager must develop a strategic mentality that consists of four main elements. 
Firstly, the strategic approach is oriented towards the future; secondly, it has an 
external emphasis; thirdly, it concentrates on assuring a good fit between the 
environment and the organisation and attempts to anticipate what will be 
required to assure continued fit; and finally, the strategic approach is a process.  
Arguably, capability management is one application of strategic management 
with a strategic mentality. The four main elements of effective strategic 
management mentioned can be seen in capability management. Military 
capability gaps or needs are identified, taking a long-term view (out to twenty 
years and beyond), based on agreed military tasks the forces are given, 
reflecting its orientation to the future. Also, a military capability must be 
thoroughly considered into its context to be meaningful, accounting for its 
external emphasis. Besides, capability management is distilled from a broad 
perspective, with different mechanisms to feed in information, taking into 
account impact of current and future threats, physical environment and potential 
coalition contributions; and considering the entire life cycle of a military 
capability. Subsequently, once the required capability inventory is defined, the 
most cost effective and efficient options to satisfy the requirements are sought. 
In this regard, one of the central characteristics of the capability management 
approach is being to ensure that capabilities planned, delivered and generated 
are those required. Finally, capability management is a continuous process 
made of three parts as vehicles to orderly develop capability areas, with 
significant monitoring and review mechanisms, moving from defence policy 
through the generation of military capabilities. Thus, arguably the UK’s MOD 
capability management approach is consistent with the application of strategic 
management with a strategic mentality. 
1.6.2 Capability based planning in defence 
The first part of the development of a military capability in the UK’s MOD model 
covers capability planning which is only part of capability management. 
Capability planning translates defence policy into an affordable defence 
programme. To this end, a capability based planning approach is taken. 
The beginning of the 21st century brought shocking terrorist attacks with the re-
emergence of unpredictable threats. Consequently, there were different 
initiatives worldwide in order to deal with these uncertainties and those which 
were underway received more emphasis. One of those initiatives is The 
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Technical Cooperation Program (TTCP)165 between Australia, Canada, New 
Zealand, United Kingdom and United States which encompasses cooperation 
within science and technology for conventional national defence. Every member 
country of the TTCP currently intends166 to use the concept of capability as the 
basis for the long-term planning of their future defence force structures. 
Although, due to differences167 in organisational, planning and legislative 
processes, each nation is implementing its own variant of Capability Based 
Planning (CBP), those variants have strong similarities and significant 
differences as well. Nonetheless, they agree on how CBP should be conducted. 
Even though there is no explicit definition of CBP as such, in the published UK’s 
MOD documentation to the best knowledge of the author, some relevant 
definitions can be found. According to the NATO, this method168 involves a 
functional analysis of expected future operations. The future operations 
themselves do not enter the performance evaluations. The outcome of such 
planning is not concrete weapons systems and manning levels, but a 
description of the tasks force structure units should be able to perform 
expressed in capability terms. Once the capability inventory is defined, the most 
cost-effective and efficient physical force unit options to implement these 
capabilities are derived. Another agreed definition, stated by the Rand 
Corporation, establish as CBP,169 planning under uncertainty, to provide 
capabilities suitable for a wide range of modern-day challenges and 
circumstances, while working within an economic framework. Finally, according 
to the US DoD, CBP is170 a planning methodology that identifies and provides 
capabilities that the joint warfighter and supporting defence entities need, to 
address a range of challenges. 
Those definitions are consistent with the TTCP’s definition171: a systematic 
approach to force development that aims to advice on the most appropriate 
force options to meet government priorities. The force options developed should 
meet strategic objectives, minimize cost and risk and comply with other 
constraints. 
Capability based planning represents172 an attempt to break down traditional 
stovepipes and provide for transparency and coherence. In this context, it 
provides a more rational basis for making decisions on future acquisitions, and 
makes planning more responsive to uncertainty, economic constraints and risk. 
It is seen as a shift to a model173 which focuses more on how adversaries fight, 
rather than specifically whom the adversary might be or where a war might 
occur, in order to defeat adversaries who will rely on surprise, deception and 
asymmetric warfare to achieve their objectives. It is considered a evolution from 
the threat-based planning methodology commonly employed during the Cold 
War, which involved identifying potential adversaries and evaluating their 
capabilities as the initial input. A methodical174 capabilities-based approach 
would enable planners to identify and field broad capabilities that counter 
adversary methods. 
Thinking in terms of capability highlights two inherent challenges: replacement 
thinking and neglecting in investment key enablers of capability. They are 
pointed out as dangers, when considering the reorganisation of the Capability 
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Sponsor along single-service lines. First, replacement thinking175, in which the 
services look for better versions of existing equipment, rather than radical 
possibilities opened up by new technology which could disrupt existing 
organisations and cultures. Second, to neglect in investment176 by the key 
enablers of capability: command, control, communications, computers, 
information/intelligence, surveillance, targeting acquisition and reconnaissance 
(C4ISTAR) and logistics, which are essentially joint in nature. 
In addition to a defence planning process complicated by its own nature, which 
encompasses the influence of governments, political views of national defence, 
national perceptions and defence’s different internal organisational cultures; 
capability based planning struggles with the complexity of working under 
uncertainty. Arguably, capability-based planning provides a comprehensive 
framework to address this complexity. 
1.6.3 The Capability Planning Process 
Basically, government departments fulfil three broad functions: develop policy, 
establish a resourced plan to develop policy and deliver public services in 
accordance with agreed policy. In the case of the UK’s MOD, the Defence 
Programme contains the essential elements of the second function to provide 
military capabilities this is, to discharge the third function. In the MOD, 
conceptual consistency177 and coherence is delivered through a capability-
based planning process.  
As it was stated previously, the first part of capability management is capability 
planning. Also, it was pointed out that the UK’s MOD employs a capability-
based approach which is applied in a unique manner, but with conceptual 
underpinning in strategic management theory. Moreover, this capability 
planning process expectedly should be influenced by its own practical needs. 
The military capability development timeline178 can begin years, or even 
decades, before the actual utilisation of the military capability of concern; future 
requirements are envisaged and the military capability is designed via a 
conceptual synthesis of all the DLoDs. Conceptually, initially capability planning 
defines capabilities that will be needed in the long term, and then compares it 
with existing and planned capabilities. Finally, options are identified and 
prioritised into a set of CMPs. This process is directed by the Joint Capabilities 
Board (JCB), which cascade strategic guidance as capability priorities. The JCB 
reports to the Defence Board179 as the decision taking body whose principal 
function is to make the high level decisions necessary to ensure that Defence 
delivers its final outputs. 
The shared ownership of capability decisions is achieved through a six stage 
Capability Planning Process (see Figure 1-7). The capability planning process, 
as described originally in the Capability Management Handbook180 
encompasses six stages, namely: capability definition, capability goals, baseline 
review and audit, risk and opportunity analysis, capability investigation and 
capability delivery. This last stage changed subsequently to endorse the CMP. 
The outputs from the process are Capability Management Strategies (CMSs) 
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and CMPs. Also, in the departmental planning year process Heads of 
Capabilities (HoCs, see Figure 1-8) can explore capability management 
measures (CMMs) across DLoDs, introducing enhancement CMMs, provided 
they are offset by saving CMMs, this measures need to be discussed, and 
agreed, in the relevant planning groups. 
Figure  1-7 Capability Planning Process – ‘The Waterfall Model’ 
 
Source: Defence Acquisition High Level Blueprint, 2008. 
The six stages of the capability planning process follow a sequential order in 
what is known as the waterfall model (Figure 1-7). Stages one to five are 
focused on optimising the capability delivered within available resources and 
stage six covers the prioritisation and resource allocation. The first stage 
develops a capability definition of a capability area for each Capability 
Management Group (CMG) and Capability Planning Group (CPG), in a 
construct that is presented further. Subsequently, in the second stage, one or 
more statements of Capability Goals are derived through the decomposition of a 
capability area in military effects. These statements are specific, measurable 
and solution independent. In the third stage, a baseline assessment across all 
DLoDs is performed and presented through five perspectives; namely: 
capability, commercial, financial, industrial and research. Then, in the fourth 
stage, shortfalls and opportunities analysis arise from the comparison of the 
capability goals and the perspectives structured in the previous stage. The fifth 
stage considers Capability Investigations (CIs) into shortfalls, areas of 
overprovision or opportunities. Finally, the last stage covers prioritisation and 
resource allocation that allows the production of a CMP. 
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To this end, a Defence Capability framework or partition scheme to support 
analysis is employed. Basically, the framework consists of a taxonomy (Figure 
1-8) made, in a first tier, of three broad partitions which are headed by 
Capability Directors; namely Precision Attack, Battlespace Manoeuvre and 
Information Superiority. These partitions, in turn, cover three to five capability 
areas each, this is the second tier; every capability area is under responsibility 
of a CMG, chaired by a Head of Capability. These areas, subsequently, host 
CPGs which are responsible for subdivisions of capability areas in planning 
groups, the third tier of the taxonomy. This accounts for181 a total of three broad 
partitions subdivided into eleven areas including twenty nine CPGs (as on 
August 2009). 
Figure  1-8 Capabilities Taxonomy 
 
Source: DE&S Graphics and Photography BTH02768, 2009 
In capability planning’s governance terms, there are three levels: the JCB, 
HoCs supported by CMGs and the CPGs. The CPGs are hosted by CMGs 
which report through the HoCs to the JCB. 
The JCB is chaired182 by Deputy Chief of Defence Staff (Capability) (DCDS 
(Cap)) and its members are the Directors of Capability, the Director Equipment 
Resources, and the Director Science and Technology, supported by key 
stakeholders through different meeting types. 
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The JCB delivers the governance of Capability Sponsor activities; and their 
functions183 are: 
 Produces a Capability Plan to manage the high-level delivery of 
capability.  
 Provides direction and guidance to HoCs on the formulation of the 
Capability Plan drawn from strategic guidance.  
 Identifies links and dependencies between Capability Areas and makes 
cross-Capability Area Balance of Investment (BoI) decisions.  
 Allocates the resources required (including manpower, skills and finance) 
to make sure the organisation can deliver its key objectives.  
 Manages Capability Sponsor performance, particularly the delivery of key 
objectives and targets.  
 Provides the Capability Sponsor’s corporate focus for communication 
with external stakeholders including, specifically, DE&S, Industry and the 
User and Science, Innovation and Technology (SIT) communities. 
The JCB employs different meeting types, they pursue different objectives, and 
their attendees are different with some adjoining in an ad-hoc basis in 
coherence with the meeting type. Different means are employed to 
communicate decisions and to ensure that staff members are aware of the 
JCB’s strategic direction. With this end, the Capability Sponsor Portal184 is the 
principal method for staff to gain visibility of key documents, instructions or 
briefing material. 
Capability planning relies on effective working of CPGs and CMGs. Basically, 
each capability area (Tier two of Capabilities Taxonomy) has a CMG which host 
between one and four CMGs (Tier three of Capabilities Taxonomy). Those 
groups work using different ways of working to bring together different 
specialised perspectives and skills exploiting information technologies. 
The HoC185 leads capability planning and develops capability management 
strategies and plans that set the requirement and conditions for the delivery of 
capability through life in accordance with the Defence Strategy. The HoC chairs 
a CMG that is attended by empowered members of the MUC which bring 
together five key participants (Figure 1-9): HoC, user representative, centre 
representative (MOD Head Office), SIT representative and DE&S 
representative. The CMG is supported at a working level by CPGs.  
As it was mentioned, the MUC brings together five key participants. Their roles 
and responsibilities are summarised from now on. This synopsis complement 
the notion of the subdivisions of capability planning, the stages; its outcomes, 
CMSs and CMPs; the capability taxonomy; the main responsibilities of the 
Capability Directors; and the role of the JCB; allowing to build up a broad 
conceptualisation of the capability planning process.  
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Figure  1-9  MOD Unified Customer Concept 
 
Source: Author 
The Defence Support Group (DSG) directs HoCs186 and their policy guidelines 
are set by the Policy and Programmes Steering Group (PPSG). The HoC is 
specifically responsible187 for:  
 Leading the capability planning process for a particular capability area, 
setting the overall requirement and conditions – vision, strategy, plans 
and resources – for all aspects that contribute to his/her capability area. 
 Identifying high-level capability goals or requirements (based on DSG), 
assessing any gap or surplus against existing capabilities and developing 
pan-DLoDs options to meet those requirements. 
 Identifying through the departmental planning process, the resources to 
meet these requirements or presenting the risk and impact, against DSG, 
of requirements that remain unfunded or against which savings are 
taken. 
 Identifying and managing dependencies with other capability areas and 
coherence with Urgent Operational Requirements (UORs). Risks and 
issues arising outside of his control are passed to the JCB for resolution 
or escalation. 
A relevant input for the work of the HoC is the level of funding that could be 
expected for the options that, eventually, will be developed. This level of funding 
is a starting point for the definition of the scope of the activities to be carried out. 
Within Head Office188, it is the role of the Central Finance and Resource 
Planning Staff under the Finance Director to189: 
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 Manage the overall Defence Corporate Programme and Planning 
process, balancing resources between TLB Plans and the Capability 
Sponsor to meet defence priorities.  
 Allocate resource control totals to TLBs and the Capability Sponsor.  
 Manage in-year expenditure at Departmental level.  
 Sets Force Structures, Defence Planning Assumptions and Readiness 
Levels  
The User role190 ranges from influencing policy, force-development and future 
equipment capability, to the generation of Force Elements @ Readiness 
(FE@R) to deliver effect. In the context of capability planning the key roles and 
responsibilities191 of the User are: 
 Informs and supports the planning of future capability.  
 As a member of the CPG, provide advice on trade offs and options, and 
evidence to support investment decision points.  
Advice to CMGs/CPGs regarding research and technology is provided by SIT. 
SIT supplies192 Science and Technology officers, integrated within the 
Capability Sponsor, on CMG/CPGs. In particular, the SIT representative193:  
 Works with Defence Science and Technology Laboratories (DSTL) 
Capability Advisors to provide scientific advice and underpinning 
knowledge and data in a timely manner 
 Assists CPGs to identify current or future capability needs or issues, 
which can be addressed or informed by focused research 
 Articulates Research Goals and, through the relevant SIT Research 
Output, translates them into one or more Research Requirements which 
define the aim, desired outcome and milestones of the research activity 
 Assists CPGs in prioritising Research Requirements 
 Oversees appropriate research activities 
 Generates research and development plans which are coherent with 
capability plans and decision points 
 Identifies relationships with industry to develop key technologies jointly 
DE&S is the MOD’s single organisation194 responsible for providing equipment, 
support and logistics capability to the armed forces and supporting it through-
life. In the context of capability planning the key roles and responsibilities195 of 
DE&S are: 
 Delivering a coherent through life output within and across project 
portfolios (in consultation with the User and Sponsor) to meet funded 
future capability requirements.  
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 Provide a key input to the TTCPG process by:  
 Informing on delivery  
 Advising on trade-off opportunities  
 Advising on industrial capacity  
 Providing advice on commercial issues  
 Advising on opportunities for technology insertion 
Finally, two other meaningful inputs are those from the Development Concepts 
and Doctrine Centre (DCDC) and industry. The DCDC and industry provide196 
support to the capability planning at different times throughout the process. The 
former initially sponsor197 the concepts to capability process. In addition, the 
latter, where industry can provide an indication of198: 
 Technical maturity 
 Broad cost and programme data 
 Industrial threats and opportunities arising from capacity, technology or 
other issues 
 Export and international considerations 
After considering the main roles and responsibilities of key players in capability 
planning, it is meaningful to look at their outputs, which are strategies and 
plans, from CMGs and CPGs respectively. 
The output of the CMG is a CMS which provides199 the long term view of a 
Director’s capability area, identifies the capability requirements to be delivered 
by each CPG, and sets the priorities for resolving significant capability 
shortfalls, and exploiting opportunities. On the other hand, in the case of the 
CPG, the output being a CMP which allows a CPG to manage200 capability 
shortfalls, requirements, programme and risks associated with one or more 
elements of the capability Taxonomy.  
The CMP is underpinned by a number of studies, analysis, research and 
experimentation which include consideration, from the outset of commercial 
issues and affordability. The CMPs will be reviewed201 by Directors in the 
pertinent CMG, examining trades and BoI across the capability area, 
considering the constraints and requirements of other capability areas. 
Finally202, the JCB considers trades across areas to optimise the Capability 
Programme as a whole, within resource and other constraints. At any of those 
levels, the degree of complexity can not be overemphasised, particularly when it 
is borne in mind that the JCB and multiple CPGs and CMGs potentially make 
tradeoffs along all the capabilities taxonomy. 
The output203 of the capability planning process will be an option for 
consideration in the Planning Round i.e. the biannual departmental financial 
planning process, where an equipment related solution is approved; a new 
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project will be initiated. Options are identified and prioritised into a set of CMPs. 
Those CMPs (each capability area) are incorporated into a ten-year Equipment 
& Support Plan, accounting for capital investment and its support 
consequences, which in turn is refunded in a Capability Change Plan (also 
known as capability sponsor plan or Capability Change Programme). In 
addition, the MUC204 through CPGs ensures coherence between the single 
Service Management Plans and the capability change programme established 
in the capability planning process. 
Thus, the departmental function of establishing a resourced plan to develop 
policy is discharged through the capability planning process, identifying 
capability gaps or needs, in a coherent and consistent manner employing a 
Joint Capabilities Board – Capability Management Groups – Capability Planning 
Groups construct. Further, some working arrangements and tools are common 
at the working level of capability planning. 
1.7 New approach, new challenges: a gap in knowledge 
The cross-functional work amongst MOD organisations, to plan future military 
capabilities appears as an emerging trend, most likely to increase over time. 
Moreover, it is suggested that capability planning relies on effective working of 
CPGs. Thus, the MOD needs to optimise the performance of these cross-
functional planning groups. 
The cross-functional approach taken by the UK’s MOD to undertake capability 
planning activity poses challenges for the organisations integrated in the MUC. 
In this regard, understanding the fundamental importance of interpersonal trust 
in the CPGs is crucial for the success of the integration of individual’s skills and 
competences. 
A number of elements related to interpersonal trust can be found through 
different documents and, particularly, in the Defence Reform Report. This latter 
report, as discussed in the subsection 1.4.2, emphasises the importance of 
people, cultural and behavioural issues as probably even more important than 
structures for the success of any model. In addition, the Defence Reform Report 
points out some key strengths and problems in defence, together with some 
proposals for a new departmental management model. 
The establishment of integrated work across different MOD organisations has 
been clearly identified as a fundamental philosophy underpinning the 
development of future military capabilities. Understanding that way of work that 
integrates different specialised perspectives and skills, exploiting information 
technologies, working in defence is an original approach to planning future 
capabilities in the context of capability management in the UK’s MOD. 
Considering that to the best knowledge of the author, there is no work available 
focused on study interpersonal trust amongst members of these cross-
functional CPGs, it constitutes a gap in knowledge that this research will 
address. 
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1.8 Topic, Aim and Research Questions 
In this research, the author utilises literature on virtual teams and interpersonal 
trust, to develop a research framework for the study of interpersonal trust in the 
context of virtual work in planning military capabilities. Flowing from an 
extensive review and amalgamation of conceptualisations from the literature, its 
interpretation by the researcher, and the interaction with sources relevant to the 
topic, from the academia and practitioners fields, interpersonal trust, and in 
particular its determinants, in CPGs was selected as a relevant element for 
successful integrated cross-functional work.  
Consequently, the following topic, aim and research questions were developed: 
Topic 
Critical analysis of interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, working in capability 
planning in the identification of capability gaps or needs, to provide required 
future military capability. 
Aim 
To develop a critical analysis of interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, working 
in capability planning for the identification of capability gaps or needs, to provide 
required future military capability. 
Research questions 
In order to satisfy the requirements of this conceptualisation, and based on the 
elements discussed, the following questions need to be answered:  
Research Question 1: What are the pertinent determinants of interpersonal 
trust in the CPG?  
Research Question 2: What, if any, are the issues surrounding those 
determinants within the CPG?  
Research Question 3: What risks are there, beyond the interpersonal 
relationships, which could influence the trust 
behaviour of CPG members? 
The interpersonal trust determinants and the risks and issues regarding 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs were investigated utilising a research 
methodology extensively discussed in the Chapter 3 ‘Research methodology’. It 
included addressing influential elements deemed necessary to understand and 
contextualise data about interpersonal trust in CPGs. 
Taking into account that the interpersonal relationship under study, i.e. amongst 
different MOD organisations representatives working in virtual teams, planning 
future military capabilities is novel, the nature of the research is eminently 
exploratory. Thus, the review and interpretation of the literature available 
allowed the researcher to identify a number of elements that allowed the 
researcher to understand the phenomenon under consideration, under the 
particular focus undertaken in this research, as stated in the research’s Aim. 
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1.9 Significance of the Research 
It is expected that this type of intraorganisational work will continue to develop 
and increase and that the virtual modality of work will be an extended practice. 
In the words of the Vice Admiral Paul Lambert, Deputy Chief of Defence Staff 
(Capability)205: 
‘As the use of virtual teams is considered most likely to increase over time in 
MOD organisations, the findings from the research should be useful to all 
personnel involved in capability planning, and other cross-functional activities. 
Furthermore, it will inform the design of organisational processes and systems 
as we take forward capability management in the post-Defence Reform era.’ 
Consequently, increasing the understanding about this fundamental element to 
effective/successful performance, in respect to planning future capabilities, 
should be very noteworthy for the UK’s MOD. Overall, this has considerable 
implications for the design of strategies, approaches and processes related to 
capability planning, capability management, and other cross-functional 
activities. In this regard, the production of original knowledge about this modality 
of work might also originate new areas for research from different perspectives. 
In addition to the relevance to the UK’s MOD, the relevance to other military 
organisations should not be underestimated. The potential for increasing 
effectiveness and efficiency in capability planning as well as in other cross-
functional activities might become highly beneficial for any defence 
organisation.  
1.10 Outline of the Research Design 
The paradigm adopted in this research is fundamentally phenomenological, and 
as such based on the perceptions of individuals. The research approach is 
qualitative, and exploratory in nature. Firstly, the exploratory research effort 
undertaken was informed by case study methodology in a multiple-case 
approach, developed through a set of interviews to the members of some 
selected CPGs. Subsequently, a survey questionnaire was conducted. 
The fieldwork was organised in two dependent phases. In Phase I, evidence 
was collected through a programme of semi-structured interviews across the 
organisations integrated in the MUC. In Phase II, a comprehensive 
questionnaire developed, based on the findings from Phase I, addressed to the 
whole population of CPG members, was conducted. In this way, both phases 
compose an integrated design that underpins the answer to the research 
questions. 
1.11 Organisation of the thesis 
This Chapter 1 serves to contextualise and justify the topic to be researched, 
summarising an outline of the research and the organisation of the chapters of 
the thesis.  
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Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 addresses a critical review of the 
pertinent literature. The literature review provides a critical evaluation of the 
literature pertinent to the topic, conditioning the design of the research project. 
In addition, it serves to improve the researcher knowledge, providing him with 
an understanding of the subject area, and underpinning the justification of the 
research topic and the research approach undertaken. 
In Chapter 3, the framework for research to be employed is formalised and the 
research methodology to be employed discussed. It entails the research 
paradigm, the selected research methods, the sources of evidence and, the 
ethical considerations that are of significance for this research. Finally, the 
limitations of the research are identified. 
Chapter 4 presents the findings of the already mentioned Phase I and II, 
respectively. The results of Phase I are integrated in a cross-case analysis 
under the perspective of the research problem and the research questions, 
leading to the development of the second phase of the fieldwork.  
Chapter 5, integrates the findings of the fieldwork in a final analysis and 
discussion seeking to answer the research questions. 
Chapter 6 presents the pertinent conclusions, discussing the significance of the 
findings and identifying areas for further research. 
1.12 Summary of the chapter 
This chapter contextualised and justified the topic to be researched, 
summarising an outline of the research and the organisation of the thesis. In 
doing so, it provided the conceptualisation under which the development of 
future military capabilities is planned, with focus on the cross-functional work of 
different organisations in defence.  
The SDR provided an initial point to consider and analyse major efforts to 
improve the provision of military capability in the UK. Further, the analysis 
focuses on through life capability management, as the cornerstone to 
improvements in the provision of military capability. Subsequently, the emphasis 
moves on to capability management, as the approach to balance policy and 
aspirations in an affordable and achievable manner. Within that, the conceptual 
framework underpinning the management of capabilities was discussed. Then, 
the analysis covers a broad theoretical underpinning for capability planning 
activity from a strategic management perspective. In that context, the UK’s 
capability planning process is emphasised as the vehicle to deliver a consistent 
and coherent resourced plan to develop military capabilities. 
Finally, a gap in knowledge is identified in the general context of the cross-
functional integration of different defence organisations. The contribution to 
knowledge of the research, its significance, and the aim and objectives of the 
thesis were stated. In brief, this chapter has introduced the background and 
purpose of the study; the significance of the topic. As such, it contextualises and 
justifies the topic to be researched, summarising an outline of the research and 
the organisation of the chapters of the thesis.  
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Subsequently, Chapter 2 will present a critical review of the literature pertinent 
to the topic, in order to underpin establishing a conceptual framework for the 
research and to demonstrate the existence of a gap in knowledge that this 
research will address. 
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2 Literature Review 
‘The plan is nothing; Planning is everything’ 
Dwight Eisenhower 
2.1 Introduction: rationale and structure of the chapter 
2.1.1 Introduction 
Previously, Chapter 1 introduced the setting, presented the research problem 
and discussed its consequent relevance. 
This chapter presents a critical review of the literature pertinent to the topic. 
Subsequently, a conceptual framework for the research is established. A 
literature review206 is a critical evaluation of the existing body of knowledge of a 
topic, which guides the research and demonstrates that relevant literature has 
been located and analysed. A review207 of prior, relevant literature is an 
essential feature of any academic project. An effective review creates a firm 
foundation for advancing knowledge. It identifies areas where a plethora of 
research exists, and uncovers areas where research is needed. 
Accordingly, this chapter considers suitable pieces of literature, identifying 
specific gaps in the topic under consideration, which underpins the assertion of 
the research problem; and, subsequently structures a conceptual framework for 
research derived from the consideration of the literature and its interpretation. In 
this way, a specific approach to the topic will be addressed, in coherence with 
the aim of this research: 
To develop a critical analysis of interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, 
working in capability planning for the identification of capability gaps or 
needs, to provide required future military capability. 
The primacy of through-life considerations in acquisition at departmental level 
has become a matter of defence policy. The publication of the Defence 
Industrial Strategy (2005) introduced Through Life Capability Management 
(TLCM) as a fundamental view of the management of military capability. 
Arguably, this perspective would be another step ahead in the level of 
sophistication of defence management. In this context, through the integration 
of different organisational areas across defence in the capability planning 
process, it is expected to consider all the key factors in needs identification and 
the activities leading to the delivery of through-life military capability in a more 
responsive way to uncertainty, economic constraints and risk. 
The conceptual framework of the process which aims to balance defence policy 
aspirations and available resources is the capability planning process. The 
cornerstone of this process is the cross-functional integration of skills and 
capabilities across defence in the concept known as the MOD Unified Customer 
(MUC). This integration is realised through a construct where the Capability 
Planning Groups (CPGs) are the working level in those activities. But the 
modality of work adopted by CPGs, the employment of virtual teams (VTs), 
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together with a number of benefits brings considerable challenges. In this 
particular context, relevant literature on the topic strongly points out to 
interpersonal trust as a relevant, if not the most significant, factor in the pursuit 
of the required outcomes. 
Consequently, the study concentrates on the determinants of interpersonal 
trust in the context of capability planning performed by key participants from 
different MOD organisational areas under the concept of the MUC. As such, the 
research focuses on the identification of interpersonal trust determinants, within 
the scope of the work of the CPGs. 
The topic is, then, related to the organisational skills and behaviours required 
for the development of the essential element of interpersonal trust in the military 
capability planning arena. The defence context is set by the TLCM view and in 
particular the capability planning process. In this context, virtual teaming as a 
way of working in capability planning is the organisational activity where 
interpersonal trust is developed and fostered. This is shown diagrammatically in 
Figure 2-1. That is, in particular between the members of the MUC who come 
from different organisational settings, in order to contribute to the identification 
of gaps or needs, its comparison with existing and planned capabilities; and 
finally, to the identification and prioritisation of options into a set of Capability 
Management Plans (CMPs).  




2.1.2 Rationale and structure  
With this end in mind, the rationale applied was to explore the topic from 
different literature streams, pursuing an appropriate balance between academic 
and practitioner points of view, which are presented with an increasing level of 
definition, going from developing contextual considerations  to the aspects of 
the interpersonal trust formation in VTs, focused in the determinants of trust in 
this context. The rationale for the structure and content of this chapter is 
presented in Figure 2-2. 
For this study, a search of literature was conducted via electronic databases: 
EBSCO, Emerald, Proquest Entrepreneurship, and Taylor and Francis 
Informaworld; using search words deemed relevant to the topic (i.e. virtual 
team, virtual organisation, virtual teamwork, collaboration and team, 
collaboration and network, computer mediated communication, trust, trust and 
virtual teams, trust determinants). Articles and also books were found reviewing 
the lists of references in the articles initially retrieved through the databases. 
Also, additional literature was included, provided that it gave further elaboration 
on the findings made in the previous literature studied. These findings have 
been incorporated in this chapter where it is deemed they make the greatest 
contribution towards the achievement of the research aim. 
Figure  2-2 Rationale for the structure and content of the literature review 
 
Source: Author 
After this introduction, the second section presents a fundamental view of the 
use of VTs in capability planning activity, as a means of gaining understanding 
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about its relevance in the context of capability planning. Central to the topic of 
this research, a review of VTs is performed, entailing some previous definitions 
and aspects deemed relevant to consider before addressing a conceptualisation 
of VTs and their employment in capability planning. Then, the relevance of 
context and tasks, together with benefits and challenges that VTs bring to 
organisations adopting them, are reviewed. 
Subsequently, in the third section, a conceptualisation of trust in the context of 
the CPGs is drawn by considering the nature of organisational culture which 
provides theoretical underpinning for the consideration of trust. Particular 
emphasis is given to previous research and the literature on trust, the relevance 
of trust, and on problems with trust conceptualisations. These are discussed 
leading towards the endorsement of a conceptualisation of trust suitable to the 
scope the aim of this thesis. 
In section four, the consideration of trust in VTs is derived from the literature 
including the cognitive and affective foundations of interpersonal trust, together 
with paths for the development of cognitive trust i.e. swift trust and knowledge-
based trust. These foundations are subsequently examined through trust 
determinants considered from presumptive and cognitive dimensions. Also, risk 
and trust development over time as considerations in the behavioural 
manifestations of trust are included. Then, an adapted model of trust, devised 
for the analyses of determinants in VTs, under the particular perspective of this 
research effort is considered. This adapted model is focused on interpersonal 
trust, including cognitive and affective dimensions of trust development and 
evolution through time, elements influencing trust, prior to and through personal 
interactions; together with the consideration of risk in the process leading to 
engagement in trusting behaviour.  
From this comprehensive review of the literature, its discussion and the 
interaction with sources related to the topic from academic and practitioner 
perspectives and the elaboration of conceptualisations derived from it, a 
conceptual framework for research is presented. This framework is focused on 
interpersonal trust determinats in VTs, including cognitive and affective 
dimensions of trust development and evolution through time. The framework 
constitutes the primary element that will guide the research design, which will 
be presented in the next chapter. 
2.2 Virtual teams and capability planning 
In simple terms it could be argued that virtual teamworking takes place 
whenever people from an organisation or from different organisations work 
together through the facilitation of information technologies. Even though 
business and military activities are performed with quite different means, behind 
both kind of activities there are structures and processes leading up to and 
controlling such activities, which have substantial similarities208. Therefore, 
before addressing the conceptualisation of a VT in military capability planning, it 
is useful to contextualise it, by means of considering the capability planning 
ways of working and some previous definitions such as organisation and team; 
all of this, leading to the concept of VT. 
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The concept of VT is central to this research because it is inside such a team 
that the inputs from different perspectives or functional areas are integrated into 
the main outcome of a CPG: an updated Capability Management Plan. But, 
these CPGs are integrated by people and, in order to get these people to 
contribute in a way that outperforms a more traditional, collocated, approach, of 
teamworking, it is necessary that they trust the other members of the team, 
overcoming the challenges of virtual teaming such as the lack of or reduced 
face-to-face interaction. The determinants of trust formation, in this context, will 
be subsequently addressed, through the integration of the literature in a 
conceptual framework of trust and its determinants in VTs. 
2.2.1 Military capability planning ways of working 
As discussed in Chapter 1, in military capability planning, different ways of 
working are employed. CMGs and CPGs are209 VTs with members from 
different MOD organisations and located at different geographical sites. Daily 
work at CMG and CPG level is undertaken by meetings, virtual team working 
and utilising the decision conference process. In this regard, organisational 
support is considered a key success factor210 for VTs. Furthermore, 
organisational support is reflected211 in the implementation of systems that 
support operational activities, with specific mechanisms for each activity. In 
capability planning some software tools (Meridio and Connect Database) and 
virtual repositories (virtual team sites) are used. In order to produce a prioritised 
list of options in stage six of the capability planning process, ‘Endorse the CMP’, 
decision conferencing is utilised. This is a structured method of facilitation, 
supported by a software tool (Equity), which212 helps to choose the best range 
of options that maximise capability within given financial limits. In order to 
overcome extended geographical spread and, at the same time, bring together 
all the different skills and perspectives required.  
Decision conferencing213 are intensive working meetings conducted as live, 
working sessions. They help to create,214 on-the-spot, a computer-based model 
which incorporates data and the judgements of the participants in the groups, 
providing scope for representing both the many conflicting objectives expressed 
by participants, and the inevitable uncertainty about future consequences. The 
Equity software allows for the grading and ranking of options into an order of 
priority, through military judgement, and into an order of ‘cost benefit’. 
Within this capability planning process, according to Yue & Henshaw,  an issue 
that must be carefully considered is the fact that the organisations involved215 in 
capability development exhibit various behaviours, and the stakeholders all 
have their own objectives, which are not necessarily aligned and may 
sometimes be conflicting. In addition, Carr, looking at acquisition as a human 
system216, maintained that the fundamental principle of TLCM is to retain a 
continual focus on the purpose of the higher level systems, and avoid the traps 
of solutioneering, technology fascination and process ruts. In relation to the 
understanding of defence needs, and navigating a course to meet those needs, 
Carr asserts217 that it is complex, dynamic and ambiguous problem, and that 
there is no such thing as a ‘solution’. In this regard, it is argued that the most 
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effective methods218 for this sort of problem are not the traditional, rational, 
analytical approaches favoured by many science, engineering and management 
domains. Arguably, more effective219 are methods based on the things that only 
humans can do: dialogue, negotiation, creativity, initiative, sharing 
understanding and the developments of insights, intuition and cohesion. 
Thus, military capability planning relies on VTs which integrate people from 
different functional areas of the MOD. These people are geographically spread 
to some extent and are supported by IT systems that support their activities, in 
order to achieve required outcomes. In addition, guidance is provided by the 
MOD’s Acquisition Operating Framework (AOF). In this regard, the AOF 
constitutes220 authoritative source of policy and good practice. To sum up, in 
capability planning activity this hybrid (neither collocated, nor fully virtual) way of 
working has been undertaken. 
2.2.2 The nature of organisations and teams 
The fundamental perspective regarding the use of VTs in capability planning is 
that organisations utilise teams to commit people with complementary skills, 
from different organisational or functional areas, to pursue a common goal. 
Further, and because of the impacts of major drivers on about all organisations, 
an increasing trend has been, and is supposed to continue increasing, 
encouraging the employment of VTs. This is in order to undertake military 
capability planning activities in such a way as to underpin the consequent 
delivery of through-life military capability in a way that is more responsive to 
uncertainty, economic constraints and risk. 
Before moving to a discussion about VTs, it is important first to consider, for the 
purpose of this research, the terms ‘organisation’ and ‘teams’.  
2.2.2.1 Organisation 
The Oxford English Dictionary defines organisation as an organized body of 
people221 with a particular purpose, as a business, government department, 
charity, etc. Arguably, there are many ways of defining what is meant by an 
organisation. Buchanan & Huczynski define an organisation as a social 
arrangement222 for achieving controlled performance in pursuit of collective 
goals. They argue that the goals pursued by individual members223 of an 
organisation can be quite different from the collective purpose of their organised 
activity. This creates a central practical and theoretical organisational dilemma 
in the design and study of organisations224: the question of how to reconcile 
potential inconsistency between individual needs and aspirations on the one 
hand and the collective purpose of the organisation on the other. 
Identifying current and future factors which could impact225 on the organisation 
usually generates a long list. Buchanan & Huczynski  argue that there are three 
major trends226 affecting just about all organisations. These are, globalisation, 
information technology (IT), and social and demographic trends. In this context 
of organisations potentially impacted by their external environment in different 
degrees, it is argued that organisations encompass a continuing227 search for 
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‘fit’ between their internal characteristics and features of the external 
environment. 
Organisations traditionally tended to concentrate their personnel in different 
functional departments. It is argued that there has been a transitional trend 
replacing them by matrix organisations, and subsequently to some extent by 
networked organisations. In this regard, Kimble maintains that in recent years, 
many companies have begun to move toward a style of working228 that is 
explicitly cross-functional and built upon flatter structures, moving toward team-
based structures where groups take responsibility for a particular organisational 
deliverable. Arguably, organisations229 in the public and private sector similarly 
face ongoing pressures to become more flexible and responsive to change, and 
are looking increasingly to virtual forms of organisations to reduce 
organisational slack and facilitate cross-functional learning. In this regard, it is 
argued that the virtual organisation as a new organisational paradigm230 is a 
result of a dominant theory and practice of the innovative companies of 
information-computational technology. 
2.2.2.2 Teams 
Similarly, the Oxford English Dictionary defines team as a number of persons231 
associated in some joint action; now esp. a definite number of persons forming 
a side in a match, in any team sport; hence, a group collaborating in their 
professional work or in some enterprise or assignment. In 1999, Lipnack & 
Stamps maintained that in business environments, teams232 were accepted as 
the smart way to organise for flexible and cost-effective organisations. 
Allegedly, effective teams produce more ideas and more information than 
people working in isolation do. Teamworking would result in better outcomes 
due to different attributes and perceptions added up by team members. In 
addition, it is argued that organisations experience change at ever-increasing 
pace, these changes occurs in the context of rising participation in teams. For 
example, a 1993 survey of 1,293 US-based organisations by the American 
Society for Quality Control233 and the Gallup organisation found that over 80 per 
cent of respondents reported some form of work-team activity (primarily 
problem-solving teams); two-thirds of full-time employees indicated that they 
participate in teams and 84 per cent participated in more than one team. 
Additionally, a survey by the Industrial Society in 1995 of 500 personnel 
managers found234 that 43 per cent worked in organisations with self-managed 
teams. Moreover, a 1996 survey by Dale Carnegie Training identified235 that 90 
per cent of American workers spent at least part of their work day in a team 
scenario, even though only about half received any teamwork training. Although 
these figures are not comparable, they are still valid and suggest that teams are 
a common form of organisational work. 
Katzenbach & Smith suggest that a team, the most common and basic working 
unit in today’s business organisations, is a236 small number of people with 
complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, performance 
goals and approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable. They 
argue that a team can be seen as a psychological group237 whose members 
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share a common goal, which they pursue collaboratively. Members can only 
succeed or fail as a whole, and all share the benefits and costs of collective 
success or failure.  
The use of teams238 has increased significantly as organisations (both public 
and private) have turned more and more jobs over to team-based structures. 
Teams are now being used239 in innovative ways in different disciplines, 
strategic planning among others. Experiences240 from organisations using the 
team approach for improving performance have pointed to teamwork as an 
important tool in business success. Moreover, as empirical evidence denotes, 
much organisational work is performed241 in teams. Their performance, thus, 
affects the success of the organisation as a whole. Accordingly, since the 
chances of either working in a team or managing one242 are so high, it is 
prudent to know how they operate. 
Many different types243 of team operate within organisations. Sundstrom et al 
distinguished four types of team, based on their objectives and type of output 
produced: advice, action, project and production. In this regard, one of the most 
common244 types of project teams is the cross-functional team: a team 
composed of employees from about the same hierarchical level but from 
different work areas or functions in the organisation, who are brought together 
to complete a particular task. Cross-functional teams allow245 members to share 
information that would previously have never crossed the walls of the traditional 
functional silos. Potentially,246 these teams shorten the length of time spent in 
planning and create opportunities for joint problem solving, presumably resulting 
in buildings that are more attractive, safer, cheaper and completed sooner. 
They are supported247 by their organisation’s structures, systems and skills, 
which enable the teams to operate successfully as a more independent unit 
towards goals that transcend the combined abilities of individual members. 
Arguably, cross-functional teams differ from other types of team in three 
important respects248: 
 Representative: they are representative in that their individual members 
usually retain their position back in their ‘home’ functional department. 
 Temporary: they have a finite life, even if their end is years in the future. 
 Innovation: they are established to solve non-conventional problems and 
meet challenging performance standards. 
Arguably, together with some advantages cross-functional teams also bring 
disadvantages. On the one hand, it is believed that cross-functional, 
geographically distributed workers provide249 great advantages by bringing to 
bear the diverse skills of scarce specialists on problems or projects that span 
traditional organisational boundaries, in such diverse areas as software 
development, engineering, nursing, purchasing, and new product development. 
Conversely, it has been argued250 by critics that cross-functional team 
members, since they are representatives, owe their true allegiance to their 
home, functional department; that the chances of pressure and conflict are 
higher than in other teams; and that their temporary nature puts strain on 
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members who have quickly to develop stable and effective working group 
processes. Critics of cross-functional teams also acknowledge251 the restrictions 
on information flow and knowledge, and therefore on performance and the 
internal battles over intra-company territories, that functional boundaries cause. 
This view encapsulates252 the main tensions many researchers perceive in a 
shift to increased cross-functional team application: members’ allegiance to 
their home and restrictions on performance and disputes that functional 
boundaries cause.  
Regarding the use of the terms group and team, contentious positions are 
sustained. Several authors suggest that the term ‘team’ should be used253 for 
those groups that display high levels of interdependency and integration among 
members. In this regard, Annett & Stanton254 suggest that the key distinction 
between a group and a team is that the members of the latter share a common 
goal that they pursue collaboratively. They can only succeed or fail as a whole, 
and the members of that team share the benefits and costs of success or 
failure. In contrast, the members of a group may share a number of common 
features, and each has their individual goals, but if they lack a common goal, 
they will be in a competition with each other. 
According to Buchanan & Huczynski, group and team working literature255 
remains controversial. On the one hand, it promotes the benefits of group 
working, and commonality of interests between individuals organised as teams, 
and the goals of the ‘organisation as a whole’ is stressed. Conversely, critics 
contend that the extent of group-management conflict has been misinterpreted, 
underplayed or simply ignored. Moreover, Buchanan & Huczynski argue256 that, 
in the literature, the terms ‘group’ and ‘team’ are used interchangeably, with the 
personal preference of writers and tradition guiding the choice of word, rather 
than conceptual distinction. Nevertheless, Katzenbach & Santa Maria 
examining US Marine Corps managerial practises differentiated257 a team from 
a single-leader work group from eight different standpoints ranging from who set 
goals and agenda, to the individual or collective nature of the primary end-
products. This differentiation will be addressed subsequently, when addressing 
a definition of VTs. 
Arguably, when considering groups or teams it is essential to differentiate two 
disciplines: single-leader and team (this will be discussed in 2.2.3.6 ‘Addressing 
a definition’ of VTs). Allegedly, this differentiation would be more relevant in the 
case of VTs. Moreover, it appears to be key to share a common goal to be 
pursued collaboratively. In addition, there are some tensions perceived when 
applying cross-functional teams regarding individuals’ allegiance and 
restrictions related to performance and intra-organisational boundaries. 
Consistent with the views expressed in relation to organisations, it is argued 
that some of the approaches to teams fail258 to address the fact that people 
have their own reason for doing things. In addition, the empirical research259 on 
teams in organisational contexts is moving in the direction of increased 
complexity, but this work still has a way to go to match developments in the 
conceptual domain. In any case, consequently as is apparent from this 
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discussion, developing team and team work260 will continue to be a major thrust 
for all organisations over a future planning horizon. 
Allegedly, the impact of the three mentioned major trends on organisations and, 
in particular, on teams with a cross-functional nature, has led to an increasing 
prominence of VTs. From now on, in this section 2.2, a conceptualisation of VT 
will be encompassed (see Figure 2-3). It includes antecedents deemed relevant 
for this thesis work. They have to do with its increasing relevance, problems 
with literature about VTs, the need for research; and considerations about its 
life-cycle, technology, and the idea of virtuality or virtualness. In summary, a 
conceptualisation of VTs, leading to the endorsement of a definition of VT useful 
for this research purpose. Finally, a discussion about its advantages and 
disadvantages is presented. Subsequently, in the next Section 2.3, a 
conceptualisation of trust pertinent to this research will be undertaken, leading 
to the consideration of trust and its determinants in VTs in Section 2.4. 
Figure  2-3 Sketch of Section 2.2 Virtual teams and capability planning 
 
Source: Author 
2.2.3 Virtual teams 
Arguably, VTs are essential261 for the functioning of an increasing number of 
organisations. In this regard, in order to take advantage of VTs’ benefits and to 
avoid their potential pitfalls, it is essential to understand how they work. In order 
to do that, it is necessary to subscribe a conceptualisation of VT suitable for the 
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context under study, which is the utilisation of VTs in military capability planning. 
In this subsection, it will be argued that this conceptualisation has remained 
problematic because of the many different contexts or disciplines in which VTs 
have been studied. However, from the literature, some convergent points have 
been identified and will be discussed. They have to do with the increasing 
recurrence and relevance of VTs, problems with available literature on the topic, 
the need for research, VTs life cycle, technology, addressing a definition of VTs 
and the consideration of the concept of virtuality or virtualness. 
2.2.3.1 Common, increasingly adopted 
According to Bergiel et al, virtual teaming is something no one really planned 
methodically262; rather, it developed because the appropriate supporting 
technology became available. Even though VTs are a relatively new263 trend in 
knowledge-based societies, Baungaard & Wangel, trace the origin264 of virtual 
organisations back to the early 20th Century from the organisational theory’s 
perspective (See Table 2-1). However, until the early 1990s the idea265 of virtual 
work remained just an idea. Simultaneously, to cut bureaucracy, reduce cycle 
time, and improve service, line-level employees took on266 decision-making and 
problem-solving responsibilities traditionally reserved for management. In the 
90s a new kind267 of team emerged, VTs or virtual teaming. In parallel, the 
literature about VTs started268 to receive a great deal of attention in the early 
1990s, which was primarily focused on the benefits of such teams, directing 
little attention toward understanding their potential problems and challenges. 
Since the mid-1990s, the concept269 of VT has evolved towards the idea of 
organisations capable of rapidly creating teams of talented people who can 
respond to the needs of their customer. 
Table  2-1 Origin of Virtual Organisations 
Time Focus 
First part of XX Century 
Tasks and actions each individual worker was supposed 
to undertake in order to produce goods and services as 
effectively as possible 
Second half of XX Century Whole interrelated system of tasks and roles 
From the beginning of the 1980s 
Values and beliefs, also called organisational culture 
Concept of learning organisation coined 
From the middle of the 1990s Notion of virtual organisation became more and more in focus 
Source: Tabulated from Baungaard & Wangel, 2007 
Virtual teaming is an increasing organisational trend. In the mid-1990s Handy 
argued that organisations in the public and private sector270 were looking 
increasingly to virtual forms of organisation. Further, relatively recent 
developments271 in technology have increased people’s ability to communicate 
effectively across space and time. Arguably, there is a transitional trend from 
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bureaucracies to networked organisations reliant on VTs. It is suggested that 
the matrix organisation272, which replaced more traditional bureaucratic forms, 
is being superseded by organic and virtual organisations. In this regard, 
according to Lipnack & Stamps, the easiest way273 to transition from 
hierarchy/bureaucracy to a networked organisation is to add links to connect the 
various functions, resulting in a strong but flexible structure better able to resist 
the impact of change. Furthermore, Lipnack & Stamps concluded274 that the 
‘organising challenge of our time is to learn to work in VTs and networks while 
retaining the benefits of earlier forms. In this regard, it is deemed that VTs are 
the basic component275 of virtual organisations. 
Due to the inaccessibility of critical resources276, especially information, the 
most well designed organisational teams cannot always accomplish their 
objectives. This has led to the formation of VTs. As a consequence, virtual team 
working is now increasingly widespread and is employed in the most diverse 
disciplines either in the private or the public sector. Moreover, as discussed in 
2.2.2.2 ‘Teams’, frequency of collaborative working arrangements and use of 
network forms of organisation is increasing. In this regard, VTs are nowadays a 
common277 form of organisational work. Organisations use278 VTs to innovate, 
make decisions or solve complex problems, tasks that heavily rely on 
information processing. Apparently, it has been quite likely for some time that 
the use of VTs will only increase279 within and between organisations. 
Furthermore, as a result of the recession in the second half of the 2000s, VTs280 
are growing at an unprecedented pace, optimising technology and VTs. For 
example, big organisations like Microsoft show in their major investments, such 
as in its acquisition of Skype in 2011, its confidence that the work environment 
is increasingly becoming more ‘virtual’281. 
Even though it remains unclear282 what makes VTs a potentially powerful new 
organisational form, it is deemed that VTs represent an organisational form283 
that could revolutionise the workplace and provide organisations with 
unprecedented levels of flexibility and responsiveness. VTs continue to gain 
popularity284, as organisations are beginning to discern the capability of using 
VTs and are realising the potential benefits of using computer and 
communications technology to support organisational teams. Moreover, 
empirical data support the idea that VTs are being increasingly adopted. In 
1999, the Wall Street Journal reported285 that more than half of companies with 
5,000-plus employees used VTs. In addition, a survey from the Gartner 
Group286 in 2002 found that more than 60% of professional employees worked 
in VTs. A survey from a provider of training services in 2010 found that 80% of 
respondents287 reported they were part of a team with people based in different 
locations. Further, in 2011 a report of VTs by Brandman University288 concluded 
that 40% of respondents from Fortune 500 organisations indicated that more 
than 40% of their employees work in VTs. Moreover, 21% reported that 61% or 
more of their employees work in VTs. Although the figures presented here are 
not comparable, they suggest that is quite plausible that VTs will continue 
increasing as a form of organisational work. Consistent with this perspective, 
56% of the hiring managers surveyed by Forresting Consulting in December 
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2010 among Fortune 500 companies expect that virtual teaming will steadily or 
greatly increase in their company289. 
As the nature290 of work in today’s organisations becomes more complex, 
dynamic and global, there has been increasing emphasis on distributed VTs as 
organising units of work. In this regard, VTs are often created291 to allow people 
with different backgrounds, expertise and perspective to work on a problem. In 
this manner, they constitute important mechanisms292 for organisations seeking 
to leverage scarce resources across geographic and other boundaries. Then, it 
is common293 to see organisations relying on VTs for core processes including 
knowledge management, research & development, product development, 
software development, customer service and strategic analysis.  
It is important to stress that VTs are not an organisational panacea294 and that 
the degree to which organisations will benefit may differ. In this regard, Bullock 
& Tucker Klein argue that scepticism295 about the perceived effectiveness of 
VTs continues as perceptions of the quality of work and productivity on VTs lags 
behind the pace of adoption. Moreover, in qualitative interviews, employers 
expressed concern296 about reduced potential for advancement in a distributed 
work environment. In any case, Bergiel et al maintain that although VTs may not 
be the solution297 for every organisation, that trend is not going to go away. VTs 
are becoming an increasingly common298 mode of working, even if their 
limitations are not properly recognised and certainly not resolved. In this 
context, developing the technology and employee skills necessary299 for 
effective VT implementation carries a cost in time and financial investment that 
must be offset by the competitive advantage VTs afford. Consequently, the 
potential benefits of VTs in modern business organisations, especially those 
engaging in global operations, have attracted300 a great deal of attention from 
researchers in all disciplines of business management. In addition, with VTs 
being increasingly adopted by organisations to gain competitive advantages, it 
is imperative301 to further the understanding of effective team process and work 
relationship in this distributed work arrangement. 
2.2.3.2 Problems with literature 
As it has been discussed, VTs are a relatively new organisational trend which is 
becoming common, being increasingly adopted to perform different activities in 
different kinds of organisations. It is also sustained that it may not be the 
solution for everything. This idea makes room for the need of a careful 
consideration of VTs in different contexts. Then, when considering VTs, it is 
practical to acknowledge from the outset some problems that can be found 
regarding VTs literature. 
It is argued that VTs are still in early stages302 of investigation and that 
significant work remains to be done to understand these new organisational 
forms. Moreover, although research on virtual teamwork has increased303 
substantially in recent years, there has been little theoretical development to 
guide this research. In addition, it is argued that a wide variety304 of disciplines 
and literatures have addressed the idea of VTs, and that literature on VTs is 
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sparse305, especially with regard to actual VTs performing meaningful tasks in 
organisations. 
Literature on VTs presents306 fairly diverse viewpoints on this emerging 
concept. There are conflicting reports307 and a pronounced uncertainty about 
the fundamental dynamics and functionality of VTs. Contradictory findings308 
have supported theories that emphasise characteristics of the communication 
medium, as well as theories that emphasise social influences, which have often 
been seen as competing and conflicting types of theories. As an example, in 
1995, Walther found, in a review of the literature309 on computer-mediated 
communication, contradictory theoretical specifications and empirical findings, 
arguing that past research results were difficult to compare as their research 
methods revealed inconsistent approaches. Further, in 2006, Kock et al stated 
that much research has suggested310 that electronic communication media, 
pose obstacles for communication in comparison with the face-to-face medium 
and that, conversely, research has also suggested that teams interacting 
primarily electronically could perform quite well, sometimes even better, than 
face-to-face teams. 
Research on VTs has proliferated311 in the last decades. However, few clear 
and consistent theoretical attempts to integrate the literature on VTs in a 
systemic way have emerged. It is argued that most of the VT literature312 is 
anecdotal or case-based. In addition, much empirical research313 implicitly 
assumes that VT members never meet face to face. This last underlying 
assumption will be discussed subsequently when addressing the concept of 
virtuality or virtualness in 2.2.3.7, as a consideration in the definition of VT. 
Even though in recent years, VTs have been subject314 of considerable 
research attention; understanding about VTs remain fragmented, making it 
difficult to fully understand VTs and to obtain an integrated domain of study. 
Moreover, the comparison315 between conceptual papers and empirical results 
from quantitative studies is difficult because the available research is published 
in quite different journals and books. To make it worse, VTs studied to date316 
have been characterised by little formalisation in the way of managerial 
structures or working procedures. 
Previous research reviewed in 2004 showed317 relatively small VTs (less than 
eight individuals, averaging four members), studied in controlled settings with 
more than 90 percent of published articles using student teams; conversely, 
VTs studied in situ have been relatively large (with more than eight members, 
averaging 12-13 individuals). In addition, very large proportion of the research is 
based on318 very short-term studies and little of that work explores effects of 
experience over time, and virtually none of it explores effects of change in 
members, tasks, technology or context. 
Even though VTs have been the subject of much research, a key obstacle319 to 
achieving an integrated understanding of what drives VTs, is the lack of an 
integrative theory-driven framework, through which organise and make sense of 
prior, and guide future, research. Moreover, Kirkman et al state that most of the 
knowledge320 about VTs derives from practitioner articles, popular books, case 
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studies and theoretical work; with some subsequent exceptions including 
empirical investigations which are criticised for using students performing 
artificial tasks with unrealistic time limits. For example, Sarker et al proposed a 
model321 which was used to perform a study involving student subjects from 
North American universities, suggesting that their model of trust in VTs could be 
used to isolate and measure specific bases of trust in a particular VT, helping 
managers to devise focused strategies to enhance the desired components of 
trust. Furthermore, Powell et al sustained that one inherent limitation322 
associated with using student teams is that they often lack clear power 
structures and that they are presented with is often well defined early on. In this 
regard, Kirkman et al, as well as Kimble et al, contend323 that to understand 
what is required for VTs to be successful, studies examining ongoing virtual 
work teams performing meaningful, complex tasks in business organisations 
are needed. To sum up, despite increasing attention to VTs, their study from 
diverse viewpoints and with different emphasis has resulted in a fragmented 
and incomplete body of literature. Hence, new research is needed to 
understand the problems faced by VTs if they are to achieve their full potential. 
2.2.3.3 Research is needed 
As discussed in the last paragraph, and because of the relative newness of 
VTs324, many areas of research have not been examined. While research325 into 
traditional teams offers a valuable theoretical background and a starting point 
for VT research, VTs with their unique managerial, technical, and social 
challenges, call for additional, specialised research. Moreover, as the use of 
VTs in organisations becomes326 more and more widespread, there is a need 
for rigorous research investigating the dynamics of this novel organisational 
structure. Similarly, as the technological infrastructure327 necessary to support 
VTs is now readily available, further research on the range of issues 
surrounding VTs is required. 
Even though the concept of virtual teaming is not new, it is a relatively recent 
area for research. The consideration of the literature supports the idea of ‘a 
broad variety’ of perspectives and a shifting trend in the focus of the research. It 
moved on328 from enabling information and communication technologies and 
processes; to social and human aspects, teamwork and management (such as 
the relevance of the concept of virtuality when defining VTs); the nature of the 
task encompassed; and the formation of trust as key elements to exploit the 
potentiality of VTs. Moreover, as the focus of research shifts, the degree of 
importance of the various factors has changed. Baker (2002) states that early 
research focused329 on the comparison between face-to-face meetings and 
meetings utilising various types of technological support; but as different 
activities are moving from face-to-face to virtual environments, it is important to 
look at other aspects of VTs; such as examining330, longitudinal teams and 
collecting data related to different kinds of tasks. 
Although working in geographically distributed teams is becoming more 
widespread, processes for their effective functioning331 are not fully understood. 
Clearly additional research is needed332 to identify and increase understanding 
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of the antecedents of VT collaboration. Regarding the management333 of VTs, 
many issues have only slightly been addressed by systematic research and 
many others not at all. Research into factors that facilitate VT adoption and 
use334 in various segments of industry, taking into account adapted working 
procedures and managerial structures, is lacking and is urgently needed to 
develop a holistic understanding of the subject. 
Research findings that reflect335 on the richness of social and human aspects of 
VTs interactions have just started to emerge. These aspects were overlooked 
before, as previous studies336 concentrate mainly on the media richness of 
communications and the degree to which multimedia technologies can provide 
rich channels of communication, in order to facilitate task co-ordination amongst 
globally dispersed team members. In this regard, some researchers propose337 
that the effects of advanced technologies are less a function of the technologies 
themselves than of how they are used by people. 
Although the number of articles investigating338 the virtual work environment 
has increased dramatically, an analysis from Watson-Manheim et al indicated 
that the field is not yet converging and that instead of trying to make sense of 
‘virtual’ as a whole, it is important339 for researchers to look more closely at the 
work situation and investigate more precise phenomena. 
Even though the use of VTs has become increasingly common, some VTs have 
been340 highly successful while others have struggled to achieve objectives. In 
this regard, a piece of research suggests that typical VTs success rates341 run 
at less than 30 percent. Furthermore, another reason to sustain that systematic 
research is needed is that a deemed success rate342 of even traditional 
collocated teams is low, with just 5 percent of such teams meeting desired 
performance goals. In addition, there is growing343 evidence that VTs fail more 
often than they succeed. Arguably, the identification344 of the issues involved 
would enable the organisation to develop business. 
While research345 is clearly accelerating on VTs, more research is needed as 
organisations are increasingly using this new organisational approach to 
accomplish important tasks. Future research would now seem to be essential346 
for developing a comprehensive study, combining literature survey with case 
study in different size of organisations and various types of activities. Moreover, 
Watson-Manheim et al highlighted the need for research347 that addresses 
individuals and groups in actual work situations. As an example of this need for 
research, it is pointed out that organisational psychologists have only begun348 
to develop and test theories of virtual interpersonal dynamics. In addition, Bierly 
et al encourage349 future researchers to consider the full spectrum of virtuality, 
not just categorical bifurcation of teams labelled not virtual and virtual. In this 
regard, Hertel et al, following the idea that virtuality of teams350 is not a distinct 
but a dimensional attribute, state that more systematic research is needed that 
explores different levels of virtuality and their moderating effects on team 
processes. In addition, there is a growing need for a better understanding of the 
role of different contextual factors351, to understand how team members interact 
with existing entities, norms and processes of their respective organisations. 
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According to Hinds & Mortesen, despite increased attention352 to geographically 
distributed teams, still surprisingly little is known about how the dynamics of 
distributed teams differ from those of collocated counterparts. Furthermore, 
Ortiz de Guinea et al argue that there is a significant need for research353 that 
studies organisational context and nature of task variables, as well as other 
group characteristics and supervisory behaviours.  
In summary, a clear need for research in a number of different areas about VTs 
is apparent. In addition, emerging research undercovers new avenues to 
investigate. Moreover, social and human aspects of VTs are starting to draw 
more attention, as well as the VT’s degree of virtuality seen as a continuum and 
the influence of contextual factors in VTs. Furthermore, it is argued that recent 
changes354 in the workplace, such as the increase in the use of VTs imposes 
new requirements between co-workers, making it important for researchers and 
practitioners alike to explore how trust forms initially, and how it can be 
maintained over time. Trust and trust in VTs will be discussed subsequently in 
Section 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. 
2.2.3.4 Life cycle 
The lack of an integrated approach to the study of VTs also affects the 
conceptualisation of VTs’ life cycles. Moreover, VTs with a more permanent 
nature, often lack detailed literature, with only sporadic or peripheral research. 
Consequently, long-standing VTs, with fluid membership are alluded to only 
tangentially in the literature. 
Tuckman & Jensen suggested that groups pass through five clearly defined 
stages of development: forming, storming, norming (cohesion), performing and 
adjourning. In the Tuckman & Jensen model, the performing stage (stage four) 
is the stage355 in which a team has developed an effective structure and is 
concerned with accomplishing objectives. It is argued356 that not all groups 
develop to this stage but may become bogged down in an earlier and less 
productive stage. In this regard, Guirdham argues that there are benefits357 of 
cultural diversity in group problem-solving, but these can be lost because the 
social problems of group development – forming, storming and norming – are 
more severe for heterogeneous groups; accordingly, stress and tension levels 
in culturally diverse groups often exceed those in homogeneous groups due358 
a lack of trust and communication inaccuracies. 
Similarly to traditional teams, it appears that VTs go through predictable stages. 
Different authors have proposed akin stages in a VT life. Greenberg et al 
suggest that research regarding a VTs’s life cycle has found five team’s life 
stages359: establishing the team, inception, organising, transition, and 
accomplishing the task. Another perspective, by Hertel et al, for lifecycle of VTs 
indicates that they manifest five distinct phases360: preparation, launch, 
performance management, team development and disbanding. These stages 
are comparable to those first mentioned by Tuckman in 1965 and amended in 
1970. The work of Hertel et al is deemed particularly useful361 as it shows some 
of the unique elements of VTs that set them apart from other types of teams. 
Nonetheless, the employment of this idea of lifecycle in VTs is based on the 
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assumption that a VT is brought together at a certain time and that it goes 
through activities in order to perform a task or achieve a goal, which could be a 
common situation. Nevertheless, it does not take into account the practical fact 
that an increasing amount of VTs are long-standing and that, in addition, in 
those types of VTs partial membership could change along time.   
Arguably, VTs can have a more permanent nature compared to what early 
research on VTs suggested. Bell & Kozlowski sustain that the life cycle of VTs 
are largely determined362 by the nature of tasks these teams perform. In this 
perspective, they maintain that VTs are often created363  to solve a particular 
problem or to perform a specific task, and when the job is completed the team 
disbands. In addition, they argue that VTs have variable364  life cycles, with the 
prototypical VT characterised by a discrete life cycle. Furthermore, Kossler & 
Prestridge suggested  distinguish365 teams performing similar functions or tasks 
permanently. 
In a more elaborated perspective about VT’s life stages, they have been 
associated to particular social dynamics. Duarte & Snyder outlined a parallel 
series of stages366 associated with a team’s task related to the team’s social 
dynamic (See Table 2-2). This perspective on VTs’s development, with parallel 
series of stages, appear to be more adequate for the consideration of long-
standing VTs with fluidity in their membership; the team is established thus 
there is no preparation or launch, and there is no disbanding as a subsequent 
stage. 
Table  2-2 Task and social stages of virtual teams 
Stage Task Dynamics Social Dynamics 
1 Inception Interaction / inclusion 
2 Problem solving Position status / role definition 
3 Conflict resolution Power / resource allocation 
4 Execution Interaction / Participation 
Source: Duarte & Snyder, 2006 
Unlike traditional teams367 that are allowed to develop slowly, VTs are required 
to be effective in completing tasks and meeting various demands from the 
beginning to the end of the group life. This is true in particular in the case of 
permanent or long-standing VTs. Then, in a more permanent setting for VTs, 
with some membership changing over time, it makes more sense to follow 
Eom’s perspective, which asserts that the evolution of VT to be an established 
entity can be summarised in three stages368: strangers, acquaintance and 
partnership. Arguably, a new member coming to the VT would go individually 
through those stages, allegedly reaching partnership369 when he or she 
establishes linkages based upon mutual obligation and trust. 
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2.2.3.5 Technology 
Even though a number of authors sustain that the focus of research about VTs 
has moved from technology to another areas, arguably information and 
communication technologies has a vital role to play as an increasing facilitator 
for virtual teamworking. Certainly, VTs370 are considered the groups that 
communicate and work synchronously or asynchronously through such 
technologies as e-mail, bulletin boards, videoconferencing, automated workflow, 
electronic voting, and collaborative writing at different physical locations. 
If globalisation as a business pull is one reason371 for proliferation of VTs, the 
other significant reason is the technology push. Availability of information 
technologies has facilitated more flexible ways of working, as VTs arguably are, 
connected and communicated through372 various electronic means. Moreover, 
communication technology makes it feasible373 for work teams to be formed 
with members who do not necessarily work in close proximity. In this context, 
without technology374, we are left with little more than the concept of individuals 
working independently from dispersed locations, which has been commonplace 
for some time. Then, people in distributed organisations must rely375 on 
information and communication technologies in lieu of face-to-face interaction. 
A major trend376 in computer-based information systems is the use of 
information systems technology to help a group of collaborating individuals and 
organisations across time and space. These information technologies for 
supporting teamwork often termed computer-supported cooperative work are 
grouped by Stough et al in three types (See Table 2-3). Although this generic 
classification is likely to undergo adjustments in the future as the state of the art 
of relevant technologies evolves, they provide a perspective on the scope of 
present information technologies for supporting teamwork. 
Table  2-3 Information Technology for supporting teamwork 








 Electronic-mail (e-mail) 
 Computer-based 
conferencing systems 
 Collaborative writing / 
programming / drawing 
 Workgroup database 
management systems 
 Workflow automation 
systems 
 Workgroup scheduling 
(workgroup calendaring) 
systems 
 Workgroup shared text 
base systems 
 Group decision support 
systems 
 Group support systems 
and electronic meeting 
systems 
Source: Tabulated from Stough, Eom & Buckenmeyer, 2000 
As technology has improved377 and collaborative software has been developed, 
VTs of members spread across diverse physical locations have become 
increasingly prominent. Advances in technology have greatly expanded378 how 
teams interact and perform their activities. Consequently, as technological 
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advances379 lead to new modes of communication, new areas of research have 
emerged reflecting these changing conditions. 
Even as technology enables people to span different boundaries, its use380 
presents new challenges. While the prospects381 for the development of VTs 
are highly favourable through the application of modern technology, the 
successful maintenance of VTs hinges on improved human relations and 
interactions. Moreover, although there is an awareness that technology is 
changing the way teams within organisations are structured, relatively little is 
known about how VT dynamics differ from structures that are more traditional. 
In this regard, Chang et al sustain that successful VTs depend more382 on 
people than technology. They maintain that technology would not work383 
unless the people issues are addressed first. 
To sum up, literature on VTs and technology suggest that being equipped with 
even the most advanced technologies is not enough384 to make a VT effective, 
since the internal group dynamics and external support mechanisms must also 
be present for a team to succeed in the virtual world. 
2.2.3.6 Addressing a definition 
The diversity of the literature on VTs makes possible multiple perspectives to 
address a definition of what is meant by VT. On the one hand, people brought 
together for short periods or indefinitely can form them. Alternatively, they can 
be considered as cross-functional or from the same functional area teams. In 
order to integrate a conceptualisation, useful for the purpose of this thesis, from 
now on a definition of VT is considered, allowing subsequently to discuss about 
VTs contexts, tasks, and potential advantages and disadvantages. 
Virtual or dispersed teams 
Henry et al suggest that virtual or dispersed teams have the following 
characteristics385:  
 Members are mutually accountable for team results.  
 Members are dispersed geographically (nationally or internationally).  
 Members work apart more than in the same location.  
 The team solves problems and makes decisions jointly.  
 The team usually has fewer than 20 members.  
Subsequently, Katzenbach & Smith386 argue that proficiency in the use of group 
work technology or groupware is secondary to the basics of team discipline 
which produces results that are clearly superior to what small groups can obtain 
operating in a traditional hierarchy under a command-and-control discipline. 
Moreover, it is argued that the effects387 of communication technology and its 
usage may be quite secondary to those that result from how the virtual group or 
team interact. In this regard, virtual work groups must master two different 
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disciplines: single leader and team (see Figure 2-4). In their view, it must be 
differentiated388 between two critical situations: individual tasks and goals that 
members could achieve under clear single-leader direction, and critical 
collective work that demand real-time collaboration, multiple leadership, and the 
disciplined behaviour of a real team. The differences are straightforward389: 
tasks and goals that are best accomplished by individual working under a single 
leader’s direction versus tasks and goals that require close collaboration among 
two or more people working together in real time with access to multiple 
leaders. In other words, individual goals that add up to a group’s purpose 
versus performance purpose exceeds sum or individual goals. In this regard, 
Katzenbach & Santa Maria argue that one of the most common – and damaging 
– occurrences390 in business is executives putting together single-leader work 
teams and calling them teams, such a mistake confuses and demotivates 
people and undermines the performance of small groups. In short, for 
Katzenbach & Smith the core of the challenge391 is to create trust across 
different cultures, apply multiple leadership approaches, meld the 
complementary skills of different members, integrate individual and collective 
work products, and enforce individual and mutual accountability.  
Figure  2-4 The Discipline of Virtual Teams 
 
Source: Katzenbach & Smith, 2001 
According to Benarek & Martz, new environmental characteristics392 make 
communication and collaboration even more critical to team’s success. 
Information and communication technologies393 can potentially increase the 
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effectiveness of team working by removing barriers of place and enabling 
individual team members to work together across organisational and 
geographical boundaries. In this regard, key enablers394 of VTs are facilitating 
hardware and software technologies. Members of these teams are connected395 
by technological hardware and collaborative software. Similarly, their 
communication396 may be synchronous, with interaction at the same time; or 
asynchronous, interacting with delays. 
Earlier considerations of VTs 
Earlier considerations of VTs (see Figure 2-5) defined them by their location, 
time and organisational dispersion (same or different organisation); focusing on 
technology mediated communications through different boundaries as time, 
geography or language. More recently, the focus of enquiry397 shifted to 
organisational teams working on ‘real-world’ tasks, and the definition of VTs 
began to undergo a transformation and some refinement, addressing aspects 
such as the degree of technology mediation that is necessary to be considered 
virtual. In any case, a commonly used and generally agreed upon definition398 of 
VT is difficult to find. This has to do with the fact that virtual teams399 have many 
forms, differing objectives, different membership criteria, organisational 
affiliations, tasks types, and so on. 
Figure  2-5 A classification of virtual team working 
 
Source: Kimble, Li & Barlow, 2000 
Regarding the ‘designation’ of VTs, different names can be found in the 
pertinent literature: conventional, traditional, hybrid, pure. Also, functional, 
lightweight, heavyweight or autonomous has been used400. In addition, the 
qualifiers401 virtual, dispersed, distributed, far-flung, and global have all been 
used to represent teams that span multiple geographical locations and rely on 
IT to perform their work. Griffith et al propose three distinct categories402 based 
on three dimensions of ‘virtualness’: traditional, hybrid and pure virtual, noting 
that most of today’s organisational teams are likely to fall into the large hybrid 
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category. What have not been well clarified403 are the variations that may exist 
in the types of such teams. Again, diversity of perspectives is commonplace. 
For example, Duarte & Snyder described seven basic types404 of VTs: 
networked, parallel, project or product development; work, functional, or 
production; service, management and action teams. Moreover, some terms 
used tend to be associated with a particular characteristic by some authors 
without being grounded conventions. For example, Kossler & Prestridge 
suggest405 distinguishing a geographically dispersed team performing similar 
functions or tasks permanently from a virtual team consisting of individuals from 
various disciplines, performing a single task in a specified period, as a 
temporary concept. Another example is Dube et al who suggest that ‘Global’ 
VTs differ406 from VTs in that they are dispersed around the world and rarely 
meet face-to-face if at all, implying that the term global implies membership 
from different countries or cultures. Moreover, there is no single cut-off point407 
at which a team ‘becomes’ a virtual team.  
Related concepts 
Taking into account that for some authors, a VT is only recognised408 as such if 
all of the team members perform the majority of their work from different 
locations, a basic differentiation is worthwhile. From the outset, it is important to 
distinguish409 between virtual structures and the use of telecommuting/telework, 
another means of overcoming geographic boundaries, within a traditional 
organisation. Then, before addressing a definition of virtual teams, it is useful to 
consider what is meant by teleworking and network organisation, two closely 
related concepts to virtual team, but not equivalent. 
In a simple definition, teleworking410 is working at a distance from the employer, 
using IT to keep in touch with employers, colleagues or customers. Work can be 
done at home, on the move, at a customer premises or in a centre providing IT 
facilities, anywhere outside the normal office. The five main reasons411 argued 
for adopting telework are: reduced office costs, better work-life balance, 
environmental considerations, improved and cheaper technologies and 
business resilience. In this perspective, teleworking is another work practice 
which is becoming widespread. On the other hand, a virtual organisation412 is 
related with a fundamental change in organising and managing daily operations. 
On the other hand, a virtual or networked corporation can be seen as an 
organisation413 that coordinates economic activity to deliver value to customers 
using resources outside the traditional boundaries of the organisation; relying 
on third parties to conduct its business. In general, however, the concept of VTs 
does not refer to414 those networks of companies that come together quickly to 
exploit fast changing opportunities and create a joint venture for everyone's 
gain; neither does it refers to simple ways of teleworking.  
Proliferation of definitions of VTs 
As the literature415 on VTs has grown, there has been a proliferation of 
definitions. Bell & Kozlowski states that literature416 on VTs has tended to treat 
them as a single type, contending that there are four characteristics whose 
combination defines a particular team: temporal distribution, boundary 
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spanning, lifecycle and member roles. Even though a common definition417 of 
VT or virtuality has not emerged, in simple terms, VTs can be considered 
teams418 whose members use technology to varying degrees in working across 
locational, temporal and relational boundaries to accomplish an interdependent 
task. In essence419, team members are not collocated; and definitely use 
technology-mediated communication, such as information and communication 
technologies. In this context, it is deemed that, unlike traditional face-to-face 
teams, VTs routinely420 cross boundaries through an array of interactive 
electronic technologies. 
Arguably, a VT is typically conceived421 as an interdependent group of people, 
working toward a common goal but separated by a number of boundaries, such 
as those of space, time, culture or organisational affiliation. The most commonly 
noted422 boundaries are those of geography, time and organisation, with the first 
two mentioned in almost all definitions. Nevertheless, there is also a view that 
VTs are not423 simply an evolutionary development of collocated entrepreneurial 
or new product development teams, in the sense that they represent new 
patterns of interaction. In this context, the differences424 do not purely result 
from the different locations and variety of communication media used, but more 
importantly, from the different patterns of social exchange.  
As a minimum consensus, VTs consist425 of two or more persons who 
collaborate interactively to achieve common goals, while at least one of the 
team members works at a different location, organisation, or at a different time 
so that communication and coordination is based on electronic communication 
media. It is important to note that the latter two aspects, difference in location, 
organisation or time; and, reliance on electronic communication media in this 
definition are considered as dimensions426 rather than as dichotomised criteria 
that distinguish VTs from conventional face-to-face teams. In summary, a team 
will become virtual if it meets some common criteria such as geographically, 
organisationally and/or time dispersed, coordinating their work primarily through 
electronic information and communication technologies, in order to complete 
one or more organisational tasks. 
Most current definitions of VTs describe427 them in terms of multiple 
dimensions. In this perspective, the specific characteristics428 of VTs are 
identified in the boundary-crossing nature of the team’s communications, 
interactions and forming relationships across space, time and organisations. For 
example, Alge et al argued that temporal scope429 is a key defining feature of 
teams, distinguishing future, past, standing, and ad hoc or temporary teams, 
according to the presence and/or absence of prior experience and future 
interaction. Similarly, from a temporal perspective, a definitional distinction430 
between short-term and long-term perpetual is also utilised by Baskerville & 
Nandhakumar.  
Regarding the nature of the task, positions in the literature are also diverse. 
According to Davis & Khazanchi, VT members interact431 through independent 
tasks guided by a common purpose. These teams interact432, either in a 
synchronous or asynchronous mode. In synchronous teams, members 
collaborate in real-time, whereas in asynchronous teams, members perform 
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their assigned tasks at different times, at their own pace, and according to their 
own time limitations. 
The adoption of mentioned earlier definitions of VT would limit the scope of this 
research, because of their deterministic nature. Consequently, a more current 
perspective is endorsed in this research, including the idea that ‘virtual’ lies 
more on a continuum instead of being traditional or virtual. In this regard, 
Curseu et al identifies four dimensions433 to address a definition of virtual 
teams: the degree of interaction and interdependence between the team 
members, the temporary or permanent character of virtual teams, the extent to 
which teams rely on technology to communicate, and the level of heterogeneity 
between members. In any case, Curseu et al argue that any attempt to 
integrate434 all the dimensions will inevitable produce a multidimensional and 
incomprehensible framework that is difficult to use in practice. 
Common patterns in VTs definitions 
An examination of definitions used in VTs literature indicates435 that there is 
considerable overlap in the core definition, with some small variations in the 
specifics. In any case, from the analysis of literature, various common patterns 
emerge. This allows a VT to be defined436 as a socio-technical system, 
composed of individuals who are geographically and/or organisationally, or 
otherwise dispersed and who interact with one another using information 
technologies in order to accomplish common goals. In addition, frequently cited 
definitions describe VTs as cultural, professional, functional, and even 
nationality diverse. Shared and interdependent tasks and interdependence 
being a salient characteristic, with temporality and fluidity in the membership as 
variables also. A combination of these characteristics would define a particular 
team. This conceptualisation is coherent with current conceptualisations of VTs, 
as it does not limit the type of task, durability and the diversity of membership 
from a geographical or functional area. However, it does not cope with the idea 
of virtuality or virtualness. In this regard, Kirkman & Mathieu argue that 
classification schemes437 such as traditional, hybrid and virtual can be useful 
creating general descriptions and for exemplary purposes and state that 
instead438 of using deterministic definitions of virtual teams, it would be better to 
describe them using the continuum of virtuality. This idea of virtuality or 
virtualness is discussed further in 2.2.3.7. 
The understanding of what is a VT encompasses the consideration of people 
working through different boundaries, in interdependent tasks, underpinned by 
technology, in the pursuit of a common goal. Arguably, salient aspects to add in 
this conceptualisation are that they are deemed to represent new patterns of 
interaction and, also that they encompass continuous dimensions as 
geographical spread and reliance on IT. Together with being considered salient 
aspects, arguably they also lack of suitable literature from academic’s and 
practitioner’s perspectives to allow a comprehensive understanding of them. 
This idea of continuous dimensions, as virtuality or virtualness is addressed 
next. 
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2.2.3.7 Virtuality or virtualness 
Early in the 1960s, VT efforts439 involved little more than letters mailed through 
the postal service, telephones and travel to face-to-face meetings. Recent 
arguments have stressed that the line between calling a team conventional or 
traditional and one that is virtual is becoming440 increasingly blurred, because 
fewer teams are remaining co-located without any reliance upon technology for 
support or communication; and VTs may periodically meet face-to-face while 
undertaking tasks. Moreover, truly virtual teams441, in the sense that they only 
ever ‘meet’ together through technology, are relatively rare. In practice, few VTs 
actually restrict442 team members from meeting face to face. In this regard, 
although virtual teamwork is a current topic in the literature, it has been 
problematic to define what ‘virtual’ means across multiple institutional contexts. 
The word ‘virtual’ has become443 a compelling catchphrase to describe changes 
in work environments and, as such, is freely applied to many situations with 
many meanings. For example, the term virtual is often used to differentiate444 
work environments where individuals are physically or temporally dispersed. 
Even though in broad terms, in the context of VTs, the attribute virtual 
designates445 distributed work that is predominantly based on electronic 
information and communication tools, it is argued that the word virtual often 
causes confusion446 and researchers have struggled with its definition. 
Team virtuality, also known447 as virtualness, is an important factor448 that is 
gaining prominence in the literature on teams. However, despite the large 
number of publications, there is still some uncertainty449 in dealing with 
virtuality, as neither a common understanding nor consistent concepts of virtual 
organisation exist. Realising that substantial variance450 exists with respect to 
degree of virtuality among VTs within and across real organisations, the 
conceptualisation, measurement, and assessment of virtuality should help 
advance VT theory and research. 
The term virtual has been used451 to identify a variety of work form that differs 
from traditional work on numerous dimensions, such as the location of the 
workers, where and how work is accomplished; and the basis for relationships 
between workers and organisations and between organisations. For example, 
team virtualness has often been conceptualised452 in the past as either 
geographically distributed (i.e. virtual) or collocated (i.e. face-to-face), although 
very few teams operate at one extreme or another. In a more elaborated 
perspective, by Jarvenpaa & Leidner, the concept453 of virtual implies 
permeable interfaces and boundaries. Meanwhile, Kirkman et al sustained that 
scholars have argued that the distinction454 between teams completely virtual or 
completely face-to-face is unrealistic and artificial; suggesting that instead, 
virtuality lies on a continuum ranging from highly to minimally virtual. Actually, at 
present most VTs operate in multiple modes455: either face-to-face, via 
electronic communication, interacting with each other directly, or sometimes 
working as individuals. In consistency with this view, some researchers have 
viewed virtuality as a continuum456, arguing that many teams in organisations 
today are characterised by dimensions of virtuality. Consequently, rather than 
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thinking of a team457 as either virtual or not, it makes sense to think of a team as 
existing on a continuum of virtuality, defined on different dimensions, such as 
geographic, organisational, temporal or cultural, among others (See Figure 2-6). 
From this perspective, virtuality458 of a team is one aspect among other team 
characteristics that broaden understanding about teamwork in general. 
Figure  2-6 Most common dimensions of virtuality 
 
Source: Zigurs, 2003 
In relation to devising a taxonomy for virtuality or virtualness in VTs, literature 
shows different conceptualisations which encompass from simple measurable 
indicators to dimensions which only could be measured with a significant 
component of subjectivity. Some examples are viewed next. 
A number of different dimensions for virtuality 
A number of authors have argued different elements when conceptualising 
virtuality. From all the dimensions found in the literature, there was not a single 
taxonomy that prevailed. 
Prasad & Akhilesh characterise VTs on the basis of the extent to which they are 
different from traditional teams through a degree of virtualness, which they 
suggest can be measured459 by how geographically dispersed the sub-teams 
are; the extent of media-richness of the communication technologies being 
used; the frequency of face-to-face meetings; the extent of diversity in cultures; 
the shared history of working together and the temporal nature of the team. 
Grifftih et al proposed three dimensions460 of virtualness: the percentage of 
work that the team does with its members distributed across time or space, the 
level of technological support used by the team and the distribution of the 
physical locations. Although suggesting three dimensions of virtualness, Grifftih 
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et al measured team virtualness461 as the time spent interacting with team 
members via various media and face-to-face locations. 
Panteli, exploring the extent of diversity that may be experienced in VTs, 
presents three dimensions462 as a non-conclusive typology of VTs: the level of 
continuity of the team, the degree of dispersion of the team and its relation to 
the organising firm. 
Kirkman et al proposed three dimensions463 of virtuality: the proportion of time 
that team members work face-to-face compared to virtually, the proportion of 
team members at any one location and the proportion of time members devote 
to a virtual team compared to time spent on other duties. Further, Kirkman et al 
suggested three different dimensions464 of virtuality: the richness of the 
communication media used by members to accomplish tasks, and the extent to 
which members are distributed across space and time. This latter suggestion is 
presented in an investigation where the representation of virtuality was limited 
to the single dimension of the number of face-to-face meetings of teams. 
Subsequently, Kirkman & Mathieu (2005) proposed three dimensions465 of 
virtuality: the extent to which team members use virtual tools to coordinate and 
execute team processes, the amount of informational value provided by such 
tools, and the synchronicity of team member virtual interaction.  
Staples and Webster (2008), building on previous research, suggest that 
different dimensions466 in team’s virtualness result in varying degrees of 
dispersion and structural forms. Dispersion, being the extent to which a team is 
virtual, for example the number of members per site and the separation 
distance between sites. Structural forms then vary based on whether the team 
member resides at the same location as all of other team members, is the only 
team member at a particular location or, has some team members at her 
location and some at other locations. 
Chudoba et al, drawing from the literature on virtuality, identified467 six 
discontinuities that captured distinctive aspects of the virtual teaming 
environment: geography, time zone, culture, work practices, organisation and 
technology. They crafted a number of items to capture each aspect in a 
virtuality index. In their study, Chudoba et al measured three dimensions of 
virtuality: team distribution, workplace mobility and variety of practices. The 
reason468 why some items were removed from the original index was 
redundancy or ambiguous association with the three dimensions of virtuality. In 
any case, they argued that the index469 could easily be used in research 
settings with other organisations because the items that comprise the index are 
congruent with general notions of what comprises a virtual work setting. 
Gurtner et al (2007) assessed470 the level of virtuality with two dimensions 
which reflect those that are most often proposed in the literature: spatial 
distance, as the proportion of team members working in the same building as 
the respondent; and level of technological support as the proportion of email vs. 
face-to-face communication, without accounting for other communication media. 
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In summary, different dimensions are used in the relevant literature to 
conceptualise virtuality. All of the authors mentioned here present different 
elements which have similarities to some extent, which difficult to endorse an 
unambiguous or not redundant definition. Moreover, there was no 
predominance of any of these taxonomies. 
Virtuality: no one fits all 
Arguably, a team’s extent of virtualness471 may vary depending on the nature of 
the task, technological resources, and member’s skills and capabilities. While 
the term ‘virtual’ may be472 carefully and appropriately defined for each study, 
the different definitions limit the use of the finding in studies of other similar, but 
differently classified, work environments. 
Although dispersed teams473 are not a new phenomenon, they are becoming 
more and more prevalent. Arguably, they allow organisations to attempt474 to 
maximise strengths, address threats and minimise weaknesses. In addition, 
there is evidence that large companies are adopting475 collaboration as a 
strategic tool that lead to new kinds of interdependency and may require some 
different management practices. In this regard, virtual teamworking is 
increasingly common, although its definition is difficult because it is an ample 
concept and the level of complexity of virtuality is diverse in the different 
perspectives available in the relevant literature. In addition, VTs utilise enabling 
hardware and software technologies which are evolving rapidly. In this regard, 
allegedly, the consideration of virtuality allows broadening understanding about 
teamwork in general and virtual teamworking in particular.  
In the case of capability planning in the UK’s MOD, addressed in the next 
subsection, the scope of employing VTs is associated with virtual team working 
seen as a socio-technical system, a system476 which possesses both a material 
technology and a social organisation (job specifications, management 
structure), and pursue common goals, instead of telework or network 
organisations merely. Subsequently, in order to conclude the present section 
concerning VTs in capability planning, subsections cover some aspects 
regarding VTs, such as the consideration of their context, tasks, benefits and 
challenges. 
2.2.4 Virtual teams in Capability Planning 
After considering elements of military capability planning work in 2.2.1 and 
discussed pertinent literature about VTs, in this subsection the general idea of 
the employment of VTs in capability planning is explored. Subsequently, 
elements pertaining to the relevance of context and task in VTs activity, as well 
as their benefits, challenges and barriers are drawn from the literature and 
discussed. 
In the UK’s MOD, virtual teamworking is employed in capability planning, by the 
MUC, to transit477 through activities from the development of a capability 
definition of the Capability Area for each CMG and CPG, to the prioritisation and 
resource allocation that allows the production of an endorsed CMP. This work is 
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executed through CMGs and CPGs, which are478 VTs i.e. teams with members 
located at different geographical sites. They employ different ways of working 
such as physical meetings and virtual team working supported by IT for 
facilitating communications, information storage and retrieval, and for 
supporting decision making. Moreover, they meet primarily by electronic means 
but occasionally meet physically. Arguably, this hybrid way of working has been 
adopted in order to overcome the geographical spread of team members and, 
at the same time, bring together all the different skills and perspectives 
required.  
Within capability planning in the MOD, the scope for employing virtual teams is 
closely related to the idea of making use of IT facilitation to allow highly skilled 
people, from different MOD organisations, to work together in order to develop 
CMSs and CMPs. This cross-functional modality allows team members to 
belong to a CPG and, at the same time, to continue working in their original 
organisation. In this way, they can interact with other skilled people from other 
organisational areas or specialities, bringing a much more significant input to 
the VT, in order to479 support informed and efficient decision-making. For this 
reason, the team needs480 to have access to relevant information and individual 
members need to be empowered to make decisions. 
The underpinning idea481 of the capability sponsor is that it should operate in 
capability terms and should not serve single-service agendas. However, for 
many military officers serving there, their next appointment and possible 
promotion depends482 on their home service. An officer thinking of a change in 
capability483 that would damage that home service or even a particular branch 
of a service must also consider the impact of such a choice on his or her career. 
On the other hand, the fact that defence resources484 are relatively fixed and 
increasingly scarce means that competition for resources is inevitable amongst 
organisations and sub-organisations staffed by people who believe in the 
importance of what they do. Arguably, some changes should be considered485 
at least in the personnel sections of the armed forces to allow Equipment 
Sponsor staff in particular to act as well as think in capability terms without 
having to worry about the impact of such behaviour on their career prospects. 
Arguably, here it can be seen, on the one hand, the theoretical organisational 
dilemma, reconciliation between individual and organisational purposes, in the 
capability planning arena; and, on the other hand, the criticism about cross-
functional teams regarding the allegiance to their home organisation; and, 
potentially, the issue of the interference with functional boundaries. However, in 
the context of capability planning activities, this could be understood as a 
phenomenon affecting not only military officers as it is argued, but also civilian 
members as well. 
To sum up, the capability planning process is streamlined and the consideration 
of the authoritative guidance available suggests that it would be clearly 
signalled who is responsible for adding what, and at what stage, and what 
would be the roles in information processing. Even if this were true, strong 
tensions risk biasing the outcomes of this process and, consequently, the 
quality of the decision-making. Therefore, given the relative fragility of the CPG 
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construct, it is important to be cautious in using new working practices such as 
VTs as they may result in an even poorer construct. Consequently, it is valuable 
to deem the benefits, challenges and barriers associated with VTs as they must 
be carefully considered when virtual teamwork approaches are endorsed. This 
is the aim of the next subsection. 
2.2.5 Inside virtual teams: Benefits and challenges 
Consistent with VTs’s general literature discussed so far, literature on the 
benefits and challenges of VTs is inconsistent in the sense that neither a 
common understanding nor consistent concepts can be found. Arguably, the 
same phenomena recurred to explain this uncertainty that has been 
demonstrated about the conceptualisation of VTs applies to its benefits or 
advantages, and challenges, disadvantages or barriers. This has to do with the 
diverse nature of VTs forms, objectives, membership criteria, organisational 
affiliations, task types and so on. Furthermore, the distinction between 
advantages versus disadvantages is also blurred because, arguably, challenges 
can act as advantages or benefits in one context or under a given management 
and, conversely, they can be disadvantages in another. 
Arguably, the complexity486 of the issues that VTs deal with is a key variable in 
their nature that influences and shapes all other criteria. In this regard, 
according to Duarte & Snyder, VTs can be much more complex487 than 
traditional teams because of two primary reasons: they cross boundaries 
related to time, distance (geography), and organisation; and they use electronic 
technological means to communicate (share information) and collaborate (work 
together to produce a product). In addition, the extreme range of differences488 
in types of VTs, their tasks, and the context in which they operate makes it very 
difficult to develop ‘simple checklists’ that could apply across the board. 
Virtual teamworking would appear to have some benefits but, it should be 
recognised that they come at a cost. VTs489 are not better or worse than 
conventional teams; like other teams, they face challenges and barriers. 
Despite the potential benefits of VTs, current literature490 suggests that virtual 
teamwork is rife with complex challenges. Therefore, given the challenges 
associated with VTs, the payoffs491 need to be substantial for an organisation to 
embrace this relatively new way of working. 
Although for some authors there are vast benefits of VTs justify their 
implementation492 in business organisations, there is always the potential for 
problems when there is a reduction in the amount of formal or informal contact. 
As an example of this difficulty, it is pointed out that nonverbal 
communication493 can account for as much as 60 percent of the message 
conveyed by an individual. 
Even though VTs face formidable challenges, in large part precipitated494 by the 
paradoxical assumptions underlying their creation, many disadvantages of VTs 
that are suggested by experimental research with ad hoc teams seem to 
diminish495 when a longer temporal scope is taken into account. In any case, 
some clear emerging patterns496 suggest that VTs have some very significant 
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advantages, and that they can be powerful and appropriate ways to get the 
work done. 
2.2.5.1 Context in VTs 
Zigurs suggests that VTs operate in all sorts of contexts497, but it is typically 
expected that speed is of the essence. In this regard, Kirkman & Mathieu argue 
that contextual features498 refer to the larger system within which teams are 
embedded, suggesting that contextual features that lead team members to 
employ more virtual means of coordination than they might otherwise, would be: 
the number of boundaries crossed, the proportion of co-located team members 
and team size. Moreover, Jarvenpaa et al maintain that structural strength499 
varies by the level of uncertainty or ambiguity present in which a team operates. 
Furthermore, Drouin et al suggest that structural factors500 provide the 
conditions that shape the context in which a VT operates, influencing the team’s 
communicational and relational processes, as well as its overall management 
methods. In addition, according to Prasad & Akhilesh, contextual aspects of 
VTs reflect501 the degree of virtualness, concept that was discussed previously 
in 2.2.3.7, and that teams have to properly adapt to this increasing virtualness. 
One of the problems502 with virtual work is that electronic interaction eliminates 
much of the work context. Therefore, a major consideration503 for VTs should be 
how much contextual information people need to work effectively, and how 
much of that information can be communicated across time and distance. In 
addition, it is argued that complexities that typically504 arise from several issues 
and the lack of opportunities for the team to address these issues because of 
their nature, distinguishes VTs from traditional teams. In any case, Hinds & 
Mortesen suggest that a shared context505 exists when team members have 
access to the same information and share the same tools, work processes and 
work cultures. Although it is nearly impossible to provide distributed teams with 
identical contexts506, standardisation of work processes, tools and systems 
might reduce the extent to which distance become a burden. 
In general, real-world teams are embedded in an organisational context507, 
which should be even more important the higher the virtuality of a team. In this 
regard, a meta-analytical review of VTs literature revealed that few studies508 
have actually taken into account the organisational context. This situation 
highlights the relevance of what is sustained by Hertel et al in the sense that a 
careful integration of team members into the organizational context509 is 
particularly important for VTs; although it is recognised that empirical research 
is needed to explore this systematically.  
2.2.5.2 Task in VTs 
Many scholars of group behaviour have argued that the nature510 of the task 
plays an important role in a group’s interaction process and performance. 
According to San Nicolas-Rocca et al, three main components511 comprise the 
VT environment: the VT itself, the group support systems and the task to be 
performed. Arguably, the vast majority of studies512 have been accumulated for 
‘generating’ tasks, many of them exploring advantages of electronic 
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brainstorming systems, which would lead to higher performance compared to 
face-to-face group brainstorming. Conversely, another typical task513 for which 
electronic support systems have been developed are ‘decision’ tasks which 
would be inferior in computer-mediated groups compared to face-to-face 
groups. In this context, it has been deemed relevant to consider task’s 
classification, interdependence, and design. 
Task classification 
Some classification typologies for tasks and their complexity are available from 
the literature on support systems and VTs. According to Zigurs & Buckland, task 
classification schemes can be summarised distinguishing four 
conceptualisations514 as: behaviour description, ability requirements, ‘qua’ 
tasks, and as behaviour requirements. They argue that the first and second 
perspectives are not helpful for advancing research about group tasks. Instead, 
they suggest515 that ‘task as behaviour requirements’ integrates the latter two 
conceptualisations, focusing on the task as presented to the group, and 
simultaneously acknowledging that those characteristics define both what is to 
be accomplished and how it is to be accomplished. In addition, the complexity 
level516 of a task, which is one characteristic of task that has been studied the 
most, has been put forward as four dimensions or complexity attributes: 
outcome multiplicity (more than one desired outcome for a task), solution 
scheme multiplicity (more than one possible course of action to attain a goal), 
conflicting interdependence (where adopting one solution scheme conflicts with 
adopting another possible solution scheme) and solution scheme / outcome 
uncertainty (when there is uncertainty about whether a given solution scheme 
will lead to a desired outcome). Further, task complexity517, according to 
Kirkman & Mathieu, can range from pooled interdependence, in which team 
effectiveness is essentially the sum of the members’ contributions; sequential 
interdependence, where a member’s outputs are the inputs of another; 
reciprocal interdependence, where work is passed back and forth between 
members; and intensive interdependence, where members work in real time 
with one another and place pressures on them to continuously maintain 
situation awareness, monitor each other, balance workloads, and execute back-
up behaviours. Finally, based on the four complexity attributes, Zigurs & 
Buckland categorised518 tasks as: simple tasks, primarily characterised by a 
single outcome and solution scheme; problem tasks, by solution scheme 
multiplicity; decision tasks, by outcome multiplicity; judgement tasks, by 
conflicting interdependence or uncertainty; and fuzzy tasks, primarily by the joint 
presence of outcome multiplicity and solution scheme multiplicity. Although this 
model is criticised519 because it has never been operationalised or tested in a 
VT environment. For Mitchell & Zigurs, fuzzy tasks520 are the highest in 
complexity and uncertainty with respect to all aspects of the task, facilitation and 
the process structure that accompanies it were important factors for success in 
fuzzy tasks.  
Task interdependence 
When teams are virtual521, their temporary and lifecycle characteristics are 
influenced by the level of team task interdependency. Task interdependence is 
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understood as the degree to which team members rely on one another and 
must interact522 in order for the group to accomplish its work. Working together 
often involves interdependence523, and people must, therefore, depend on 
others in various ways to accomplish their personal and organisational goals. At 
the group level, task interdependence524 is defined as the extent to which group 
members are dependent on one another to perform their individual tasks due to 
the structural relationship between team members and the nature of the task. 
Teams whose missions involve intensive interdependencies tend to work 
synchronously and have relatively long-term assignments. Teamwork in VTs, 
particularly, implies interdependence525 among members in accomplishing their 
common goals, because of the distributed nature of the work and working 
conditions.  
Each type of task interdependence526 sets a different communication 
requirement among collaborators. In this regard, the general thesis is that the 
more complex the task527, the richer the communication medium must be in 
order for the team to handle it successfully. Complex tasks coupled with 
specialisation suggest high levels of interdependence. High task 
interdependence528 is created when team members have to coordinate their 
activities frequently so that the performance on one member strongly affects the 
work process of other team members. High task interdependency529 can 
increase process losses and conflicts within the team due to coordination needs 
and opportunity costs. Arguably, the demands of an intensive interdependent 
task530 will require the use of less virtual interaction between team members, 
consequently, as the level of task complexity increases, team virtuality would 
decrease. In addition, it is agreed that when task structure moves531 from 
pooled and sequential, to reciprocal, the level of interdependence increases, 
making collaborative parties more reliant on each other in order to do their job. 
Task design 
The distance that virtual work creates may be managed532 through structural 
mechanisms such as the design of work and the criteria for performance 
evaluation; and through relational mechanisms such as the creation of trust 
between virtual employees and their interaction partners, and by ensuring that 
virtual workers remain connected with respect to important information that may 
affect their careers. In this regard, Lurey & Raisinghani suggest that VTs require 
more structure533 to perform their work. Moreover, team work processes and 
structures534 should be clearly specified to VT members to encourage trust. 
Arguably, when work processes are established535, then some of the 
uncertainties are removed since the team members will have rules and 
regulations that all are to follow. Furthermore, the teamwork processes- trust 
relationship536 was found to be stronger for VTs than co-located teams, 
suggesting that work structure is more important in VTs. 
Research on work practices suggests that a well-designed537 team task is part 
of an enabling structure for a work team. Well-designed team tasks538 are whole 
and meaningful pieces of work that stretch member’s skills, provide ample 
autonomy for doing what needs to be done to accomplish the work, and 
generate direct and trustworthy feedback about results. In this regard, task-
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related processes539 include those that facilitate communication and coordinate 
work among members, as well as those that ensure team members are fully 
contributing. Accordingly, Raghuram et al argue that it is inadequate540 to focus 
only on information technologies when designing virtual work programs and 
there is merit in examining structural and relational facets as well. 
Clutterbuck argues that achieving the task541 is largely a matter of goal clarity, 
and both recognising and sticking to priorities. In this regard, task dimensions542 
of teams refer to how members relate to the work at hand and how the work will 
be accomplished. Consequently, team members need543 very clear direction 
and an opportunity to explore what the task means, both individually and 
collectively. 
Bell & Kozlowski argue that most VTs cross functional, organisational, and/or 
cultural boundaries, and the permeability544 of those boundaries depends on the 
nature of the tasks the team performs it and varies across different types of 
VTs. Moreover, they sustain that where a VT lies  on the distinguishing 
dimensions is largely determined by the complexity of its task. Furthermore, a 
VT task will require specific behaviours545 amongst team members to be 
completed successfully. In addition, Griffith et al maintain that teams with a 
higher degree of virtualness546 have a greater likelihood of enacting an 
independent approach to their tasks and, therefore, are expected to have less 
shared understanding of these tasks than less virtual teams. In this regard, for 
tasks that have demonstrably correct answers and relationships among team 
members with low likelihood of future interaction, availability547 of visual 
nonverbal information may be more of a distraction; auditory cues may be 
sufficient to enhance comprehension. Conversely, as argued by Burgoon et al, 
tasks involving ambiguity, judgement tasks, collaborative work and 
circumstances requiring efforts to manage issues, and relational work548 may 
require proximity and fuller access to the full gamut of audiovisual nonverbal 
cues. 
In summary, the task charged to a team can vary widely in complexity549, from 
the least complex pooled/additive; to the most complex form of 
interdependency, intensive, when work involves diagnoses, creation and/or 
problem solving that require simultaneous team involvement. Bell & Kozlowski 
conceptualise task complexity550 as a continuum ranging from low to high 
complexity, with low complexity tasks usually structured by an additive/pooled 
or sequential workflow arrangement; and more complex tasks increasingly more 
dynamic, with more tightly coupled external linkages and, with greater levels of 
synchronous collaboration and information sharing among team members. On 
the one hand, less complex tasks551 can be handled using more pooled/additive 
and sequential workflow arrangements. On the other, when a task is more 
complex552 collaboration and integration between members is critical, making it 
more difficult to introduce new team members and more detrimental when 
existing team members leave. Then, the more complex553 the task, the higher 
the demand will be among team members in carrying out the task. In the case 
of VTs, the complexities of tasks554 warrant using all members to understand 
the whole. The tasks of CPGs fall into the latter, a more complex category as 
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argued by Burgoon et al, involving ambiguity, judgement and requiring to 
manage issues. 
2.2.5.3 Benefits 
As suggested in 2.2.5, literature on benefits of VTs is context related. 
Accordingly, after discussing the pertinent literature available on context and 
task in VTs, it can be argued that perspectives on benefits or advantages is 
influenced, sometimes greatly, by contextual antecedents where VTs have been 
considered. In broad terms, some of the immediate advantages555 to the use of 
virtual team working are the use and development of streamlined organisations, 
relatively small start-up costs and spatial independence. Also, a positive 
aspect556 is that communication technology can provide the opportunity for 
equal participation of every member of the team. The following represent some 
of the reasons for embracing VTs557 found in the literature: 
 It is needed to be closer to the customer to respond to customer needs.  
 As the amount of information expands exponentially, there is a need to 
bring diverse talents and expertise to complex projects and customize 
solutions to meet demands.  
 Dispersed teams can leverage the organisation's expertise by putting 
people together on projects without relocating them.  
 Technology advances have made VTs possible with surprising results.  
In addition to that, used effectively, virtual teams can realize significant 
benefits558: 
 Teams can have members who might not otherwise be available 
because of a lack of proximity.  
 Membership can also remain fluid and changeable, because there is no 
relocation lag time or cost.  
 Advantages to using a shared database, which can then become a major 
organiser for the team.  
 The somewhat anonymous nature of participation may minimize any 
political barriers that arise from fear of repercussion or domination of the 
group's process.  
Productivity 
From the outset, it is argued that VTs increase559 productivity and profitability. 
Firstly, team members and other VTs can work in parallel rather than serially560, 
thus speeding up project completion. In addition, teams located around the 
world have the advantage561 of spending 24 hours a day on a project, in 
‘following-the-sun’ workdays, facilitating562 a near continuous working cycle. 
Furthermore, because VTs have access to specialised expertise across 
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geographical boundaries, they are poised563 to develop better-informed and 
more creative solutions to complex, often global organisational problems.  
In short, Townsend et al argue that the combination564 of a dynamic structural 
configuration, optimal member makeup, and flexibility in thinking about and 
performing work gives VTs the productivity potential to outperform traditional 
teams. 
Flexibility to pool knowledge, skills and perspectives 
Nevertheless, it is sustained that the main benefit of VTs is to allow 
organisations to be more flexible and procure talent565 from different functions, 
locations, and organisations without geographical restrictions. In this regard, 
team forming566 plays a significant role in the success of a VT, as team 
members can be formed from practically anywhere. Moreover, VTs provide 
organisations with the flexibility567 to draw on knowledge, skills, and 
perspectives that might not be available for on-site collaboration. VTs provide 
easier access568 to experts and other sources of information, pooling569 the 
talent and expertise of employees regardless of their location, overcoming time 
and distance barriers. In this way, people can be recruited for their individual 
competencies570 and not just their physical location. Then, teams can have 
members who might not otherwise be available571 because of a lack of 
proximity. Accordingly, organisations can expand572 their labour bases and or 
appoint/hire the best people regardless of their location. As a virtual employee 
can easily serve on multiple teams573, geographic location is no longer a 
criterion for team membership. In addition, members of VTs will have access574 
to a potentially greater base of knowledge through their individual team 
members than collocated teams. Consequently, VTs can be used575 to collect 
and combine diverse information and knowledge from different locations, and 
thus enhance the organisational ability to learn and innovate. 
Even though VTs allow organisations to access576 expertise regardless of 
where it may be located, it is important to note that these benefits are not 
guaranteed. There is a possibility577 of gathering members concerning primarily 
their qualities, knowledge, skills and expertise. But, at the same time, members 
may not know each others; they may come from different socio-cultural milieu, 
and consequently have different value systems, norms and behavioural rules 
which are characterised by their own culture. 
It is claimed that VTs create a pool of talent578 that would be unavailable to a 
company if the management insisted on conducting businesses through face-to-
face meetings. This ‘pooling’ allows to access expertise without the experts 
needing to move to contribute to a team. In this way, individual talent and 
abilities579 can be mutually employed for the benefit of the entire organisation. 
Moreover, this pooling of resources within the team allows it to develop new 
resources called idiosyncratic580 resources, which have little or no value outside 
the context of the team, consisting of both tangible and intangible features. The 
totality581 of complementary resources provided by the team members allow the 
team to produce outcomes unattainable to a team member working in isolation. 
Furthermore, VTs enable organisations to pool the talents582 of their own 
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employees, and employees of trading partners and consulting firms, to meet the 
demands of today’s hypercompetitive global environment. 
More flexible, adaptable and responsive organisations 
VTs allow organisations to become583 more flexible, adaptative, and responsive 
by enabling them to cross boundaries of space, this characteristic become 
increasingly more critical as the task a team performs become more complex. 
Moreover, distinctive capabilities of VTs are overcoming traditional 
organisational barriers584, such as cost, location, time, space, and lack of talents 
and expertise; in order to facilitate collaboration between different functions. 
VTs enable585 organisational, individual and task flexibility. Firstly, VTs allow an 
organisation to create teams on an as-needed basis. Secondly, The VT can 
offer increased flexibility, responsiveness and diversity of perspectives. 
Moreover, membership586 can remain fluid and changeable, because there is no 
relocation lag time or cost. 
Information and communications technologies enable efficiency 
Communication and information technologies can be, increasingly, a significant 
enabler of VTs. As the cost of modern networking technologies falls, VTs are 
becoming increasingly more appealing to organisations. In addition, VTs can 
capture, organise and store587 their learning electronically, making it easier for 
them and others to access that knowledge. Moreover, team communications 
and reports can be made available online588, and can be accessed at any time 
and from any place, which makes for more effective and efficient use of team 
resources. In this regard, common databases, documenting team activities, 
allow newcomers more quickly to be brought up to speed and team members 
can stay current independently, reviewing meeting logs. Also, since 
communication589 in VTs is very fast and efficient it is easier to get information 
where it needs to be, to communicate across organisational boundaries, and it 
is easier to spread best practices among workers. 
VTs benefit of reduced costs590, entailing savings in  time and money. Travel is 
expensive  not only in airfare and hotels but also in lost work time. With VTs 
travel, lodging, parking, and leasing / owning building space are expenses  that 
can be eliminated or minimised. On the one hand, the significant expenses 
associated with accommodation, travel, various daily allowances, and even 
downtime costs may be reduced and even eliminated as VTs communicate via 
technology. Also, VTs decrease expenses of office spaces due to an increase in 
work flexibility. As a result, there are decreasing ecological problems and 
increasing utilisation of employee time with economic benefits for individuals 
and organisations, and environmental benefits for all. 
Equality and equity 
The somewhat anonymous nature of participation may minimise591 any political 
barriers that arise from fear of repercussion or domination of the group’s 
process. Arguably, VTs create an environment that promotes equality and 
equity592 among members, because the performance management of the 
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employees is primarily based on their productivity as opposed to other 
attributes. Moreover, in a virtual work environment, physical disadvantaged 
employees gain easier access593 to the virtual workplace than to a physical 
office. Then, it becomes easier to hire and utilise people with disabling594 
conditions. 
In traditional teams, cultural, individual and personality differences595 create 
their own sets of tensions. But, in the case of VTs, because team members 
operate remotely596 from their manager and from each other, the traditional 
social and cultural norms are not available for influencing team members’ 
attitudes and encouraging cooperative behaviour.  
Flexible work arrangements 
Flexible work arrangements597 can be better delivered with VTs, this enables 
the organisation to attract a larger pool of qualified candidates and retain key 
talent that need or prefer this work option. As a consequence, team members 
typically have increased598 freedom in their schedules and are not necessarily 
confined to a traditional workday or workplace. As formation of teams does not 
depend on the location599 of members, employees can work600 from any place 
at anytime. In this way, employees find that it is easier to maintain a healthy 
work/home life balance601. Then, there is an increased employee602 job 
satisfaction and commitment. In addition, it is easier for employees to move603 
from one project to another as needed. Then, it is much simpler604 for 
employees to be contributing members of more than one team at a time. This 
would allow an organisation to maximise605 the use of a team member with a 
particular skill, by having him or her serve on several teams at once, 
increasing606 speed and flexibility in response to demands. In this way, also it is 
allowed cross-pollination607 of ideas, knowledge, and specialisation between 
cultures as well as business units. As a consequence it is facilitated a 
reduction608 in overheads and labour costs and improved resource utilisation.  
Arguably, because VTs are diverse and heterogeneous, these teams are much 
more powerful and effective structures609 compared to traditional team 
structures influenced by time and place, because diversity helps engender 
creativity and originality among virtual team members. Furthermore, members 
are more likely to engage in creative, ‘out of the box’ thinking610 because they 
are freed from the organisational routines, power relationships, and 
communication interactions that constraint their thinking and action. In this 
regard, potential advantages611 of VTs are that they can create culturally 
synergistic solutions, enhance creativity and cohesiveness among team 
members, promote a greater acceptance of new ideas and, hence, provide a 
competitive advantage. 
In summary, the number of potential benefits of utilising VTs that can represent 
advantages to organisations as well as individuals, is sketched in Figure 2-7. 
However, the benefits commented here are not universal to VTs. Although they 
depict a contemporary perspective emerging from the pertinent literature 
available, because of characteristics of VTs already discussed upon, the 
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diversity of contexts where they can operate will be determinant of the benefits 
that apply, and to what extent, in a particular situation. 




As for the benefits, perspectives on VTs’ challenges are influenced, sometimes 
greatly, by contextual antecedents where these teams have been considered. 
Although VTs have many significant advantages, there are some important 
drawbacks612 and disadvantages as well. Despite the relevance gained by VTs, 
little attention613 has been directed toward understanding their potential 
problems and challenges. In any case, through data is hard to come by614, 
human resources managers whose firms have VTs say there is no question 
about their value.  
Controversial views are maintained about differences between VTs and face-to-
face teams. Although early theorists and system designers conjectured that any 
losses615 in available non verbal information and reliance exclusively on the 
verbal channel, would have deleterious effects, that view has given way to 
recognition that humans are capable of adapting and compensating for deficits 
in a given communication mode. Even though, according to literature, there are 
no significant differences616 in decision quality between VTs and other teams; 
VTs would require617 more management and training than face-to-face teams. 
However, conversely, Hollingshead & McGrath conclude618 that decisions made 
by computer-mediated teams are inferior compared to face-to-face teams 
because they take longer, less information is exchanged per unit of time, and 
the satisfaction of team members is rather low. 
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Stanley et al argue that the management implications of virtual teaming are 
significant619 and that there are potential problem areas; pointing out ten 
potential issues when there is a reduction in the amount of formal/informal 
contact within the ranks of the workforce. Anyway, according to Henry & 
Hartzler, significant challenges and barriers620 must be overcome: 
 The lack of relationship and trust may lead members to work to their own 
advantage rather than the team's.  
 Isolation, loneliness, and the feeling of disconnectedness can erode 
energy and lessen team commitment.  
 Misinterpretations and misunderstandings may be heightened, and 
individual interpretations can create situations where team members 
unknowingly do their own thing rather than promote the team's agenda.  
 Language, culture, and style differences may be accentuated because 
body language, subtle tones, and facial gestures cannot be used to add 
to the spoken word. 
Converting individual skills into interdependent work 
Social and managerial challenges now represent the major hurdles621 to 
successful adoption of this new organisational form. A major problem for 
temporary VTs is converting622 the individual skills and efforts of strangers into 
interdependent work products in a short period of time while using computer-
based communication technologies to coordinate their work. In any case, there 
is agreement in the fact that one of the major obstacles623 to overcome when 
using computer-mediated communication is the lack of personal interaction. 
This situation leads to a loss of context624, which can generate feelings of 
isolation and undermine trust. 
It appears that the major difficulties625 with VTs have to do with the fact that 
being distributed and not-collocated may lead to difficulties with things like 
relational communication and trust, as well as with outcome problems like 
decreased productivity and work quality. Those difficulties have to do with the 
lack626  of physical interaction – with its associated verbal and nonverbal cues – 
and the synergies that often accompany face-to-face communication. Arguably, 
these deficiencies627 raise issues of trust. The interactions in virtual teamwork 
usually offer lower levels of social presence628 and information richness than 
face-to-face meetings. When team members are geographically distant and rely 
on mediating technologies to interact, information629 may flow less easily 
between workers, diminishing the development of a common understanding of 
the information that is shared causing worst assumptions of distant team 
members. In addition, VT members may feel isolated and lonely as they work 
on their tasks. In this regard, it is deemed as another potential disadvantage the 
psychological and emotional distance630 between team members, determined 
by factors like geographic and time zone differences, culture, organisational 
differences, degree of task interdependence, prior relationships and social 
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distance. Few people choose to work in VTs631 and often, only a critical 
business issue will force people to collaborate in such a way.  
Overcoming lack of personal interaction 
Some employees may be unsuited psychologically632 to work entirely in a virtual 
space; thus VTs are not always seen as ideal for many employees; 
consequently, such employees require extensive training and support if they are 
to be engaged, even partially, as a member of a VT. Workers may also find it 
difficult to abandon a familiar working environment633 and face the challenges. 
There is a possibility of an increase in stress634 among the team members 
because the line between home and work life pales. Moreover, VTs may not be 
an appropriate tool for every organisation635, because the virtual structure may 
not fit the operational environment. In this regard, VTs possesses aspects of 
structural mechanisms and dynamics636, stemming from people and technology 
involved that can be detrimental to its success, which may include lack of 
physical interaction / proximity among members and lack of members’ 
dispositions. In this regard, in a consultant’s survey in 2010, the greatest VTs 
challenge637 was inability to read non-verbal cues, followed by absence of 
collegiality, and difficulty establishing rapport and building trust. 
Balancing VTs demands with other priorities 
Additionally, a challenge arises from the struggle to balance638 VT demands 
with home office priorities. There are situations where members can deviate 
from team’s objectives. On the one hand, Misinterpretations and 
misunderstandings can create situations where team members unknowingly do 
their own thing639 rather promote the team’s agenda. Also, the lack of 
relationship and trust may lead members to work to their own advantage640 
rather than the team’s. As an example, Bullock & Tucker show that the most 
challenging barrier641 emerged in VTs in PepsiCo was the team’s need to 
manage the ongoing accountability of their day jobs. 
Communicating and coordinating work  
Communicating and coordinating work642 across time and space can be another 
significant challenge for VTs. VTs must overcome643 language and cultural 
barriers, coordination problems, and technology infrastructure problems. The 
complexities and subtleties644 of dealing with widely different personalities, 
cultures, and languages make communication far more difficult among VT 
members. In this regard, VTs can have difficulties in relation to interpersonal 
concerns645, such as establishing effective working relationships with team 
members in the absence of frequent face-to-face communication. The very 
nature of the electronic exchanges within VTs may be a source of conflict646; 
when the level of information richness is low because of a lean medium of 
communication. Given the separation in time and space, the possible absence 
of a shared work history647, and the limited options of communication channels, 
working in VTs settings can possibly be disastrous. 
Arguably, virtual organisations are currently lacking the social binding created 
via frequent face-to-face contacts with peers. VTs seem to experience 
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difficulties648 in communicating and exchanging information. On the one hand, 
one communication problem649 that VT members face is ‘awareness deficit’ – 
the lack of knowledge about the current state of distant teammates’ work related 
to the group project. On the other, the lack of ‘media richness’650 increases the 
likelihood of the communication being misunderstood. For example, when a 
person cannot see another person’s body language651, he or she needs to be 
even more attentive to who is speaking and tone of voice. Thus, organisation 
systems must be aligned652 to support VTs, in order to avoid conflicts that will 
undermine trust, weaken project commitment and damage open 
communications. 
Overcoming technological problems 
Evidence indicates that there are a number of technological653 problems ranging 
from unreliable systems and incompatible networks to slow computers and 
traffic congestion during certain times of the day. In addition, most equipment 
and software has been designed for a conventional office654, taking for granted 
features of the conventional working environment, so when used in a VT 
environment, they can cause considerable difficulties for the organisation and 
people involved. In this regard, identifying, learning, and using technologies655 
more appropriate for certain tasks is another challenge for VTs. Information 
technologies656 are proposed as a bridge that enables team members to 
operate across time, distance, culture and other potential divides. Although new 
technologies help members to socialise657, it is unclear whether these 
technologies serve as substitutes for face-to-face social interaction. On the one 
hand, technology provides a means658 to communicate and enhance the ability 
of the team to complete a project, although the type of technology does not 
contribute to team success. However, technology cannot substitute659 for face-
to-face knowledge sharing where the knowledge being shared is confidential or 
sensitive in nature, regardless of how secure the information and 
communication technology is designed.  
An additional complication is posed by the fact that it is much easier to hide 
errors and problems660, sweep misunderstandings under the rug, and make 
erroneous assumptions. Moreover, in VTs, reliance on electronic 
communication can promote661 free riding and lack of commitment because 
members do not have to ‘face’ one another, which make members of VT more 
vulnerable than co-located teams. 
Arguably, selecting the appropriate technologies and services662 is difficult and 
maintaining and upgrading systems demand considerable expert time and extra 
investment. The cost of setting up and maintaining663 the expensive hardware 
and software necessary to support VTs is not insignificant and might even be 
prohibitive for some organisations. Also, organisations using VTs must664 not 
only secure resources to invest in such technologies and networks, but must 
also recruit talented technical support staff to maintain that technology and train 
members in its use. Skilled support staff are necessary665 to ensure that 
networks and servers are functioning, company databases are continually being 
updated, and technology training is available for VT members. Providing 
adequate technological support to VTs has been very difficult666, especially 
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because new technologies and services are being rolled out constantly and 
people’s expectations are high. 
A related difficulty arises from a potential general lack of knowledge among 
employees about the higher level technological applications related to virtual 
teaming667, taking into account that even computer-savvy employees may not 
possess sufficient prerequisite knowledge to meet the technological demands 
within a VT. This is particularly true, when it is taken into account the lack of 
expertise in those technological applications668 among some mature senior 
manager as opposed to younger generations of employees which use 
computers and allied technologies as a way of life. 
Managing team heterogeneity 
The need669 to manage teams heterogeneity, use technology efficiently, and 
develop trust among the members are some of the challenges. Arguably, from 
the management perspective, it is difficult to manage people670 who must work 
collaboratively and interactively but may not ever actually lay eyes on one 
another. In VTs, difficulties671 can arise in terms of supervision of team 
members’ activities and prevention of unproductive developments in time, along 
with additional costs for appropriate technology, issues of data security, and 
additional training programs. 
It is suggested that learning how to handle the technology and dealing with 
different cultures poses the biggest challenges672 in VTs. In this regard, 
according to Duarte & Snyder, there are three types of culture673 that can affect 
a VT: national, organisational and functional. In their perspective, each team 
member bring his or her culture, and as the team evolves, the unique blend of 
team members’ national, functional, and organisational culture create a unique 
team culture. Arguably, disadvantages674 to VTs are cultural nuances of 
operating globally, role ambiguity, and the difficulty in the interpretation of 
decisions via virtual means. Moreover, because of the cross-functional nature675 
of these teams, group members who are unfamiliar with each other may have 
different language norms based on functional area expertise and may lack 
shared patterns or routines for dividing tasks, coordinating work, handling 
conflict, and formulating rules. In addition, language, culture and style 
differences may be accentuated676 because body language, subtle tones, and 
facial gestures cannot be used to add to the spoken word. Other barriers 
include the perceived disruption of VTs to corporate culture677 and the loss of 
employee’s loyalty, especially in VTs involving people from different 
organisations. 
Develop trust among members 
Arguably, in the normal work life678, there is big scope for mechanisms like 
discussions, which take place near water-coolers, coffee corners and after-
office social evenings. These situations allow room for information exchange, 
personal interaction and relational communication. These activities 679, in 
addition to enhance alignment within the team on critical issues, also help in 
reinforcing trust. In this regard, as it was discussed earlier, one of the 
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challenges of VTs is the lack of physical interaction and the synergies that often 
accompany face-to-face communication which may inhibit680 traditional ways of 
building trust. Moreover, according to Henttonen & Blomqvist, in VTs the 
barriers to trust681 appeared as failure to communicate, failure to retain 
contextual information, failure to provide information evenly, difficulties in 
interpreting the meaning of silence and unfair behavioural actions.  
Because of the relevance posed by the challenge of developing trust among VT 
members for the aim of this thesis, the two next sections will cover it, 2.3 ‘Trust’, 
and 2.4 ‘Trust in virtual teams’. These two section precede the discussion of a 
conceptual framework for this research in Section 2.5. 
To sum up, challenges to VTs identified in the pertinent literature has been 
condensed here and sketched in Figure 2-8. In a similar manner to the previous 
discussion on the benefits of utilising VTs, contextual features of operating VTs 
will be determinant of the benefits that apply, and to what extent, in a particular 
situation. 




Before addressing a conceptualisation of trust, it is deemed useful to consider 
the nature of organisational culture and to provide some theoretical antecedents 
for the consideration of trust. Subsequently, prior research and literature relating 
to the  relevance of trust; and difficulties with trust conceptualisations are 
discussed leading towards the endorsement of a conceptualisation of trust 
appropriate to meet the aim of this thesis is presented. This section, which 
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organisation is shown in Figure 2-9, is important for this research purpose as it 
underpins the subsequent consideration, in the next section, of trust in VTs. 
Figure  2-9 Sketch of Section 2.3 Trust 
 
Source: Author 
2.3.1 The nature of culture and organisations 
In an organisational context, it is argued that culture is not the overt 
behaviour682 or visible artefacts that one might observe, not even the philosophy 
or the value system, rather it is the assumptions which lie behind the values and 
which determine the behaviour patterns and the visible artefacts such as 
architecture, office layout, dress codes and so on. In this regard, Schein states 
that culture683 is a ‘pattern of basic assumptions that the group has invented, 
discovered or developed in learning to cope with its problems of external 
adaptation and internal integration and that has worked well enough to be 
considered valid and therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way 
to perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems’. In this regard, 
Buchanan & Huczynski argue that Schein’s view684 is that culture is the sharing 
of meaning and the sharing of ‘basic’ assumptions among organisational 
employees. Moreover, for them, culture685 seems to vary from organisation to 
organisation, and there is an argument that says that culture affects 
organisational performance, and hence managers must control and change the 
culture when necessary. 
According to Ogbonna et al (2002), one of the factors686 why organisational 
culture has raised interest is the enduring assumption that organisational 
performance depends on employee values being aligned with company 
strategy. In this regard, Buchanan et al present a definition of organisational 
culture687 as the collection of relatively uniform and enduring values, beliefs, 
customs, traditions and practices that are shared by an organisation’s 
members, learned by new recruits, and transmitted from one generation of 
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employees to the next. Although, Buchanan & Huczynski recognise that it 
remains a controversial concept. According to most researchers, an 
organisation’s culture focuses688 on the values, beliefs and meanings used by 
its members to grasp how its uniqueness originates, evolves and operates. 
Also, they argue that for an organisational culture to form689, a fairly stable 
collection of people needs to have shared a significant history, involving 
problems, which allowed a social learning process to take place. Organisations 
that have such histories possess cultures that permeate most of their functions 
(Schein, 1984).  
Hence, organisational culture will affect organisational performance. One of the 
factors motivating its study is be the assumption that organisational 
performance reflects the extent to which people’s values are aligned with 
organisation’s strategy. In this regard, it is argued that there are opposing 
perspectives on organisational culture: managerial and differentiation. 
According to Buchanan & Huczynski, there are two perspectives690 on 
organisational culture: managerial, with a view regarding integration or 
organisation-wide consensus and clarity; and social sciences, a view that 
regards differentiation perspectives on organisational culture. On the one hand, 
the managerial or unitary perspective691 regards culture as monolithic, 
characterised by consistency, organisation-wide consensus and clarity. It holds 
that these integrating features will lead to improved organisation effectiveness 
through greater employee commitment and employee control, as measured by 
productivity and profitability. On the other hand, the social sciences approach 
takes a differentiation perspective692 which sees ‘cultural pluralism’ as a 
fundamental aspect of all organisations; seeks to understand the complexity 
and the interaction between frequently conflicting sub-cultures; and therefore 
stands in direct contrast to the managerial perspective.  
In the context of the differentiation perspective, Gouldner (1957) distinguished 
two social identities693: ‘cosmopolitans’, which had low loyalty to their employing 
organisation, had a high commitment to their specialised role skills and were 
likely to use an extra-organisation reference group; and ‘locals’ which, by 
contrast, were high on company loyalty, had low commitment to specialised role 
skills and were likely to use an in-company reference group. In this regard, the 
social science view assumes694 the inevitability of conflict, and focuses on the 
variety of interests and opinions between different groups and upon power in 
organisations. 
However, in relation to the impact of culture on organisational performance, 
Thompson & McHugh (2002) argue that695 in a first generation of studies (early 
80s), it is notable that there was an emphasis on anecdotal evidence and the 
use of a dubious research methodology which linked qualitative beliefs with the 
firm’s economic performance, and attributed any superior results to strong 
cultures, without reference to market or environment variables. Much of what 
passes for ‘evidence’ comes from interviews with managers who report how 
their effort to create commitment met with a positive response from employees 
and produced a significant improvement in performance. Subsequently, 
Ogbonna & Harris (2002), examining more recent studies,696 assert that 
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although some researchers still defend an association ‘culture-performance’, 
they temper their claims with caveats. In the end, Buchanan, & Huczynski 
contend that, whatever the future research697, it is unlikely that one will ever 
obtain a definitive answer. This discussion shows that the concept of culture is 
difficult to operationalise; arguably the factors affecting an organisation’s 
performance would be many and varied, and isolating contributions of culture is 
difficult if not impossible. 
Despite the emphasis698 given to the concept of organisational culture for over 
50 years, there remains considerable debate and contention surrounding the 
nature of, and the value of studying, organisational culture. In this regard, 
Brooks, based on meta-analysis of studies examining the relationship699 
between cohesiveness and effectiveness, which indicated that the direction of 
effort was from performing to cohesiveness, suggests that teams which 
performed well became more cohesive as a result, so organisations should 
worry more about raising performance instead of creating cohesiveness. 
As a consequence, instead of focusing on the complexity and the interaction 
between conflicting sub-cultures or the implications of the central organisational 
dilemma, it appears worthwhile to consider the elements at the core700 of the 
challenge regarding VTs: to create trust, leadership approaches, melding of 
complementary skills, integration of work products, and enforce individual and 
mutual accountability. 
According to Handy, there is a managerial dilemma regarding the implications 
of the virtual organisations701 which come down to how to manage people who 
can not be seen, with a simple answer, ‘by trusting them’.  Handy sustains that 
to enjoy702 the efficiencies and other benefits of the virtual organisation, it has to 
be rediscovered how to run organisations based more on trust than on control. 
In his words703: ‘virtuality requires trust to make it work: technology on its own is 
not enough’ 
2.3.2 Previous research and literature 
Prior research on trust come from many different streams in the literature. Trust 
is broadly accepted as a multidimensional and complex construct704 that is 
studied in different disciplines, such as psychology, sociology, economics, 
philosophy, and more recently, computer science. In addition, trust has been 
widely studied705 in the marketing and strategic management literature, focused 
on the role of trust in building up relationships between business parties, 
typically studying trust between buyers and sellers in a distribution channel. 
This widespread interest includes706 newer disciplines such as behavioural 
economics and neuroscience. Moreover, scholars have widely acknowledged 
that trust707 can lead to cooperative behaviour amongst individuals, groups and 
organisations. Furthermore, trust was one of the most prominent topics of early 
research in VTs708, highlighted by the emergence of the theory of swift trust 
(which will be discussed in 2.4.2.2). In this regard, researchers have suggested 
that trust is important709 in VTs, since it can diminish the adverse impact that 
geographic distribution can have on psychological intimacy.  
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Although scholars agree on the importance710 of trust in sustaining 
effectiveness, research on this topic has been highly affected by the lack of 
agreement in defining this concept. Moreover, according to Kramer & Lewicki, 
scholarly literature711 has resulted in a proliferation of diverse 
conceptualisations, along with an equally diverse set of assumptions and 
assertions regarding its foundations. 
As an example of the variety of approaches addressing trust in organisations, it 
can be mentioned Dietz & Hartog who argue that there are three broad strands 
in the trust literature712: trust within organisations, trust between organisations 
and trust between organisations and their customers. Moreover, they broke 
down trust713 into three constituent parts: trust as a belief, as a decision, and as 
an action; discerning five degrees to which one trusts along a continuum of 
intensity: deterrence based trust, calculus-based, knowledge-based, relational-
based and identification-based.  
This variability is notable when considering trust in the context of virtual 
teamwork. For example, according to Sarker et al, a review of the literature 
revealed many different streams of thought714 on trust, three of which are 
particularly relevant in the context of VTs: personality-based trust, that develops 
due to a person’s trusting nature; institutional-based trust, that is a function of 
an individual’s belief in institutional norms/ procedures; and cognitive trust, that 
develops from social cues and impressions that an individual receives from the 
other. Alternatively, different empirical studies715 on VTs’s practices have 
distinguished calculative (trust as a form of economic exchange), competence 
(trust as a belief in another capabilities), relational (trust as a personal 
attachment), and integrated trust (combinations of the other three forms), which 
were interdependent and mutually reinforcing. Arguably, the predominant 
approach in research on virtual collaboration has been to explain trust as a 
function716 of: social characteristics of the integrators, such as prior familiarity, 
reputation, competence, and ability; immediate outcomes of interaction 
processes, such as judgements of reliability, openness, integrity, 
trustworthiness and benevolence; and institutions such as social norms, legal 
structures, and privacy policies. This approach717 highlights the immediate 
context and interchange among participants as the major determinants of trust, 
acknowledging that interaction and the information it provides are critical to the 
development and maintenance of trust. 
Arguably, there is ample space for further research regarding the 
conceptualisation of trust in VTs and the study of the factors that could play a 
role in its evolution. In this paragraph, there is a brief reference to some of these 
claims. Firstly, it is argued that largely absent718 from the existing examinations 
of trust in VTs is an overarching conceptualisation of the antecedents of trust 
that incorporates research based on traditional or collocated teams. Actually, 
there seems to be little agreement on how trust develops719 in both the 
traditional and the virtual organisation literature. In this regard, very little 
research has been done720 on theory on trustworthiness antecedents. For 
example, an integrative view721 of the whole trust formation process of project 
teams is still rare, and a comparison with the situation in VTs is lacking. 
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Secondly, only a limited amount of research722 into the role and evolution of 
trust in VTs has been undertaken, and that which does exist does not offer a 
conclusive picture. The research on mechanisms with which trust in VTs 
transmits723 itself, i.e. the nature of its influence, has been inconclusive. Thirdly, 
it has been recently suggested that more research724 is needed on swift trust 
and the factors that influence initial trust judgements before knowledge of 
behaviours has been gained. Fourthly, prior research725 has focused mainly on 
self-directed teams with little attention to the role of managers and the input of 
managerial structures. Fifthly, there is ample room and need726 for the study of 
different kinds of capabilities of technology and their relationship to trust in VTs. 
For example, to date few studies have examined organisational support727 given 
to VTs, but without specifying its impact on the various component of a team. 
Finally, interpersonal processes represent an area in which major gaps728 exist 
in the literature on VTs. 
Furthermore, Mayer et al maintain that trust study in organisations has 
remained problematic729 because of problems with the definition of trust itself, 
lack of clarity in the relationship between risk and trust, confusion between trust 
and its antecedents and outcomes, lack of specificity of trust referents leading 
to confusion in levels of analysis, and a failure to consider both the trusting 
party and the party to be trusted. Similar to the focus730 on swift trust, much of 
the research in VTs regards short-term VTs with well-focused goals, which is 
seen as a shortcoming in the current body of knowledge. 
2.3.3 Relevance of trust 
There have been different perspectives regarding the relevance of trust. In this 
regard, one recurrent challenge mentioned when addressing teams and VTs is 
trust. In general, it appears that trust is related731 to a variety of positive 
outcomes in VTs. Scholarly interest in the study of trust732 in organisations has 
grown dramatically, fuelled, at least in part, by accumulating evidence that trust 
has a number of important benefits for organisations and their members. 
Moreover, trust is one of the key behavioural themes of interest733 to 
organisational and information systems scholars today. Apart from the general 
assumption734 that trust is an important lubricant of the social system and a 
facilitator of co-ordinated action among individuals, several important benefits 
for teams and organisations have been associated with trust. These benefits735 
are reflected not only in the team outcomes, but also in members’ attitudes to 
the organisation. Costa asserts736 that, generally speaking, trust is an important 
condition for the functioning and well being of teams in organisations; although 
the extent to which trust may be considered a determinant factor in this 
functioning remains inclusive, since it is dependent on the trust requirements 
that are associated with the functioning of teams and organisations. 
According to Mayer et al trust is critical737 in organisational cooperation, 
coordination and control. Interpersonal trust is one of the key738 factors 
influencing the performance of face-to-face as well as VTs. A number of authors 
have argued that trust has both739 a direct and mediating effect on team 
effectiveness. The key role played by trust740 as a foundation for effective 
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collaboration emphasises the recognition of the multiple and mixed motives that 
shape collaborative behaviour. In addition, trust has been studied741 extensively 
within the literature on teams, and has been noted as a determining factor in the 
effectiveness of activities requiring coordinated action. Accordingly, many 
authors have established that the presence of trust relationships742 among team 
members is a key condition for effective teamwork. Reportedly, trust reduces743 
transaction costs, increases confidence and security in the relationship and 
promotes open, substantive, and influential information exchange. If a team can 
develop trust744people feel able to share their thinking, the reasons behind their 
conclusions, and even the doubts that they have about their conclusions. It is 
suggested that trust is also critical in new organisational arrangements745 where 
the traditional social controls based on authority give way to self-direction and 
self control. In this regard, Jarvenpaa & Leidner argue that trust is maximally 
important746 in new and temporary organisations, because it acts as a substitute 
for the traditional mechanisms of control and coordination. Riegelsberger et al 
argue that, as in other fields, such as sociology and public policy, trust 
enables747 exchanges that could otherwise not take place, reduces the need for 
costly control structures, and makes social systems more adaptable.  
The relevance of trust in both traditional and virtual environments, is highlighted 
from different standpoints by different authors. Research has shown that all 
teams748 whether face-to-face, virtual, or semi-virtual, need trust to perform 
effectively. For example, Jarvenpaa & Leidner, studying descriptive case 
studies, found that masters students’ VTs that reported high levels of trust749 in 
the beginning and the end of tasks completion appeared to be more capable of 
managing the uncertainty, complexity and expectations of the virtual 
environment. In addition, the importance of trust750 has been increasingly 
recognised in the Information Systems literature, and the prevailing assumption 
is that it engenders direct, positive organisational consequences. As an 
example, at Orange, the mobile communication branch of France Telecom, low 
levels of trust among the VT members751 were identified as hindering product 
development and reducing the capacity of the company to meet its goals. 
Although the fact that low levels of trust hinder something does not necessarily 
mean that high levels will help something. This point of view is suggested by 
Jarvenpaa & Shaw, as increases in trust do not necessarily imply increases in 
organisational outcomes752, because under high levels of trust, the trustor is 
more likely to cooperate, and may miss how partners are taking advantage of 
him or her, misinterpreting other’s behaviour. 
A number of authors maintain that trust is even more relevant in VTs than in 
traditional teams. Arguably, a strong sense of trust helps753 to overcome many 
of the problems resulting from some drawbacks in VTs. Trust is critical754 to the 
cooperative behaviour that leads to the success of all teams, but it is especially 
important in VTs. According to Kanawattanachai & Yoo, one of the 
fundamental755 factors that are believed to be important in determining the 
success and failure of VTs is trust. Although trust is important in any type of 
team, it is even more essential756 in VTs; first, the virtual context renders other 
forms of social control, such as direct supervision, inoperable; second, other 
factors known to contribute to social control and coordination, such as 
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geographical proximity, similarity in backgrounds, and experience, are often 
absent.  
In summary, arguably  building trust, leaderships and development of cohesions 
are relational processes757 with a considerable influence on success, 
cooperation, motivation, and personal satisfaction in VTs. In addition, it is 
claimed that a trusting climate within a team enables758 the building of 
commitment and cohesion, as well as the development of new ideas and new 
creative ways of thinking despite diversity, differences in opinion or engagement 
conflict. In this regard, according to Jones & George, the development of trust759 
is a function of an organisation’s ability to create the setting within which trust 
can develop over time. Moreover, for organisations that can encourage the 
development of unconditional trust760 among their employees, the benefits can 
be many, especially in terms of cooperation and teamwork that promote high 
performance and competitive advantage. Furthermore, since trust has been 
recognised761 as being vital, there is an increasing need to identify other factors 
that could enable trust development in VTs. Evidence from a number of 
studies762 about durable VTs, which have working relationships that withstand 
wear over years, seems to indicate that the creation of commitment and 
relationships enabled by periodic face-to-face meetings form an important 
ingredient for the durability of virtual teamworking. 
2.3.4 Problems with trust conceptualisation 
Even though the importance of trust and understanding of how trust shapes 
social relationships has long been a central focus in different sciences, many 
researchers see the notion of trust as the most difficult763 concept to handle in 
empirical research because of the diverse definitions of trust used in each 
discipline and the multitude of functions it performs in the society. Accordingly, it 
is argued that one of the reasons for trust’s conceptual confusion764 is the fact 
that although trust has frequently been an object of interest in various 
disciplines, each one approaches the concept according to its own perspective. 
Since trust765 is a term in everyday language that applies in many different 
situations, and that is also discussed in many different disciplines, it is not 
surprising that this in turn has resulted in a large number of operationalisations 
of trust. Furthermore, it is argued that changes in context766 can lead to different 
levels of trust and may also change the role of trust. Consequently, it can be 
argued that contextual factors can impact significantly the scope of trust and; 
hence, its study.  
Moreover, Costa argue that one problem767 with studying trust is the vast 
applicability of the term ‘trust’ to different contexts and levels of analysis, such 
as interpersonal work relationships, teams, organisations, governance 
structures or even societies as a whole. As result, an enormous variety of 
approaches and definitions of trust have emerged768 across disciplines, 
appearing sometimes largely disconnected and ignoring each other’s 
contributions, or criticising each other’s research methods and 
accomplishments very severely. In this regard, Da Costa & Cincotto maintain 
that trust diversity769 approaches easily leads to the conclusion that trust has 
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indeed dozens of definitions, each reflecting the paradigm of the researcher’s 
discipline of interest. In addition, Bierly et al maintain that one of the reasons 
why there are few studies on VTs with large samples770 is because it is very 
difficult to collect this information. Consequently, while studying trust and its 
implications771 for the functioning of teams and organisations, researchers 
should also address the contextual variables around trust, in order to provide 
better interpretations of the results. In addition, Watson-Manheim et al suggest 
the importance772 of studying virtual work over time rather than cross-
sectionally, in order to obtain a more comprehensive examination of virtual 
environments. 
2.3.5 Towards a conceptualisation of trust 
After considering previous pertinent research and literature, this subsection 
considers elements leading to its conceptualisation. Different contributions has 
been distilled from different perspectives to underpin a conceptualisation of 
trust, deemed appropriate for its use in the context of the study of VTs. 
Subsequently, before addressing trust in VTs in Section 4, the rational and 
social perspectives which will be articulated to presumptive and cognitive 
dimensions of interpersonal trust, to be discussed in the next section, are 
considered. 
Although developments in organisational sciences have reflected773 the 
importance of interpersonal trust relationships for sustaining individual and 
organisational effectiveness, a concise and universally accepted definition of 
‘trust’774 has remained elusive; as the term trust is used in a variety of distinct, 
and not always compatible, ways in organisational research. In general, 
however, trust is often considered a continuum775, rather than a binary trust/not 
trust distinction. This notion follows Mayer et al, who chose to take the 
traditional view that trust and distrust776 are the opposite ends of the same 
continuum. In this context, ‘human’ trust has been characterised as an internal 
construct that is developed over time. In addition, ‘human’ trust777 has been 
known to be empirically very fragile and difficult to recover once broken 
regardless of whether it is looked at from a sociological or human-machine 
interaction perspective. Regardless of the settings778 where trust fragility has 
been investigated, interpersonal or human-machine interaction environments, 
many studies showed and supported this notion.  
In the virtual teamwork environment trust has been described779 as the ‘glue of 
the global workspace’. Arguably, trust780 is a complex, multidimensional 
construct. Moreover, trust is seen as a complicated psychological 
phenomenon781 that concerns multi-layers and dimensions and that should be 
studied in multiple respects. Even though most scholars agree that trust is a 
multidimensional construct, they disagree782 on exactly how many different 
dimensions exist. For example, Mayer et al (1995) suggest three dimensions 
(benevolence, ability and integrity), McKnight et al (1998) suggest four 
dimensions (benevolence, honesty, competence and predictability), and Lewis 
and Weigert (1985) and McAllister (1995) suggest two dimensions (cognition-
based and affect-based). In addition, the information systems literature alone 
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offers a diversity of definitions783 of trust, in part because it the many different IS 
contexts in which trust has been studied. 
Although the traditional conceptualisation of trust784 assumes that trust resides 
in personal relationships and past or future memberships at common social 
networks that define the shared norms of obligation and responsibility, the lack 
of past and future association in temporary VTs, together with diversity in 
cultural and geographical backgrounds, decreases the potential existence of 
trust. Traditional models of trust need to be adapted785 to describe the 
development of trust between cross-functional, geographically distributed 
partners. In this regard, the relationship between technology and trust786 is 
important because information technology can change the context of human 
relationships. 
Despite differences due to the diversity of disciplines paying attention to trust, 
some convergence787 has emerged around its condition of psychological state 
characterised by several components, the most important of which is a positive 
expectation regarding others’ behaviour. Moreover, in recent work, multi-
disciplinary conceptualisations788 converge toward an interpersonal connotation 
of the concept. All in all, Mayer et al’s definition of trust has become widely789 
accepted in the organisational literature. After analysing a number of definitions 
of trust in the context of VTs, Mitchell & Zigurs sustained that Mayer et al’s is 
the most cited790 definition in the studies included in their analysis and also that 
this definition reflects how trust has been defined by numerous other 
researchers. Also, Hung et al sustain that Mayer et al’s model of trust791, 
incorporating the properties of the trustor, the attributes of the trustee, and the 
risk associated with the situation is one of the more broadly adopted traditional 
models of trust. 
Mayer et al’s much cited definition792 of trust, seen in a dyadic work relationship 
as an individual-level construct, is the ‘willingness to be vulnerable to the 
actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a 
particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or 
control that other party’. Here Mayer et al define trust as an outcome793, i.e., a 
dependent variable that reflects an end state, in this case a willingness to be 
vulnerable. This definition794 is considered sufficiently broad to provide a 
starting point as it is a general definition of trust rather than one that is specific 
to VTs. 
Subsequently, this definition has been subject of different adaptations, 
maintaining trust conceptualised as a three-part relation involving properties of 
the trustor, attributes of a trustee, and a specific context over which trust is 
conferred. For example, Dietz & Hartog adapted elements of existing models by 
Mayer et al (1995) and Ross & LaCroix (1996), to build a multi-dimensional, 
integrated framework795 of intra-organisational trust. Also, Ferrin & Dirks found 
that competitive versus cooperative reward structures796 influence trust through 
actions and perceptions, with competitive rewards having a negative impact on 
members’ perceptions of the information sharing and motives of others, on 
members’ willingness to share information, and on members’ assessments of 
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team performance; conversely, cooperative rewards were found to have a 
positive impact. 
According to these arguments, trust needs to be conceptualised797 not only as a 
calculative orientation toward risk, but also a social orientation toward other 
people and toward society as a whole. In other words, it is argued that what is 
needed798 is a conception of organisational trust that incorporate calculative 
processes, but that also articulates how social and situational factors influence 
the salience and relative weight afforded to various instrumental and non 
instrumental concerns in such calculations. 
Kramer argues that the conceptualisation799 of trust should be contextual in that 
it acknowledges the role of both calculated self-interest and social and 
situational factors consideration in trust judgement and choices. Accordingly, 
Curseu sees trust as an emergent state800 resulting from contextual factors, 
organisational context and organisational environment, which subsequently 
impact team processes and characteristics. Similarly, Schoorman et al suggest 
that it would be appropriate to specify801 contextual variables for a model, that 
are unique to studying trust within a particular context. In addition, Jarvenpaa et 
al found802 that the effects of trust are not necessarily direct and linear, agreeing 
with the suggestion that trust should be examined regarding both direct and 
moderating effects. 
Media richness (eg Daft et al 1987) and social presence (eg Short et al, 1976) 
theories803, which suggest that computer-based communications media may 
eliminate the type of communication cues that individuals use to convey trust, 
question the possibility of relationship development, and subsequent trust 
development in VTs. Jarvenpaa & Leidner contend that, contrary to these 
theories, empirical studies804 have found relational information sharing in 
computer-mediated teams. 
To sum up, despite an extended level of disagreement regarding the definition 
of trust and its component elements, and the difficulties associated to its study 
in VTs, its conceptualisation has started to achieve more clarity. Mayer et al 
definition has emerged has the most commonly agreed. Further, this definition 
has been adapted, although keeping its basic elements. 
2.3.5.1 Rational perspective 
According to Kramer, when considering trust in terms of individuals’ choice 
behaviours805 two contrasting images of choice gained particular prominence, 
one that construes choice in relatively rational, calculative terms and another 
that affords more weight to the social and relational underpinnings of choice in 
trust dilemma situations. Accordingly, in this regard, Jarvenpaa et al maintain 
that trust can be viewed806 from a rational or social perspective; although most 
early research takes a rational perspective. 
The rational choice perspective807, imported largely from sociological, 
economic, and political theory, remains arguably the most influential image of 
trust within organisational science. From the perspective of rational choice 
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theory808, decisions about trust are similar to other forms of risky choice; 
individuals are presumed to be motivated to make rational, efficient choices, i.e. 
to maximise expected gains or minimise expected losses from their 
transactions. The rational perspective809 on trust centers on the calculus of self-
interest, where increases in trust decrease transaction costs of relationships 
because individuals have to engage less in self-protective actions in preparation 
for the possibility of others opportunistic behaviour. 
Some of the concerns regarding the rational choice conception relate to the 
adequacy of rational choice perspectives on trust. Firstly, it’s adequacy810 as a 
descriptive account of how people actually do make such decisions, and, 
specifically the extent to which decisions about trust are product of conscious 
calculation and internally consistent value systems has been questioned. It is 
suggested that rational choice models811 overstate decision makers’ cognitive 
capacities, the degree to which they engage in conscious calculation, and the 
extent to which they posses stable values and orderly preferences. Secondly, 
conceptions of trust grounded in presumptions regarding the rationality of 
choice812 may be too narrowly cognitive, affording too little to emotional and 
social influences on trust decisions; and provide, at best, an undersocialised 
conception of trust. 
2.3.5.2 Social perspective 
In response to the limitations of the rational choice813, some authors, Mayer et 
al (1995) amongst them, have suggested that an adequate theory of 
organisational trust must incorporate more systematically the social and 
relational underpinnings of trust-related choices. Consequently, trust needs to 
be conceptualised814 not only as a calculative orientation toward risk, but also a 
social orientation toward other people and toward society as a whole. 
Accordingly, for Jarvenpaa et al, the social perspective815 centers on moral 
duty, where a social group holds values regarding one’s obligations to others. 
Individuals may use social information816 to develop their beliefs about 
trustworthiness of other individuals within the organisation, with third parties 
functioning as informants that a co-worker relies upon in developing a 
conclusion about an employee’s trustworthiness. 
In summary, the amalgamation of a rational and social perspective in a 
conceptualisation of trust is coherent with past studies on trust which suggest817 
that trust is a multidimensional construct that has both cognitive and affective 
elements. This cognitive and affective foundations will be discussed in 2.4.2.1, 
in the next section. 
2.4 Trust in virtual teams 
After discussing the elements leading to a conceptualisation of virtual teams in 
Section 2.2 and trust in Section 2.3, pertinent to the particular context under 
consideration, a further step is given in addressing trust in VTs. Based on 
available literature, in this section 2.4 the discussion of the literature takes the 
reader to the consideration of the elements necessary to underpin the 
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suggestion of an adapted model of interpersonal trust in VTs. The organisation 
of this section, showing the elements that will be covered, is depicted in Figure 
2-10.   
Figure  2-10 Sketch of Section 2.4 Trust in virtual teams 
 
Source: Author 
One area of VTs that is argued to be both, particularly critical and inadequately 
understood818 is trust. In particular, it is argued that there are things819 you can 
do face-to-face that you cannot do at a distance, such as build trust quickly.  
Teams in general, and VTs in particular, are complex entities820 composed of 
several subsystems (individual team members) and embedded in larger 
systems (e.g. organisations). According to Jarvenpaa et al (1998), many 
authors point out that the virtual context821 constrains or even impedes the 
development of trust. Moreover, Katzenbach & Smith assert that trust is a larger 
issue in a VT,822 much more than in a traditional team environment. Arguably, in 
VTs, where members rely on IT-mediated interactions, successful 
collaboration823 depends on trust. In addition, Stanley et al states that, amongst 
the many strategic recommendations824 to improve performance of VTs, 
establishing the essential element of trust among VTs must receive high priority. 
Consistent with this view, the leading concern825 mentioned in a report on virtual 
work environments, published by Brandman University in 2011, was building 
trust among employees in VTs. 
Management researchers frequently cite trust as an issue826 in emerging 
collaborations. In addition, researchers827 on virtual teamwork have given 
considerable attention to trust as a key issue. Trust is deemed to be even more 
important in VTs828, where members communicate mainly through information 
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and communication technologies and are often geographically dispersed. It is 
argued that trust is specially vital for VTs829 because of the lack of personal 
face-to-face interaction. Furthermore, the issue of trust is particularly 
important830 in the context of VTs because VT members being geographically 
dispersed lack shared social context and face-to-face interaction, that are 
considered irreplaceable831 for both building trust and repairing shattered trust. 
In this context, trust has been identified as a key element832 influencing the 
cohesion as well as the effectiveness of VTs. 
Furthermore, there has been little systematic investigation833 of the 
determinants of trust in groups, particularly in distributed groups where the 
development of trust may be more challenging. Accordingly, in this Section 4, 
first a context for considering trust in VTs is set. Then, an amalgamation of 
elements drawn from the literature are discussed in order to devise and adapted 
model of interpersonal trust in VTs. Subsequently, in the last section, a brief 
discussion of a conceptual framework for this research work is undertaken. 
2.4.1 A context for considering trust in virtual teams 
Arguably, two interrelated factors834, diverse location and technology-enabled 
communication, contribute to making trust more difficult to develop in VTs than 
in traditional hierarchical relationships and on-site teams. VTs work835 towards 
common goals but as the team members are geographically dispersed, the 
challenges of communication, commitment and building trust are more intense. 
Kramer maintains that trust may not reach836 the same level in IT-enabled 
relationships that are void of prior social history and not tied to a known physical 
location as those based on face-to-face interaction. In this context of VTs, 
where trust might be initially created837, rather than imported, via 
communication behaviours, high levels of trust838 has been observed among 
members of VTs, who often have little prior history of working together and may 
never meet each other in person. 
Literature regarding the antecedents of trust in VTs is inconclusive. On the one 
hand, it is argued that the antecedents of trust in the virtual context during the 
creation stages839 of relationship development appear to resemble traditional 
antecedents. Alternatively, it is argued that the evidence840 regarding 
antecedents of trust in VTs and the identification whether trust’s outcome is in 
fact dependent on, or a function of, virtuality is incomplete or inconclusive and, 
hence, needs to be reconciled with organisationally based observation and 
analysis. 
Other ideas discussed in the literature with relation to achievement of trust 
regard the temporality of VTs and situational or contextual factors. Arguably, it 
is not the trust concept841 itself that must be specific to VTs, but rather the way 
that trust develops in the virtual environment. Independent of the framework 
employed to look at trust in VTs, allegedly the elements that should be 
considered in relation to the development of trust might be different according to 
the temporary or more permanent nature of the VT. On the one hand, much of 
the short-term842 online interactions enabled by virtual teamworking 
technologies are usually based on pre-existing abstract trust alone. On the 
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other hand, long-term843 virtual teamworking without face-to-face collocated 
social interaction would lead to gradual dissipation of personal trust 
relationships and, subsequently to erosion of impersonal trust relations. 
Consistent with this view, several researchers of VTs have found evidence that 
often high levels of initial844, but fragile, trust exist and this dissipates easily. In 
this regard, by understanding845 which trust components are critical in each 
stage of VT development, management can increase the team probability of 
success by appropriate activities that influence trust components. 
Baskerville & Nandhakumar developed a non-complete factor model of trust846 
as one important factor in virtual teamworking, drawing on four findings: 
abstract trust that can sustain virtual teamworking for brief periods, personal 
trust which is necessary for longer periods of virtual teamworking, that periods 
of collocation are necessary to establish personal trust, and that trust dissipates 
over time. They propose that effective virtual teamworking must be enabled847 
by abstract and personal trust, according to whether the VT is short-term or 
long-term. In addition, Panteli argues that the development of trust in a VT, 
which exists only on a short term basis and does not have any prior history or 
anticipated future, may differ848 from the development of trust in a VT that exists 
on an on-going basis and whose members are less geographically and 
culturally diverse. 
Differences between virtual and face-to-face teamwork emerge from situational 
or contextual aspects. The degree to which virtual and face-to-face teamwork 
are equally effective appears to be situational, because849 some measures find 
them equivalent, or one of them being less effective or outperforming the other. 
In this regard, the antecedents of trust seem to be similar850 for virtual and face-
to-face teams, but VTs must overcome some situational problems. In this 
regard, the context may also change851 the role of trust, in relation to situations 
that vary in strength of the structure. In addition, it is maintained that there is a 
relationship between time and trust, where time is important because it is a 
critical part of context. As a result of empirical work based on Dirks & Ferrin 
(2001)’s alternatives roles of trust, Jarvenpaa et al found852 that the effects of 
trust depend on the situation’s structure; with trust likely to have the greatest 
effect in situations or conditions with weak structure, some effects in situations 
with moderately strong structure, and little effect in situations with strong 
structure. Consequently, in a situation with moderately strong structure, perhaps 
a moderate level of trust is the most effective. 
2.4.2 Towards a model of trust in VTs 
Despite trust being conceptualised853 in various ways in the literature, it is 
widely accepted that interpersonal trust has two foundations: cognitive and 
affective. However, Kramer suggests that an adequate theory of organisational 
trust854 must incorporate the social and relational underpinnings of trust-related 
choices, being conceptualised as a calculative orientation towards risk, but also 
needs a social orientation toward other people and toward society as a whole. 
In addition, in the dispersed manner of working of VTs, interpersonal trust855 
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becomes very important. Furthermore, it is argued that virtual teamwork 
depends856 on mutual trust. 
Developments in the organisational sciences reflect the importance of 
interpersonal trust857 relationships for sustaining individual and organisational 
effectiveness. Costa, in line with several multidimensional conceptualisations of 
trust858, proposes that trust is not only a psychological state based on 
expectations and on perceived motives and intentions of others, but also a 
manifestation of behaviours towards these others. This suggestion is coherent 
with Mayer et al (1995)’s integrated model of trust among individuals in 
organisational settings. In this regard, McAllister suggest that interpersonal 
trust859 has cognitive and affective foundations, where cognitive trust result from 
decisions based on available knowledge and ‘good reasons’, and affective 
foundations consist of emotional bonds between individuals. Consistent with 
McAllister, Meyerson et al proposes that the accumulated knowledge about 
other’s capabilities, values and behaviours860 through interactions allow an 
individual to base trust on cognitive assessment or affective response. In 
addition, Meyerson et al (1996) coined the term swift trust to explain high trust 
observed in temporary teams that had not worked together before. Whereas 
traditional conceptualisations of trust861 are based strongly on interpersonal 
relationships, swift trust emphasises the interpersonal dimensions and is based 
initially on broad categorical social structures and later on action.  
Furthermore, the nature of interpersonal interactions862 in real VTs is sometimes 
regulated by complex norms and rules. Thus, creating opportunities to assess 
trustworthiness863 is specially important in cross-functional and cross-cultural 
relationships where trustworthiness may be more difficult and time-consuming 
to evaluate accurately. In addition, according to McKnight et al, studying initial 
trust formation is important864, because the result from such studies require an 
explanation beyond what calculative-based and knowledge-based trust theories 
provide. In this regard Mitchell & Zigurs suggest that the specific process that a 
given VT undertakes to achieve trust865 will depend on contextual factors, 
including differences in technology capabilities and their impact on and 
interaction process. In this context, Panteli, considered the nature of different 
situational trust types866 to argue that different VTs experience different trust 
relations and thus different trust development processes, arguing that significant 
empirical research is required to illustrate the role and effect of the various trust 
types typologised in VTs. Furthermore, Zolin et al posited that as a 
consequence of increasing cross-functional, geographically distributed work, 
traditional models of trust867 need to be adapted to development of trust 
between cross-functional, geographically distributed partners. In addition, Zolin 
et al concluded that initial perceptions868 of trustworthiness are particularly 
important in cross-functional, geographically distributed work, because workers 
may rely on early impressions of perceived trustworthiness when evaluating 
how their distant partners are delivering on commitments, due to lacking or 
difficulty to interpret reliable information about actual follow-through or 
outcomes. 
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In order to move forwards to the endorsement of a model of trust specific to 
VTs, from now on in this subsection underpinning for the consideration of trust 
in VTs will be discussed. This includes cognitive and affective foundations of 
interpersonal trust, together with paths for the development of cognitive trust i.e. 
swift trust and knowledge-based trust. These foundations are subsequently 
broken down and discussed through trust determinants sorted out in 
presumptive and cognitive dimensions. Further, trust development over time is 
included, closing with the consideration of risk as a key element in the 
behavioural manifestations of trust. 
2.4.2.1 Cognitive and affective trust 
McAllister, supported on empirical findings, distinguished869 between two 
principal forms of trust; cognition-based trust, grounded in individuals’ beliefs 
about peer reliability and dependability; and affect-based trust, consisting of the 
emotional bonds between individuals, grounded in reciprocated interpersonal 
care and concern. McAllister sustained that although870 both forms of trust may 
be causally connected; each form of trust functions in a unique manner and has 
a distinct pattern of association to antecedent and consequent variables. This 
view is mirrored871 in Mayer et al (1995)’s definition that includes benevolence 
as one of the core dimensions of trust. Moreover, the high-level 
categorisation872 of trust is not based on properties of the trustee or his 
incentive structures, but on how cues of trustworthiness are processed and how 
trust is formed by the trustor. Similarly, different authors have argued that trust 
traditionally arises873 in two ways: based on rational or calculative assessments, 
called cognitive trust; and based on emotional ties, called affective trust. 
However, definitions of cognitive and affective trust remain controversial. 
Although there are various form of trust, arguably the one that best describes874 
trust between VT members is cognitive-based trust. Kramer & Tyler define 
cognitive trust875 as a trustor’s rational expectations that a trustee will have the 
necessary attributes to be relied upon. Alternatively, Greenberg et al suggest 
that cognitive trust876 is the result of an evaluation of evidence of performance 
reliability and competence, and it has been modelled as a function of the other 
person’s integrity and ability.  
According to Riegelsberger et al, affective trust877 is based on immediate 
affective reactions, on attractiveness, aesthetics, and signs of intrinsic 
motivation. Conversely, Greenberg et al sustain that affective trust878 is the 
result of the social bonds developed in a reciprocal relationship where there is 
genuine care and concern for the welfare of the other person, based on 
assessments of benevolence. Moreover, few studies879 have empirically tested 
the relative importance of cognitive and affective trust. Unlike cognitive trust, 
affective trust880 has typically been studied in the context of close social 
relationships such as couples, family members and friends; although it has 
been found important in working group environments, in such a way that one 
person takes another’s problem as his own and is willing to help a needed party 
even if he or she do not request assistance. 
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In consistency with the much cited881 contribution of McAllister (1995), Mollering 
et al suggest that cognitive trust can be developed through at least two paths: 
swift trust and knowledge-based trust. Robert et al argue that these two 
perspectives of trust882, (knowledge-based trust developed through interactions 
and swift trust developed prior to interaction), are two different forms of trust 
that are formed through fundamentally different processes. Unlike swift trust 
that relies on, for example, third parties,  knowledge-based trust883 relies on 
information about involved parties, which is developed through interactions over 
time. It assumes that the more information based on experience one has about 
others, the more able one is to predict their actions. Furthermore, it is argued 
that knowledge-based trust884 is based on the assessment of behaviour and 
thus considered after subjects have been exposed to past behaviours of team-
members. Arguably, knowledge-based trust explained more885 of the variance in 
trust intention than did swift trust, implying that trust formed through deliberate 
cognitive assessment can be stronger. This stronger trust facilitates886 a higher 
and more effective level of knowledge sharing. In addition, it is argued that 
since swift trust judgements influence887 knowledge-based trust, managers 
should act upon swift trust and encourage interactions between individuals for 
gathering personal information that contributes to the formation of knowledge-
based trust. 
2.4.2.2 Swift trust 
Swift trust was originally888 developed to describe high-risk and high-stake 
temporary groups such as film crews or cockpit crews. Whereas trust is typically 
conceptualised889 as either an affective or a cognitive construct, swift trust is a 
form of depersonalised action. Early work on trust in virtual environments890 
found that short-lived teams are, in fact, able to develop high levels of trust by 
following a model of swift trust rather than the traditional model of trust 
development. Meyerson et al (1996) originally introduced891 the concept of swift 
trust for temporary teams consisting of diversely skilled team members, who 
had not worked together before and who might not work together in the future. 
In this regard, Baskerville & Nandhakumar argue that swift trust is 
characterised892 by beliefs in the care of collaborators, suspension of 
uncertainty, risk-taking, and expected benefits. Moreover, they sustain that swift 
trust and trust based in abstract structures893, which included the systems of 
technical and professional expertise that organisational members had reliably 
drawn upon in previous situations, are similar in effect.  
Subsequently, Jarvenpaa & Leidner found the existence of high initial trust894 
among VTs members, suggesting that might be that trust was created swiftly 
based on the members’ imported propensity to initiate or to respond to the first 
electronic communication stimuli rather than based on any particular 
stereotypes. Moreover, they maintain that high-trust teams exhibit swift895 trust. 
In addition, Hung et al suggest that presumptive attribution896 contributes to the 
swift formation of trust by allowing individuals to act according to general 
principles associated with the role and/or the category rather than on specific 
individual personalities or personal relationships, presuming trust and importing 
it from other settings. The theory of swift trust assumes897 clear role divisions 
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among members who have well defined specialties, with inconsistent role 
behaviour or blurring of roles eroding trust. In addition, it is argued that swift 
trust may flourish898 even though the traditional antecedents may be absent, 
suggesting that this kind of trust could be strong enough to survive the life of the 
temporary group as it is founded upon the competent and faithful enactment of 
clear roles and member’s associated duties. 
Robert et al follow the idea of treating swift trust899 as a category-matching 
process based on team member characteristics, not on their behaviours, and 
thus it has to be considered prior to any knowledge of team members’ 
behaviour. In addition, they argue that initial, fragile – and often inaccurate – 
perceptions900 originating swift trust have a greater impact on subsequent trust 
than previously believed. Moreover, Robert et al suggest that when relevant 
information901 about behaviour was present, individuals used it instead of the 
categorical bases of swift trust, and this is consistent with the idea of the fragility 
of swift trust. 
2.4.2.3 Presumptive dimensions 
Greenberg et al suggest that initial swift trust is determined902 by external 
signals (reputation, roles, and rules) and predisposition to trust; with ability, 
benevolence and integrity determining trust in later stages. When first placed 
into teams, members initially look to external sources903 to develop the swift 
trust necessary to start working together, relying on their own dispositional trust 
and on external cues rather than their assessments of the characteristics of the 
other team members. Arguably, because the time pressure hinders904 the ability 
of team members to develop expectations of others based on firsthand 
information, members import expectations of trust from other settings with which 
they are familiar. In this regard, Kramer (1999) summarised six antecedent 
conditions905 of trust in organisations (see Figure 2-11), including psychological, 
social and organisational factors that are posited to influence an individual’s 
formation of trust: dispositional, history-based, third parties as conduits, 
category-based, role-based, and rule-based trust. 
Where personalised knowledge906 about other organisational members is hard 
to obtain, ‘proxies’ or substitutes for direct, personalised knowledge are often 
sought or utilised. In this regard, explicit and tacit understandings907 regarding 
transaction norms, interactional routines, and exchange practices provide 
another basis for inferring others’ behaviours in the absence of personal 
knowledge. However, when faced with constraints908 of limited information, time 
or motivation, a trustor takes shortcuts and may commit attribution errors or 
have biases that maintain cognitive consistency. The assessment and 
interpretation of the meaning of a behaviour may vary909 across individuals; 
selective perception is a bias in information processing that often leaves 
individuals who view the same events with different interpretations of those 
events. In addition, pre-existing expectations910 will bias one person’s 
information processing, so that only information consistent with the expectations 
is attended to.  
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Figure  2-11 Presumptive dimensions of trust 
 
Source: After Kramer, 1999 
Disposition to trust 
Sarker et al argue that one base911 of trust that has the potential to influence 
trust in VTs is the innate personality of its members. A personal characteristic of 
team members that is conducive912 to the development of trust in others is 
dispositional trust. Disposition to trust is913 a ‘generalised attitude’ learned from 
both personal experience of fulfilled and unfulfilled promises as well as through 
direct observed behaviour of early caregivers. Dispositional trust refers914 to 
individual differences in the general predisposition to trust other people, which 
influence trust before information about the others becomes available. 
Greenberg et al argue that the predisposition to trust is an important 
precursor915 for the initial development of swift trust, and then for the 
development of trust in teammates’ integrity and ability. Research suggest that 
dispositional trust916 is extrapolated from people’s early trust–related 
experiences to build up general beliefs about other people that eventually 
assume the form of a relatively stable personality characteristic. This form of 
trust is posited to have a greater917 influence on an individual’s trust belief 
before any relevant information about a team member’s past behaviour is 
available. Furthermore, ample evidence918 exists from both laboratory and field-
based research that individuals differ considerably in their general 
predisposition to trust other people. Although a predisposition to trust does not 
guarantee919 that a member will actually develop trust, it will influence the 
member’s trust assessments of other members. 
Mayer et al suggested an integrative model of organisational trust, where 
propensity to trust leads to a generalised expectation about the trustworthiness 
of others. In this regard, Schoorman et al sustain that dispositional920 aspects of 
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trust are contained in the Mayer et al’s construct of propensity to trust. There, in 
terms of the trustor attributes921, propensity to trust is a general personality trait 
that conveys a general expectation of how trusting a person should be. Mayer 
et al argue that propensity to trust922 (seen as the general willingness to trust 
others); is a stable within-party factor that will affect the likelihood the party will 
trust, predisposed by people’s different developmental experiences, personality 
types, and cultural backgrounds; influences how much trust one has for a 
trustee prior to data on that particular party being available. In this regard, Costa 
sustain that propensity923 to trust is grounded in the individual’s personality, life 
experiences, cultural background, education and several other socio-economic 
factors; and that only a small percentage of the total variance of trust within 
teams is explained by propensity. Moreover, Jarvenpaa et al suggest that the 
members’ own propensity924 to trust had a significant, although unchanging, 
effect on trust. However, Gill et al found925 in one study no support for the 
relation between propensity to trust and intention to trust; and in another study, 
they found that propensity to trust predicted intention to trust when the ability, 
benevolence and integrity of the co-workers was ambiguous, but not when the 
co-worker was clearly trustworthy or untrustworthy. 
Third-parties as conduits to trust 
Trust can be based on the assumption926 that the other participants of the team 
are trustworthy, because they have been introduced by a third trusted partner. 
In this situation, third-parties927 can be broadly defined as individuals who may 
potentially connect a trustor and a trustee within a given organisation. Third 
parties can play a crucial role928 in the development and diffusion of trust by 
acting as mediators in new relationships, thus enabling individuals to ‘roll over’ 
their expectations from entrenched relationships to others where knowledge or 
history is not yet available. Put simply, in forming929 a trust belief, an employee 
may take into account the judgement of third parties whom he or she trusts. For 
example930, ‘if Bob trust him, I trust him’ However, there can be some 
inaccuracies originated in the third party. In brief, third parties can serve as 
conduits of trust931, constituting a valuable source of ‘second-hand’ knowledge 
about others; although, according to Kramer, third parties tend to make only 
partial disclosures about others, communicating often incomplete accounts 
regarding the trustworthiness of a prospective trustee, consistent with what they 
believe the other party want to hear. 
Rule-based trust 
A number of authors follow Kramer in his view that if trust within 
organisations932 is about individuals’ expectations and depersonalised beliefs 
regarding other organisational members, then explicit and tacit understandings 
regarding transaction norms, interactional routines, and exchange practices 
provide an important basis for inferring that others in the organisation are likely 
to behave in a trustworthy manner, even in the absence of individuating 
knowledge about them. Purportedly, the belief933 that the institution demands 
conformity to rules from organisational members makes team members trust 
each other even though they may not have met the other face-to-face. In this 
regard, Rule-based factors934 such as the situational normality and 
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organisational structural assurance should promote initial trust. In other words, 
these norms935 help to control opportunistic behaviour, fostering a trusting 
environment. Rule-based trust936 is predicated not on a conscious calculation of 
consequences, but rather on shared understandings regarding the system of 
rules regarding appropriate behaviour, where reciprocal high confidence in 
members’ socialisation into and continued adherence to a normative system, 
can lead to a taken-for-granted mutual trust. Additionally, this sort of trust can 
also develop937 from a person’s fear of the institution, referred also like 
deterrence-based trust. 
Category-based trust 
Meyerson et al argue that the lack of personal knowledge coupled with the need 
to engage in trusting behaviours immediately to perform their job leads938 
individuals to use category-driven information processing as a way to manage 
issues of vulnerability, uncertainty, risk, and expectations. In this situation, 
membership939 of a salient social or organisational category provides a basis for 
presumptive trust. Category-based trust940 refers to trust predicated on 
information regarding a trustee’s membership in a social or organisational 
category – information which, when salient, often unknowingly influence others’ 
judgement about their trustworthiness. In addition, it is argued that category-
based trust is often based941 on cultural or identity-based stereotypes. Category 
processing942 treats individuals as members of a category rather than as 
individuals, allowing team members to act according to general principles and 
practices associated with certain categories. Moreover, in this regard, it has 
been found that neither943 male nor female used gender to predict cooperation 
from particular individuals.  
Role-based trust 
Role-based trust is another form of depersonalised trust944 where individuals 
adopt a presumption based on their knowledge of roles, in the absence of 
knowledge about an individual. This form of trust entails945 stereotyping or 
categorising team members, depending on whether a positive or negative 
grouping occurs, trust levels are established accordingly. Role-based trust is 
based946 on the use of simple heuristics about the role the other team member 
plays in the absence of personalised knowledge; for example, if he or she is an 
accountant, he or she must be good with numbers. Role-based trust947 
constitutes a form of depersonalised trust because it is predicated on 
knowledge that a person occupies a particular role in the organisation rather 
than specific knowledge about the person’s capabilities, dispositions, motives, 
and intentions, serving as proxy for personalised knowledge about other 
organisational members. For example948, ‘we trust engineers because we trust 
engineering and believe that engineers are trained to apply valid principles of 
engineering, moreover, we have evidence every day that these principles are 
valid when we observe airplanes flying’. According to Peters & Manz, this type 
of trust was labelled949 ‘swift trust’ by Meyerson et al (1996), to describe the 
high level of trust that occurs in new and temporary organisations, although this 
is a particular view. As with other bases of presumptive trust, roles function950 to 
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reduce uncertainty regarding role occupant’s trust-related intentions and 
capabilities. 
History-based trust 
History-based trust951 refers to trust between two or more interdependent actors 
that thickens or thins as a function of their cumulative interaction, and which 
gives decision makers information that is useful in assessing others’ 
dispositions, intentions, and motives; providing a basis for drawing inferences 
regarding their trustworthiness and for making predictions about their future 
behaviour. Although Kramer includes history-based as an antecedent condition 
of trust, Hung et al do not consider it as part of the presumptive dimension, 
probably because it is based on cumulative interactions, thus this antecedent 
would fit in the cognitive dimension of trust. However, in this research, it is 
considered as an element which could serve as a peripheral cue as it is 
discussed in 2.4.3.1 Peripheral route, when presenting the adapted model of 
interpersonal trust adopted in this research work. 
2.4.2.4 Cognitive dimensions 
In the traditional literature of trust952 where face-to-face communication is the 
norm, trust develops as the degree of familiarity with other people increases. In 
this regard, people trust953 individuals who perform reliably and competently, 
and display concern for the well-being of others. Sarker et al argue that as 
individuals get to know others954, they gain more information about them which 
is processed through a sequence of stages in their minds, where it is turned to 
schemas and stereotypes, which are cognitive structures that are used to store 
information about the fellow team members. Moreover, trust is built955 by 
assessing the success rate in previous transactions and predicting the success 
rate in future transactions. In the context of cognitive trust, according to Mayer 
et al, three characteristics of a trustee956  that leads to trust appear often in the 
literature: ability, benevolence and integrity (Figure 2-12). Moreover, Mayer et al 
argued that factors of trustworthiness from earlier models were subsumed957 in 
the perceptions of these three factors. Furthermore, Mayer et al sustain that 
each characteristic may vary958 independently of the others.  
In this regard, the extent to which a person is willing to trust another person is 
affected959 by the trustor’s propensity to trust and the trustor’s perceptions of the 
trustee trustworthiness, determined by the trustee’s ability, benevolence and 
integrity perceived by the trustor, with the three trust antecedents960 varying 
along a continuum, probably affected by the situation. In addition, the 
assessment961 of the mentioned antecedents of trust is affected by the context. 
Moreover, in the model of Mayer et al (1995), three of the four factors identified 
as contributing962 to trust – the trustor’s belief in the trustee’s ability, 
benevolence, and integrity – are mediated by the trustor’s propensity to trust, 
which also serves as direct cause of trust. Furthermore, Mayer et al suggest 
that once a team member acquires963 personal knowledge about another team 
member’s behaviour, he or she is more likely to effectively assess that team 
member’s ability, integrity and benevolence and determine whether or not this 
team member is trustworthy.  
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Figure  2-12 Cognitive dimensions of trust 
 
Source: After Mayer et al, 1995 
Perceived ability 
Ability964 refers to the group of skills that enable an individual to be perceived as 
competent within some specific domain. The perception of ability is an 
evaluation965 of whether a person can complete the required tasks. The domain 
of ability is specific966 because the trustee may be highly competent in some 
technical area, affording that person trust on tasks related to that area. Although 
ability967 perception would not assume that the other would be helpful; it would 
mean only that the possibility exists. In addition, for Riegelsberger et al, a 
trustor can infer ability968 both from contextual properties (previous encounters, 
reputation, or institutional certification), as well as directly through interpersonal 
cues by observing behaviour in the situation. Although this ability’s inference 
was considered in the presumptive dimensions already discussed in 2.4.2.3.  
Robert et al suggest that ability is critical969 to trust because the trustor needs to 
be assured that the trustee is capable of performing the task he or she is being 
trusted to do; otherwise, if the trustor believes the trustee is not able to perform 
the task, then trust will decrease. In addition, Mayer et al suggest that 
assessments970 of ability may not generalise across dissimilar tasks or 
situations. Nevertheless, Riegelsberger et al  maintain that in VTs an 
individual’s wilful decision to defect or ‘cheat’ will not be the main source of 
vulnerability, he or she might not be able to perform; then, abilities971 that 
pertain to different domains have to be signalled in different ways and are likely 
to require different channels to manifest themselves. In any case, Jarvenpaa et 
al suggest that to rate ability highly972, team members would have to have 
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detailed information on other members’ backgrounds, work experiences, and 
current organisational contexts. 
Perceived benevolence 
Benevolence973, a property of the relationship between the trustor and trustee, 
is an appreciation of the trustor’s good that forms a non-monetary incentive. 
Benevolence is seen as the extent974 to which an individual is believed to feel 
interpersonal cares and concerns, and the willingness to do good to the trustor, 
aside from an egocentric profit motive. It is an assessment975 of whether a 
person cares about the team member relationship. Moreover, perceived 
benevolence is the perception976 of a positive orientation of the trustee toward 
the trustor. In this situation977, a trustee ‘wants’ to help the trustor.  
According to Zolin et al, benevolence is deemed to be similar978 to McAllister’s 
conception of affect-based trust, trust grounded in reciprocated concern for the 
other party. Moreover, Jarvenpaa et al suggest that to perceive benevolence979, 
personal information must be revealed by others to reinforce beliefs about 
shared goals, rewards, and interest in establishing a good relationship. 
Furthermore, Robert et al maintain that benevolence is important in VTs,980 
especially over the long term, because it suggests that the trustee has some 
attachment to the trustor, over and above the specific situation or transaction in 
which trust is being conferred.  
Perceived integrity 
The relationship981 between integrity and trust involves the trustor’s perception 
that the trustee adheres to a set of principles that the trustor finds acceptable. 
Integrity is important982 to trust because it suggests the extent to which the 
trustee’s actions are likely to follow his or her espoused intentions. Integrity,983 a 
property of the trustee which ensures motivation by internalised codes of 
conduct, norms and values is evaluated based on an assessment of the norms 
and values and individual claims to act on, and an assessment of the conformity 
of his or her actions with these claims. If the trustor believes984 that the trustee 
is likely to do what he or she says he or she will do, trust will increase.   
To sum up, ability, benevolence, and integrity are important985 to trust, and each 
may vary independently of the others. Arguably, the relative importance986 of 
each antecedent may also depend upon the confidence that individuals have in 
their knowledge of that antecedent. Moreover, if ability, benevolence and 
integrity were all perceived987 to be high, the trustee would be deemed quite 
trustworthy. Furthermore, trustworthiness should be thought of988 as a 
continuum, with each of the three factors varying along a continuum, rather than 
the trustee being either trustworthy or not trustworthy.  
Some authors argue that in the early phases of teamwork, team trust989 is 
predicted more strongly by perceptions of other team members’ integrity, and 
least strongly by the perceptions of their benevolence. In addition, Jarvenpaa et 
al sustain that the salience of other members’ perceived ability990 to trust 
decreases over time. Similarly, Robert et al found that ability and integrity 
showed the greatest influence991 on knowledge-based trust, consistent with 
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Jarvenpaa et al. In partially consistent results, Dietz & Hartog noted992 the 
dominance of judgements on the trustee’s integrity and benevolence, and the 
relatively marginalised status of the trustee’s competence and predictability. 
Nevertheless, Mayer et al sustain that benevolence993 by itself is insufficient to 
cause trust and that Integrity by itself will not make the individual trusted. 
2.4.2.5 Development over time 
In the traditional perspective, trust is assumed to develop gradually994 over time 
based on direct personal interaction and communication. In addition, trust is 
argued to be dynamic995 and distinct in character at different stages of any 
relationship, taking on a different character in the early, developing and mature 
stages of a relationship. Similarly, it is argued that in a virtual context trust 
formation is a dynamic process996 that takes different forms at different stages 
of a relationship. According to Jarvenpaa & Leidner, trust in VTs997 at early 
stages seems to be facilitated by social aspects while trust at later stages would 
be mainly determined by process and task-related aspects. Arguably, trust 
changes with the passage of time998 as individuals begin to feel more 
comfortable with one another and develop improved awareness of others’ 
integrity and competence. In this regard, once an individual accumulates 
sufficient personal knowledge of a team member’s past behaviour, he or she 
will be more likely999 to engage in a knowledge-based assessment regarding 
the team member’s trustworthiness because a knowledge-based assessment is 
likely to produce a more accurate judgement than using swift trust. 
Arguably, swift trust would be granted based on presumptive dimensions, 
before assessments of trustee’s behaviour are available. In this regard, Robert 
et al argue that swift trust and knowledge-based trust represent two forms of 
trust developed1000 via different processes, typically at different stages of a 
relationship. In their view, during initial interactions1001, VT members are forced 
to rely on category-based information processing, where an individual’s own 
personal disposition to trust and the general trust associated with the category 
into which the team member has been assigned are used to form an initial swift 
trust judgement. Furthermore, disposition to trust had greater influence1002 on 
the formation of swift trust than did category-based conduits, implying that 
individuals tend to rely more on their general tendency, formed through 
numerous past trust experiences, than on this type (swift) of group 
categorisation in forming their trust judgements. 
Nevertheless, Jarvenpaa et at suggest that trust in VTs appears to be1003 
somewhat depersonalised, but perhaps not as depersonalised as described in 
Meyerson et al’s swift trust. In this regard, Greenberg et al maintain that 
external signals1004 such as reputation, roles and rules; and predisposition to 
trust determine initial swift trust; subsequently, ability and integrity determine 
trust; in later stages, assessments of benevolence and the continued 
assessment of integrity determine trust. Accordingly, Schoorman et al noted1005 
that the propensity to trust would be an important factor at the very beginning of 
the relationship, judgements of ability and integrity would form relatively quickly, 
and benevolence judgements would take more time.  
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Robert et al found1006 that category-based processing and disposition to trust 
dominate the initial formation of swift trust and that when individuals accumulate 
sufficient information of other team members behaviour’s to assess their 
trustworthiness, they used that individual’s past behaviour to assess trust. In 
this situation, the effects of swift trust decline1007, but their own initial swift 
judgements remain influencing subsequent knowledge-based trust judgements. 
Therefore, swift trust judgements1008 made during the initial formation of trust 
may have a ‘leftover’ effect on the subsequent trust judgements. In addition, 
Mayer et al maintain that the assessment of the antecedents of trust1009 are 
affected by the context, discussed in 2.2.5.1 ‘Context in VTs’, because there are 
situational factors outside the relationship that make the decision significant and 
uncertain, due to the consideration of the possible gains and the potential 
losses embedded in the interaction context. 
Lewicki & Bunker (1996) suggested a model of trust in organisations 
designed1010 to accommodate professional relationships. The model 
encompassed three types of trust, each corresponding to a different stage of 
the relationship: calculus-based trust, knowledge-based trust and identification-
based trust. In this perspective, they are ‘linked in a sequential iteration in which 
the achievement of trust at one level enables the development of trust at the 
next level’1011. Although this view does not focus on the determinants of 
interpersonal trust. Lewicki & Bunker left their model undeveloped and were 
careful to avoid1012 normative evaluation of trust constructs as being better or 
worse. Moreover, in further empirical studies,1013 by McAllister et al, calculus-
based measure was revealed as not a form of trust. 
In summary, different authors converge over the idea that interpersonal trust 
develops gradually, although through different forms, at different stages of the 
relationship amongst VT members. Initially, presumptive dimensions facilitate 
trust development; but at a later stage, cognitive dimensions underpin trust 
assessment, although ‘coloured’ by early trust judgements. 
2.4.2.6 Risk 
Arguably, one of the very reasons for trusting1014 is that risks are not clearly 
identified or quantified, and thus take the form of potential threats. Thus, trust is 
only required1015 in situations that are characterised by risk and uncertainty, 
where something is at stake and the outcome of a situation is uncertain. In this 
regard, Mayer et al identified perceived risk1016 as an essential element of trust 
in organisations, inherent in the behavioural manifestation of the willingness to 
be vulnerable, because an individual must take a risk in order to engage in a 
trusting action, making a difference between trust and trust behaviour, that is 
the difference between the willingness to assume risk and actually assuming it. 
Hence, a positive trust decision1017 can, but does not necessarily lead to the 
display of trusting behaviour. Furthermore, risk is defined by Rusman et al1018 
as the perceived possibility of a loss or gain as interpreted by the trustor, 
outside of considerations that involve the relationship with the particular trustee. 
In addition, Rusman et al differentiate trusting behaviour1019 as the observable 
interaction of a trustor with a trustee, where risk is taken by the trustor’s 
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dependence on the trustee in a certain situation, following upon a positive trust 
decision. 
The consideration of risk1020 makes a clear argument for the importance of the 
context in which the risk is to be taken, because the specific consequences of 
trust will be determined by contextual factors such as the stakes involved, the 
balance of power in the relationship, the perception of the level of risk, and the 
alternatives available to the trustor. In this regard, the perceived risk inherent in 
the behaviour is also critical1021 in determining whether or not a specific action 
will be taken. Based on one’s belief of the involved parties trustworthiness, his 
or her trust and subsequent trusting behaviour1022  is further determined by the 
assessment of risk in the situation. Assessing the risk1023 in a situation involves 
consideration of the context, such as weighing the likelihood of both positive 
and negative outcomes that might occur. Thus, the perceptions of risk1024 come 
from the trustor’s assessment of gain or losses outside the relationship with the 
particular trustee, where the level of trust is compared1025 to the level of 
perceived risk, if the level of risk is perceived to be higher than the level of trust; 
the individual is less likely to engage in trusting behaviour. Only if the level of 
trust surpasses1026 the threshold of perceived risk, the trustor will engage in 
trusting behaviour. 
Arguably, being a member of a team involves a certain amount of risk1027 
because members are dependent upon each other to complete the team’s task 
successfully. Also, real-world trust situations1028 vary widely in the type and 
gravity of risk they pose. Perceived risk, in VTs  has been proposed1029 to be 
the key factor that differentiates one’s trust belief and trust intention, the 
difference between an individual’s willingness to assume risk and actually 
assuming it. Moreover, the relation between trust and risk1030 seems a key issue 
in the behavioural manifestations of trust. Also, communication environment1031 
is posited to have an indirect influence on trust intention through the impact of a 
VT member’s perceived risk of the situation; where individuals may perceive 
higher levels of risks, when their communication and collaboration is primarily 
through the use of ICTs. In addition, risk1032 may be perceived as particularly 
high in cross-functional, geographically distributed work because of high task 
interdependence, the inability of workers to perform the job of others, and the 
difficulty of getting information about team members’ follow-through. 
Conversely, once individuals gained even a modest personal knowledge1033 of 
others’ behaviours, the uncertainties introduced by the geographic distance and 
the use of ICTs had less impact on perceived risks. 
To sum up, Ermish et al maintain that few studies1034 have considered the effect 
of attitudes to risk on trust. However, the consideration of the literature suggest 
that in VTs perceived risk, set in a particular context, is deemed to be a key 
factor to determine the manifestation of trusting behaviour. 
In a Report to the USAF’s Research Laboratory, Seong maintain that there is 
limited literature with regards to interpersonal trust in VTs1035 and that, to make 
it worse, there is no empirical research conducted to examine the role and 
importance of interpersonal trust in VTs despite its practical implications. 
Therefore, given the lack of a ready conceptualisation or framework for the 
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consideration of interpersonal trust in VTs, the challenge posited here is to 
obtain a sufficiently relevant set of component determinants to assist in 
considering interpersonal trust in VTs performing military capability planning 
and its subsequent analysis. This is the aim of the next subsection which closes 
the discussion of interpersonal trust in VTs. 
2.4.3 An adapted model of interpersonal trust in VTs 
In order to analyse interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, under the particular 
perspective of this research, it is necessary to devise a theoretical framework 
for its study. Based upon the preceding arguments and discussion, this 
theoretical framework should focus on interpersonal trust, including elements 
influencing trust, prior and through personal interactions: cognitive and affective 
as well as presumptive dimensions of trust development and evolution through 
time. Also, pertinent literature suggest to include the consideration of risk in the 
process enabling engagement in trusting behaviour. With this end, after 
considering suitable literature, an integrated model of trust formation brought 
from the literature, Hung et al (2004)’s, specially related to virtual scenarios, is 
proposed to serve as the basis for the development of the conceptual 
framework for this research.  
Kramer argues that, traditionally, trust has been seen1036 as a result of history-
dependent interaction. Moreover, according to Robert et al, trust1037 has been 
seen as a result of personal knowledge of an individual’s past behaviour, 
through a gradual development over time based on an individual’s cognitive 
assessment of the other person’s behaviour. According to Mayer et al, 
traditional trust development1038 theories describe a deliberate cognitive 
process in which one party’s trustworthiness and the level of perceived risk of a 
given situation are compared. However, the limitations on personal interaction 
and communication, often little prior history of working together, and relatively 
short collaboration time, would lead traditional models of trust to predict1039 low 
trust between VTs members, where studies have found high initial trust among 
team members. In this regard, traditional perspectives have been taken forward 
and developed. Different authors have made advances, building on traditional 
models, in order to embrace organisational trends such as the increasing 
occurrence of cross-functional, geographically distributed and technology-
enabled teamwork. For example, Zolin et al expanded1040 the Mayer et al 
(1995)’s Integrative Model of Organisational Trust to reflect the context of cross-
functional and geographically distributed work, adding the explicit consideration 
of potential rewards to trustors trusting the trustee, proposing that cultural 
diversity will reduce perceived trustworthiness, and proposing that initial 
perceptions of trustworthiness are used to evaluate work follow-through 
because of the difficulty in assessing perceived follow-through. In this regard, 
there is empirical evidence that the factors that influence trust formation1041 
change over time as individuals gain experience with the behaviour of team 
members. In addition, Zolin et al allude to ‘forces of stability’1042 suggesting that 
workers in geographically distributed work environments may be more resistant 
to changing their opinion of co-workers. 
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Based on dual process theories of cognition, Hung et al integrated the 
traditional developmental view of trust and models of presumptive trust, 
proposing that individuals form trust through three possible routes1043 (Figure 2-
13) depending upon the stage of the trusting relationship: peripheral, central 
and habitual route. Hung et al proposed an integrated model1044 of trust 
formation and maintenance in both traditional organisational settings and VTs, 
stating that the route an individual uses to form trust depends on his or her 
motivation and ability to process relevant information about other team 
members. Arguably, Hung et al’s integrated model of trust1045 embraces the 
dynamic nature of trust formation and development by the consideration of the 
three possible routes to trust, which represent the gradual shift of bases for trust 
formation over time as the individual gains personal experience and knowledge 
of the other parties. In addition, the model1046 proposes that the perceived risk 
of the situation, as an assessment of the likelihood of significant and/or 
disappointing outcomes, will moderate the relationship between trust and trust 
behaviour; and may also influence the route selection to trust, where the higher 
the perceived risk, the more likely the central route will be used. Furthermore, 
based on the characteristics of capability planning activity, the model is 
expanded by means of adding History to the peripheral route, and breaking 
down the Habitual route into three determinants. 
Figure  2-13 Hung et al model of trust formation 
 
Source: Hung, Dennis & Robert, 2004 
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2.4.3.1 Peripheral route 
Although in temporary or VTs1047, in the cases where collaboration is not 
required, people are less likely to deliberately assess the other’s 
trustworthiness; when the task requires highly interdependent collaboration, 
people may be more motivated to do so. Moreover, when people first meet1048 
the lack of personal knowledge about the interacting parties’ forces people to 
use peripheral cues embedded in the interaction environment; then, information 
such as the parties’ social categories and roles, and organisational norms 
becomes dominant in forming trust.  
Arguably, the presumptive trust1049 observed in temporary and VTs, and at 
initial encounters in organisations can be attributed to the peripheral route of 
information processing. Within the peripheral route, trust is based1050 on 
information that is category, schema, and heuristic driven. In this regard, 
Kramer summarised six antecedents conditions of trust1051 that are posited to 
influence an individual’s formation of trust: disposition to trust, history-based, 
third parties as conduits, category-based, role-based, and rule-based trust. 
These were discussed in 2.4.2.3. Hung et al maintain that these antecedent 
conditions of trust, except for history-based, could be considered as the 
peripheral cues1052 that serve for the formation of initial trust in the situations 
where personal knowledge of the interacting parties is not available or limited. 
Although Hung et al did not include history as a peripheral condition for trust. In 
the context of this research, the six antecedent conditions stated by Kramer, 
hence including history, are retained. This, in order to include the situation, 
plausible in the studied context, where a new military or civilian VT member 
have had the opportunity in the past of work together with somebody who is 
already a member of the same VT. In this regard, arguably this previous history 
allows importing expectations of trust from that previous context, serving as a 
peripheral cue. 
2.4.3.2 Central route 
Where VTs members have opportunities to accumulate personal knowledge1053 
of their teammates, they may be able to form trust through the central route, 
where the attributes of their teammates are deliberately assessed. As 
individuals accumulate personal knowledge of others1054, the ability plus the 
motivation to engage in deliberate assessment of the interacting parties induces 
the use of the central route of information processing, basing the evaluation of 
third parties trustworthiness in their ability, benevolence and integrity. This 
central route is activated1055 by the individual motivation and ability to process 
relevant information gained through interactions and accumulated personal 
knowledge, gradually forming trust through the deliberate assessment of 
personal attributes. 
The central route to trust is consistent1056 with the traditional developmental 
view of trust, posited by Mayer et al as a function of an individual’s perception of 
the interacting party’ trustworthiness determined by his or her ability, 
benevolence and integrity1057. 
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According to Hung et al, when an individual forms trust1058 toward other 
members in a team, he or she considers both the amount of these antecedents 
and their importance in a particular situation, which implies that trust is based 
on the perceived amount and importance of ability, integrity, and benevolence 
to the situation. 
2.4.3.3 Habitual route 
According to Hung et al, trust formed through the habitual route1059 is based 
either on habitual patterns or on personal identification, thus requires a mature 
trusting relationship. In addition, Rusman et al suggest that trust based on the 
habitual route1060 is relatively resilient, durable and not easily disrupted, 
although when it is shattered it is not easily restored. 
As individuals gain more knowledge about each other, they may form a habitual 
pattern of making trust judgements. As a relationship matures, a habitual 
pattern1061 of trust may be rewarded with outcomes indicating that the trust is 
justified, becoming a habit as it is reinforced. The accumulated personal 
knowledge1062 based on prior successful trust transactions contribute to a 
habitual trust attitude and even begin to identify strongly with other’s need, 
preferences, and priorities, and come to see them as their own; then, trust 
becomes a habit. Da Costa & Cincotto suggest that identification-based trust 
emerges1063 when the partners move from a state of mere good will to a stage 
in which they identify with each other. This identification-based trust is 
grounded1064 in deep knowledge of the partner’s desires and intentions. 
Moreover, identification-based trust1065, based on extensive personal 
knowledge, contributes to a trust attitude that involves affect and emotion. 
Furthermore, identification-based trust1066 is characterised by mutual 
understanding amongst all parties to the point that each can effectively act for 
the other, allowing greatest potential for effective, value-adding knowledge 
sharing. In this situation, motivation to cognitively asses1067 information is 
reduced leading to the use of the habitual route where neither peripheral cues 
nor relevant personal information is consciously used to form a person’s trust 
attitude.  
As a result, it can be argued that habitual patterns and personal identification 
constitute determinants that operate in the habitual route i.e. after extensive 
interaction, personal experience and knowledge of the other parties. 
Furthermore, McAllister et al suggest1068 the need to address the unique role of 
emotional bonds within trust development processes. Consequently, and based 
on the characteristics of capability planning activity considered in 1.6.3 ‘The 
capability planning process’ and in 2.2.4 ‘Virtual teams in capability planning’, 
social bonds and personal identification are suggested as additional 
determinants in the habitual route. This, in order to include the plausible 
occurrence where CPG members can develop reciprocal social relationships 
and where personal identification is plausible to develop, both leading to 
building up stronger interpersonal trust. 
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Figure  2-14 Interpersonal trust determinants in CPGs 
 
Source: Author, adapted from Hung et al, 2004 
In sum, based on the Hung et al model and the preceding discussion, it is 
proposed that the particular context where CPGs are set provides underpinning 
for the consideration of additional determinants to those suggested by Hung et 
al. As discussed, by means of adding history in the peripheral route and social 
bonds and personal identification in the habitual route. This is shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 2-14, where the proposed interpersonal trust 
determinants in CPGs are presented.  
In the next section, in order to conclude the present chapter, a conceptual 
framework for this research is devised. Subsequently, the research design, 
execution and further analysis would allow examining this proposition. 
2.5 A word about performance 
This section is not intended to be a thorough discussion about performance in 
VTs. As with other streams of the literature on VTs, this specific topic is 
fragmented, lacking of an integrative framework to organising prior and guiding 
future research. However its consideration serves to add extra underpinning to 
the idea of the relevance of trust in the increasing adoption of virtual 
teamworking  that has been already discussed.  
Performance in a military context can be considered under two general 
perspectives: as pertaining to either a ‘battlespace’ or a ‘businesspace’. In this 
context, Ehrengren & Hornsten suggest that a main difference between 
business and military1069 is the way ‘result’ is measured, where business results 
are very ‘easily’ measured in return on investment while the military objectives 
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are only means to reach other objectives. This definition, however, leaves open 
a consideration of performance that go beyond this dichotomist view as could 
be the activity of planning strategic procurement in a defence organisation i.e. 
capability planning activity. Thus, a consideration of performance and trust in 
VTs should explore first performance and trust, then performance and VTs, to 
conclude with performance and trust  t in VTs. 
Performance and trust 
To start with, it is argued that a team’s actual performance1070 relates to the 
extent to which the group’s product or service meets the required standard. 
Moreover, although team performance can be evaluated1071 from a 
management point of view, it is argued that team members have the best 
understanding over how well their team perform tasks in relation to their 
objectives. Furthermore, perceived task performance has been found to 
correlate strongly with more objective measures and relationship continuity. In 
addition, the overall importance of relationship between trust and performance 
is emphasised1072 in various studies. In general, however, Altschuller & 
Benbunan-Fich suggest that trust alone is not always the ultimate goal1073 for a 
team’s effort; trust coupled with superior performance is in their view the ideal 
outcome. 
In this regard, views that trust ‘affect’ or is directly related to performance co-
exist. Hung et al maintain that trust1074 affects performance and is critical in 
organisational cooperation, coordination and control. In addition, Ferrin & Dirks 
suggest that the degree of trust1075 an individual has in a work partner has been 
shown to directly or indirectly affect a number of work outcomes such as 
individuals’ and group’s performance. Moreover, Garrison et al suggest that 
within management and information systems community, the prevailing view1076 
suggests a direct relationship between trust and performance. 
Performance and VTs 
In relation to performance and VTs, Chang et al suggest that performance 
evaluation in VTs can stand different criteria1077: the extent to which a group’s 
outputs meet the required standards; the process of conducting the work, not 
the actual outcome generated; or team members’ level of satisfaction with the 
process. In this regard, Martins et al, when reviewing findings related to team 
inputs, processes, and outcomes in VTs found that much of the literature has 
been devoted to examining1078 the effects of virtual interaction on team affective 
outcomes and on performance outcomes; such as effectiveness, speed of 
decisions and decision quality. Moreover, they found a lack of focus1079 on 
behavioural outcomes in research on VTs, suggesting that this is, probably, 
because most of the studies have been conducted in temporary teams. 
However, Ortiz de Guinea et al maintain that the multifaceted nature1080 of VTs 
and the inconsistent reporting of empirical results make understanding what 
leads to high performance very complex. Moreover, even as the incidence1081 of 
virtual teaming has become more prevalent, understanding the specific impacts 
on performance has remained difficult to ascertain. 
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However, Willmore suggest that a common and incorrect assumption1082 about 
VTs is that they are a poor alternative to face-to-face work when in a number of 
functions VTs outperform face-to-face teams. In this regard, Siebdrat et al 
maintain that research shows that VTs can outperform1083 their collocated 
counterparts when they are setup and managed in the right way. Moreover, 
they sustain that VTs that had processes that increased the levels of mutual 
support, member effort, work coordination, balance of member contribution and 
task-related communications consistently outperformed1084 other teams with 
lower levels. 
In addition, lack of consistency has been found regarding the findings for the 
effects of virtualness on the quality of team’s decisions, which have been mixed. 
Several researchers have found no difference1085 in performance quality 
between virtual and face-to-face teams, while others have not found differences 
in the quality of decisions and, that objective performance and process 
outcomes were very similar. Conversely, it has also been found1086 that VTs 
produce better work, make more effective decisions, generate more unique and 
high quality ideas, and report their solutions as being more original. 
Nonetheless, when considering VTs performance, researchers have 
consistently found that virtual interaction1087 increases the amount of time 
required to accomplish tasks. In any case, Henttonen & Blomqvist suggest that 
quantitative studies1088 of VTs enabling the linkage of their management and 
subsequent performance would be valuable for further theory development and 
testing. Furthermore, Martins et al maintain that with virtual teamwork becoming 
more of a norm in organizations, it is important to examine long-term 
behavioural outcomes in future research. 
Performance and trust in VTs 
Regarding performance and trust in VTs, Jarvenpaa et al suggest that prior 
studies on VTs have been inconsistent1089 on the relationship between trust and 
performance and that alternative roles of trust may allow to better understand 
this.  
On the one hand, trust is seen as a critical element regarding performance in 
VTs. Firstly, trust is found to be a key variable1090 related to VT performance. 
Moreover, Powell et al suggest that trust is an important contributor1091 to team 
performance in general but has been acknowledged to be even more critical in 
VTs. Accordingly, Duarte & Snyder maintain that the fact that VT members 
might be outside1092 the immediate work group makes the task of developing 
and maintaining trust even more critical for performance. In addition, Chang et 
al maintain that the three main factors1093 that affect performance of VTs are 
cultural adaptation, communication quality and member trust. On the other 
hand, it is argued that there is no empirical evidence supporting a relationship 
between trust and performance in VTs. In this regard, Jarvenpaa et al suggest 
that trust provides important benefits1094 for IT-enabled relationships, pointing 
out that it should not be assumed that among the benefits associated with trust 
is improved task performance, as they didn’t find relationship between trust and 
task performance. 
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In any event, Curseu suggest that because VTs are inherently diverse1095, it is 
reasonable to argue that trust foster VT performance through its impact on the 
information exchange and the emergence of VT cognition. 
In summary, trust and performance are seen as directly or indirectly related, 
although the former would be the prevailing view. Moreover, VTs impose 
additional challenges for the study of performance, and available literature on 
this specific topic is not consistent, further theory needs to be developed and 
tested. Furthermore, studies regarding performance and trust in VTs have been 
inconsistent, although it has been argued that it is reasonable to maintain that 
trust foster VT performance. 
2.6 Literature review: A conceptual framework for research 
As was pointed out in the introduction, this chapter demonstrates that relevant 
literature regarding the topic under consideration has been located and 
analysed, identifying specific gaps, and underpinning the assertion of the 
research problem; and, subsequently the structure of the conceptual framework 
for research. 
Consequently, pertinent pieces of literature have been discussed, identifying 
gaps in the topic under consideration that underpin the statement of the 
research problem and; subsequently, developing a conceptual framework for 
research, derived from the consideration of the literature and its interpretation. 
2.6.1 Relevant literature: A multidisciplinary approach 
In this literature review, in order to argue about trust in VTs in the defence 
context, a number of subjects have been reviewed, including VTs, their 
employment in military capability planning, VTs potential benefits and 
challenges, a pertinent conceptualisation of trust, trust in VTs, trust dimensions 
and trust routes. In this context, principles and a relevant number of 
characteristics have been analysed and discussed. As a consequence, it has 
been exposed that more than being a clearly defined subject of study, the study 
of trust in VTs in a defence context is fed from different streams of knowledge, 
requiring a multidisciplinary focus, encompassing management and 
organisational behaviour among other views, where practitioners’ and 
academics’ perspectives have concurred. 
The construct of this review considered three main sections, following a flow 
from setting a context for the consideration of VTs in military capability planning, 
to specifics aspects in the consideration of a conceptualisation of trust and 
interpersonal trust determinants in VTs. 
Initially, the military capability planning ways of working and some previous 
definitions were considered, leading to a concept of VT. After considering the 
nature of organisations and teams, and major trends affecting most 
organisations, a conceptualisation of VT was encompassed, including 
antecedents deemed relevant for the context of this thesis work, which is the 
utilisation of VTs in military capability planning. These antecedents had to do 
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with the increasing relevance of the utilisation of VTs in military capability 
planning, problems with the pertinent literature, the need for research; and 
considerations about its life-cycle, technology, and the idea of virtuality or 
virtualness. This conceptualisation allowed the endorsement of a definition of 
VT useful for this research purpose and to discuss about VTs contexts, tasks, 
and potential advantages and disadvantages. 
Then, it was deemed useful to consider the nature of organisational culture 
providing theoretical underpinning for the consideration of trust in organisations, 
in the context of interest. Afterwards, previous research and literature on trust, 
relevance of trust, and problems with trust conceptualisations were discussed 
leading towards the endorsement of a conceptualisation of trust as a 
multidimensional construct in a dyadic work relationship, suitable to the scope 
of this research. 
Subsequently, the last section focused on the underpinning necessary for the 
consideration of interpersonal trust determinants, in order to illustrate the role 
and effect of the various trust types typologised in VTs, encompassing 
traditional conceptualisations of trust, based on cognitive and affective 
dimensions reliant initially on broad categorical social structures. Finally, a 
discussion considering the routes that an individual uses to form trust leads to 
the proposition of three additional interpersonal trust determinants expanding a 
model drawn from the literature. 
2.6.2 The research problem: gaps in literature 
In this literature review, it has been manifest that the published material 
regarding military capability management is limited. Furthermore, it has been 
also evident that concerning the consideration of interpersonal trust 
determinants in VTs in a defence strategic planning context there are no 
records.  
Although there is no evidence to argue about the reasons for this situation, 
some ideas can be conjectured. From the outset the newness and diversity of 
VTs and, consequently the consideration of trust in VTs are apparent reasons 
for this gap. Moreover, the consideration of trust determinants in VTs in defence 
is deemed to be even more recent. This gap in the literature is aggravated 
because of the multiple contexts and theoretical approaches available to 
undertake the consideration of this topic. In addition, military confidentiality 
regarding warfighting capabilities and particularly the identification and 
prioritisation of options for maintaining and developing military capabilities may 
be very high. Furthermore, TLCM has been argued to be product of an 
evolution which is still on development with developmental focus on the newer 
part of the TLCM construct i.e. capability generation. Arguably, interest in the 
topic that is being researched has been stimulated lately due to the significant 
gap in the funding of the Capability Change Programme. 
In summary, arguably there is no evidence of research or studies published 
undertaking the consideration of trust determinants in VTs in a defence strategic 
planning context or any other that can be assimilated to what this thesis work is 
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addressing. Moreover, there is ample evidence to sustain that there is a 
significant need for research regarding the topic under consideration. Given 
current limitations of research, discussed in this chapter, this work has the 
potential to contribute significantly to existing knowledge, by adding up to 
develop a holistic understanding of the complex theme of VTs, clarifying and 
defining the nature of teamwork that takes place on military capability planning, 
and researching about interpersonal trust determinants in military capability 
planning’s VTs. Reliant on these arguments, it is deemed fulfilled the 
requirements of originality that must characterise a PhD research work. 
2.6.3 Conceptual framework for research  
Given current limitations of the literature about trust in VTs, discussed in the 
present chapter, it is expected that this research will make a contribution to the 
development of a holistic understanding of the complex theme of VTs. It is 
intended to contribute to existing knowledge by clarifying and defining the 
nature of teamwork that takes place on the particular context presented here, 
i.e. military capability planning. Then, the requirement of considering real VTs, 
performing meaningful tasks would be satisfied. With this end, to study, 
analyse, discuss and probably adapt the model of trust formation of Hung et al 
(2004), considering relevant literature in this regard, is deemed to be a 
significant part of the work undertaken. 
In this conceptual framework, the study concentrates on the determinants of 
interpersonal trust, entailing a set of elements about which empirical evidence is 
to be gathered. In addition, the issues surrounding those determinants within 
the CPG as well as risks beyond the interpersonal relationships which could 
influence the trust behaviour of CPG members, are explored. 
Furthermore, this research results should help to understand how trust forms 
and what could be the nature of managerial actions that could be adopted to 
encourage its development. In addition, it could be useful to employees who 
want to be trusted and need to have a better understanding about how to go 
about it. 
The preliminary basic idea about this research was to conduct the fieldwork in 
two dependent phases. Initially, to conduct a number of interviews to a sample 
of selected CPGs, providing them a brief explanation about the focus of the 
research, in order to receive meaningful and contributing answers. In a 
subsequent step, based on the results obtained in the previous phase, it is 
intended to apply questionnaires to the members of all the CPGs, in order to 
gather evidence about specific areas of enquiry, pursuing the objectives of 
confirming and expanding the evidence. 
2.7 Summary of the chapter 
As was pointed out in the introduction of this chapter, it is intended to satisfy the 
requirements of demonstrating that relevant literature regarding the topic under 
consideration has been located and analysed, identifying specific gaps, and 
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underpinning the assertion of the research problem; and, subsequently the 
structure of the conceptual framework for research. 
Consequently, pertinent pieces of literature have been discussed, identifying 
gaps in the topic under consideration that underpin the statement of a research 
problem and; subsequently, developing a conceptual framework for research, 
derived from the consideration of the literature and its interpretation. 
In Chapter 3 an adequate methodology for the research to undertake will be 
discussed, entailing a research paradigm, methods, tools and techniques to 
collect and analyse data, the sources of evidence, the techniques selected to 
gather information and the limitations and ethical considerations that are 
relevant in this particular research context. 
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3 Research methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the consideration of the literature allowed the 
identification and narrowing down of an original area for research and justified a 
gap in knowledge. Following this, a conceptual framework for research was 
developed as a result of the assertion of a research problem. 
According to Yin, a standard approach to compose research reports1096 involves 
the sequence of the issue or problem being studied, a relevant prior literature 
review, the methods used, the findings from the data collected and analysed 
and the conclusions and implications from the findings. Thus, in this chapter, 
after the introduction and the subsequent literature review, a framework for 
research is formalised and the research methodology to be employed 
discussed. In this regard, Bal & Teo maintain that a methodology1097 differs from 
a philosophy, a method, a set of procedures, a collection of techniques, a 
standard; as it is a combination of all these. Accordingly, this chapter entails the 
adopted research paradigm, the selected research methods i.e. the tools and 
techniques to gather and analyse research data, the sources of evidence and, 
the ethical considerations that are of significance for this research. Finally, the 
limitations of the research are identified as an element in the definition of the 
scope of this research. The structure of the chapter is presented in Figure 3-1. 




Subsequently, in the following chapter, the results of the fieldwork, as well as 
the pertinent analyses will lead to a subsequent chapter, which covered an 
integrated analysis and discussion of the data gathered in the two-phase 
fieldwork. This integrated analysis and discussion addressed the answer to the 
research questions. Finally, a set of conclusions distilled from the research work 
will be presented in the final chapter. 
3.1.1 Research problem 
Increasingly, organisations establish teams to commit people from different 
organisational or functional areas, to pursue a common goal. In the case of the 
topic of this research effort, virtual teams (VTs) are set in order to integrate 
inputs from different MOD perspectives and functional areas, in capability 
planning activities, for the identification of capability gaps or needs, to provide 
required future military capability. As discussed, capability planning is 
performed under the UK’s MOD conceptualisation of Through Life Capability 
Management (TLCM), following an approach where the Defence Industrial 
Strategy (2005), and the Defence Acquisition Change and subsequent 
programmes have played a key underpinning part. 
In the previously mentioned type of interdisciplinary and cross-functional 
arrangement, interpersonal trust is important, although the lack of agreement 
over definitions pertinent to this matter and other study factors have confounded 
attempts to conceptualise an integrative approach within the academic, 
practitioner and the defence contexts. In particular, in this latter context, 
because different disciplines or functional areas undertake different 
perspectives, and give emphasis to different things. Thus, there is a top-level 
agreement but fragmented views dominate at a detailed level. 
In general, there is accumulating evidence that trust has a number of benefits 
for organisations and their members. Moreover, trust is related to a variety of 
positive outcomes in VTs, where trust would be even more relevant than in 
traditional teams because of reduced personal interaction, and is reflected in 
member’s attitudes to their organisations as well. Through understanding which 
interpersonal trust determinants are critical, management can increase the team 
probability of success by appropriate activities that influence those trust 
determinants. Furthermore, in the particular context under consideration, it can 
inform the design of organisational processes and systems, when improving 
capability planning activity, facilitating focus on the elements with major 
importance and paying attention to those remaining. In doing so, interpersonal 
trust can be stimulated and its increase influence positively interpersonal 
relationships and, subsequently performance, in the CPGs.  
Interpersonal trust determinants and the three possible routes to interpersonal 
trust in the CPGs, discussed and identified in the previous chapter, through the 




Figure  3-2 Interpersonal trust determinants in CPGs 
 
Source: Author, adapted from Hung et al, 2004 
The members of such VTs, coming from varied backgrounds and environments 
within defence, would be expected to exhibit certain features, such as 
suborganisational cultures, processes and systems; home suborganisational 
allegiances; career aspirations; behaviours; practices; specialised knowledge, 
previous experience, and styles of working. These psycho-social and 
organisational features will be referred to as conditioning elements (not 
organisational as it includes organisational and personal, social and managerial, 
and cognitive and affective elements among others). As it can be normally 
expected, VT members will have similarities and differences in these features. 
When VT members work, these characteristics can influence interpersonal trust 
determinants and diminish or increase the team probability of success. 
Thus, in order to perform optimally, issues or potential issues related to the 
mentioned determinants, need to be understood in the specific context of a 
given policy, and resources, time and other constraints; and addressed, making 
adjustments when necessary, in order to integrate successfully different skills, 
aiming to optimise the outcomes of capability planning. Either modifying the 
conditioning elements or taking managerial action influencing those trust 
determinants, with the overall aim of encouraging interpersonal trust 
development. Therefore, in the context of this research, if interpersonal trust 
determinants are not undermined; and are, rather encouraged, then trust should 
flourish and the trusting behaviour will be apparent. 
The research problem as enunciated in Chapter 2, and as a result of the above 
considerations and the exploratory nature of this research, has to do with the 
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investigation of the determinants of interpersonal trust in the CPGs, the role 
these determinants play in enabling or inhibiting coherent capability planning, 
potential issues and related risks outside interpersonal relationships that could 
influence the trust behaviour. Therefore, a first inquiry of the rationale will 
examine the determinants of trust amongst CPG members. A second area of 
investigation should address the issues that may exist within the CPGs 
regarding the identified trust determinants. Finally, a third enquiry should 
examine risks beyond the interpersonal relationship influencing trust behaviour. 
In this regard, understanding how interpersonal trust is perceived can inform 
management modifications or actions, aiming to stimulate trusting behaviours 
and, as a consequence, to optimise capability planning activity. This constitutes 
the basic conceptual framework of the study and informs the research design as 
seen in Figure 3-3. 
Figure  3-3 Study Conceptual Framework 
 
Source: Author 
In summary, the overall intent of the study is to address the understanding in 
respect of interpersonal trust determinants operating within the CPGs, working 
in capability planning for the identification of capability gaps or needs, to provide 
required future military capability. This is set in the context of the cross-
functional integration of skills and capabilities across defence organisations in 
the MOD Unified Customer (MUC).  
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In order to carry out this research, these purposes are acknowledged into the 
next elements in the context of the CPGs, considered as VTs, around which 
evidence will be gathered. There are then, three key elements; the topic, 
objective and research questions; which will influence research design, data 
collection and analysis: 
Topic 
Critical analysis of interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, working in capability 
planning in the identification of capability gaps or needs, to provide required 
future military capability. 
Objective 
To develop a critical analysis of interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, working 
in capability planning for the identification of capability gaps or needs, to provide 
required future military capability, with a central focus on interpersonal trust 
determinants within the CPGs. 
Research Questions 
According to Collis & Hussey, a research question states1098 the specific line of 
enquiry the research will investigate and attempt to answer. In order to fulfil the 
requirements of this conception and based on the study framework proposed, 
the following questions need to be responded: 
 
Research Question 1. What are the pertinent determinants of 
interpersonal trust in the CPG? 
Research Question 2. What, if any, are the issues surrounding those 
determinants within the CPG?  
Research Question 3. What risks are there, beyond the interpersonal 
relationships, which could influence the trust 
behaviour of VT members?  
3.2 Research strategy 
3.2.1 Introduction 
Collis & Hussey sustain that research1099 is a time-consuming and expensive 
activity and therefore a research strategy is needed to ensure meeting the 
objectives. In this regard, this chapter addresses the formalisation of a 
framework for research and discusses the research methodology to be 
employed. This section is intended to link the research problem to a suitable 
methodology, through an analysis and discussion involving the balance of 
advantages and limitations of particular elements of the strategy. In addition, 
Silverman argues that the choice of method1100 should reflect both the research 
topic and the overall research strategy. Consequently, after identifying this 
research’s approach and paradigm, the research methodology is discussed, 
leading to the identification and justification of the chosen exploratory, informed 
by case study, methodology. Subsequently, in the following sections, some 
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other elements relevant to the research methodology are covered. This includes 
the selection of sources of evidence, conception of the fieldwork, collection and 
analysis of the evidence, quality of the research design, and ethical issues to 
conclude with the statement of the limitations of the research. 
3.2.2 Research design rationale 
According to Yin, a research design1101 is the logic sequence that links the data 
to be collected to the initial research questions of the study and, ultimately, to its 
conclusions. As such, it could be thought of as a ‘blueprint’ of the research 
process, developed from the overall research paradigm, discussing and 
justifying the methods selected for data collection and analysis, and the fit of 
those methods to the research aim and subsequent conclusions. In this regard, 
Saunders et al maintain that areas and options that should be covered are 
depicted1102 in the research ‘onion’ where the issues underlying the choice of 
data collection method or methods are presented, as it can be seen in Figure 3-
4. Although, practical reality1103 is that a particular research question rarely falls 
neatly into only one of the domains suggested in the ‘onion’. 
Figure  3-4 Research options of the researcher 
 
Source: Adapted from Saunders et al, 2009 
The main purpose of the research design1104 is to help to avoid a situation 
where the evidence does not address the initial research questions. Crucially, it 
should reflect1105 the fact that careful thought have been devoted to why a 
particular research design is being employed. Consequently, in this second 
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section, careful consideration is given to the different options available, bearing 
in mind the stated objective and research questions, together with the nature of 
the topic enunciated next. 
3.2.3 Nature of the topic 
Easterby-Smith et al suggest that four things combine to make business and 
management a distinctive focus for research1106: 
 The way in which managers and researchers draw on knowledge 
developed by other disciplines; 
 The fact that managers tend to be powerful and busy people. Therefore, 
they are unlikely to allow research access unless they can see personal 
or commercial advantages. 
 The fact that managers are educated; 
 The requirement for the research to have some practical consequence. 
In this regard, Saunders et al maintain that using knowledge1107 from a range of 
disciplines enables to gain new insights that can not be obtained through all of 
these disciplines separately. In addition, they sustain that the problems 
addressed1108 should grow out of interaction between the world of theory and 
the world of practice. 
In general, the main goal of this research is to study interpersonal trust 
determinants in the context of cross-functional virtual teamwork, which is 
performed in order to produce1109 an endorsed Capability Management Plan, 
which is affordable, stable, agile and realistic. The basic idea about this work is 
to integrate different perspectives and skills from different UK’s MOD 
organisations to perform a military capability planning process. Therefore, the 
topic of this research is related to disciplines of management, pertaining to 
themes of strategic planning and organisational behaviour. Although, 
recognising that the conceptualisation of VTs has remained problematic 
because of the many different contexts or disciplines studying them. Besides, 
the consideration of the literature underpins the idea that there is ample space 
for further research regarding the conceptualisation of interpersonal trust in VTs 
and the study of different conditioning elements. 
As already mentioned, it is expected that the results of this research would be of 
use to inform management modifications or actions to optimise capability 
planning activity. Moreover, this thesis work, following what Collis & Hussey 
suggest, can be understood as exploratory research because there are1110 very 
few or no earlier studies to which to refer for information about the research 
problem. In this regard, according to Saunders et al, an exploratory study is 
particularly useful1111 when determined to clarify understanding of a problem. In 
addition, this study is basic, as it is designed1112 to make a contribution to 
general knowledge and theoretical understanding, rather than solve a specific 
problem. 
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3.2.4 Research approach 
In devising a research strategy, a major consideration is to undertake a 
qualitative or quantitative approach or a combination of them i.e. to define the 
way1113 in which the data is collected and analysed. There are many 
arguments1114 in the literature regarding the merits of qualitative versus 
quantitative research, but the choice will be influenced by the nature of the 
research project as well as the researcher own philosophical preferences. In 
addition, the selection of an approach will be dependent on the practical 
aspects of data collection and analysis of the evidence, and the level of 
interpretation that this process is expected to require. 
On the one hand, a quantitative approach1115 involves collecting quantitative 
data, or qualitative data that can be quantified, and analysing them using 
statistical methods. This approach aims1116 to collect facts and figures using 
methods like social survey or analysis of statistics. Quantitative researchers use 
techniques1117 that are likely to produce quantified and, if possible, 
generalisable conclusions. On the other hand, the qualitative approach1118 
involves collecting qualitative data and analysing it using interpretative methods. 
Its aim1119 is to gain a more in-depth understanding of a situation; this may 
entail interviews, participant observation or analysis of personal diaries, or 
autobiographies. Qualitative researchers are more concerned1120 to understand 
individuals’ perceptions of the world, seeking insights rather than statistical 
perceptions of the world. As such, qualitative studies are conducted1121 in a 
natural setting. 
Arguably, understanding the major advantages and disadvantages of each 
approach1122 is likely to help to select the most appropriate methodology for the 
task in hand. In this regard, qualitative research1123 is normally easier to start, 
but often is more difficult to analyse the data and write up the final report. 
Conversely, many students find that a quantitative study1124 is harder to start, 
but it is easier to conduct the analysis and write up because it is highly 
structured. 
Many qualitative researchers believe1125 that they can provide a ‘deeper’ 
understanding of social phenomena than the one that would be obtained from 
purely quantitative data. In addition, qualitative research designs1126 tend to 
work with a relatively small number of cases, sacrificing scope for detail. 
Although some quantitative research can be criticised1127 or found insufficient, 
the same may be said about some qualitative research. No method of 
research1128, quantitative or qualitative, is intrinsically better than any other. 
Furthermore, most research methods1129 can be used in research based on 
either qualitative or quantitative methodologies. In this regard, Silverman 
asserts that it can be helpful1130 occasionally to combine qualitative and 
quantitative methods. Similarly, Collis & Hussey sustain that a study might 
incorporate1131 elements of both as their merits are often considered to be 
complementary in gaining an understanding in the social sciences field. 
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As a consequence of what has been discussed in this subsection, the decision 
about this research approach then, is to undertake a balanced combination of 
both perspectives, following an approach focused on the perceptions of 
individuals involved in virtual teamwork in capability planning, but adding up the 
advantage of capturing views from a extended number of individuals from this 
context. 
3.2.5 Research paradigm 
Collis & Hussey argue that the starting point1132 in research design is to 
determine the research paradigm. Paradigm1133 is a term frequently used in 
social sciences, but it can lead to confusion, as it tends to have multiple 
meanings. According to Smith, the most common use1134 of the word paradigm 
in social sciences is to designate a school of thought, theoretical perspective or 
set of problems. From this point of view, a research paradigm1135 is a framework 
that guides how research should be conducted, based on people’s philosophies 
and their assumptions about the world and the nature of knowledge. In this 
regard, a research paradigm is essential to provide a rationale for the choice of 
methodology. 
The different perspectives about research philosophical frameworks can be 
divided into two basic schools of thought1136, positivist and interpretivist or 
phenomenological. The emergence1137 of the social sciences led to the 
development of the second main research paradigm, the interpretivism, which 
involves an inductive process with a view to providing interpretative 
understanding of social phenomena within a particular context. 
Their basic assumptions differentiate these main research paradigms, which 
represent different views of the world and the nature of knowledge. On the one 
hand, positivism is underpinned1138 by the belief that reality is independent of 
people and the goal is the discovery of theories based on observation and 
experiment. On the other, interpretivism is underpinned1139 by the belief that 
social reality is not objective but highly subjective because it is shaped by 
people’s perceptions. In this view, the researcher interacts1140 with that being 
researched because it is impossible to separate what exists in the social world 
from what is in the researcher’s mind. 
Critics of positivism in research on business and management argue that rich 
insights1141 into this complex world are lost following the positivist tradition. 
Although one paradigm1142 is not ‘right’ and the other ‘wrong’, a particular 
paradigm may be more acceptable in a given discipline. For example, 
qualitative research1143 tends to use a non-positivist model of reality, where 
‘detail’ is found in the precise particulars of such matters as people’s 
understandings and interactions. In addition, Saunders et al maintain that 
working within an interpretivist paradigm, the concern1144 would be to 
understand the fundamental meanings attached to organisational life. 
As justified in the subsection 3.1.1 ‘Research problem’, the focus of this 
research lies on the context of management where the perspective of the world 
and the nature of knowledge fits better in a broadly interpretivist perspective. In 
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this regard due to considerations discussed in Chapter 2 concerning problems 
with the pertinent literature and need for research, it is anticipated that much of 
the data collected will come from perceptions of individuals.  
Consequently, the paradigm deemed to best fit this research topic is broadly 
interpretivist, which is also, from the author’s understanding, the dominant 
paradigm in the topic’s research field. As most studies designed under an 
interpretative paradigm, this research will be conducted in a natural location (the 
workplace) and because the interest is on exploring the complexity of the 
phenomenon, there will not be an attempt to control any characteristic of the 
phenomenon under study.  
Collis & Hussey sustain that in an interpretative study, the methodology chapter 
should1145 stress the nature and rationale for the chosen methodology before 
discussing the methods of data collection and analysis. Therefore, after 
considering the research design rationale, the nature of the topic, and the 
research approach and selected paradigm; from now on, the research 
methodology will be discussed. In further sections, the selection of sources of 
evidence, the conception of the fieldwork and the collection and analysis of the 
evidence will be discussed. 
3.2.6 Research methodology 
Once identified the research paradigm, a research strategy1146 can be thought 
about, this means choosing a methodology that reflects the philosophical 
assumptions of the chosen paradigm. In business research, a methodology1147 
is an approach to the process of the research, encompassing a body of 
methods or techniques for collecting and analysing data. As such, a 
methodology refers1148 to the choices to make about cases to study, methods of 
data gathering, forms of data analysis, etc., in planning and executing a 
research study. The type of methodology chosen should reflect1149 the 
assumptions of the research paradigm. Although, according to Hussey & 
Hussey, some methodologies can be used1150 under either a positivist or 
interpretivist paradigm, depending on the assumptions of the researcher. 
In this regard, Silverman suggests that methods1151 are specific research 
techniques, which are more or less useful, depending on their fit with the 
theories and methodologies being used and the research topic that is selected. 
Each research method1152 is a different way of collecting and analysing 
empirical evidence, and each method has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. Methods are selected1153 because they will provide the best 
data required to produce a complete piece of research with particular purposes. 
Some social science research situations1154 may not have a clearly preferred 
method; however, the basic goal is to consider all the methods drawing 
according to the given situation. In this regard, multiple methods1155 seem to 
give a fuller picture but multiple sources of data mean that more data-analysis 
skills will be required. The use of mixed methods1156 forces to share the same 
research questions, to collect complementary data, and to conduct counterpart 
analysis, permitting the investigator to address more complicated research 
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questions and collect a richer and stronger array of evidence that can be 
accomplished by any single method alone. 
As a consequence of the above considerations, in the next subsections the 
selection of the exploratory, informed by case study, methodology in a multiple-
case design, with a two-phase and two-method fieldwork design, is justified; 
and the inappropriateness of other methodological techniques asserted. 
3.2.7 Selection of an exploratory, informed by case study, 
methodology 
Having previously identified the paradigm that best fit this research effort, 
methodologies deemed relevant to the interpretivist paradigm were considered. 
In the search for the most suitable methodology, particular consideration must 
be given to the acknowledged nature of the topic to be researched.  
This study, as already mentioned, is related to the understanding of 
interpersonal trust determinants in a defence virtual teamwork environment, 
with team members coming from different defence organisations. Moreover, the 
character of the questions to be addressed focus mainly on exploratory ‘What’ 
questions, which are a justifiable1157 rationale for conducting an exploratory 
study, with the goal of developing pertinent hypothesis and propositions for 
further inquiry. Consequently, the case study methodology, argued by Hussey & 
Hussey to be an example1158 of a ‘phenomenological methodology’, was chosen 
as the most appropriate to inform the overarching exploratory design of the 
study, as it is discussed from now on. 
According to Yin, a case study is an empirical enquiry1159 that investigates a 
contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially 
when the boundaries of the phenomenon and context are not evident. In 
addition, Collis & Hussey assert that a case study methodology is used1160 to 
explore a single phenomenon in a natural setting, where the context is 
essential, using a variety of methods to obtain in depth knowledge. Accordingly, 
case study evidence1161 may come from different sources, interviews amongst 
them. Furthermore, five important components of a case study design1162 are a 
study’s questions, its propositions, if any, its unit of analysis, the logic linking the 
data propositions, and the criteria for interpreting the findings. 
The distinctive need1163 for case studies arises out of the desire to understand 
complex social phenomena, allowing the investigator to retain the holistic and 
meaningful characteristics of real-life events. In this regard, a major strength of 
case study data collection1164 is the opportunity to use many different sources of 
evidence. Moreover, the case study1165 is preferred in examining contemporary 
events when relevant behaviours cannot be manipulated, allowing the 
technique of interviewing persons involved in the events. 
According to Yin, there are four common concerns1166 about the case study 
method, which teach that good case studies are still difficult to do: First, a lack 
of rigour of case study research; forgetting that bias can also enter into 
experiments, survey questionnaires or conducting historical research. Second, 
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that they provide little basis for scientific generalisation; where case studies, like 
experiments, are generalisable to theoretical propositions and not to population 
or universes. Third, that they take too long, and end in massive unreadable 
documents; this may be appropriate, but this is not necessarily the way case 
studies must be done in the future. Lastly, case studies cannot address 
establishing causal relationships; which is a characteristic of nonexperimental 
methods. 
It is argued that rare, critical, and revelatory cases are likely to involve1167 only 
single cases. In case studies1168, the richness of the phenomenon and the 
extensiveness of the real-life context require the use of multiple sources of 
evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion making case 
study research a ‘hard’ form of research. Moreover, the same study may 
contain more than a single case1169, using a multiple case design, which has 
increased in frequency in recent years. 
According to Yin, most multiple case-study designs1170 are likely to be stronger 
than single-case designs. Evidence from multiple cases is often considered1171 
more compelling, and the overall study is therefore regarded as being more 
robust. Furthermore, there are substantial analytical benefits from having 
multiple cases1172: analytical conclusions will be more powerful than those 
coming from a single case and to blunt fears about uniqueness or artifactual 
conditions surrounding a single case. 
Multiple case studies can be conducted to arrive1173 at broad generalisations 
based on case study evidence, drawing a single set of ‘cross-case’ conclusions, 
without presenting any of the individual case studies separately. In addition, 
some case study research goes beyond1174 being a type of qualitative research, 
by using a mix of quantitative and qualitative evidence. In multiple case designs, 
a further question has to do with the number of cases1175 deemed necessary or 
sufficient, which depends upon the certainty the researcher want to have about 
the results. In this regard, the simplest case study design1176 would be the 
selection of two or more cases that are believed to be direct or literal 
replications of conditions from case to case. In the case of the employment of 
complementary methods involving the use of case studies, the case study 
questions are likely1177 to be closely coordinated with those of the other 
methods, but the initial analysis and report from each enquiry should be 
conducted independently. Finally, a major insight is to follow a ‘replication’ 
design1178 that is to consider multiple cases as multiple experiments, in order to 
the findings be considered robust. In this regard, an important step in the 
replication procedure is to develop a rich theoretical framework1179, which 
becomes the vehicle for generalising. 
Saunders maintains that it will be impossible1180 for a researcher to collect or 
analyse all the data available owing to restrictions of time, money and often 
access. Thus, some research questions will require sample data. However, 
according to Yin, statistical sampling procedures would be misplaced in case 
studies1181, as it would require an impossibly large number of cases looking for 
reflecting the entire universe. Moreover, if a sampling logic1182 had to be applied 
to all types of research; many important topics could not be empirically 
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investigated. In this regard, non-probability sampling1183 provides a range of 
alternative techniques based on subjective judgement dependent on the 
research question and objectives; considering in particular what will be useful, 
what will have credibility and what can be done within the available resources. 
Furthermore, what applies in preparation for collecting evidence in multiple case 
studies is ‘screening’ candidate cases to be part of the study. The goal of the 
screening procedure1184 is to identify proper cases prior to formal data 
collection. The screening may consist1185 of querying people knowledgeable 
about each candidate, with a set of operational criteria whereby candidates will 
be qualified to serve as cases and selecting cases that best fit the replication 
design.  
In addition, case study designs need to maximise1186 their quality through 
validity and reliability. This paramount aspect is discussed further in section 3.6 
‘Quality of the research design’. 
To sum up, the selection of an exploratory, informed by case study, 
methodology was based on the consideration of a research problem, that needs 
to explore a complex phenomenon, which is difficult to separate from its 
context, and where there are very few or no earlier studies to which refer for 
information. In addition, contemporary events where relevant behaviours can 
not be manipulated should be explored. Moreover, what is attempted is to make 
a contribution to general knowledge and theoretical understanding, rather than 
solve a specific problem. In this situation, perceptions of individuals become 
central to perform this research under an interpretivist paradigm. 
3.2.8 Inappropriate methodologies 
This research’s exploratory, informed by case study, method was adopted from 
a number of potential methodological techniques; for example: action research, 
archival analysis, experiments, focus group and grounded theory. Those 
alternatives were considered, in coherence with the nature of the topic and the 
research approach adopted. 
Action research, seen as an iterative process aimed at solving a particular 
perceived problem was discarded because it was deemed unrealistic to expect 
gathering evidence in the timescale available for this study. 
Archival analysis, considering historic data and drawing conclusions from it, was 
rejected because of the novel nature of the topic under consideration and the 
difficulties of addressing the pertinent literature about the topic.  
Experiments1187 in the context of the topic of this research are done when an 
investigator can manipulate behaviour directly, precisely and systematically. 
Experimentation is commonly associated with physical sciences and requires 
the comparisons with a control case or group. Even without considering the 
ethical implications of using experiments, they do not lend to the circumstances 
of this research work.  
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Focus group is a method for collecting data1188 whereby selected participants 
discuss their reactions and feelings, but it is deemed that data collected may not 
have the breadth and depth sought. 
The conception underpinning grounded theory as1189 assisting the development 
of substantive, explanatory models grounded in relevant empirical data, was 
deemed to require a longitudinal approach, and as such beyond the possibilities 
of this research. In addition, grounded theory present a number of problems1190, 
one of them is the difficulty of dealing with the considerable amount of data 
generated and the question of the generalisability of the findings. 
 In summary, the rationale that motivated the thesis work is to use an 
exploratory design, informed by case study methodology, to elucidate the 
underlying process of interpersonal trust formation and maintenance and to use 
another method, survey questionnaires, to gather a richer, stronger and 
confirmatory array of evidence about such processes. In addition, considering 
the nature of the topic selected, the academic setting of this research, and the 
resources available to pursue this research effort, a cross-sectional instead of a 
longitudinal study will be carried out. 
3.3 Selection of sources of evidence 
Before selecting the ‘cases’ as such, it is necessary to define the unit of 
analysis and to identify the proper organisation and level to ask for authorisation 
to access the sources. Access can impact1191 upon the ability to select 
participants in order to attempt to answer the research question and meet the 
research objectives in an unbiased way and to produce reliable and valid data. 
Collis & Hussey suggest that once chosen a research problem and identified 
the purpose of the research, the next task1192 is to determine the unit of 
analysis, which is where the phenomenon under study is discernible, about 
which data are collected and analysed. In this regard, the definition of the unit of 
analysis helps to determine1193 the scope of the data collection and to 
distinguish between data about the phenomenon from data part of the context. 
As a general guide, the definition of the unit of analysis1194 is related to the way 
initial research questions are defined. Consequently, although the inquiry is 
performed at an individual level, the unit of analysis identified in this research 
effort is the VT, i.e. the CPG. 
Saunders et al categorise organisational concerns1195, when granting access to 
researchers, into three types. Firstly, concerns about the amount of time and 
resources to be involved in the request for access; secondly, about the 
sensitivity of the topic in terms of likely negative implications for the 
organisation; and thirdly, confidentiality of the data that would have to be 
provided together with the anonymity of the organisations and individual 
participants. In this regard, this research effort demanded in the phase I 
interviews lasting around one hour each, which were processed following 
standard MOD’s procedures. In addition, sensitivity and confidentiality issues 
are discussed in the subsection 3.7.1 ‘Ethics towards the sources’ and the 
section 3.8 ‘Limitations of the research’. Consequently, it is deemed that the 
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potential organisational concerns should be addressed during the initial 
contacts and also covered in the introductory letter to the sources and 
interviews protocol as further explained in 3.5.1.3.2 ‘Key-informants phase 
through semi-structured interviews’. 
As it has been made apparent, the sources of evidence were located within the 
MOD’s organisations that comprise the MUC. The majority of the individual 
members belong to different suborganisations, other than the Capability 
Sponsor, the point of contact for this research effort. Subsequently, the sources 
were identified and accessed through the Head of Capability Improvement, 
entity that sits under the MOD’s Capability Sponsor. The Head of Capability 
Improvement has under his responsibilities1196, amongst others, to own and 
maintain TLCM processes, guidance and procedures, and sponsor associated 
training.  
3.3.1 Criteria for selection of ‘cases’ 
In consistency with the idea of the use of an exploratory design, informed by 
case study methodology, in a multiple-case approach, CPGs were selected 
under the discussed rationale of the replication logic, and according to the 
following criteria: 
 Those CPGs whose personnel have been in post the longest, where it is 
expected to find illustrative experience in virtual teamworking; 
 Where the CPG is an ‘active’ forum, i.e. where MUC stakeholder 
engagement is frequent and where problem solving and decision-making 
is a routine activity, and; 
 CPGs recommended by relevant levels from the MOD Capability 
Sponsor’s Capability Improvement Branch, based on expert opinion. 
Having applied these criteria to the CPGs within the MOD Capability Sponsor, 
five CPGs were selected, which account for about 17% of the total number of 
CPGs (five out of twenty-nine). Even though the composition of CPGs is 
standardised, from the outset it is noteworthy that the nature and dynamics of 
their work can be substantially different. Although the role and responsibilities of 
the CPGs are similar, all of them cover different capability areas, (as illustrated 
in Chapter 1), with different scopes in nature, which can evolve through time in 
diverse manners, for example: relevant technologies change pace, applicable 
threat evolution rate, speed of pertinent policies or management approaches 
development, etc.  
Because of ethical issues, regarding ethics toward the sources, and in the 
development of the research, which will be discussed in the section 3.7 ‘Ethical 
issues’, the CPGs will be named as CPGs numbers 1 to 5. 
3.3.2 Selection of individuals 
After selecting the cases, according to the mentioned criteria, it was necessary 
to identify the individuals within the CPGs that were going to take part in the 
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fieldwork. For the first phase of the fieldwork, developed next in section 3.4 
‘Conception of the fieldwork’, encompassing semi-structured interviews, two 
considerations were deemed relevant. Firstly, the visibility and degree of 
involvement in the phenomena. Secondly, the representativeness of the 
different organisational perspectives along the CPGs chosen. 
A number of CPGs were selected, according with the enunciated criteria, that 
covered different capability planning areas, because these were deemed to 
have higher visibility over and degree of engagement in virtual teamwork, and 
therefore involved in the interpersonal relationship phenomena. Moreover, they 
were expected to provide a wide-ranging view of the interaction between CPG 
members when performing virtual teamwork. Furthermore, as representatives 
from different organisations integrate the CPGs, a cross-functional perspective 
was expected. Under the rationale of this research, those participants act as 
key informants. The number of participants interviewed and their origin 
organisations are presented in Table 3-1. 









CPG 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CPG 2 1 1 1 1 1 
CPG 3 1 1 1 1 1 
CPG 4 1 1 1 1 1 
CPG 5 1 1 1 1 1 
Total 5 5 5 5 5 
Source: Author 
The limitations to the research regarding the constraint to access individuals will 
be discussed further in section 3.8 ‘Limitations of the research’. 
Regarding the individuals surveyed in the second phase of the fieldwork, 267 
questionnaires were distributed to each of the members of the twenty-nine 
CPGs. The rate of response was 27%. In any case, it must be pointed out that 
according to the conception of the research the second phase was conceived to 
gather a richer and stronger array of evidence, and to combine qualitative 
research with quantitative measurers of population; in order to draw more 
robust conclusions and to underpin the achievement of generalisability. 
Taking into account the set of criteria employed for the selection of the CPGs, 
whose members were interviewed in the first phase of this study, the 
requirements of screening are attained, and replication considered. First, the 
number of selected cases is deemed adequate, achieving a balance between 
the resources available, which is the researcher, and an academic timeframe; 
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and the need to achieve generalisability to some extent. Second, the 
interviewees belong to the CPGs selected based on expert opinion, then they 
have been in post the longest and have been active, and as such are best 
positioned to present a perspective about the phenomena under study. 
Furthermore, in the second phase, the survey questionnaires are addressed to 
all personnel involved in virtual teamwork in capability planning. 
In every case, the sources of evidence belong to the organisations involved in 
capability planning through the MUC. Through this perspective, it is deemed 
that a necessary inclusive approach has been undertaken. 
3.4 Conception of the fieldwork 
3.4.1 Phases of the fieldwork 
So far, the framework for research has been structured and the research 
methodology to be employed discussed, making some fundamental decisions 
for this study. Those decisions have encompassed initially the research 
strategy, entailing the research design rationale, approach, paradigm and 
methodology. Subsequently, the sources of evidence were selected. 
Consequently, before progress to the collection and analysis of the evidence, 
the conception of the fieldwork need to be settled. 
An important consideration taken into account when planning the fieldwork, 
were the potential limitations to collecting evidence, set by the nature of the 
defence sector activities. Those complexities are articulated in section 3.8 
‘Limitations of the research’. In this regard, several factors were deemed to 
have the potential to impact the fieldwork activities. However, as it has been 
made explicit in this chapter, it is clearly necessary to collect quality evidence 
notwithstanding those constraints. Consequently, limitations were identified 
from the outset and considered during the research design  and plan, in order to 
avoid negative impact over the research effort. 
The basic idea of the fieldwork was envisaged in two phases, under an 
exploratory multiple-case design. At first, a set of semi-structured interviews to 
key informants; followed by the application of structured questionnaires to the 
population under consideration. This approach under an interpretivist paradigm, 
increase the robustness of the overall study, allowing to elaborate from 
perceptions gathered in the set of interviews, throughout the use of more 
structured tools, questionnaires, in the second and final phase. As a whole, this 
design is intended to facilitate the underpinning of more powerful conclusions. 
Phase I was concentrated on the capture of perceptions of key informants in 
selected CPGs. Those perceptions set up the basis for the development of a 
further instrument to be applied to all the members of the CPGs, i.e. covering 
the whole population. In Phase II, the focus was on depicting the views of the 
members of the CPGs, based upon the perceptions gathered during the first 
phase. This second phase was aimed at confirm and provide insights about key 
issues identified through the interviews, achieving in this manner more robust 
findings. 
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The fieldwork is discussed in section 3.5.1 ‘Collection of the evidence’, and 
commented in further detail in the subsections 3.5.1.3 ‘Phase I: semi-structured 
interviews to key informants’ and 3.5.1.4 ‘Phase II: survey questionnaires’. 
3.4.2 Considerations during the design of the fieldwork 
From the outset, some considerations about potential sources of difficulties 
were acknowledged, and taken into account during the research’s fieldwork 
design stage, in order to avoid any negative impact in the subsequent progress 
of the research work. 
First, the exploratory nature of this research topic. Research about 
‘interpersonal trust determinants in VTs in an interdisciplinary, 
interorganisational defence context’ is novel and in an embryo stage. This 
aspect has been discussed previously and limited the evidence to perceptions 
from individuals. An additional consideration is, as discussed previously, the 
dominating fragmented perspective at a detailed level of the topic that cofounds 
attempts to operationalise this concept. Second, military confidentiality which 
imposes a twofold challenge. To gain access to the proper sources of evidence 
and to encourage people to express their views freely, where information could 
be either not disclosed or partially released. Third, the potential threatening, 
‘embarrassing’ or ‘socially undesirable’ connotation for the respondents of some 
behaviours is also likely to affect the expression of individual’s perceptions if the 
inquiry includes their own performance. Fourth, the exploratory, informed by 
case study, methodology in a multiple-case approach based on interviews is 
deemed to be source of high amounts of information. Thus, a balance between 
breadth and depth as evidence is collected is deemed to be another 
consideration in order to achieve a sound balance. 
Arguably, fieldwork is permeated1197 with the conflict between what is 
theoretically desirable and what is practically possible. However, the effect of 
those potential sources of difficulties can not be estimated precisely, although it 
is deemed possible that they exert influence to some extent. With these points 
in mind, this research effort is particularly aimed at exploring the interpersonal 
trust determinants in the context of virtual teamwork in capability planning in the 
UK’s MOD environment. Therefore, keeping in mind the mentioned challenges 
faced in research in the capability planning arena, it is intended to produce a 
piece of research which can inform management activities influencing those 
trust determinants, increasing the probability of success of capability planning 
activities, where the results of such research will be most useful. Thus, if the 
research offers pointers that may improve capability planning performance (and, 
hence, interpersonal trust in those virtual teams), then it is likely that these will 
be beneficial. 
3.4.3 Progress through the fieldwork 
As the fieldwork progressed though Phase I, the data obtained underpinned the 
emergence of patterns from the interviews. Because of high operational and 
managerial constraints, it was much more difficult than expected to access the 
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sources and complete the interviews programme planned. Firstly, the analyses 
and study work post publication of the Strategic Defence and Security Review 
(SDSR), in October 2010; and then, the NATO’s operation Unified Protector, 
which lasted from February to October 2011, superimposed with the fieldwork 
(November 2010 – May 2011). Moreover, a number of additional MOD’s 
analyses, reviews and examinations, related to acute budgetary problems, were 
underway when the fieldwork was executed. These constraints disturbed either 
the CPG members’ core everyday jobs or their capability planning 
responsibilities, making more difficult to arrange the programme of interviews. In 
addition, to uncover potential problems or concerns to a foreign military 
researcher proved to be difficult, and occasionally positive views proliferated.  
From the researcher’s perspective, it became clear that the possibility of 
accessing examples or reviewing internal documentation was restricted. In this 
regard, and considering the evidence collected through the interviews, it was 
clear for the researcher that the application of a subsequent questionnaire 
would satisfy the needs of the research. In addition, it was apparent that support 
at the highest level was necessary to obtain the level of response and richness 
of data required in the Phase II, in the tight timeframe of the fieldwork. 
Consequently, access and support was requested at the highest level possible, 
the Deputy Chief of Defence Staff (Capability), (DCDS(Cap)),Vice Admiral Paul 
Lambert. In addition, he subscribed a supporting letter encouraging 
respondents, contending the usefulness of this research, and ensuring 
anonymity.  
Subsequently, the survey questionnaire gathered qualitative information that 
was approached fundamentally from a phenomenological perspective as 
discussed in the next section. 
3.5 Collection and analysis of the evidence 
After selecting an exploratory design, informed by case study methodology, 
discussion of the two-phases fieldwork conception, and before addressing the 
topics of quality of the research design, ethical issues and the study’s 
limitations; the collection and analysis of the evidence have to be considered. In 
this regard, according to Yin, the components1198 of a case study design are the 
study’s questions, its propositions, if any, its unit of analysis, the logic linking the 
data propositions, and the criteria for interpreting the findings. This is the 
structural rationale followed in this research, where the questions have been 
enunciated, there are no propositions, the unit of analysis is the VT, and a 
framework for research has become apparent from the literature review and the 
interpretations of the researcher. Consequently, from now on, in this section, 
the collection and analysis of the evidence will be discussed.  
First, the link between the research questions and the outputs of the phase I of 
the fieldwork through ‘How’, ‘Who’ and ‘What’ type of enquiries is presented. 
Thus, the organisation of the data gathered in five clusters is shown. Then, the 
outputs of Phase I are developed into target areas to be inquired through survey 
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questionnaires in Phase II of the fieldwork. In a second subsection, the 
strategies and techniques to analyse the data are discussed and justified. 
Therefore, in this section, the underpinning for data collection and analysis of 
the evidence activities is deemed to be substantiated. Further, in the next 
section 3.6 ‘Quality of the research design’, the design and activities to address 
quality requirements are considered. 
3.5.1 Collection of the evidence 
The collection of evidence in social sciences takes three principal forms: 
observation, questioning and the study of artefacts such as documents. In this 
study, two of these techniques are utilised. A range of documentation from 
academic and practitioner’s streams was examined, and participants were 
questioned when interviewed and through survey questionnaires. In addition, 
according to Yin, three principles1199 of data collection in case study, which can 
help to establish validity and reliability of the case study evidence, are the use 
of multiple sources of evidence, creating a case study database and 
maintaining a chain of evidence. Those principles have been taken into account 
in this research design and subsequent execution. Data has been gathered 
from academics and practitioners, and archival analysis has been performed; a 
complete file classification and storage procedure has been followed with the 
written and audio material as well as the analyses and progress of the thesis 
work; and a chain of evidence has been maintained and made explicit through 
the work. 
Bell suggests that methods1200 of data collection are selected because they will 
provide the data required to produce a complete piece of research. In this 
regard, case studies1201, generally considered qualitative studies, can combine 
a wide range of methods, including quantitative techniques to collect evidence. 
A consideration is the extent of the data collection, which will be influenced1202 
by the amount of time available; although, efforts should be made to cross-
check findings and to use more than a method of data collection. According to 
Saunders et al, the key point1203 to consider is the consistency between the 
research questions and objectives, the strategy to be employed, and the 
adequacy of the methods for data collection to be used. 
In this regard, Collis & Hussey sustain that the contextual framework is 
critical1204 to understand qualitative data collected and to aid in the 
interpretation. In this regard, qualitative data1205 are normally understood within 
context and are associated with an interpretative methodology that usually 
results in findings with a high degree of validity. Therefore, since qualitative data 
need to be understood within a context1206, contextualisation by means of 
collecting some background information, mainly in the literature, is required first. 
Consequently, during the preparation of the fieldwork, exploratory interactions 
where held with persons involved in capability planning from practitioner’s and 
academic’s perspectives. The former with staff members from the Capability 
Improvement Branch within the MOD’s Capability Sponsor, and the latter with 
academics from Cranfield University. Cranfield University staff run TLCM 
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courses, through the Centre for Defence Acquisition, aimed at1207 providing 
members of the capability management fora with process knowledge, and to 
increase their awareness of thinking skills necessary to perform their roles, to 
high-level members; and to prepare1208 Capability Sponsor and other personnel 
for employment in Capability Management, to practitioners. In addition, in 
Phase II of the fieldwork, some data served to provide a general description of 
the CPGs and to clarify some influential elements regarding interpersonal trust 
in the CPGs. 
Those activities provided valuable insights, which oriented the work, and 
allowed the identification of stakeholders that orientated the search of the 
sources of evidence. In addition, they proved to be essential to understand the 
data gathered and to underpin the subsequent integrated analysis and 
discussion of the findings. This exploratory scheme allowed gathering issues 
that were deemed of fundamental relevance and gave insights about topic 
areas that deserved further analysis and those less important, including key 
aspects for the subsequent data analysis. 
3.5.1.1 The enquiry 
As already mentioned, in Section 3.1 ‘Introduction’, the research objective 
oriented the statement of the next research questions: 
1. What are the pertinent determinants of interpersonal trust in the CPG? 
2. What, if any, are the issues surrounding those determinants within the 
CPG?  
3. What risks are there, beyond the interpersonal relationships, which could 
influence the trust behaviour of CPG members?  
These questions involve ‘How’, ‘Who’ and ‘What’ type of enquiries, which is 
reflected in the subsequent collection and analysis of the evidence. Accordingly, 
this rationale, which is depicted in Figure 3-5 ‘Rationale linking from research 
questions to outputs of Phase I’, will be recurrently utilised to guide the 
fieldwork: 
‘How’ type enquiry, about general perceptions about influential elements 
pertaining to the nature of interpersonal relationships and the performance in 
the CPGs, and the way they are linked over time with interpersonal trust.  
‘Who’ type of enquiry, about the pertinent interpersonal trust determinants to 
each type, in order to understand the extent to what the participating members 
are influenced by conditioning elements. 
‘What’ type of enquiry, about the issues, and risks beyond interpersonal 
relationships, which constitute challenges, regarding interpersonal trust that 
would require actions to be planned and implemented. 
This rationale of ‘How’, ‘Who’ and ‘What’ will be recurrently utilised from now on, 
in order to guide the process of data collection and analysis. Next, the two-
phase fieldwork design is described and discussed, before addressing the 
discussion of the process of analysis of the evidence, to conclude this section. 
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3.5.1.2 Phase I: semi-structured interviews to key informants 
3.5.1.2.1. Interview as a tool for collecting data 
Collis & Hussey suggest that an interview is a method1209 for collecting primary 
data in which selected participants or a sample of interviewees are asked 
questions to find out what they think, do or feel. In this regard, interviews1210 
permit the asking of complex questions and ask follow-up questions, which is 
not possible in a self-completion questionnaire. Moreover, Arksey & Knight 
argue that under an interpretative paradigm1211, interviews are concerned with 
exploring ‘data on understandings, opinions, what people remember doing, 
attitudes, feelings and the like, that people have in common’. In addition, 
Saunders et al maintain that interviews can help to gather1212 valid and reliable 
data relevant to a research question and objectives. Furthermore, Yin argues 
that interviews are an essential source1213 of case study evidence, because 
most case studies are about human affairs or behavioural events. 
Interviews offer the advantage1214 that response rates can be fairly high and 
comprehensive data can be collected. Moreover, open questions offer the 
advantage1215 that the respondents are able to give their opinions as precisely 
as possible in their own words. In addition, in semi-structured interviews1216, 
some of the questions are prepared, but the interviewer is able to add additional 
questions to obtain more detailed information about a particular answer or issue 
that arise from an answer. This is important from an interpretivist paradigm’s 
perspective, concerned1217 with understanding meanings that participants 
ascribe to various phenomena. 
On the other hand, Yin suggests that the weaknesses of interviews1218 are bias 
to poorly articulated questions, response bias, inaccuracies due to poor recall 
and reflexivity where the interviewee gives what the interviewer wants to hear. 
From his perspective, a reasonable approach in this regard is to corroborate1219 
interview data with information from other sources. Furthermore, Collis & 
Hussey sustain that the potential problem1220 for interviews of interviewees 
giving ‘correct’ or ‘acceptable’ answers can, to some extent, be overcome by 
increasing the depth of the interview. In addition, Silverman sustain that besides 
those disadvantages, some qualitative interview studies1221 may lack the 
analytical imagination to provide anything more than anecdotal ‘insights’. In this 
regard, the pursuit1222 of people’s ‘experience’ by no means constitutes an 
adequate defence for the use of open-ended interviews. 
Increasingly, questionnaires and interviews are limited1223 to expressions of 
attitudes, feelings and opinions rather than to factual accounts of past 
behaviours and interactions. In semi-structured interviews1224, interviewees may 
use words and ideas in a particular way, and the opportunity to probe these 
meanings will add significance and depth to the data obtained. In any case, 
unstructured or semi-structured interviews are suggested1225 to be more 
appropriate when it is necessary to understand the context used as a basis for 
opinions and beliefs, when the development of an understanding is the aim of 
the interview, when the logic of a situation is not clear, when the subject matter 
is highly confidential or commercially sensitive and, when the interviewee may 
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be reluctant to be truthful about an issue other than confidentially in a one-to-
one situation. All of these conditions are deemed to be present in this 
research’s context and underpin the decision made of utilising semi-structured 
interviews in this first part of the fieldwork. 
3.5.1.2.2. Key-informants phase through semi-structured interviews 
The interviews were conducted with a number of individuals from the selected 
CPGs. An introductory letter was supplied to them in advance. The introductory 
letter, attached in Appendix A, explained the objective of the research, a very 
brief account about the topic, what was required and from whom, and the 
voluntary and confidential nature of the interview, including the specific 
questions to be asked. The content of the letter was deemed relevant to 
contribute to the development of a better understanding of the interviewee 
regarding the intentions and objectives of the interviewer and, in this manner, to 
increase the prospective to receive answers that were more significant. 
The overall intent of the first phase was to understand how interpersonal trust is 
generically perceived. Specifically the purposes were: 
 Confirm or identify the pertinent determinants of interpersonal trust in the 
CPGs, in order to understand the extent to what the participating 
members are influenced by conditioning elements.  
 Explore and identify the issues, regarding interpersonal trust that would 
require actions to be undertaken, in order to understand potential areas 
for improvement.  
 Explore and identify the risks beyond interpersonal relationships, 
regarding interpersonal trust that would require actions to be undertaken, 
in order to understand potential areas for improvement.  
Consequently, the following questions were asked of the interviewees: 
1. Based in your experience, what do you believe is your role in the CPG? 
2. What is your general perception about the performance of the CPGs? 
3. What is your general perception about the interpersonal relationships 
between members in the CPG? 
4. What are the factors that determine interpersonal trust in the CPG 
context? 
5. What would be, if any, the issues that need to be addressed within the 
CPGs regarding the trust determinants? 
6. What, if any, are the risks beyond of the interpersonal relationship that 
could influence the trust behaviour of the VT members?  
The Figure 3-5 shows the relationship between the research questions, the type 
of enquiry that they represent, the interview questions, and the subsequent 
outputs of phase I. 
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Figure  3-5 Rationale linking from research questions to outputs of Phase I 
 
Source: Author 
During the interviews, careful consideration was given to avoid bias in the 
emergence of answers of the interviewee; therefore, intervention after each 
question was kept to a minimum. From the outset, a protocol for interviews 
specifically prepared, attached in Appendix B, was followed. Despite the 
intrinsically wide nature of the inquiries, not element was presented to the 
interviewees as a way of introduction to any question.  
Processing the data from the interviews 
Saunders et al maintain the need1226 to create a full record of the interview soon 
after its occurrence as one of the means to control bias and to produce reliable 
data for analysis. Thus, audio records of the interviews were transcript after 
every interview, together with notes about contextual data, facial expressions 
and other non-verbal cues, in order to record the precise nature of the 
explanations provided and to avoid missing valuable details. The data collected 
through the interviews was organised around the rationale presented in 3.5.1.2 
‘The enquiry’, in consistency with the overall intent of understanding how 
interpersonal trust is generically perceived, from the answers given by the 
interviewees. Thus, following the basic conceptual framework enunciated in the 
lines of enquiry, as a consequence of the research questions stated in 3.1.1 
‘Research problem’, it is deemed that outcomes of this phase flew harmonically 
leading to the definitive design of the next fieldwork phase. 
The interviews were concentrated on gathering perceptions and to contextualise 
those perceptions to aid in the further interpretation of the data collected. The 
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general approach in considering observation of the conduct of the interviews 
was: 
 Perceptions concerning the role of CPG members  
 Perceptions about performance, and aspects deemed of a positive, 
negative or neutral connotation 
 Perceptions about interpersonal relationships, and aspects deemed of a 
positive, negative or neutral connotation 
 Interpersonal trust determinants, as perceived by individuals from 
different organisations, and determinants’ level of relevance 
 Issues regarding interpersonal trust that would require actions 
 Risks beyond interpersonal relationships regarding interpersonal trust 
that would require actions 
 Additional aspects perceived 
Organisation of the data 
The data gathered in this phase was coded following the ‘How’, ‘Who’, ‘What’ 
rationale, in five clusters in order to facilitate data processing during the 
analysis: 
How 
Cluster 1. Perception about performance 
 Aspects mentioned and positive, negative or neutral comments 
Cluster 2. Nature of the interpersonal relationships 
 Aspects mentioned and positive, negative or neutral comments 
Who 
Cluster 3. Interpersonal trust determinants, as perceived by individuals from 
different organisations, and determinants relevance in terms of high, low or no 
relevance. 
 Determinants perceived, level of relevance, and positive, negative or 
neutral comments 
What 
Cluster 4. Existence or non-existence of issues, regarding interpersonal trust, 
that would require actions to be planned and implemented.  
 Aspects deemed positive, negative or neutral. 
Cluster 5. Existence or non-existence of risks beyond interpersonal 
relationships, regarding interpersonal trust that would require actions to be 
planned and implemented.  
 Aspects deemed positive, negative or neutral. 
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 This data organisation was intended to explore in a comprehensive manner 
aspects that were expressed by the interviewees in their answers and 
consequently to serve as the basis for the data interpretation. Figure 3-6 depicts 
the organisation of the data coming out of Phase I. 
Figure  3-6 Organisation of Phase I data 
 
Source: Author 
3.5.1.3 Phase II: survey questionnaires 
The analysis and interpretation of the evidence collected in Phase I in a cross-
case analysis, was organised around three outputs: Influential elements, 
Interpersonal trust determinants, and Issues and risks regarding interpersonal 
trust. Consistent with this view, this second phase was structured around three 
target areas, as shown in Figure 3-7, intended to confirm and / or incorporate 
new evidence, as follows: 
 Target area 1: Influential elements regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs 
 Performance of CPGs 
 Nature of interpersonal relationships 
 Target area 2: Interpersonal trust determinants in CPGs 
 Peripheral route determinants  
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 Central route determinants 
 Habitual route determinants 
 Relation amongst the routes 
 Target area 3: Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs 
 Financial situation 
 Single service influence 
 Different priorities 
 Information withholding 
 Possible promotion 
Figure  3-7 Rationale linking from Phase I to target areas in Phase II 
 
Source: Author 
The target areas devised followed the organisation presented in Figure 3-6, 
through the How, Who and What types of enquiry already discussed, while 
simultaneously incorporating specifics aspects within each target area, as it was 
examined from now on. 
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3.5.1.3.1. Questionnaire survey as a tool for collecting data 
The second phase of the fieldwork considered the use of survey questionnaires, 
as argued in 3.4.1 ‘Phases of the fieldwork’, in order to increase the robustness 
of the study and to underpin more powerful conclusions. It allowed making use 
of survey questionnaires advantages, confirming and providing insights about 
key issues identified, without the limitations of this method that were deemed to 
be avoided through the two-phase and multiple-case design followed. This 
design provides a methodological triangulation1227 where more than one method 
is used to collect and/or analyse the data. In this regard, the Collis & Hussey 
contention about the importance of choosing the methods from the same 
paradigm was followed, combining exploratory interviews to identify key issues 
and provide insights into the issues, before conducting a questionnaire survey. 
This two-phase design, in particular, was deemed relevant as Saunders et al 
maintain that for research involving organisations it is essential1228, to 
understand the organisations in which the research is undertaken. 
According to Collis & Hussey, a survey1229 is a methodology designed to collect 
primary or secondary data from a sample, with a view to generalising the results 
to a population. In addition, Hussey & Hussey suggest that a questionnaire1230 
is a list of carefully structured questions, chosen after considerable testing; with 
a view to eliciting reliable responses from a chosen sample. Besides, Saunders 
et al sustain that the questionnaire1231 is one of the most widely used data 
collecting techniques within the survey strategy, where each respondent is 
asked to respond the same set of questions. 
Regarding advantages and disadvantages of the method, a questionnaire 
survey1232 is cheaper and less time-consuming than conducting interviews and 
very large samples can be taken. In addition, survey data are standardised1233, 
allowing easy comparison. However, data collected by survey is unlikely to be 
as wide-ranging1234 as those collected by other methods are. In this regard, 
surveys ability1235 to investigate the context is extremely limited. 
A survey methodology can be used in an interpretivist study, where selecting a 
sufficiently large and unbiased sample1236 for the survey is not crucial, because 
the aim of the research is not to generalise to the population, but to gain 
insights from the cases in the sample. Moreover, for most management and 
businesses research1237, data collected using questionnaires will be used for 
either descriptive or explanatory purposes, with questions describing the 
population’s characteristics. Furthermore, Saunders et al maintain that although 
questionnaires1238 may be used as the only data collection method, it may be 
better to link them with other methods in a multiple-methods research design. 
Further, when reaching the stage of designing a questionnaire, Bell 
suggests1239 going back to the objectives and to decide which questions need to 
be asked to achieve these objectives. The need is to produce a well-designed 
questionnaire1240 that will produce the information needed, that will be 
acceptable to the subjects and that will not give problems at the analysis and 
interpretation stage. The design of the questionnaire will affect the response 
rate and the reliability and validity of the data, which can be maximised by1241: 
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 Careful design of individual questions; 
 Clear and pleasing layout of the questionnaire; 
 Lucid explanation of the purpose of the questionnaire; 
 Pilot testing; 
 Carefully planned and executed administration. 
Internet and intranet-mediated questionnaires1242, and in particular those 
administered in conjunction with e-mail, offer better reliability of responses 
because most users read and respond to their own mail at their personal 
computer. This latter alternative, the administration of the survey questionnaire 
via email, was possible as the support at the highest hierarchical level, 
DCDS(Cap), granted access to the CPG’s Directory including the CPG 
members’ names and email addresses.  
3.5.1.3.2. Survey questionnaire: confirming and expanding evidence 
In order to ensure that essential data are collected, a data requirements table 
was prepared, following the process suggested by Saunders et al, to enable1243 
the research questions to be answered and the objectives achieved, including 
only data essential to answering the research questions and meeting the 
objectives. In general, the survey questionnaire was organised in four sections, 
based mainly on closed questions with verbal ratings, (i.e. Likert scales), 
ranging from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’. Filters1244, as suggested by 
Foddy, were used to avoid forcing respondents to answer even if they felt a lack 
of the necessary experience or information to provide a response. In addition, 
some complementary ranking questions were asked, in order for respondents to 
indicate the relative relevance, or level of influence, of some elements 
presented.  
The construction of the questions was based on the results of the previous 
data-gathering phase, and its subsequent analysis, which is located in the 
subsequent Chapter 4. This cross-case analysis, resulted in an understanding 
of the dimensions perceived by the interviewees regarding what were identified 
at that stage as target areas: Influential elements regarding interpersonal trust 
in CPGs, Interpersonal trust determinants in CPGs, and Issues and risks 
regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs. Furthermore, in the construction of the 
questions, there were included empirical referents when possible (i.e. avoiding 
abstract words). Although a certain level of under-reporting of threatening, 
‘embarrassing’ or ‘socially undesirable’ topics or behaviours was deemed 
unavoidable and part of the weaknesses of the collecting technique selected. 
Subsequently, the questionnaire was pre-tested to ascertain that respondents 
would understand the questions, and that the answer categories provided 
appropriate response options, making sense of the respondents scope to 
answer, reflecting the ‘respondents worlds’ and language. The enquiries in the 
questionnaire had mainly a positive connotation. 
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In order to gain access to the sources, support was requested at the highest 
level possible. The DCDS(Cap), a Vice Admiral, granted access to the CPGs 
members together with signing a supporting letter encouraging respondents to 
answer the questionnaire, contending the usefulness of the research effort 
undertaken, and the anonymity involved in responding to that. The arguments of 
relevance and anonymity were intended to stimulate the addressees’ 
willingness to cooperate. Subsequently, a number of email addresses were 
gathered, and survey questionnaires were distributed attached to an 
introductory e-mail that had attached the already mentioned Admiral’s 
supporting letter as well. The supporting letter from the DCDS(Cap) is in 
Appendix C. 
To reduce question threat, anonymity was assured in three ways, although 
some additional measures were also taken. First, in an introductory e-mail; 
then, in a supporting letter from the DCDS(Cap); and in the survey 
questionnaire itself. With the same end, a ‘knowing’ or direct approach, and 
projective techniques were used. In addition, questions that could have been 
perceived as having a threatening, ‘embarrassing’ or ‘socially undesirable’ 
connotation, were placed further in the questionnaire as they were covered in 
the Sections 3 and 4. Moreover, through the questionnaire, the respondents 
were also asked to provide any additional information that in their views would 
support or complement the answers. 
In the questionnaire, it was emphasised that answers should be stated 
considering activity regarding CPGs only instead of any other usual or main job, 
in order to obtain answers useful to the research ends. Furthermore, in the final 
analysis, consideration was given to the lack of empirical reference of the 
scales employed, analysing the general trends and the specific distribution of 
responses along the scales. It was considered that the link between attitudes 
and behaviour1245 has never been demonstrated to be very strong, although the 
Likert scales1246 have been found to generate scores that correlate most 
strongly with behavioural outcomes. 
From a total of 284 emails sent, 72 answered questionnaires were received 
over a period of 30 days, 56 electronically and 16 by postal mail. In addition, 17 
responses of people said that they were ‘not a member of the CPG or had 
previously attended this forum’ were received. Consequently, overall, 27% (72 
out of 267) was the actual response rate. However, it should be considered that 
the respondent’s number of CPG membership declared by them, in average, 
was over two. As there were 29 CPGs at the time of the fieldwork execution, it 
could be argued that, as an average, about five members of each CPG could 
have answered the survey. One of the elements realised when recollecting the 
contact details of the CPG members, was that additional members designated 
by the pertinent Heads of Capability increased the theoretical representation of 
the five organisations that integrate the MUC in different CPGs, from 145 to 
267. 
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3.5.2 Analysis of the evidence 
A discussion of the analytical process follows in this subsection. Although this 
discussion may be placed after the presentation of the evidence, it has been 
deemed that this could distract from the narrative and interrupt the course of the 
analysis from the evidence. Further, in the next section, the quality of the 
research design, considering aspects of validity, reliability, and the extent of 
generalisability claimed is discussed. Subsequently, to close the chapter, ethical 
issues and limitations of this research are identified and discussed, in the 
context of this study. 
According to Saunders et al, qualitative data is distinguished1247 because it is 
based on meaning expressed through words, collection results in non-
standardised data requiring classification into categories, and analyses is 
conducted through conceptualisation; resulting in the need of condensation, and 
grouping or restructuring as a narrative to support meaningful analysis. 
Different authors have sustained that despite the proliferation1248 of qualitative 
methodology texts detailing techniques for conducting a qualitative project, the 
actual process of data analysis remains poorly described. From the outset, 
Collis & Hussey argue that the purpose1249 when analysing the data is to find 
answers to the research questions which have to be kept at the front while 
conducting the analysis. Furthermore, Yin, states that in simple terms, data 
analysis consists1250 of examining, categorising, tabulating, or otherwise 
recombining evidence, to draw empirically based conclusions.  
In addition to the deficiency of literature underpinning qualitative data analysis, 
there is a lack of agreement regarding the process of qualitative data analysis, 
which can be exemplified by the consideration of the simultaneous or sequential 
nature of qualitative analysis. On the one hand, Bogdan & Biklen suggest that, 
in qualitative analysis several simultaneous activities1251 engage the attention of 
the researcher: collecting information from the field, sorting the information into 
categories, formatting the information into a story or picture, and writing the 
qualitative text. On the other, according to Morse, four cognitive processes1252, 
which occur more or less sequentially, appear integral to all qualitative analysis 
methods: comprehending, synthesising, theorising and recontextualising.  
Furthermore, according to Collis & Hussey, a general analytical procedure1253 
for qualitative data encompass a methodical and systematic process that 
includes several activities. First, coding the data, allocating specific codes to 
each theme, word or phrase that need to be identified. Then, the codes can be 
grouped into small categories, according to patterns or themes that emerge 
from the data. Further, at various stages construct summaries, using those 
summaries to construct generalisations. This process should continue until the 
generalisations are sufficient robust to stand the analysis of existing theories. In 
this context, the coding activity1254 allows clustering key issues in the data and 
allows taking step towards ‘drawing conclusions’. 
In any case, Yin suggest that potential analytical difficulties can be reduced1255 
having a general strategy for analysing the data, where strategies and 
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techniques1256 are not mutually exclusive. Moreover, Yin points out four general 
strategies for case study data analysis1257, which are not mutually exclusive: 
relying on theoretical propositions, developing case descriptions, using 
qualitative and quantitative data, and examining rival explanations. Arguably, 
the employment of the second and third strategy, seem to be advantageous 
when focused mainly on exploratory questions and when qualitative data 
remain central to the entire case study, respectively. Furthermore, Yin sustain 
that those strategies can be used in practicing five analytic techniques1258: 
pattern matching, explanation building, time-series analysis, logic models and 
cross-case synthesis. The second technique, mostly in narrative form, is mainly 
relevant to explanatory case studies; and the fifth applies specifically to the 
analysis of multiple case studies, treating each individual case as a separate 
study. 
The nature of the analysis in this research work, as a result of the adoption of 
an interpretivist approach, based on the perceptions, opinion and experiences 
of individuals, was deemed complex because of the characteristics of the 
information gathered and its large volume. The general strategies followed were 
those mentioned and deemed suitable: development of case descriptions, and 
the use of qualitative and quantitative data. In this regard, Yin emphasises1259 to 
attend all of the evidence, displaying and presenting the evidence separate from 
any interpretation. Furthermore, the analytic techniques chosen were 
explanation building and cross-case synthesis. 
Saunders et al maintain that analysing qualitative data requires its conversion to 
text. In this regard, interviews1260 are normally audio recorded and subsequently 
transcribed using the actual words, giving an indication of any participants’ non-
verbal communication. Further, as already mentioned, the coding activity plays 
a key role not only in the initial stages of analysis, but also in the further analytic 
activity and integration of inbound data. The coding of the evidence emerged 
from the consideration of the elements encompassed by the study framework 
and, particularly determinants of interpersonal trust, related influential elements; 
and issues and risks beyond the interpersonal relationships, regarding 
interpersonal trust and trust behaviour. Besides, according to Bell, the coding 
activity allows ‘clustering’ of key issues. Thus, information was classified 
focused on the understanding of interpersonal trust determinants, and the 
exploration and identification of issues, and risks beyond interpersonal 
relationships, which constitute challenges, regarding interpersonal trust. This 
process allowed attaching meaningful ‘units’ of data to these mentioned 
categories worked out from the theoretical framework. Subsequently, and 
following Saunders et al, the analysis continued1261 searching for key themes 
and patterns or relationships in the rearranged data.  
In practice, interview recordings were transcribed by the researcher. Then, they 
were read and reread to identify concepts, thereby capturing the ideas or 
phenomena as described. Then, the transcriptions were coded by hand, 
according to the mentioned themes. Coded entries were sorted using simple 
tables for display. During a period of months, these tables were examined, 
reread and sometimes rearranged as new insights emerged. The analysis of the 
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evidence was essentially a reflective process, neglecting the use of analytical 
software in favour of a manual process supported by thematic tables. The 
experience of the coding and recoding was an important part of the analytical 
process, as it allowed connecting expressions or phrases that a software 
package could not connect. In addition, the time that could have been spent 
learning to use a software package was devoted to complete a thorough 
programme of interviews, and to the process of continuous examination of the 
data collected and coded.  
Subsequently, the survey questionnaire, gathered general information about the 
respondents and their CPG activity and perceptions related to work in the 
CPGs. Afterwards, the three target areas were covered. In the analysis of the 
responses, considering the lack of empirical reference of the scales employed, 
attention was paid to general trends and the specific distribution of responses 
along the scales. 
Based on the criteria discussed about each research tool, and considering the 
framework for research that has been devised, the analysis of the evidence was 
integrated around the three lines of enquiry stated following a ‘How’, ‘Who’ and 
‘What’ rationale and the three target areas consolidated as a result of the 
engagement in the fieldwork phases I and II. Those target areas were: 
Influential elements regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs, Interpersonal trust 
determinants in CPGs, and Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in 
CPGs. This linkage from lines of enquiry to target areas was shown in Figure 3-
5 ‘Rationale linking from research questions to outputs of Phase I’ and Figure 3-
7 ‘Rationale linking from Phase I to target areas in Phase II’.  
Finally, once selected and applied a method of analysis, it is necessary1262 to 
evaluate the analysis. Thus, the analysis will also follow the conceptual 
guidance from Yin regarding the principles1263 of a high-quality analysis in 
analysing case study evidence. That is to attend all the evidence, covering the 
key research questions; addressing, if possible, all major rival explanations; 
addressing the most important aspect of the case study, preferably defined at 
the outset; and use the researcher own prior knowledge on the case study, 
demonstrating awareness of current thinking and discourse about the topic. 
Furthermore, the quality of the research design is discussed in the next section, 
before considering the limitations of the research that conclude this chapter. 
3.6 Quality of the research design 
For a research study to be considered meaningful, it is commonly agreed that 
the elements of quality in the research design should have been considered 
regarding it influence on validity and reliability. Furthermore, regarding the issue 
of the credibility of the research findings, Saunders et al sustain1264 that all that 
can be done is to reduce the possibility of getting the wrong answer, by means 
of putting particular emphasis on reliability and validity. Moreover, Saunders et 
al maintain that quality issues1265 identified in relation with semi-structured 
interviews are reliability, forms of bias and validity and generalisability.  
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A number of authors have suggested various criteria that can be used to 
evaluate research quality. In this regard, according to Yin, the challenge for the 
researcher under an interpretative paradigm1266 is to apply methods to collect 
data that will retain the integrity of the data. Moreover, Silverman sustains that 
unless that it can be shown1267 that the procedures to ensure that the methods 
used were reliable and the conclusions valid, there is little point in aiming to 
conclude a research dissertation. Furthermore, Collis & Hussey argue that two 
key1268 features that characterise research findings are reliability and validity. As 
a result, researchers are compelled to conduct their inquiries in a way that 
underpins the claim for reliability and validity, and produce findings that can be 
perceived as generalisable to some extent. 
Consequently, validity, reliability and generalisability were addressed in this 
research work, in accordance with criteria pointed out by Yin, for judging the 
quality of research designs common to all social science methods, and 
therefore relevant to case study research design1269. 
3.6.1 Validity 
According to Collis & Hussey, validity1270 is the extent to which the research 
findings accurately reflects the phenomena under study or; as Silverman 
states1271, is another word for truth. In the interpretivist perspective1272, the focus 
is on capturing the essence of the phenomena and extracting data that provide 
rich, detailed explanations, in the aim of gaining full access to the knowledge 
and meaning of those involved in the phenomenon and consequently validity is 
high under such a paradigm. 
A high level of validity is possible1273 in qualitative interviews conducted 
carefully due to the questions being able to be clarified, meaning of responses 
probed and topics discussed from a variety of angles. In addition, 
methodological triangulation1274, where the research design includes 
complementary methods from within the same paradigm, was also 
encompassed. As it has been made apparent in this research, sources of 
evidence include interview transcripts and answers to questionnaires. 
Moreover, given particular characteristics of the topic, a further source of 
triangulation is gathered from official publications and material accessed from 
open sources related to the topic. 
Validity was achieved in this research, utilising the three tactics1275 enunciated 
by Yin, that is through having multiple sources of evidence, establishing a chain 
of evidence and having drafts of the case reports reviewed by key informants. 
Evidence emerging from interviews, questionnaires and documentation analysis 
were utilised with different emphasis. In addition, a chain of evidence was 
established as illustrated through the subsection 3.5.1 ‘Collection of the 
evidence’. Moreover, as highlighted in the introduction of the same subsection, 
key informants reviewed and commented upon draft case reports. Finally, 
together with drawing upon the expertise available from multiple sources in the 
College of Management and Technology, Cranfield University, the researcher 
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received regularly expert feedback from his supervisor and the thesis 
committee. 
3.6.2 Reliability 
Silverman states that reliability of data should be a central concern1276 of any 
research. Reliability refers to the absence of differences1277 in the results if the 
research were repeated; in other words, to the degree of consistency1278 with 
which instances are assigned to the same category by different observers or by 
the same observer in different occasions. Furthermore, reliability is one 
aspect1279, together with validity of the credibility of the findings. 
The goal1280 of reliability is to minimise the error and biases in a study. 
Consequently, the objective1281 when addressing reliability is to be sure that, if a 
later investigator followed the same procedures and conducted the same case 
study, should arrive at the same findings and conclusions. The concern1282 
about reliability in semi-structured interviews is related to whether alternative 
researchers would reveal similar information, and to interviewer and interviewee 
bias. 
The reliability of the research design was addressed following the case study 
tactics recommended by Yin with this end. That is to use1283 a case study 
protocol and to develop a case study database. The case protocol covered an 
introduction to the case, the procedures for data collection, an outline of the 
case study report, and the case questions. Reliability in the interviews was 
safeguarded by means of two procedures. First, an introductory letter to the 
sources (Appendix A) was sent to the interviewees, to ensure that all of them 
dealt with the same broad of issues. Second, the interviews were performed by 
the same person, following a protocol for interviews (Appendix B), reducing the 
risk of researcher bias, although maintaining the risk of the interviewer 
individual sensibilities biasing the interview form. In addition, a separated case 
database was created separating the data or evidentiary base and the case 
report. 
3.6.3 Generalisability or external validity 
According to Colley & Hussey, generalisation1284 is concerned with the extent to 
which the research findings can be extended to other cases or to other settings. 
Arguably, in the interpretivist view, it might be possible to generalise1285 the 
findings from one setting to a similar setting, if the analysis has captured the 
interactions and characteristics of the phenomena under study. Furthermore, 
Silverman argues that statistical sampling procedures underpin the 
achievement of generalisability1286 in quantitative research; and that in case 
studies, a number of cases can be studied in order to investigate some general 
phenomenon. In addition, Silverman sustains that qualitative research’s results 
can be generalised1287 by means of the combination of qualitative research with 
quantitative measures of population. 
Saunders et al contend that when an organisation1288 is markedly ‘different’ in 
some way, the purpose will not be to produce a theory that is generalisable to 
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all populations; instead, the task will be to explain what goes on in a particular 
research setting. In this regard, this research, in particular, is not intended to be 
applicable universally, and is deemed applicable in the contexts where the topic 
has been researched. However, the criterion sustained by Yin regarding 
multiple-case studies1289 was considered in the design, utilising a replication 
logic, to provide external validity, as indicated in the subsection 3.2.7 ‘Selection 
of an exploratory, informed by case study, methodology’.  
3.7 Ethical issues 
Arguably, the concept of ethics is embedded in societies, requiring people to 
make critical choices over their conduct. Accordingly, by discussing the 
meaning and implications of this word, ethical concerns could be identified and 
addressed.  In this regard, Saunders et al assert that research ethics have 
important implications1290 for the negotiation of access to people and 
organisations and the collection of data. However, it is not the aim of this 
section to open an exhaustive discussion about what are exactly the ethical 
considerations pertinent to this research. The aim is to underpin some decisions 
according to the particular circumstances where this research effort is set. 
In the field of social sciences, which deals with human behaviour, there are 
ethical considerations, which may impact upon the conduct of a study. Coolican 
suggest that in social sciences it is difficult to conduct research1291 without 
running into ethical arguments. Moreover, Silverman argues that when people’s 
behaviour is studied or when asking questions to people1292, not only the values 
of the researcher but also the researcher responsibilities to those studied have 
to be faced. 
Regarding research considerations concerning this study, it is deemed that 
there are two main standpoints that have to be included in this discussion. First 
and in a broad sense, considerations about research ethics in social sciences. 
Secondly, guidance or arguments to be brought into light from the defence 
sector’s perspective. Furthermore, and because it is argued that ethical 
issues1293 should be resolved by the researcher and his or her supervisor 
before embarking on research, discussions and clarification with the thesis 
supervisor and the thesis committee were held at an early stage. Those 
perspectives are considered and integrated in the next subsections, under the 
headings of ethics towards the sources and ethics in the development of the 
research. 
In this context, Collis & Hussey suggest that a successful researcher1294 needs 
to take into account any ethical guidelines or regulations when conducting 
research. In this regard, a code of ethics provides1295 a statement of principles 
and procedures for the conduct of the research. Cranfield University and the 
UK’s MOD have both kinds of documents. The Cranfield University Ethics 
Policy states specific practices1296 relevant to research activity: maintain 
professional standards including honesty and integrity; properly document and 
evaluate critically  all results; attribute other’s contribution and; wherever 
possible report all results openly, bearing in mind needs for confidentiality. In 
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addition, this ethics policy includes inter alia a number of areas where more 
detailed ethical principles and practices have been set out. For research 
activities, this Cranfield’s policy points out to any relevant UK Research Council 
publication. This orientation took the researcher to the Code of Conduct & 
Policy on the Governance of Good Research Conduct (2008), endorsed among 
others by the Economic and Social Research Council. Furthermore, and 
because of the defence context where this research is performed, the MOD’s 
relevant publication was also identified. Research on humans in the UK’s MOD 
is guided by the Joint Services Publication ‘JSP 536: Ethical Conduct and 
Scrutiny in MOD Research Involving Human Participants’. This JSP 536 
provides instructions1297 for all investigators conducting research involving 
human participants. In general, although there is particular emphasis, in the 
mentioned documents, on studies involving animals or humans from a clinical 
perspective, more aspects that constitute general principles can also be 
recalled. 
3.7.1 Ethics in respect of the sources 
A first stance involves the responsibilities of the researcher towards the 
sources, regarding the care about the interests of individuals or organisations. 
In this context, ethics refers to the appropriateness1298 of the researcher 
behaviour in relation to the rights of those who become subject or affected by 
the work, According to Yin, the study of a ‘contemporary phenomenon in its 
real-life context’ obligates to important ethical practices, which vary depending 
on the case study but usually involves1299: 
 Gaining informed consent from participants 
 Protecting participants from any harm 
 Protecting privacy and confidentiality of participants avoiding to put them in 
an undesirable position 
 Taking special precautions to protect vulnerable groups 
Silverman maintains that all ethical procedures guidelines in qualitative 
research1300 stress the importance of informed consent, which involves giving 
information about the research that is relevant to subjects’ decisions about 
whether to participate. In this regard, people should be given1301 information 
about what is required if they agree to take part and how much time it will take. 
Although it is not likely1302 that participants in business and management 
research will be exposed to physical risks, it is important to avoid causing 
distress, stress or other psychological harm. 
Anonymity and confidentiality constitutes and ethical dilemma. On the one 
hand, in principle, anonymity and confidentiality1303 should be offered to all the 
participants, assuring them that they will not be identified with any of the 
opinions they express. Anonymity is necessary1304 on some occasions to 
protect the real case and its real participants. Confidentiality provides1305 
protection to participants by ensuring that sensitive information is not disclosed 
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and the research data cannot be traced to the individual or organisation 
providing it. On the other hand, disclosure of the identities of the case and the 
individuals produces two helpful outcomes1306: the reader can recall previous 
information he or she may have learned about the same case and; footnotes 
and citations can be checked, and external comments can be solicited about 
the published case. 
In this research, the following measures were taken: 
The voluntary nature of the participation and the right to withdraw from the 
process was informed to the sources from the outset. In the introductory letter to 
the sources (Appendix A) sent in advance to the interviewees. Thus, an 
informed consent was deemed to be achieved.  
Data gathered from individuals will not be revealed or commented on with any 
other member in the same or another CPG. Any records, transcriptions and 
questionnaires will be kept in a safe place and destroyed once the research 
examination is complete. 
The confidential character of the information provided was also informed in 
advance. In order to encourage full and frank discussion, at the beginning of 
every interview, in accordance with a protocol, the confidential nature of the 
individual’s identity was reaffirmed, as enunciated in the introductory letter to 
the sources (Appendix A), and agreed. In this way, the interviewee should not 
feel him or herself at any risk because of the evidence provided. In addition, 
interview transcriptions were submitted to the interviewees to confirm that they 
depict his or her views properly, when agreed by the participant. Furthermore, 
according to Collis & Hussey, anonymity and confidentiality1307 in questionnaire 
surveys may contribute to a higher response rate and increased honesty; and in 
interviews, it encourages greater freedom of expression and more open 
responses. Finally, sources which might be identified, individuals or teams, 
were disguised with pseudonyms.  
3.7.2 Ethics in the development of the research 
Saunders et al suggest that ethical concerns can occur1308 at all stages of the 
research project: when seeking access, during data collection, as data is 
analysed and when reporting the findings. Therefore, a second perspective 
involves the activities of the researcher in the planning and execution of the 
research and, in general, matters related to the originality claimed in a doctoral 
thesis. In this context, the success of a research student is achieved through 
the acceptance of his or her dissertation. In this regard, according to Collis & 
Hussey, it is unethical1309 to invent data, and to falsify, exaggerate or omit 
results. The already mentioned UK Research Council’s publication, states 
conducts that would normally be regarded as unacceptable in the development 
of the research1310: 
 Fabrication, which may include the creation of (fictitious) data or other 
aspects of research  
 Falsification of data, imagery and/or consents  
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 Misrepresentation of data, including undisclosed suppression of findings or 
data, or knowingly or negligently presenting flawed interpretation of data 
 Plagiarism, including misappropriation or use of ideas, intellectual property 
or work of others, without acknowledgment or permission  
 Management and preservation of data and primary materials for less than 
reasonable periods after the completion of the research 
Those widespread concerns were borne in mind and integrity tenets were 
meticulously respected in this study. 
3.8 Limitations of the research 
In simple words, a limitation can be understood as ‘a limiting rule or 
circumstance; a restriction’1311. In this regard, Saunders et al maintain1312 that 
virtually every research has limitations, which should be seen as mature 
reflections on the degree to which findings and conclusions can be said to be 
the ‘truth’. From that perspective, it could be argued that there can be many 
different types of potential limitations to any research. In addition, Creswell 
suggest that a limitation1313 describes a weakness or deficiency in the research. 
Moreover, Collis & Hussey maintain that all students should state1314 the 
limitations of their study. Furthermore, limitations should not be ignored as they 
serve two purposes1315: to identify potential difficulties and to ascertain whether 
they need to be resolved or if they are acceptable in the context of the particular 
research design, and to signal at an early stage issues that need to be 
addressed during the course and when writing up the research. Thus, the 
statement of limitations to this research constitutes a relevant element in the 
definition of the scope of the research, and to manage those limitations timely. 
In broad terms, limitations to this research arise from a wide range of causes, 
including the selection of a research approach, paradigm and methodology. In 
addition, the identification and appropriate analysis of the pertinent literature as 
well as the proper selection of the sources of evidence can influence 
significantly the research outcomes. Also, the limitations of the researcher and 
the sources regarding the perception of reality have the potential to exert 
influence, amongst other factors. 
From the outset, it must be stressed that this study was conducted under a 
series of constraints. Relevant limitations are those deemed to have an impact 
on the value of the findings that is possible to arrive at in the context of the 
research effort. In this regard, in the opinion of the researcher, the most likely 
ones to entail limitations are those related to the volume and quality of data 
from the sources in the defence sector. Thus, limitations are mainly expected in 
data collection, due to either lack of access to the sources or reduced quality of 
the data gathered, for varied reasons. Despite access to the sources is usually 
referred to as a recurrent conflict in social sciences research, the context for this 
research is deemed to involve complex particularities.  
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The following limitations are believed to impose constraints to collecting and/or 
analysing relevant data: 
 Access to the sources: Due to pressing duties performed by the sources, in 
parallel to their responsibilities in the CPGs, particularly undergoing military 
operations in which the UK is involved, the possibility of expedite access for 
collecting data and further explorations are highly limited, if possible, in 
some circumstances. 
 Military confidentiality: This aspect plays high influence in the potential 
deepness and width of the information provided to an external researcher, 
arguably more relevant when the researcher is a foreigner. This could 
restrict the scope of the data collected, and the statement of contextual 
information and clarifications. 
 Characteristics of respondents: The characteristics of the respondents, in 
the case of the interviews, could represent a limitation. The researcher has 
been limited to the application, by a third party, of general criteria; to select 
the specific CPGs to be considered as unit of analysis. Although being 
CPGs, the particular groups may have been selected based upon additional 
unknown considerations. 
 The newness of the employment of VTs in capability planning activity: This 
aspect could affect the quality of the data collected, particularly the 
possibility of presenting critical views or to have sufficient organisational 
experience to understand the issues and risks involved in capability planning 
activity undertaken through VTs.  
 Nature of the research approach: The already mentioned exploratory nature 
of this research, and the need to achieve balance between breadth and 
depth, may impede to fulfil the expectative of the reader. 
 Nature of the research problem: The overall intent of the study of addressing 
the understanding about interpersonal trust determinants, operating within 
the CPGs, is inherently broad, because of the need to understand a 
phenomenon in a given context. Although this research is deemed to make 
a contribution to understanding interpersonal trust in military context’s virtual 
teams, a novel practice, lack of depth is deemed to be an unavoidable 
limitation. 
Although it is very difficult, if possible, to determine the precise scope of these 
limitations, some mitigation measures oriented towards facilitate the access to 
the sources and lessen negative effects over the research work were 
considered in the next aspects: 
 Access: Access was secured through formal agreement with the Capability 
Sponsor organisation and arranging interviews with the selected sources 
very well in advance. In addition, it was planned contingency time to access 
the source with some delays when interferences appeared. In this regard, it 
is deemed that the use of contacts and relationships was of noteworthy 
usefulness to finally succeed accessing the data sources deemed relevant 
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 Procedure: As the objectives of each stage are defined consistently, those 
were clearly reflected in the introductory letter to the sources and the 
protocol followed in the interviews. 
 Interaction: Being this research related to interpersonal trust, special care 
was given to build trust between the researcher and the sources. Initial self-
introductory e-mails were sent, carefully contextualised to the particular 
interviewee, presenting the introductory letter to the sources. In the letter, it 
was emphasised the potential benefits for capability planning activity. In 
addition, flexibility when dealing with interferences, or any disturbances to 
the sources, facilitating the actual data collection activity, was pursued.   
Finally, together with the consideration of these aspects, research activity was 
taken into practice with the considerations involving ethical issues already 
discussed. It is deemed that this approach played a part to smooth the progress 
of interaction through the data collection activity. 
3.9 Summary of the chapter   
This chapter addressed the formalisation of a framework for research and the 
discussion of the research methodology to be employed. Thus, it dealt with 
articulating a sensible and justifiable research design that is appropriate to 
address the topic under consideration, under the particular perspective adopted 
in this thesis work.  
First, the research problem was examined and formalised, and the topic, 
objective and research questions enunciated. Next, the research strategy was 
discussed, including the research design rationale, approach, paradigm and the 
selected methodology. The selected exploratory, informed by case study, 
methodology was justified because of the need to explore a complex 
phenomenon, difficult to separate from its context, and where there are very few 
or no earlier studies to which refer for information.  
Subsequently, the conception and execution of the fieldwork was developed 
through two phases. First, semi-structured interviews to the members of a 
number of selected CPGs following a replication logic. Second, a survey 
questionnaire addressed to the whole population under consideration. The 
research questions were linked to the outputs of the Phase I of the fieldwork 
following the discussed ‘How’, ‘Who’ and ‘What’ rationale, as shown in Figure 3-
5 ‘Rationale linking from research questions to outputs of Phase I’. From the 
results in Phase I, specific target areas to be inquired through survey 
questionnaires in Phase II of the fieldwork were consolidated as shown in 
Figure 3-7 ‘Rationale linking from Phase I to target areas in Phase II’. Third, a 
discussion of the analytical process followed. 
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The consideration of the quality of the research design covered a discussion 
about the validity, reliability and generalisability in this research realm. 
Afterwards, a discussion about the ethical considerations that are of 
significance for this research, was aimed to underpin some decisions according 
to the particular circumstances under which this research effort is set. Finally, 
the limitations of the research were identified as a relevant element in the 
definition of the scope of this research work, and as a mean to recognise issues 
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4 Findings of phases I and II 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, a framework for research was formalised and the 
research methodology employed to address the research problem discussed. 
This included the statement of a basic conceptual framework, and based on 
that, the articulation of the relationship between the research questions, the 
type of enquiry that they represent, the interview questions, and the expected 
subsequent outputs of the Phase I of the fieldwork, grouped around five 
clusters. This can be seen in Figure 4-1 where the articulation of the conceptual 
framework from research questions to output of Phase I is depicted. 
Figure  4-1 Conceptual framework from research questions to output of phase I 
 
Source: Author 
As already discussed in Chapter 3, the fieldwork was developed in two 
successive phases. Phase I considered data collection through semi structured 
interviews with the individual members of five (selected) out of twenty nine 
CPGs. The methodological underpinning for the formulation of the semi-
structured interview questions was discussed in the previous chapter as well. 
The data collected through the interviews, was sorted and analysed around five 
clusters. This analysis informed the elaboration of survey questionnaires 
applied to the whole population of CPG members in Phase II. Phase II was 
formulated as an opportunity to confirm and expand, allowing confirmatory 
evidence from the perceptions expressed by key informants, and to integrate 
the findings of both phases in a structured manner. Subsequently, the results 
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inform an integrated analysis and discussion developed in Chapter 5. As a 
whole, the research methodology was the result of a discussion in respect of 
how to address the understanding of the interpersonal trust determinants in VTs 
integrating skills and capabilities in a cross-functional manner, across defence 
organisations. As a consequence the following research questions, already 
discussed in 1.8 ‘Topic, Aim and Research Questions’, were enunciated: 
Research Question 1. What are the pertinent determinants of 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs? 
Research Question 2. What, if any, are the issues surrounding those 
determinants within the CPG?  
Research Question 3. What risks are there, beyond the interpersonal 
relationships, which could influence the trust 
behaviour of CPG members?  
According to Saunders et al, there are two important points when writing1316 the 
results of a research project report: the purpose is to present facts; and findings 
should be structured in a clear, logical and easily understood manner, in order 
to facilitate the overall intent of communicating the answer to the research 
questions in as clear a manner as possible. Consequently, this chapter is 
organised around the already mentioned two phases. Figure 4-2 represents the 
elements of which it is composed. Firstly, an introductory explanation to Phase 
I; then, the presentation of the report of the five CPG studied; followed by a 
cross-case analysis and discussion. Secondly, an introduction to Phase II, is 
followed by the presentation of the evidence gathered around the target areas 
identified as a result of Phase I. Subsequently, in Chapter 5, an integrated 
analysis and discussion of the findings is addressed. 




4.2 Phase I, Interviews with key informants 
The analysis and discussion of the evidence pertaining to each CPG 
interviewed is presented in this section 4.2, around five clusters, broken down in 
themes, as depicted in Figure 4-3. The cases are presented in Subsections 
4.2.1 to 4.2.5, Subsequently, in Subsection 4.2.6, a cross-case analysis and 
discussion is provided. 
Figure  4-3 CPG interviews, clusters and themes 
 
Source: Author 
Cluster 1 Perception about performance 
When the perception about the performance of the CPGs is explored through 
inquiring the perceptions of individuals, they tend to express ideas about how 
the work is carried out at present, and sometimes they have information or 
personal experience that allows them to compare how capability planning is 
executed now against how it was performed in the past, when previous models 
were utilised. Interviewees also tend to highlight characteristics of the 
employment of virtual teamworking, making statements deemed to have 
positive, negative and neutral connotation. Although the philosophy 
underpinning the TLCM approach is understood and accepted as a positive 
step forward, there are different emphases in the individual’s perceptions about 
the maturity of the employment of CPGs, and the scope of their usefulness to 
contribute to capability planning performance. 
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Cluster 2 Nature of the interpersonal relationships 
Regarding the perception of the CPG members about interpersonal 
relationships, there were mixed views, with positive, negative and neutral 
connotation. Those perceptions were elaborated by the interviewees expressing 
their perceptions about these relationships; some characteristics related to the 
virtual environment, where they are partly developed; and different constraints 
that, in the view of the respondents, exerted influence to some extent. The 
constraints mentioned were related to differences between military and civilian 
personnel, pressures that members are under, influence of the services and 
‘jointness’ aspects, promotion prospects, and the fact that CPG members come 
from different organisations. 
Cluster 3 Interpersonal trust determinants 
In respect of the factors that determine interpersonal trust, when expressing 
what would be the interpersonal trust determinants in the CPG, interviewees 
tended to answer in three different manners. Firstly, sometimes, they mentioned 
the routes through which interpersonal trust determinants played their role. 
Secondly, on occasions, respondents named some of the determinants, 
implying its associated route. Thirdly, often individuals mentioned routes and 
determinants as a way to express their views. Those answers are presented for 
each case, ordering the views to facilitate the understanding of the different 
responses in the most sensible manner. 
Cluster 4 Issues regarding interpersonal trust 
In the cluster 4, in coherence with the mixed views expressed regarding 
interpersonal trust determinants, the respondents illustrated some issues 
regarding interpersonal trust. They had to do with the existence of single service 
agendas, different priorities between organisational areas, withholding of 
information, scarce financial resources, the necessity of re-scoping planning as 
a result of unforeseen financial resources constraints, and lack of trust amongst 
the services. 
There can be different reasons to pursue organisational objectives through 
cross-functional teams. However, this kind of team can bring to the table some 
limitations. In this regard, the membership of the team has to be balanced 
against the ‘home’ internal organisation, and the fact that information and 
knowledge has to flow through different internal organisations overcoming 
functional boundaries.  
Cluster 5 Risks beyond interpersonal relationships regarding 
interpersonal trust  
In the model of interpersonal trust in VTs adapted in this research, risk plays a 
role in the behavioural manifestation of trust, making room for the consideration 
of the context in which the relevant activity, i.e. capability planning, is carried 
out. Perceived risks, and the consequent positive or negative outcomes that 
might occur, are deemed to be critical for a specific action to be taken or not. 
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When asked about risks perceived beyond interpersonal relationships, which 
could influence the trust behaviour of CPG members, the organisational 
dilemma in the design and study of organisations, regarding the conciliation of 
individual’s and organisation’s objectives is somehow reflected in what is 
mentioned as the prospects of career progression, which was already 
mentioned as one element that, in the view of the respondents, influenced 
interpersonal relationships and trust. Furthermore, the cross-functional nature of 
CPGs is reflected in the odds of conflict amongst the services interests 
recognised as the existence of single service or suborganisational agendas, 
and risks related to vulnerabilities of exposing sensitive information. In addition, 
there were mentions of the present severe financial situation, and the difficulty 
to operationalise priorities in terms of capabilities. 
4.2.1 Capability Planning Group 1 
4.2.1.1 Cluster 1. Perception about performance 
Work in the CPG at present 
CPGs are VTs, and as such, they could work sometimes physically collocated, 
but also through virtual means as well. In this regard, one of the interviewees 
expressed: ‘A lot of CPG work is done outside bounds or an actual CPG 
meeting…’1317. Perception about how CPGs work at present shows a mix 
between positive, negative and neutral statements. On the one hand, CPGs are 
believed to be ‘good, an overarching and empowered organisation over the top 
that can delve [dig] into other capability areas, and to make priorities, and to 
allocate priorities and you spend money to deliver coherent capability’1318. Also, 
it is indicated that the current approach to Through Life Capability Management 
facilitated capability planning activities: ‘CPG works relatively well, because of 
the TEPIDOIL [Defence Lines of Development, DLoDs, see Chapter 1] 
construct and the fact that all of those LoDs should be represented in fora’1319. 
Regarding the challenge to VTs of converting the individual skills into 
interdependent work, an officer mentions his positive view of the CPG construct: 
‘Now … is more inclusive, our views are valued and …the virtual groups 
probably have weekly contact … So, all the areas are far more linked up’ 1320. 
Overall, CPGs are perceived as ‘an effective body’1321, and that as a result of 
the employment of CPGs in capability planning, ‘we’ve made a more efficient 
system’1322. Although it is recognised that ‘there are still some issues, but I think 
we are in a lot better place than we were’1323. 
On the other hand, there are also expressions deemed to have a negative 
connotation. Perceptions categorised as having negative connotation were 
centred around ideas relative to: 
 Stovepiping amongst capability planning areas,  
 The difficulty to make joint decisions in terms of capability,  
 The difficulty of the CPG to position itself as a decision making entity 
and,  
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 The impact of present financial constraints.  
Firstly, a member of the CPG argued that ‘the problem I see is that the CPGs 
are still quite stovepiped in the areas of capability they look at.’1324 In this 
regard, he sustained that: ‘I struggle with representation with [related] capability 
areas, … is one CPG I interact with… ‘1325 In addition, it is apparent that another 
difficulty is posed by the fact that ‘it’s still based around platforms and not 
around capability, because some platforms contribute to many different 
capability areas and that is a difficulty.’1326 Secondly, a difficulty to make joint 
decisions is illustrated by a member as ‘I don’t think we are making particularly 
joined up decisions in terms of capability management in the round. So, we are 
not making prioritised decisions based on the advice of the CPGs.’1327 
Moreover, he expresses that ‘The other thing I think is, I don’t think CPG work 
because I don’t think we are still, being honest, across the services with each 
other.’1328 Thirdly, regarding the difficulty of the CPG positioning itself as a 
decision making entity, one member of the CPG declares that ‘I think they are 
competing with other elements of the organisation [defence]… there is a very 
blurred boundary.’1329 And that ‘I don’t think CPGs have superimposed 
themselves well on capability management… Because they don’t have the 
money, they don’t have the influence… they need to be developed.’1330 
Similarly, another member affirms that ‘The work within the future capability 
area, certainly within our area is done by other committees which support 
programs as opposed to the CPG itself.’1331 Finally, it is argued about the CPG 
that ‘They are not as effective as they perhaps could be… I think it’s worse 
purely because of the resource constraints.’1332 In this regard, the interviewee 
explains  ‘I don’t think they’ve [CPGs] allowed or delivered because of the 
financial constraints… the whole process is very well structured in terms of 
capability shortfalls, key risks and capability plans, and priorities. That works if 
there is the money to deliver it... generally what we find is … we have got an 
overarching plan, but we can’t afford that plan. So we pick pieces of it to 
deliver.’1333 In addition, the respondent adds that ‘One of the challenges of the 
CPG is to come up with a plan for the post SDSR [Strategic Defence and 
Security Review] implementation.’1334 
Work in capability planning as it was performed in the past 
Regarding how the MOD carried out capability planning activities before 
introducing CPGs, one respondent characterised an adversarial relationship: ‘It 
used to be a system where there was (sic) a lot of people at the table, trying to 
sort that capability planning and that the loudest or the largest number of stripes 
was the person who was listened to, or got the dominant view.’1335. In addition, 
a view was expressed in the sense that decisions were made in an isolated 
manner, ‘[in the past it] never really galvanised into taking decisions and  the 
capability area in town [London] just went away and made decisions 
anyway.’1336. This expression could not underpin the establishment of a causal 
relationship between the introduction of CPGs and overcoming the mentioned 
negative aspects. However, the respondent is implying that from his perspective 
there has been positive change since the introduction of CPGs. 
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In addition, one of the characteristics of the assignments of military personnel in 
the CPGs, declared by respondents, is a high rotation rate of military officers in 
their positions, so normally they would be assigned to that position for two 
years. Thus, only a number of interviewees have previous experience working 
in capability management. This, is mentioned occasionally as a justification for 
not commenting about it: ‘I don’t know how the function was performed 
previously.’1337.  
Virtual work 
In relation to the perception of the suitability of virtual teamworking for capability 
planning purposes, one interviewee said that a combination of virtual and face-
to-face work is necessary: ‘Once every six months the CPG works well because 
everyone is around the table and there is an update from all sources and most 
importantly is interactive… VTs have their place, but it’s important that the team 
continue to meet periodically, twice a year maximum.’1338 In addition, the 
perception of one of the VT challenges in communicating and coordinating work 
is mentioned as ‘As you work on a virtual environment, you don’t always know 
what the outcomes of the discussions by email are.’1339 
Face-to-face work 
Although interviewees recognise benefits in the employment of VTs as 
compared to collocated teams, some of the challenges of the employment of 
VTs are apparent as ‘I think it works better in forum rather than by virtual 
means.’1340. In addition, it is recognised the advantage of face-to-face 
interaction regarding communication and mutual understanding, expressed as 
‘If you discuss around the table, you have a better understanding about where 
people’s understanding is.’1341. In an interviewee’s view, there is room for virtual 
means, but the benefits of VTs come at a cost: ‘VTCs [video technical 
conference] fine, but actually, the interpersonal…, around the table relationship 
works best.’1342 
Work organisation 
One theme that brought attention from the interviewees was that of work 
organisation or task design. In this regard, there were views expressing positive 
and negative aspects. 
The CPG is regarded as an element that allows the integration of different 
perspectives in a particular capability area, although some difficulties are seen. 
On the one hand, a respondent states that ‘The CPG construct makes sense, 
drawing together the key stakeholders to prioritise and agree the capability 
goals and the capability plan, and everyone takes away they part in it.’1343. In 
addition, another interviewee points out that ‘The CPG [allows] a lead voice in 
each area, minimising the number of people around the table, making decisions 
more certain than ever before.’1344 
Conversely, some respondents express difficulties in understanding the roles of 
different organisational instances: ‘What I am less clear on is the hierarchy of 
meetings. So, you talk about CPG, Program Boards, CMGs… I don’t fully 
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understand where you pass from CPG to CMG, from CPG to Program 
Boards.’1345. Furthermore, another respondent, a User representative, 
mentioned that ‘Sometimes I feel that instead of me setting the requirements 
and then programming the capability to meet those requirements...  they come 
back to me and say you do need to change these requirements, because you 
need to match your requirements to the capability we are delivering for you.’1346.  
4.2.1.2 Cluster 2. Nature of the interpersonal relationships 
Relationships 
Interpersonal relationships were regarded as positive in the sense that they 
allowed one of the VT benefits, to promote equality and equity. In the view of 
one respondent ‘I think the relationship is … regardless of rank and role is very 
equal… [we] have an equal exchange, very frank exchange.’1347. In addition, 
when compared with interpersonal relationships when previous models of 
capability planning were used they were mentioned as having better 
interpersonal relationships: ‘I think that generally the relationship is a lot better 
than it was.’1348. One reason given for the closeness of the relationships 
between CPG members was that they belong to a much specialised capability 
area: ‘Interpersonal relationships are good and strong, because members come 
from a small community... very familiar with each other.’1349. However, in the 
perspective of a senior officer there is room for improvement in person-to-
person arrangements: ‘[there is] more to achieve with the bi-lateral-type 
arrangements.’1350 
Relationships virtual 
One of the respondents pointed out that most of the CPG activity was 
performed by virtual means: ‘I think we do a lot more in the virtual CPG than 
what we do in the formal CPG.’1351. However, another respondent referred to 
the challenge of communicating and coordinating work in VTs, stating that ‘If 
you are working virtually, you can’t guarantee that everyone knows what 
everyone else do.’1352. As a result of this, it is mentioned that what sometimes 
happens is that ‘People who might want to know don’t get to know, until the 
decision have been made before they can have their input. ‘1353 
Interpersonal trust is regarded as an enabler to work utilising virtual means. In 
the words of a respondent, there is a necessity for trust, based on ‘cues’ 
perceived through the peripheral route: ‘I think that if you are going to work 
virtually, and it is going to work well, you need to establish your interpersonal 
relation anyway, you need to have confidence in the person you are working to, 
which, I think, can only be established by either previous knowledge or his 
reputation which come with it and your willing to accept that way to go 
forward.’1354 
Although some limitations are associated with the employment of VTs, views 
are expressed supporting their usefulness: ‘Virtual has its place, but you can’t 
decide or agree on a difference in policy through a virtual forum.’1355 Further, 
the respondent added ‘Quite often, the VT allows the beginning of discussion of 
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the topic, but becomes a point when the VT no longer works; If there is a 
difference of opinion, between two or three members of the CPG, I think you 
then have to sit down together.’1356.  
Another VT challenge that came up in the interviews was the necessity to 
choose suitable IT tools. In the view of one interviewee, there are some 
information technology tools more suited for the work in capability planning than 
others: ‘I understand the email, I understand sometimes VTC [video technical 
conference], but chat rooms are a level too far. I think that email allows to 
distribute stuff, allows people to read and comment back, allows to tell 
everybody what comments they think. But I do not think that a chat room for 
example, allows you to have the discussion where I can say here is this 
document, look at that.’1357. Subsequently, the respondent mentioned his 
difficulties utilising some of the computer-based conferencing systems in other 
activities: ‘I used chat rooms and found it quite difficult, because it’s very easy to 
type things out, send them, not think about it. If you are actually in front of 
someone and you want to say something, you have got to be quite clear and 
concise, so [that] everyone understand and if not you explain that.’1358. These 
are the reasons given by the respondent, who declares that in his perception 
available tools are sufficient for the activities in capability planning: ‘… in terms 
of technology that’s enough.’1359 
Constraints 
At the organisational level, there is a combination of factors that are mentioned 
as influencing an individual’s behaviours and, hence are regarded as impacting 
interpersonal relationships. In the words of a respondent: ‘… you have to … 
understand the constraints that each is working on there.1360.  
On the one hand, civilian and military members of the CPG are regarded as 
driven by different interests, as mentioned by a military officer ‘Military and 
civilian members of the CPG… some difference, they [civilians] are not as 
bound by the personal interest in promotion… they are all bound by their 
personal interest in a project… because they may have given 15 years of their 
life to it.’1361. The interest of civil servants in a particular project would be 
caused in the respondent’s opinion by the nature of their employment in the 
MOD: ‘If we bin it [a project], they’ve out of a job. Whereas in the military if you 
are in a project, you will move somewhere else.’1362 .In addition, civilian CPG 
members are perceived as a source of stability ‘[the civilians] bring a lot of 
continuity… to the capability area which military officers… we run every 2 
years… They understand all the ins-and-outs why made decisions in the 
past.’1363. Thus, the civilian membership of a CPG would provide some level of 
compensation for the rotation of military members, allowing the pooling of new 
expertise together with retaining a dose of stability to facilitate capability 
planning activities. 
Different influential factors are mentioned as pressures undermining trust: ‘I 
don’t think there will be ever the complete trust, because people are under 
different pressures, financial, promotion pressures.’1364. Somehow, those 
pressures would influence perceptions about integrity in the CPG environment: 
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‘Perceived integrity... you don’t know what pressures those individuals are put 
on by their superiors.1365.  
Firstly, the influence of different organisations is mentioned: ‘One of the 
challenges of the CPG is… there is (sic) a lot of tensions between CPG 
members, different views.’1366. And some examples are provided: ‘Staff people 
[R&Ps or Sponsor]… between them and the Front Line Commands (FLC), and 
the FLC and the support organisation.’1367. Secondly, the consideration of the 
performance evaluation system (Confidential Report System) and their impact 
in individual’s promotion: ‘You’ve got to follow the single service agenda. 
Nobody gets promoted by the joint system because there isn’t one, is a single 
service system. I think there is a certain amount of trust between everybody, but 
only to a certain extent, and then we all understand the pressures each other 
are under, and then there has to be a compromise.’1368. Moreover, this factor of 
the performance evaluation system is mentioned as influencing in different 
manner every member of the CPG: ‘My point of contact within the capability 
area, … his report to his promotion is based on what his boss wants, my report 
and my promotion is based on what my boss wants.’1369. Further, the 
respondent regards it as a factor without a simple solution and influencing all 
capabilities being developed: ‘I haven’t got a simple solution … that reporting 
process. Because is a military system, you never get a truly joint capability.’1370 
4.2.1.3 Cluster 3. Interpersonal trust determinants, as perceived by 
individuals 
Peripheral route 
Regarding the influence of the peripheral route, different views were expressed 
in relation to its level of influence. Perceptions range from very influential: ‘This 
is very strong [the peripheral route]’1371, to influential but not necessary: 
‘Peripheral… helps, but is not necessary.’1372. Furthermore, the peripheral route 
was regarded as informing the central route: ‘I think all of this informs this 
[peripheral route informs central route].1373. 
When exploring the determinants that work through the peripheral route, third 
party information is regarded as relevant: ‘third party information is always quite 
important.’1374. Although, in the view of a member, it can play in two ways (in 
favour or against); as expressed: ‘The most interesting, third party information is 
important for a number of reasons but also unhelpful.’1375. Together with third 
party information, history is indicated as informing the trustor: ‘A lot of people 
that we deal with, we know they either, … we know them from a previous 
appointment, you may know they’ve bad reputation, through a third party.’1376.  
A personal characteristic as disposition to trust, and an organisational factor as 
the demand of conformity to rules were mentioned as similar determinants: 
‘Disposition is the same. And the rules, these are all very similar.1377. Another 
determinant mentioned by the respondents, was based on knowledge of roles: ‘I 
think the way in which the services work is that you generally accept a person 
for what they are … You generally accept that he is going to be good at what he 
does. And you’ll retain that decision until you prove the otherwise, basically.‘1378. 
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Finally, the category determinant was also recognised, as military ranks 
constitute organisational categories in a defence organisation: ‘Military rank and 
role has its part to play.’1379. Although the significance of its relevance is not 
perceived as fundamental: ‘I don’t think it’s about rank necessarily… If you are a 
good operator, in this building [MOD Main Building, London] you will be listened 
to.’1380 
Central route 
When examining the determinants that operate through the central route, CPG 
members acknowledge the relevance of personal knowledge towards the 
attribution of trust. From the outset, respondents contextualised the importance 
of the central route for the success of the CPG: ‘I think the success of the CPGs 
is born out of familiarity, working closer with people that you know and you’ve 
worked with before.’1381, and ‘The central route… is very important… when you 
take over a job you need to go and speak to the person you are working with. 
You need to establish your network.’1382. Furthermore, there are views that 
highlight the central route as the most important: ‘The central route is probably 
the one that … has the most influence.’1383, or in another respondent’s view: ‘I 
think this is the key [central route], if we get this right, then we would work better 
as a CPG.’1384. Finally, it was expressed that the central route doesn’t work as a 
straightforward way to build trust, it would require time to work: ‘I think we do, 
[use the central route], I think over time we do.’1385.  
Regarding the relative influence of the determinants, there is convergence in 
the views expressed about the priority that ability gains over other determinants: 
‘There is a fair amount of trust just on professional ability.’1386. Moreover, an 
interviewee pointed out that ability was the most relevant determinant: ‘Ability is 
the most important.’1387. Similarly, another respondent highlighted ability over 
integrity and benevolence: ‘Ability is important, integrity; benevolence, I am less 
convinced by.’1388 
Habitual route 
In relation to the habitual route, opposite views were found. The perceptions 
expressed were related to the actual development of interpersonal 
relationships, to build trust through the habitual route. In this regard, 
respondents’ view is that CPGs utilised this route in many cases, sometimes, 
and that they don’t have the opportunity to get to use it. 
Firstly, one respondent view’s, recognised the use of the habitual route: ‘In 
many cases, actually you do get to the habitual route, people, you have social 
bonds, if you are a good operator.’1389. Secondly, a respondent who believes 
that sometimes the habitual route is reached: ‘Do we get into the habitual bit? 
… sometimes, some decisions we just say yeah, yeah go and make the right 
decision and we don’t influence it.’1390. Finally, there was a senior military 
member of the CPG who doesn’t identify the habitual route in CPG activities: ‘I 
don’t think we have the opportunity to get there [habitual route]. Because we 
change.’1391 
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Another view regarded social bonds as a determinant in some way related to 
history: ‘For people [who] has been in the services before, the chances are that 
you can use the social bonds because you may know these people 
already.’1392. This is somehow reflected in identification based on personal 
knowledge, as expressed: ‘There is a kind of, I suppose, possibly history and 
social bonds join together because you come from a kind of family.’1393 
Relation between the routes 
The three routes, encompassing the pertinent determinants, to build and 
maintain interpersonal trust were regarded as having different levels of 
influence and also, as being interconnected to some extent. 
Firstly, all the determinants were regarded as having some degree of influence, 
in one individual’s words: ‘All of them [determinants] have a role to play.’1394. 
The peripheral route was mentioned as informing the central route, the latter 
being the most influential route to trust: ‘This is the biggest room [central route], 
the perception piece [peripheral] that’s sort of a done-deal, that happens and it’s 
done, benchmarked. You never get back to it.’1395 
In terms of determinants, after highlighting ability (central route) as ‘the most 
important’ determinant, a respondent allocated a lower level of influence to 
peripheral determinants: ‘Then, the peripheral factors, reputation from third 
parties and rule in terms of the position of the other people.’1396. Similarly, 
another CPG member pointed out history and role as peripheral determinants, 
plus the central route as well: ‘So it’s history I suppose, it’s role, and it’s 
basically what you could actually see… central route through interaction.’1397. 
These views, as a combination of determinants influencing through the 
peripheral route and the use of the central route, are shared, as explained by 
other interviewee: ’I think a mixture of these, top three [third party information, 
disposition and rule in the peripheral route] I think are the more important, this 
history count a little bit, but third party information, disposition and rules, I think 
yeah, key really… I think they [the routes] are crossed over.’1398. Furthermore, 
the respondent perceives the relationship between these routes as acting 
somehow in a sequential manner: ‘I don’t think they are clearly defined between 
the central route and the peripheral route. Your disposition and third party 
information, becomes perceived ability.’1399 
In general, the members of the CPG expressed that in their views the central 
route has a high level of influence towards building trust, although they 
mentioned different determinants or just named the route. In addition, a majority 
perspective was that the peripheral route had a medium level of influence on 
interpersonal trust between CPG members. Finally, the habitual route was 
marginally mentioned with contradictory perceptions about its practicality in the 
CPG. In any case, no one respondent mentioning it, gave any indication of the 
degree of perceived influence of this latter route, in the determination of 
interpersonal trust between the CPG members. 
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4.2.1.4 Cluster 4. Existence or non-existence of issues, regarding 
interpersonal trust   
Single service agendas and different priorities between organisational 
areas 
One internal boundary mentioned by the respondents was between the different 
armed services: ‘The main issue …we wear different colour uniforms and we 
represent different parts of the organisation.’1400. Although, it was regarded as 
an issue which in a given situation could work in favour or against an 
organisation: ‘Single service agendas is an issue, I have vested interest. It 
works both ways.’1401.  
In this regard, the existence of different priorities is assumed as inherent to the 
context where CPGs act: ‘There are frictions… issues are accepted everybody 
is working to… different priorities for various reasons.’1402. As explained in the 
respondent’s own words: ‘The capability area wants to program a plan, the best 
capabilities they can for the money they have got. I understand that and I am 
going to push them, because I know they’ve got money elsewhere in other 
areas of capability. I will push them as hard as I can … but I understand they‘ve 
got a constraint and I won’t get it all.’1403 
Withholding information 
A critical resource to achieve the goals of a CPG is information. In this regard, 
trust is mentioned as a fundamental factor in the functioning of VTs. Those 
concepts are articulated by an interviewee: ‘You establish your relationships, 
you know, who the people are, who you can trust, you know people who are 
that, you know, if you told him something which should be close hold, shouldn’t 
go any further.’1404. Furthermore, the respondent relates this issue to perceived 
integrity when passing information to another member: ‘My principle [principal] 
issue would be perceived integrity… I would be loathe [averse] to pass some 
information to someone that I wasn’t sure would use it correctly.’1405. Moreover, 
another respondent also related this issue to integrity of another member when 
passing information to him: ‘Benevolence, a view of it and also their integrity 
about how much are they going to tell me or how much are they going to 
declare to me of what they can and can’t do. It’s an accepted issue … every, 
every area of defence is under certain amount of pressure.’1406. Thus, as 
depicted by CPG members, restrictions posed by individuals to the flow of 
information could affect the performance of the CPG. Interpersonal trust would 
facilitate the flow of information necessary to accomplish CPG goals. 
Financial resources 
CPGs are the construct where the cross-functional integration of skills and 
capabilities across the MUC is intended to balance defence policy aspirations 
and available resources. It is amply recognised that even the most well 
designed organisational teams cannot always accomplish their objectives if they 
can’t access critical resources. In this regard, the scarcity of financial resources 
is seen as a limitation to the achievement of a prioritised and resourced 
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sensible CMP: ‘Is an acknowledged issue all based around resources… there is 
not enough money if we are going to deliver a capability that is fit for purpose, 
we always have to make compromises.’1407. Furthermore, the negative effects 
of unforeseen resources cuts, and the subsequent adjusting measures, are 
depicted by a respondent: ‘It doesn’t help in the trust side when the resources 
promised … Suddenly the resources are reduced and… you have spent a lot of 
money and we’ve got to re-scope the requirements to deliver some form of 
capability with less resources.’1408 
In addition, a perception about the dilemmatic nature of issues mentioned by 
the respondents, was enunciated by a senior military officer: ‘I think they are all 
accepted issues, rather than issues we can do anything about… unless we 
completely revisit how we deliver capability... we stop delivering capability, we 
just buy off the shelf, and not worry about political industrial impact of who you 
buy from, and then you can buy a lot of the kit you need now, rather than 
developing our own bespoke stuff.’1409 Moreover, in another respondent 
perception, these different priorities are seen as healthy tension ‘I think that 
most of this is healthy tension (Front Line Commands – DE&S manager).’1410 
However, in general, in an individual’s view, there would be no issues, ‘I can’t 
think of any issues.’1411 
Finally, in the S&T representative view, there would be no choice to get to the 
habitual route, ‘I don’t think we can get, we can ever move to this point here 
[habitual route]. Because I don’t think the CPG fundamentally has the trust 
across the service boundaries.’1412 
4.2.1.5 Cluster 5. Existence or non-existence of risks beyond interpersonal 
relationships, regarding interpersonal trust. 
Possible promotion 
Mentioned previously, when presenting CPG members’ views about 
interpersonal relationships between CPG members and issues regarding the 
interpersonal trust determinants, the impact of an individual’s actions in a CPG 
towards his career is manifested as a factor which influences CPG members’ 
behaviour. First, the reporting chain is mentioned as something that influences 
the behaviour of an individual, in particular in-service personnel: ‘My reporting 
chain decide whether I get promoted or not. So yeah, that sort of factors 
absolutely.’1413. This is explained in the view of another respondent: ‘In the CAP 
[capability planning] areas there is no latitude to not be, say, afraid of your 
career on what you are saying. Obviously, if you don’t do a good job then you 
won’t get promoted. Everyone’s promotion centric…’1414. In practical terms: ‘You 
don’t want really irritate your… the person who writes your report, or the person 
whose writes his either.’1415. 
However, in the view of a senior military officer, this aspect impacts people in 
different manners, with a higher impact in more junior personnel and lower 
impact in more senior personnel: ‘In terms of career progression, is easier for 
me, because I am a senior member [OF5] of the CPG… if you are a Major 
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[OF3], you’ll be somewhat more guarded in what are you willing to say and how 
are you willing to challenge.’1416 
Financial situation 
Uncertainty in relation to the provision of financial resources also was 
mentioned as a relevant factor influencing interpersonal trust. As expressed by 
one of the CPG members: ‘Sometimes, I am not sure what his [Deputy Chief of 
Defence Staff (Capability), DCDS(CAP)] priorities are… Sometimes, it’s a little 
bit of everything. Which capability does he give up to deliver what he has been 
told to deliver within resources? So that’s the dilemma... Trust at the moment is 
all about who’s got the money and is he going to help me.’1417. Moreover, this 
aspect was deemed to be related to priorities at the inter-capability area level: 
‘[the] Continuously evolving financial situation which could undermine the trust. 
It is not known what the priorities are in the different areas of capability.’1418 
Difficulty to operationalise priorities in terms of capabilities 
As already mentioned, the impact of the financial situation is perceived as 
related to the allocation of priorities between different capability areas, and 
between different capability planning areas into a sole capability area: ‘[where] 
Is all the money from defence going to? … how much of that are going to get to 
deliver what we need? Who is calling the priorities across the whole of the 
capability area? What is the priority we need to deliver, because some of these 
in this area [another capability area] may impact on my area. Because it is quite 
complex these are done by platforms, not by capability areas, so we have got 
discrete areas of capability, but every area of capability has [impact upon other 
areas] say ISTAR [Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition, and 
Reconnaissance], or it has communications, which we need to invest in.’1419 
Sub-organisational (single service) agendas 
The existence of sometimes conflicting objectives between the services, and 
how this could affect negatively behaviours, is depicted by a respondent: ‘Every 
service fights for his own slice of the pie. And they would do their best to 
undermine your position if they can. That is a weakness in the CPG…’1420. 
Furthermore, those conflicting objectives are seen as quite strong and difficult, if 
not impossible, to break down: ‘I don’t think you can ever break those down. 
Single service rivalry is a strength, but also undermines in part CPG. I think 
there is a genuine desire to be honest but the nervousness is that honesty 
doesn’t do you any favours.’1421 
Sharing and exposing information 
One of the VTs challenges has to do with the willingness to share knowledge 
that is confidential or sensitive in nature. In this CPG, views articulated by 
members highlighted the possibility to share information in a more restricted 
format: ‘Selective use of information… the thing which allows the virtual CPG to 
work is that you don’t have to pass incriminating information to everyone. 
Therefore, if you want to discuss things… you can leave out people you don’t 
need to know that information until you are in a position to have it tested in a 
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wider context.’1422. However, there would be also situations where this could 
undermine decision-making, as expressed by another respondent: ‘I do think 
that the fact that is such an inclusive arrangement means that we do struggle, at 
times, to make the decisions in the CPG, which means that you tend to do your 
discussions outside of, in the more virtual, restrictive format, of the CPG.’1423. 
One example of the reasons for withholding some level of information is given 
by a CPG member: ‘I don’t want to be exposed too widely the amount of risk 
that I have got in my support budget. Because, if I do, then, they’ll take it.’1424 
A respondent did not identify any risk beyond the interpersonal relationships 
regarding interpersonal trust, ‘I am struggling to think of anything.’1425 
4.2.2 Capability Planning Group 2 
4.2.2.1 Cluster 1. Perception about performance 
Work in the CPG at present 
Perceptions about how work is performed at present, utilising VTs in capability 
planning covered views with positive, neutral and negative connotation. Positive 
ideas expressed by the respondents had to do with: 
 ‘Effective’ integration of relevant stakeholders in the MUC, 
 A more effective outcome of capability planning, 
 Better integration of new capabilities with a smoother transition, and 
 The positive input represented by the previous knowledge of other 
individual members of the CPG. 
Firstly, regarding the integration of the views of relevant stakeholders, having 
positive outcomes as a result of that, the CPG Chair states ‘Overall is very 
positive, by bringing in the MUC we are helped to see a lot more problems than 
in the old model, when we provided the capability across the user, and then just 
said there you are get on with it…The commands are involved with the planning 
group right away - is probably the most crucial element… You end up with 
buying in the principal stakeholders right at the beginning… they keep getting 
their inputs all the time as the situation evolves.’1426 Furthermore, the User 
representative highlights the impact of integrating the different views, facilitating 
the identification and solution of problems ‘Now, because everything is worked 
through… [the] TLCM process we are able to recognise [issues], discuss… so 
you have all the players [involved]… [If an issue appears] is within that sphere, 
within the resource envelope, then the problem is solved there… If it’s not 
[possible to solve the issue], then goes up to the relevant planning or delivery 
area.’1427 In the User representative view, this allow issues to be managed ‘So, 
the issues are already there, recognised understood and they [the CPG 
members] are all working in the same direction to address the problems.’1428 
The DE&S representative, presents a consistent opinion with the idea of 
bringing in the relevant stakeholders and addressing the issues: ‘Philosophically 
is good, it gets the right people together, it discuss the right issues.’1429, 
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together with adhering to the perception that CPG allows better management of 
capability in a wider capability taxonomy context: ‘At each level, you can work 
out coherence and trade both capability, finance, cost, time. All those sort of 
issues, you can resolve issues, whereas previously you couldn’t resolve 
anything in your stovepipes until you get to the top and then overwhelmed by 
the detail.‘1430 In addition, in the S&T organisational area, there is an activity 
performed previous to CPG meetings hold in order to prepare the S&T’s point of 
view to be presented subsequently in the CPG meeting ‘We have a separate 
research meeting [stocktake] that we hold by a week or 2 weeks prior to the 
CPG… we understand what the research is, what the results are, where things 
are going and whether it is going in the right direction, and then informs the 
CPG the following week.’1431 
Secondly, in relation to the idea of a more effective outcome of capability 
planning, this is expressed by interviewees in terms of a general positive 
perspective of the CPG: ‘Is a very positive move... the idea of the CPG and we 
have become more effective as a result.’1432, having more focus: ‘CPG is 
possibly more focused [than CWGs].’1433, and more efficiency of the capability 
that is put in place: ‘I think we get better value, more efficiency out of the 
capability that… we subsequently put in place.’1434.  
Thirdly, in relation to smoother transition through the different parts of capability 
management, resulting in a better integration of new capabilities, the Chair 
points out that ‘Is a much smoother transition… because users have been 
involved in the process.’1435 In the User representative view, ‘TLCM is infinitely 
better than the previous structure… it allowed us [User], to take far greater 
control over the integration of DLoDs to generate capability.’1436 The User 
representative added an example of how new approaches, better in his view, 
can be operationalised for introducing capability gradually, as opposed to ‘bang 
delivery’: ‘capability would be delivered… at the same time that the preceding 
aircraft or capability goes out of service, we see that but at the FLC, because 
we are now in charge of the process more than it was in the past, we are able to 
take a stage approach and introduce that capability in sections.’1437 
Furthermore, the Chair summarises the outcomes in terms of capability 
planning ‘CPG will have ownership of the decisions as we go through so we 
brought in many different mentalities and different relationships and they 
should, and does I think, provide a more balanced outcome in terms of 
decision-making regarding planning.’1438 
Finally, another positive perspective about work in the CPG at present, 
according to the interviewees, is related to the previous knowledge of 
individuals before actually being assigned to the CPG. In this regard, peripheral 
cues related to interpersonal trust determinants could facilitate the initial 
attribution of trust. ‘[In] the CPG we work together reasonably well, we know 
each other pretty well. We work in the same area a long time. OK, desk officers 
change every 2 years, but they not all change at the same time and the team 
has been fairly coherent.’1439 In addition, another aspect highlighted by a 
respondent was that CPG members are in contact through other activities or 
responsibilities which would allow interaction between CPG members outside of 
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the virtual context or capability planning activity: ‘Works well because they know 
each other from other meetings. Otherwise, it would be really difficult.’1440 
In summary, positive views about how work is performed utilising VTs in 
capability planning are coherent with the DE&S representative’s perspective in 
the sense that, as he expressed ‘Philosophically, it is a much better idea. Where 
we consider projects as a subset of the programme, which I think is all part of to 
drive through life capability value for money and in the old days it was very 
stove piped, all worked vertically, whereas the doctrine of having CMGs, 
Programme Boards, Project Boards, and CPGs in a coherent fashion, all 
reporting through. I think is doctrinally really good, very powerful.’1441 In 
addition, the User expressed ‘It’s that ability to identify who owns the 
problem/issue, who should deal with it, can it be dealt with, do we need change 
resources. Do we need to change this options. So, it’s a pretty good working 
team.’1442 
As already mentioned, together with positive perceptions of the work of the 
CPGs, there were perspectives deemed to have a neutral connotation as well. 
One of those views was related to the perception of the existence of a 
developmental process which TLCM would be going through. As stated by a 
respondent ‘We have been finding our way through TLCM. ‘1443, or in another 
member’s view ‘CPGs are getting there, still quite immature, and that’s probably 
one of the reasons why Programme Boards and CPGs are overlapping, 
because it is immature the whole TLCM process.’1444 Furthermore, another 
member addressed the necessity to continue progressing in this regard ‘I think 
philosophically is very good but we still got further to go on.’1445 Although 
according to one interviewee ‘There is a lot of work done out of committee.’1446, 
another respondent highlighted what he deemed to be the key role played by 
the chairman and his aides ‘A lot depends on the chairman and the skill of the 
chairman and how much preparation is done on his behalf.’1447 Moreover, the 
same respondent pointed out what would be a deficiency in this aspect ‘The 
time the chairman and the secretary has to devote to the running of the CPGs 
probably isn’t as good as it should be. It seems to rely very much on the 
personality of the chairman.’1448 In summary, neutral connotation views about 
work in the CPG point out for it to be a better approach, but with some pitfalls 
that need to be overcame: ‘There is good behaviour in the CPG, it just need 
more maturity.’1449. As expressed in more detail by the same respondent ‘In my 
experience where we are now is a lot better than where we were. The trouble is, 
I don’t think we sorted the bureaucracy out. There is a lot of effort to make it 
work and, there is overlapping roles which we haven’t resolved. So, I think it’s 
better, more to do and is immature.’1450 
Views deemed to have a negative connotation were related to a suggested lack 
of clear structure and resources, to perform capability planning activities. 
Regarding structure, one respondent expressed ‘I think, clearer structure would 
be helpful. Clearer evidence of performance. I think we act in a very subjective 
manner I would like to see more objectivity towards performance.’1451 This idea 
is linked by the respondent with deficiencies which impede new CPG members 
to get involved in a sensible manner ‘Currently it does rely on the quality of 
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individuals… I don’t think there is a good structure for them to just 
arrive.’1452Moreover, some of these deficiencies were related to scarce 
resources ‘I’d prefer to have a bit more rigour, a bit more preparation, and a bit 
more structure. But, all of that takes time and resource, that’s the trouble, we 
haven’t that resource.’1453 The same respondent argued that this lack of 
resource would be a reason for under optimal performance ‘I don’t think there is 
sufficient preparation. I don’t think people are given the time and resource to do 
it properly… So, everything is rushed, and not done optimally.’1454 Furthermore, 
there is a perception that financial constraints are weakening the whole scope 
of CPG activity ‘There are frustrating times when I think the whole work is 
undermined by the level of savings that we are put up to.’1455 
In addition, another pitfall mentioned would be related to not making adequate 
exploitation of S&T inputs. This aspect was underlined by the S&T 
representative ‘Certainly research tend to get pushed out a little bit.’1456, as well 
as another member of the CPG ‘I don’t think we are exploiting DSTL as much 
as we could do... We are not optimising S&T to best effect.’1457 
Work in capability planning as it was performed in the past 
In this CPG, there weren’t members with experience in capability planning 
activities before the introduction of CPGs, that’s why, based on personal indirect 
perceptions, a CPG member sketched what would be a general difference 
between present and past modalities to undertake capability planning activity 
‘Before it didn’t really have an aim or understanding of what it was doing in 
terms of the CWG [Capability Working Group]… other than join stakeholders 
together and trying to get a common picture, whereas the CPG to some extent 
has some more focus on ensuring capability planning and future capabilities … 
have the evidence they need and the risks are properly identified and managed 
at the right level. And issues are properly discussed and aired.’1458 
Virtual work 
In relation to the adequacy of virtual interaction to perform capability planning 
activity, one of the respondents view is positive in the sense that virtual 
interaction allows relevant people to be aware of activity being developed ‘It’s a 
very good VT working there and it’s by the TLCM process that enables 
everyone to have visibility of the issues.’1459 In another member’s view, the fact 
that some of the members already know each other and had interaction in other 
fora, within the capability area, facilitated CPG activity ‘That means is that you 
get to see the people, meet them, talk to them and interact with them. … I found 
last year [interview performed in March 2011, before any CPG meeting in the 
year] there was a very effective framework for establishing [interpersonal] trust 
within the CPG, as well as making the network work quite well.’1460 Although 
this latter perception is not agreed by another member who seems not to be 
part of the broader context where interaction between CPG members is hold in 
a more regular basis ‘I think the CPG hasn’t work particularly well, in terms of 
capability planning, and that’s because the network is, it seems to be a meeting 
every six months. I think the personal interaction is essential when you do it… 
when you’ve invested in getting people together, you actually make the most of 
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that opportunity to build the trust, and to reinforce and develop the group, rather 
than just sit down, have a meeting and go away.’1461 Moreover, the respondent 
highlights that the CPG as such meets formally twice a year ‘If I look at the CPG 
itself formally, which come together twice a year, for a meeting that is probably 
two hours long. There isn’t that interaction around the meeting and it doesn’t 
work in the same way.’1462 
Work organisation 
Capability planning activity tends to represent a small portion of CPG members 
duties. This situation, together with the mainly virtual modality of work utilised, 
bring in some benefits, but some potential pitfalls as well. Regarding the work 
organisation of CPG activity, aspects that were mentioned by CPG members 
were deemed to have neutral and negative connotations. 
On the one hand, it was mentioned that CPG meetings are performed as part of 
a much bigger number of meetings ‘You end up going from, usually two 
meetings in a day, and then two meetings the next day. Same, not exactly the 
same people, but a large, the sort of top level of them, are moving to the same 
meetings and other people come in.’1463 In this regard, one respondent pointed 
out the necessity of time, in addition to the meetings, to fulfil his role ‘Actually 
what you need is not a meeting, is time to consider the issue and to either 
sponsoring or to formulate advise. Is not just talking about it that does it, I 
think.’1464 Moreover, an interviewee missed an approach to work underpinned 
by more evidence ‘I would say you perform better if you say well, that’s what he 
thinks and that is also backed up in some evidence. So the evidential trial. If 
that was stronger I would say the overall trust would be better.’1465 
On the other hand, negative connotation perceptions revolved around the ideas 
of a lack of clarity of roles between CPG and Programme Board, what would be 
the subjective nature of the activities, scarce  resources, lack of training and the 
involvement of people with the right skills and characters. 
First, the User representative argued about the lack of clarity in the roles of 
CPG and Program Boards ‘The role of the delivery area [directed by the 
Program Boards] in relation to the planning area.’1466 According to him, there is 
a blurred line between planning and delivery activity ‘There is something in 
terms of process that I don’t think defence has fully grasped yet that area 
between the CPG and the Programme Board whilst it might be able to say that’s 
the planning area and that’s the delivery area, it doesn’t really work like that not 
when you are into strong one-stars.’1467 Moreover, roles seems not to be well 
defined in his view, and that would affect CPG work ‘I think that defining the role 
of the CPG and the program board is a key facet of that [improve CPG work]. At 
the moment is not well defined’1468 This latter situation is deemed, by the 
respondent to be conductive to a weakness of the CPG in relation to the 
Programme Boards, affecting efficiency in the work performed ‘The CPG has 
been sidelined, and the TLCM to a very large extent, and the CPG is definitely 
overshadowed by the Program Board and is not working as efficiently as it 
could do…’1469 
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Second, the DE&S representative alluded a subjective nature of CPG activity. In 
his words ‘It’s very personality driven, is very intuitive.’1470 Furthermore, he 
highlighted a necessity for more preparation and, again, more structure and 
objectivity in the work performed ‘A lot of the activity is anecdotal… I think we 
could do better preparation, better distribution of papers, better performance 
management, be more institutionalised.’1471 The third point raised was related to 
a lack of resource (time), to fulfil sensibly responsibilities regarding the CPG ‘I 
think there is an issue of resource. Is the pace of life in MoD, fast. The people 
just arrive at a meeting.’1472 Furthermore, the respondent elaborated about a 
possible cause to it ‘The other thing is one of time, the whole tempo of business 
is very fast. I don’t think we allocate the time that we would like to optimise CPG 
behaviour… maybe training is an element to it.’1473 That lack of time would be, 
in one respondent perception, a cause to not to sit the training activities 
available with TLCM ends ‘People haven’t done the training because we are 
trying to do it so quickly … I haven’t done the training. I am pretty convinced 
that a lot of other guys at the CPG haven’t done the training that we should 
have done.’1474 Finally, another perception deemed to be negative addressed 
the fact that from one respondent point of view, sometimes inadequate 
individuals can undermine the overall CPG objectives ‘The other issue is that 
you get people with varying qualities, abilities, characters and if they are not the 
right, the right people in the right job, then they can make a serious debt in 
progress…’1475 
4.2.2.2 Cluster 2. Nature of the interpersonal relationships 
The perception of the CPG members about interpersonal relationships, was 
portrayed through views of different nature. Those perspectives were 
elaborated by the respondents based on their perceptions and were organised 
around two main themes.  
Relationships 
In the view of respondents expressing ideas with positive connotation, 
interpersonal relationships would allow to interact working comfortably. 
Although personal interaction is deemed to be necessary to address complex 
issues, some past difficulties to interact virtually were perceived. 
In general, one interviewee pointed out how at present capability planning is 
performed integrating different views, at different levels, in the context of what is 
an overarching taxonomy of capabilities ‘[In the past] it was very much 
personality dependant, what we have now is a community of players at various 
levels working together in the same direction. And that’s because we have the 
overarching plans for the area, for the individual capabilities’1476 Certainly, from 
the S&T representative’s point of view, there is an open opportune interaction 
between his function and other CPG members ‘The relationship with the rest of 
the CPG is pretty strong… they contact me if there is issues or problems or 
questions they want answered, and I intend to contact them there’s issues 
advising with them… Because the contacts are there we are very comfortable 
with making those contacts that we need to’1477 Although CPG activity is 
depicted positively, an interviewee mentions the need for collocated activity to 
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deal with issues of a more complex nature ‘It works very well, but you can’t 
completely replace human contact with virtual means… if you have to work 
through a series of complicated issues with a number of people, or to make 
people to understand not just the people, but the environment they work in, you 
can’t replace human interaction.’1478 Regarding this latter point is opportune to 
mention that in the perception of one CPG member, there are other capability 
areas with more arid settings ‘Another environments where they are far more 
competitive and confrontational.’1479 Furthermore, a respondent mentioned trust 
difficulties experienced in the past between some CPG members, in his view, 
because of the lack of an adequate process to engage in virtual interaction, 
‘The relationships are actually very good. Three years ago [after the official 
introduction of TLCM and the MUC], there was a DLoD mistrust between the 
HQ group staffs here, MOD stations and DE&S because I don’t think there was 
a proper process in place to engage the VT’1480 In any case, the S&T 
representative mentioned that they established a meeting (stocktake), which is 
carried out before CPG meetings, to prepare S&T inputs to the CPG in a more 
sensible manner ‘[the] stocktake has kind of got the community together. So, we 
do all know if anything is going on and hence the whole community working 
together.’1481 
Regarding views with a neutral connotation, in the perception of one of the 
respondents, the Chair, characters of people involved would be influential ‘I 
don’t see the CPG being different to any other societal group that you take, it 
will be driven by characters undoubtedly.’1482 In addition, according to the CPG 
member, this aspect would be relevant despite the existence of commonalities 
between CPG members ‘People in the CPG have a common background, 
common goal, but it will always be personality driven as well… It is particular to 
each group individual characters…’1483 However, despite the virtual approach to 
undertake capability planning activities, some degree of collocation is deemed 
essential by another interviewee ‘The people part of it, absolutely still have to 
meet at some point.’1484 
Another aspect raised by CPG members was the degree of previous knowledge 
between them. According to the R&Ps member, in the capability areas, we 
know people already to some extent.’1485 In his view this would be the case 
because some times people have related service career paths ‘In the CPG 
when you come from the same areas, that network to some extent probably 
already exist. Not comprehensively, but it does to some extent. And I think that 
is probably critical to it.’1486 This set of connections, in the respondent’s view, 
would facilitate initial attribution of trust ‘In the CPG we know some of the 
individuals, so immediately we have a framework, where we’ve got people 
which trust or not.’1487 This perception is reinforced by the DE&S representative 
who believes that there are some organisational areas which are closer ‘People 
in the MB [MOD Main Building, capability staff and centre] is very familiar with 
each other and they are largely drawn from a team of people that know each 
other.’1488 As a consequence, in his view, there would be core and peripheral 
members in the CPG ‘I think there is a core people who knew each other from 
their backgrounds and there is a strong relationship, and there is a sort of 
peripheral one’s outside.’1489 
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When questioned about to what extent the virtual context employed facilitated 
or made more difficult interpersonal relationships, a respondent stated ‘That 
depends on where the desk officer is in his job-cycle.’1490 In his view difficulties 
were related to a process to establish initial relationships ‘The difficulty is when 
they are new, and the first six months has gone into establishing that… that 
trust and going into your piece… that sometimes can be quite fractious [difficult] 
at first.’1491 This process, according to the respondent view, from an S&T point 
of view, sometimes is more difficult because of lack of opportunity in the 
delivery of some expected outcomes and about expectations not fulfilled by 
analysis produced ‘In occasions, it has been difficult to overcome particularly if 
say for whatever reason there has been a miscommunication and analysis may 
be late or hasn’t quite delivered what they thought they would get.’1492 In 
addition, in the R&Ps representative’s view, personal interest in the other 
members of the CPG is necessary to achieve CPG goals ‘If you have personal 
interest in people… you would understand the requirements and issues better… 
it makes the network work.’1493 
Finally, in the view of the DE&S representative, the CPG would work well reliant 
on interpersonal relationships rather than structure ‘I think our CPG actually 
works well, but it’s driven by personal relationships I think, less by structure. 
And is structure what I think should be focusing on more for the future.’1494 
Relationships virtual 
In relation to the influence of the ‘virtual’ nature of interaction between CPG 
members, a member explains that in his view, it is not an obstacle for CPG 
activity ‘My experience is, you can establish very good links between people 
just using the telephone… I don’t find that either e-mail or telephone is a 
problem at all to discuss the sort of things we discuss in the CPG.’1495 However, 
the same respondent argues that face-to-face interaction is irreplaceable to 
achieve a better mutual understanding ‘But actually when you meet for the first 
time, actually talking to them for a couple of months, your understanding of 
them, what they like, and the environment they work in becomes much clearer 
and that affect your relationship… you cant replace the personal contact. I don’t 
think the CPG attempts to. Partly because we are, although we are spread out 
we’re fairly geographically close together.’1496 Although, the interviewee 
emphasise that, in his perspective, to maintain a effective relationship, virtual 
means would suffice provided that roles and responsibilities are well understood 
‘I am finding that to understand what they do reasonably well, I can talk to them 
on the phone usually, or via e-mail. And still have a very effective relationship 
with them. Key to that actually is understanding who does what within the 
organisation. And whose responsibilities are what.’1497 
4.2.2.3 Cluster 3. Interpersonal trust determinants, as perceived by 
individuals 
Peripheral route 
Although the CPG members did not talk about the peripheral route in general, 
they had views about all the determinants considered in the literature reviewed 
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and suggested in this research. Perceptions about the determinants influential 
level varied from one determinant to another, but not dramatically from one 
respondent to another.  
The determinants history and third party information were mentioned as 
relevant in terms of the initial attribution of trust by the User representative ‘I 
think the first and the last in terms of third party information and previous history 
would have an impact on [interpersonal] trust in the TLCM [CPG].’1498 This view 
was shared by another respondent ‘Reputation [History & Third party 
information] really that is very strong.’1499 
The third party information determinant was signalled as the most influential by 
one of the interviewees, ‘This one is very important [third party information]. The 
reputational aspect I think is probably the strongest.’1500 Consistent with theory, 
the respondent associated the influence of this determinant, with initial stages of 
interpersonal relationships development between CPG members ‘third party 
information, I think establishes far more the initial kind of bonds of who you trust 
or not.’1501 
History was a well-understood determinant amongst this CPG’s interviewees. In 
the view of a respondent ‘History would come into it in our previous ability to 
deliver, for instance, on that people’s work.’1502 History was mentioned as an 
influential element by some of the CPG members, and as prominent by one of 
them ‘History … That’s very strong I think, this is probably the strongest 
[history], because, you know him, you already trusted him or not.’1503 However, 
there was a perspective in the sense that it is possible that it can influence 
negatively the initial attribution of interpersonal trust ‘I’ve seen something like 
history, where people have had negative history before, playing a part in the 
relationships that can be quite interesting... ‘1504 
Disposition to trust was mentioned with different perceptions about its level of 
influence. Views ranged from a representative who pointed out that it would not 
be important ‘Disposition… shouldn’t really play a big part’1505; to another who 
believe it should be influential to some extent, ‘Disposition, I think is reasonably 
important to me, where would I trust people or not.’1506; and to, finally, a 
respondent who assign more significance to this determinant, ‘Disposition, I am 
probably tend to be more trusting as a person.’1507 These diverse perceptions 
are not inconsistent with the idea of disposition to trust seen as a personal 
characteristic and, as such playing a part according to the innate personality of 
the CPG members. 
Regarding expectations and depersonalised interpersonal trust determinants, 
rule and role-based factors, where signalled as having low relevance, ‘Role and 
rule… I am less inclined to go along with those.’1508 In the words of another 
respondent role would have small influence ‘Role… I don’t think that’s 
particularly strong.’1509 A similar view was held about rule ‘I don’t think this [rule] 
applies strongly to me, in developing [interpersonal] trust.’1510 Although, 
according to another respondent, he would prefer to have more rule and role 
than perceived ‘What I would prefer… where we should be heading towards is a 
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bit more robust systems of work, evidence-based... rule and role… the 
relationship should be more formalised’1511  
 Category driven information was regarded as more influential than role and rule 
‘Category, I think that certainly that does have an impact. Not perhaps one 
strong as one may suspect... I think this [category] is stronger than this [role & 
rule] I think, particularly if you are working with civil servant’1512 in addition, 
category was associated by a respondent with rule ‘Category comes to my mind 
related to rules because of hierarchy. I just say particularly if you are working 
with civil servants, I think. But not in terms of what grade they are, or what sort 
of civil servant they are [applies to fast stream more than the others].’1513 
Central route 
With the progression of interaction through time, the deliberate assessment of 
members attributes is made possible. In one CPG member’s view ‘In terms of 
developing trust, it’s very much more done based on experience’1514 This view 
was shared between members that mentioned it through the interviews ‘I am a 
firm believer of the central route, having face-to-face built on a process.’1515 
However, a respondent depicted the central route as the lest relevant of the 
routes to form trust ‘I think I form [interpersonal] trust less through the central 
route perhaps than the other two [routes].’1516 
Regarding the relative relevance of the determinants in the central route, there 
were different views. On the one hand, a respondent perceives ability as the 
most influential determinant ‘I think that the first is perceived ability the 
perceived ability to get things done.’1517 In another interviewee’s perspective, 
ability and integrity would be decisive determinants ‘For what we have to 
deliver, it will be about ability and integrity. Ability to deliver the analysis and that 
it is valid and robust. And integrity that we are not going to necessarily give 
them the answer that they want, we give them the answer that is based on the 
evidence that we have got’1518 However, a third CPG member pointed out 
benevolence and integrity as the most important determinants in the central 
route ‘That is quite strong [central route: benevolence and integrity]. So those 
are the key ones that I see in the current…’1519 
Habitual route 
In relation to the habitual route, it was deemed to be highly influential by a 
respondent ‘The process of reports, meetings, and success, resolving issues. 
That’s the habit, that makes it work… So, it’s a process that people can rely on, 
and to know what happens, and where all fits in, where do we need to go that 
means is the habitual route’1520 Although the habitual route is seen as 
contributing to VT work, it would not replace central route determinants ‘For the 
VT to work well, you need to get into that area, the habitual route. But in terms 
of what we need to deliver, then is, it has to do with our ability to deliver and our 
integrity in what it is what we do at the moment.’1521  
As mentioned earlier in ‘Work in the CPG at present’, in Cluster 1 in this case, 
previous knowledge of individuals between CPG members is perceived as a 
facilitating element for the attribution of interpersonal trust ‘I think this is very 
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strong, social bonds and personal identification, because they are all, the core 
members are all from the same cadre.’1522 This aspect would be in another 
respondent view stronger between military members of the CPG ‘Within the 
military the social bonds are important undoubtedly, and the personal 
identification, ‘1523 
Relation between the routes 
First of all, all the routes were found, in the CPG chair’s opinion, running in 
parallel through time ‘In the planning group and all relationships that we have, 
this three [routes] run pretty much in parallel all the time.’1524 However, there 
were different perspectives regarding the extent to what the different routes 
were utilised to build and maintain interpersonal trust. Firstly, a respondent’s 
opinion is that they influence in a similar manner through time ‘If you take it day 
to day there would be one route that is more important than another. … but if 
you take it over a period of time, over a year, obviously all of these have a 
function and are valid. I think they are all even out.’1525 Secondly, in another’s 
interviewee perception, two of the routes, habitual and peripheral, played a role 
with similar relevance ‘A lot of this [the determinants] applies... peripheral and 
habitual route, equal standing.’1526 Thirdly, other CPG member expressed that 
peripheral and central played similar influence, with a minor role for the habitual 
route ‘Slightly less on the habitual route but peripheral and central have an even 
standing over workers within the planning area.’1527 On the other hand, a CPG 
member stated that the habitual route, after the influence of peripheral and 
habitual cues, played the most significant role in this regard, ‘habitual route… 
you have to go on, and then experience makes it an habit… this is the strongest 
[habitual route], very strong in forming trust. Once you’ve developed this 
framework [peripheral and habitual route], I think it becomes habitual and it has 
particularly worked with email kind of thing.’1528  
Furthermore, for some CPG members third party information and history 
(peripheral route) would underpin early interpersonal trust attribution; further on, 
ability (central route) supersedes the peripheral cues ‘In initial stages people 
would work on the basis of what other people have been informed about such 
as a person [third party information]. Whether they are good player, efficient, 
deliver the goods. That helps, fashion your initial view of them. And it is your 
previous history also. Very quickly after that… comes down to well, actually 
what are they like, what they can deliver [ability].’1529 In addition, in the User 
representative view, the central route (through ability) and the habitual route 
(through social bonds) would exert influence in this regard ‘Providing that you 
have a professional bond [Ability], and you have the social bond, then that’s part 
of the process is that common understanding, what’s the plan, what’s the 
process, what’s we are trying to achieve.’1530 Finally, in the opinion of the User 
representative, role and rule (peripheral route) are related somehow to the 
central route to build and maintain trust ‘I think this [role and rule] is aligned to 
the central route in many ways’1531 
In this Cluster 3, CPG members part of Case 3 presented views about all the 
determinants associated with the peripheral route, expressing different views, 
giving pre-eminence to history and third party information. Subsequently, when 
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addressing the central route, opposite views were depicted as to the central 
route would be the most or the least relevant to form interpersonal trust. Finally, 
the habitual route was depicted as highly influential, although it would not 
replace determinants acting through the central route. In summary, according to 
the CPG members, the routes played a role in building and maintaining 
interpersonal trust. However, there is no complete agreement about the level of 
influence of the different routes and their determinants. 
4.2.2.4 Cluster 4. Existence or non-existence of issues, regarding 
interpersonal trust   
Perceptions about issues regarding interpersonal trust reflected different ideas. 
First, in one respondent’s view, there weren’t issues related to the central route 
‘I do not see any specific challenges within the central route.’1532 In his view, 
there would be a challenge to allow the different members contribute in a similar 
manner ‘That’s probably the principal challenge. Making sure that has social 
equality and making sure that everybody has an even voice within the planning 
side.’1533 Another interviewee, who perceives himself as not being a member of 
the closer community of the capability area of the CPG, sees a certain degree 
of reluctance of incorporating ‘outsiders’ to activity ‘there is a tension there, as 
to whether or not you have outsiders like me.’1534 
Civil-Military differences 
An issue raised by the Chair of the CPG was about differences between military 
and civilian members. On the one hand, he mentioned that civilians add a 
positive element of balance to CPG activity, bringing in perspectives that 
complement each other ‘We have in the CPG [people] from different 
backgrounds… civil versus military, there is undoubtedly a difference now when 
it comes to planning groups that is probably very positive… it provides the 
requisite balance, they would probably consider other elements that maybe the 
military will disregard because they are quite goal focus’1535 On the other hand, 
the respondent depicts a negative perception about civil servants as being too 
much driven by bureaucratic aspects ‘Challenges can be primarily in the 
habitual route… by the civilian-military sile, again it is probably, if I take it in a 
negative way to start of with. The military will often regard civilian counterparts 
as sloppy [not diligent], intransigent, pop down in bureaucracy.’1536 In the end, 
the interviewee alludes a need to overcome prejudices to perform better ‘I think 
within the habitual route we are almost talking about breaking down prejudices 
as much as anything …Breaking down those tribal bits, I think that opens the 
flow of communication and reception to ideas as well. ‘1537 
4.2.2.5 Cluster 5. Existence or non-existence of risks beyond interpersonal 
relationships, regarding interpersonal trust. 
Perceptions about this kind of risk reflected diverse ideas recognising the 
existence of diverse exogenous elements that can influence interpersonal 
relationships. First, a respondent recognised that there are external factors 
influencing interpersonal trust, although he struggled to elaborate on one of 
them ‘There are outside factors influencing people but what they are… I can’t 
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see any in particular that influence our CPG.’1538 In addition, another 
respondent mentioned two potential risks ‘There are personal ambitions, there 
are pressures from outside via the, maybe single service pressure, lobbying 
from industry through DE&S.’1539 Second, the CPG Chair’s view is that the 
mentioned kind of risk has a low level of influence on interpersonal trust ‘I would 
like to think that only affect planning on the periphery [risks beyond 
interpersonal relationships…].’1540 Although his perception agrees with other 
CPG member, arguing that there are a number of factors than can exert 
influence ‘There is circumstances at a time and there are so many of this things 
that can affect… let’s say that this is also to be affected by the length of time 
somebody is in a job which again is different in the civilian side, we do 2, 2.5 
years maybe three at the push, the civilians might be in the same job for five 
years … does that affect their approach to risk? I suggest it does.’1541 
Furthermore, the Chair mentioned that he doesn’t manage these risks ‘I don’t 
manage this [risks beyond interpersonal relationships…] in any manner, 
subconsciously we manage it all the time, selfish versus altruistic behaviour.’1542 
Third, in the opinion of the R&Ps representative, there is an aspect that 
gravitates in terms of interpersonal relationships, because of one of the 
characteristics of the work environment in the MOD ‘The biggest one is the 
framework you work in the MOD which is quite compartmentalised and quite 
divisive at times.’1543 
Possible promotion 
Three members of the CPG mentioned the prospect for further promotion as a 
potential source of risk with contrary views. All of them were in-service officers. 
On the one hand, a respondent rejected the idea that career aspects would play 
a part ‘I don’t think the career aspect drives [influences interpersonal 
relationships between CPG members].’1544 Conversely, another member 
maintained that it influenced CPG activity, particularly if the individual is close to 
change appointment ‘It is another element if we are working in a given 
appointment… you react quite differently early on in your tour to what you might 
do towards the end you know, maybe you are coasting [just doing the minimum] 
because you are thinking on your next job or actually when you would have 
taken a bold decision that’s better not to go further because it can affect my 
next appointment.’1545 The DE&S representative pointed out that in small 
capability area communities, individuals are conscious that is likely that the 
inter-equals relationship in a CPG can change in the future, for a superior-
subordinate relationship ‘In the CPG everybody comes from the same cadre… 
you know the guy above you is going to be your future boss.’1546 
Financial situation 
One of the interviewees mentioned this element as a risk ‘the financial situation 
to one extent,’1547 Furthermore, another respondent, the User representative, 
elaborated about financial constraints that are setting tight saving objectives on 
CPGs ‘I can’t say I have seen anything out of the ordinary or beyond what you’d 
expect; the center, specially, the other resources and capability staffs are driven 
by resource issues, they attempt to save money, but it is quite clear that where 
they are coming from they’ve been given challenges and targets’1548 
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Difficulty to operationalise priorities in terms of capabilities 
The CPG is seen as bringing together different views ‘The CPG sort of 
encompasses people who represent those views whether that is a money view, 
a capability view, a single service view, whether a DE&S view. And I think 
understanding that, that structure, is probably the key one.’1549 Furthermore, the 
respondent hesitates to understand differences with the existence of single 
service agendas ‘Different priorities and single service agenda. I don’t know if 
it’s the same one, or there are two different risks’1550 In this regard, 
interpersonal relationships are perceived as an element that helps to surmount 
the diverging priorities of CPG members ‘Different priorities is a risk, in a large 
extent it is overcome by the interpersonal relationships.’1551 
The S&T representative relegates the relevance of further promotion influencing 
interpersonal relationships. In his view, the salient aspect would be the 
conflicting priorities between the views represented in the CPG ‘In terms of 
things like people looking for their next job or looking for… or promotion… I 
haven’t seen that myself. But it would be more about… protecting or defending 
or pushing forward capabilities and people having different priorities, and those 
priorities conflicting with each other, within the group.’1552 Moreover, the 
struggle of different priorities is understood as the expression of interests to 
gain financial resources and direct them according to particular priorities 
‘Defence funding…. So, from a CPG perspective, different people get asked 
different questions, probably in different ways. Which can then lead to… 
different parts pulling in different ways. So, there will be a lack of trust where 
one part of the CPG is pulling the capability to another part, for instance take 
the money from one program which might be somebody’s pet programme and 
move it somewhere else, or even delete it all.’1553 
Sub-organisational (single service) agendas 
The CPG Chair acknowledges the existence of external factors related to 
‘tribes’ ‘There are always different loyalties, respect for tribal loyalties, this is a 
constant problem that I have; I work for a joint organisation.’1554 Another 
member points out to this kind of interest as an element with strong influence 
‘Single service agendas in the MOD are just rampant… I think this is the one 
that dominates. In term of trust is this [single service agenda], because is really 
divisive.’1555 In the words of another CPG member ‘Probably we are too single-
service focused, and we are probably too xxx [CPG’s capability area] focused, 
and that could be a risk.’1556 
Also, the fact that the services HQs are not represented formally in the CPGs is 
seen as a cause for pressures from the services to the CPG members ‘The 
CPG doesn’t have formally a member of the Air Staff there. Which is why we, 
where we end up offering the single service view, or moderating it,’1557 Those 
agendas would be pushed tangentially to the CPG ‘I think this is a big risk 
[single service agendas]… that’s within the CPG is mitigated by the fact they 
are not in it formally, and so actually the risk is that single service agenda is 
pushed outside the CPG construct.’1558 This is exemplified by another member 
of the CPG ‘A number of times I get called up to by RAF masters to say ‘You 
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are selling our standard - we are losing capability’ We do probably and in all 
directions.’1559  
However, the User representative underlines that in this context his function is 
to enforce the user perspective ‘As the User representative, at the CPG it’s 
entirely right and proper, that I go to the CPGs to put the user point of view 
forwards as to what’s our understanding what defence requires so pushing the 
user position.’1560 
Sharing and exposing information 
In the view of one of the interviewees, there are people who manage much 
more information that other, thus having a clearer perspective ‘This is a risk 
actually, between the Centre, the MOD, particularly where we know what’s 
going on much more than other people do. And other people who are not been 
given very much information and probably unaware in quite much detail of the 
financial situation.’1561 
4.2.3 Capability Planning Group 3 
In the Case 3, one of the CPG members sits in another CPG, in the same 
capability area. His views allowed to show occasionally, the CPG considered 
(CPG 3) in comparison to another CPG with some differential characteristics. 
The other CPG is identified as CPG B in the narrative of this case. In any case, 
the views of all the members of the CPG were organised grouping the data 
gathered in the cluster and themes already sketched in Figure 4-3. 
4.2.3.1 Cluster 1. Perception about performance 
Work in the CPG at present 
Perceptions about performance of the CPG were related to what were deemed 
positive, neutral and negative connotation views. Positive perspectives alluded 
major clarity, that the capability planning process is improving, and a 
comparison to another CPG located in the same capability area 
From the outset, the CPG is seen as a mean that provides better clarity in 
capability planning activity ‘There is greater clarity on the purpose of the CPG, 
its role in the planning space, and I think the whole process of TLCM.’1562 
Moreover, in the view of another CPG member, it is a forum for effective 
stakeholders engagement ‘the CPG is on now working is a real good example 
of stakeholder engagement and having a shared set of desired outcomes’1563, 
and to exchange the different perspectives brought in capability planning ‘I see 
it as a very useful forum for exchanging views and coming up with ideas, 
thoughts were head on [facing] capability planning for the future.’1564 
Another idea is about what would be a steady state of improvement of capability 
planning as an activity ‘it’s getting better; it’s starting from a new way of doing 
business’1565. This is elaborated by another CPG member ‘The CPG was [is] 
improving as a body, because it’s now focusing as a mean to managing 
capability risk and consider risk mitigation, and do a better gap analysis to 
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identify shortfalls. And instead of just being a talking shop, it’s now become 
more of an action orientated organisation… either pass the risk up to the CMG, 
or deal with it.’1566 In addition, the use of CPGs was pointed out as a more 
useful approach to address the existence of vested interests amongst the MUC 
members ‘areas that have vested interests in what the outcomes are … that 
works far better under the new CPG construct that ever did before’1567 
As already mentioned, there is a CPG member who participates in another CPG 
as well. In his view, this CPG is a successful decision making body ‘In xxx [CPG 
3] we’ve achieved a real unified customer that takes decisions together.’1568 The 
reasons for that view were mentioned as ‘The xxx [CPG 3], I would have held it 
up as an example really. It was very good, understanding risks, performing well, 
communicating the decisions with each other prior to getting together that want 
to be discussed, discussing it. Coming to a decision that you believe people 
would going to go and do something about it.’1569 In the respondent’s opinion, 
this good performance is related to a perceived effort to gather the perspectives 
of all the members of the CPG at the outset ‘xxx [CPG 3]… have worked 
incredibly hard to gather the thoughts and concerns, and needs of the other 
members of the MUC... because their needs have been gathered in the first 
place they tend to behave a lot better in terms of being part of it.’1570 
Respondents’ perceptions comparing CPGs and addressing affordability issues 
were deemed of a neutral connotation. 
The respondent that is in a position to compare two related CPGs stated that 
both CPGs are very dissimilar ‘The two CPGs that I am part of, they both they 
do perform very differently.’1571 The CPG that we are looking at, in this case, 
works towards a straightforward capability planning area and service, members 
belong to a small cadre which would reduce room for potential conflict ‘the xxx 
[CPG planning] area… is entirely focused on the xxx [CPG’s capability area 
service] and is only populated with xxx [CPG’s capability area service] people 
and, so … there isn’t a conflict’ 1572 Conversely, the other CPG covers a broader 
spectrum and has had staffing issues, being less auspicious ‘xxx [CPG B]… 
partly because of staffing issues and partly because of the fact that they cover a 
much broader spectrum, we’ve been less successful in gathering these 
needs’1573 Furthermore, in his view the difference in performance is due to 
‘small’ causes ‘What for me have been relatively small causes has led to a quite 
a massively different levels of performance in those two CPGs. And I would say 
that it is behavioural, and is about [interpersonal] trust.’1574 These ideas about 
the two different CPGs expressed by the interviewee were presented as the 
explanation for differences in performance ‘I think xxx [CPG 3] has come a long 
way in the last eighteen months, whereas xxx [CPG B] has stayed very 
steadily… very flat line.’1575 
In another respondent’s view, the scope of affordability issues has blocked the 
benefits of capability planning in terms of CPGs potential ‘They are forum with 
real potential but they’ve been inevitably never really delivered all the potential 
because we’ve never really got to an affordable position.’1576, and in terms of 
improvements in clarity mentioned by another respondent ‘I think, in essence, 
we have made progress in clarity. But, we’re not been able to deliver all of the 
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benefits, because we never had any stability.’1577. This situation also is seen as 
making room for the return of behaviours where decisions would be made by 
only a reduced circle of people ‘The CPGs started to move in the right direction. 
I think the problem we have… the new term funding crisis… a small cadre of 
people think about what you need to do in order to get back to an affordable 
position.’1578 
Regarding perceptions with negative connotation about performance in the 
CPG; ideas about excessive bureaucracy, excessive cross over and the 
availability of time to perform duties related to CPG activity were enunciated. 
Finally, a comparison of some aspects between two different CPGs is 
elaborated by one interviewee. 
In the User representative view, there would be too much process ‘I think that 
now there is too much process. Quite often, there is an obvious solution, or 
there is an obvious way ahead should we say.’1579. Thus, in his view, there is 
room for the capability planning approach to be streamlined ‘it can be faster, 
tightened [drawn or stretched so as to be tense] and there are too many 
stakeholders to some extent.’1580. From the respondent’s perspective, some of 
the other stakeholders should be incorporated later on this process ‘CPG 
should really be looking at the capability. Working at what solution would be 
with a minimum number of agencies and then, once the solutions have been 
identified, the way ahead has been identified, that’s when they open up across 
all the DLoDs to a much wider audience and then bring their inputs in to 
develop.’1581 
Another aspect is the extent to which capability planning takes an holistic 
approach from the outset ‘… there is too much cross over certainly… We have 
got too far, we have got completely far, we have got all these different… is so 
joint it doesn’t make sense, it’s all mixed up, doesn’t make sense.’1582 
Further, the availability of time to perform CPG activities is deemed insufficient 
‘… the degree to which people arrive prepared… Because people are quite 
busy, generally speaking, they may not be even prepared to the meeting they 
may not turn up properly focused.’1583 In addition, the dynamics of activity 
allows for the CPG to ‘capture’ what is happening in capability planning terms 
‘because work at desk-level is fast moving… the CPG really just captures what 
has been done and endorses it.’1584 
In the case of the respondent who sits also in another related CPG, named 
CPG B, some behaviours observed in that related CPG are described. First, the 
perception of lack of endorsement to the ‘unified customer’ idea ‘In xxx [CPG B] 
we have got a CPG that is chaired by Cap, and run by Cap, and is seen as 
being a Cap business.’1585 Then the view that meetings would follow a rigid 
pattern ‘The CPG meetings [CPG B] tend to be dominated by Cap, 
broadcasting to a room full of people, with ten minutes for discussion at the 
end.’1586 Moreover, the respondent argues that the recurrent absence of some 
CPG members to the meetings would undermine the CPG’s ability to make 
effective decisions ‘A lot of the time I see deputies that have been sent to the 
CPG [CPG B] meetings, rather than the member themselves, and it doesn’t 
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make decisions in any way near to an effective way.’1587 Furthermore, and in 
coherence with the view expressed by the respondent related to a lack of trust 
in CPG B, the respondent compares both CPGs ‘In xxx [CPG B]… you didn’t 
believe that people would [be] going to go and actually do what they are saying 
they are going to do. Whereas, on the xxx [CPG 3]… we have very good people 
in there.’1588 
Work in capability planning as it was performed in the past 
As in previous cases, some members avoided expressing views about how 
capability planning was performed in previous models or to make a comparison 
with present activity arguing lack of antecedents to do that ‘I Can’t compare with 
the past, because this is the first time I have ever, had to deal with it’1589  
The perceptions expressed by interviewees had to do with a less 
comprehensive forum used previously to plan capability ‘Old CWGs had a 
reputation of being briefing shops… The decision making and the planning was 
really done in a very small forum out with the meeting.’1590; and with a less 
structured nature of previous approaches to capability planning activity 
‘previously was a little bit more unbound… and now we are learning to use the 
system’1591 
Virtual work 
The R&Ps representative mentioned the weakness of using the VTC technology 
to work on CPG matters ‘VTC is convenient but actually we all know that 
generally people at the other end of the VTC aren’t paying totally much 
attention.’1592 
Face-to-face work 
The User representative argued that the complex nature of the topics covered in 
CPG work require face-to-face interaction frequently ‘But quite often with the 
CPG you have to meet face-to-face, because… possibly because it is so 
complex, there are so many different factors to take into account that you can’t 
get away from meeting people face-to-face’1593 Furthermore, in another 
respondent’s opinion, face-to-face interaction offer advantages in clarity to deal 
with CPG activity ‘You usually get far greater clarity or you can discuss 
something face-to-face rather than in an email or then the telephone.’1594  
Work organisation 
A number of views were coded under the work organisation heading. Firstly, in 
the opinion of the DE&S representative, the number of processes is 
considerable ‘The totality of all of our processes is quite a big overhead on a 
small equipment program.’1595 Secondly, another respondent, mentioned that 
the scope of the responsibilities of CPGs can be at or over a sensible limit ‘I 
think xxx [CPG 3] stayed at a size that was just about manageable for me, xxx 
[CPG B] is too big.’1596  
Other ideas depicted were that enabling capability planning areas have more 
potential for conflict between the different environments, that is the services that 
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concur to it ‘some of the areas particularly the enabling functions, because they 
cover all the environments there is inevitably going to be layers of conflict within 
that’1597 Also, the R&P representative stated that majority of his work is 
performed with people from one organisational area, the Capability area ‘The 
bulk of my work, I would say, in terms of capability discussion is done in this 
building with the people on the second floor. Very little with DE&S.’1598 
4.2.3.2 Cluster 2. Nature of the interpersonal relationships 
Relationships 
The CPG Chair, because of a commonality of objectives, regarded 
interpersonal relationships as very good. Moreover, this idea would be 
reinforced, in his view, because the members belong to a similar rank level 
(OF5) ‘they are pretty good because they are all aiming at the same thing, they 
are all at the same level… the chairman of the CPG is slightly dominant above 
the other members of the MUC but each have an equal voice.’1599 Probably 
related to the already mentioned context of straightforward capability planning 
area covered by the CPG, two of the military members of the CPG expressed 
that they were well acquainted with people in the capability planning area ‘I tend 
to find regardless of the job I go to, I will always know a high proportion of the 
people that I am working with.’1600 This level of personal knowledge is also 
mentioned together with a level of interpersonal trust present in the capability 
planning area covered ‘There is a strong degree of trust and all of the players 
tend to know each other quite well.’1601 
In the CPG Chair’s view, the CPG approach is sound, but it relies on the CPG 
members to engage and perform ‘I think the principles work very well. But, at 
the end of the day, is down to the CPG leader or chair, and CPG members, to 
engage with the other members. I think that the construct is there and is 
sound.’1602 In addition, in another member’s perspective, is easier to maintain 
interpersonal relationships when members are collocated ‘It’s much easier to 
maintain a relationship when you are collocated.’1603 These two views are 
coherent with the User representative’s opinion, who argues that there must be 
a balance between collocated and virtual work ‘it’s a careful balance, there is 
role of the virtual working, but you’ve got to have that face-to-face time as 
well.’1604 
Regarding ‘types’ of members that can be found in a CPG, an interviewee 
characterises two or three types of members ‘There are three different types of 
members in the CPG. You’ve got the military staff, you’ve got the civilians, and 
you then have the Cap Chair, who may or may not be one of the other two 
groups.’1605 In this context, services personnel would have a preeminent set 
‘Military members tend to lead, and have more of… peripheral-type relationship, 
having known each other and work with each other before… civilian members 
less so.’1606 Moreover, the respondent makes a difference considering the roles 
of the members, ‘We really have 3 tiers, I think, within the CPG. We’ve got the 
Chair, we’ve got the other 3 members, and then you’ve got S&T.’1607 
Furthermore, the respondent argued that the CPG Chair has to have a 
coordinating role ‘Cap Chair, from my view, should just be the person who’s 
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controlling, running the meeting, they are just an equal member of the MUC that 
happens to be chairing a meeting. So, I think, more than ever, a lot of it comes 
down to individual personalities.’1608 
When comparing the CPG to another CPG a respondent characterises the CPG 
members as part of a closely related community ‘The xxx [CPG 3], it’s a more 
focused area, … And they do have lots to do with each other, outside just the 
CPG business.’1609 Conversely, the other CPG is regarded as the other way 
around ‘Whereas the xxx [CPG B] team, one or two of them do, but not 
greatly’1610 One of the reasons mentioned behind this difference would be the 
amount of people involved in the two different capability planning areas. In the 
case of CPG B, ‘it is too many people… as such it remains much less, much 
less personal, they tend to come together for a meeting and disappear to do 
their business again.’1611 Further, the respondent argues that this situation 
poses a barrier that slows down the development of interpersonal relationships; 
although in the respondent’s view, increased interaction could, potentially, bring 
further negative effects as well ‘People that see each other outside of the CPG 
develop relationships faster than people that doesn’t see each other. But I think 
that has strengths and weaknesses, because it brings prejudices with it as 
well.’1612 
Relationships virtual 
According to a respondent, virtual teamwork in the CPG context has a place 
‘there is a definite role for the virtual working’1613 Similarly, in another 
interviewee’s perspective, technology and travel are not an issue for CPG 
purposes ‘With technology communications, is very easy to pick up the phone, 
or send an email or travel. Because we are not that widely spaced’1614 
Furthermore, the use of CPG ‘team sites’ is seen as a straightforward mean to 
keep information flowing between the members ‘I think is very straightforward to 
keep the information flow going and again with shared team sites and all the 
rest’1615  
Regarding views deemed of neutral connotation, a respondent pointed out what 
in his view would be a weakness of utilising virtual means, when it comes to 
understanding complex issues, ‘if you do rely on the sort of virtual workspace, 
there is no guarantee that people understand what is being said… possibly 
because it is so complex, there are so many different factors to take into 
account’1616 Following the same idea, another respondent argued that ‘It works 
OK, but it’s not as effective as everyone being in the same place.’1617 Moreover, 
the  lack of collocation would slow down activity and communication flows 
‘People who aren’t geographically collocated … get to engage later than would 
otherwise have… because an awful lot of communication flows informally, 
rather than through formal networks.’1618 Furthermore, the personal 
commitments are also affected by physical separation ‘Other thing is that 
working in a VT… you committed personally to somebody to do something is 
often weakened slightly being over a distance.’1619 
Another CPG member stated that peripheral cues that can help to attribute 
interpersonal trust can be picked from written production ‘You can judge people 
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not just by meeting them, you can also judge people by what they write, how 
they write it.’1620 
4.2.3.3 Cluster 3. Interpersonal trust determinants, as perceived by 
individuals 
Peripheral route 
In this CPG the peripheral route was asserted as highly influential in terms of 
building interpersonal trust. ‘Peripheral [route], is predominant... And most will 
have historical knowledge of the individual’1621 In addition, in another 
respondent’s view, there would be a ‘baseline’ of trust, because of peripheral 
cues ‘they have interpersonal relationships which have been developed for over 
many years, so there is a baseline of trust that exists, that the system wouldn’t 
have put them in the position they are if they weren’t good people and worthy of 
being there.’1622 Though, the use of the peripheral route is signalled as stronger 
between military members of the CPG ‘With the civilian, the peripheral piece is 
probably not so strong… in my experience that’s not a problem if someone is 
really capable.’1623 
Regarding the third party information determinant, there were different views. 
On the one hand, according to the S&T representative, it is seen as exerting 
influence frequently ‘I think really that third party information in our community, 
in the xxx [CPG’s] community is often present. Probably more often than 
not.’1624 Although, in the view of the respondent, the process of this kind of 
information is dependent on the perception of the receptor of the information 
‘The third party information really depends on the recipient of the 
information.’1625. Conversely, for one CPG member, the User representative, it 
doesn’t play a role at all ‘The third party information, I always put it to one side, I 
ignore it, I always form my own view.’1626 
In terms of the history determinant, in an interviewee opinion, consistent with 
other expressions listened to, it would play a role amongst military and civilians 
as well ‘History plays quite a bit part. And it’s not just with the military guys, 
because civilians with a background in xxx [CPG’s capability planning area] 
tend to move around the xxx [CPG’s capability planning area] environment as 
well…  you do pick up with people who have worked together, and therefore is 
good thing. But, you also come up with people that have worked together and is 
a very bad thing.’1627 Moreover, the idea that it can play both ways, thus against 
building interpersonal trust is reiterated ‘It can be hindrance [difficulty] if 
somebody that you have particularly difficult history with.’1628 
Another view gathered was that history, role and rule would be the relevant 
determinants for the CPG ‘I think that really in the peripheral part you are talking 
about history, rule and role.’1629 Though, in the perception of the same 
respondent, role and rule should have a less important influence ‘I think that 
rule and role plays quite a big part at the moment, more than it should.’1630 
Furthermore, in another respondent view, it would be role the dominant 
determinant, with the other peripheral determinants playing a minor role ‘I think 
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role [determinant that stand out of the others in the peripheral route], history; 
and the others I think… play a part‘1631  
Central route 
The central route was indicated as influential ‘A lot depends on this perception 
piece here, the central route’1632, or highly influential ‘I think in the central route I 
think is extremely important.’1633, by different CPG members. Moreover, it was 
argued that this determinant can play both ways ‘The central route is also 
important… equally, trust can be lost here’1634 This idea of trust fragility is 
elaborated by another respondent, together with expressing an idea in the 
sense that when civilians are involved, or in a joint environment, the central 
route gains more significance ‘the fact of the absence of any agenda, the ability 
to be really objective and integrity is picked up very quickly… in the joint 
environment or where there are civilians involved in what is largely military 
business, the central route become all important… And the potential for 
misunderstanding is also much greater.’1635 In addition, a respondent’s view is 
that the central route determinants are assumed, to some extent, based on 
peripheral cues, ‘Ability benevolence and integrity is important but it’s almost 
taken as read in that the xxx [CPG’s capability area service] wouldn’t have 
promoted them to OF5 unless they have the highest ability, integrity, reliability, 
resilience’1636 
Regarding the influence of the central route’s determinants, ability and integrity 
were mentioned as the most relevant determinants ‘I am not so sure about 
benevolence, but I think ability and integrity, absolutely fundamental factors in 
the work of the CPG’1637 Furthermore, these determinants would be reinforced 
over time ‘The central route, my view of someone’s ability, their attitude, their 
integrity is first and foremost, and that’s reinforced by over time seeing how the 
relationship works.’1638  
For another CPG member, it is integrity the most important determinant ‘The 
first one is the perceived integrity... That if I say something, you know, in the 
CPG, that is exactly what I would say outside of the CPG.’1639 Although, for 
another respondent, integrity is presumed and evidence about its absence 
would be critical in losing trust quickly ‘Integrity is presumed, and I think, if it’s 
tested and found wanting is an express route to lose trust, but I don’t think 
necessarily is critical in gaining... the presumption is that, particularly in the 
military, people will have integrity.’1640 Furthermore, the same respondent 
argued that ability would be presumed as well ‘Ability… you can presume they 
are able until prove otherwise.’1641 
Although benevolence is perceived as an interpersonal trust determinant 
‘Benevolence… engenders quite a lot of positive feeling and trust towards and 
individual.’1642, its weigh would be minor compared to ability and integrity ‘So 
that really is about integrity and ability, I think. Benevolence to some extent’1643 
Or in another respondent words, it would be the less relevant determinant ‘the 
least important [determinant in the central route] I would say perceived 
benevolence’1644  
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Finally, regarding the central route, there was a view that wasn’t able to 
discriminate about the determinants level of influence ‘In terms of building 
trust… I am not sure if any stand out’1645 
Habitual route 
In terms of the habitual route, a respondent’s view was that it does not come 
into play very often ‘In a very small number of instances I do think the habitual 
[route] really comes to play, because there are a lot of acquaintances in the 
military’1646 Similarly, it was another interviewee’s opinion that social bonds and 
personal identification wouldn’t play a big part and  that this route viability would 
be reliant on the members of the team’s characteristics ‘The habitual piece… it 
could [influence], it just depends on the team, I don’t think social bonds and 
personal identification is huge.’1647 
Relation between the routes 
From the outset, a CPG member’s view was that all of the determinants are 
applicable in the CPG context ‘I can see all of these [interpersonal trust 
determinants]… I think they are all perfectly applicable.’1648 A similar view was 
expressed by another respondent in a more elaborated answer ‘They all 
[interpersonal trust determinants in the CPG context] apply in this context, they 
all do to a lesser or greater extent… From the peripheral ones there to the once 
you’ve met and establish relationships with others… I would say it [if CPGs tend 
to get to the habitual route] varies with personalities; it varies with the level of 
interaction that is needed across CPGs’1649 Furthermore, interaction was 
deemed to be fundamental to achieve interpersonal trust in the CPG context 
‘there are many factors and most of those that are the intellectual piece apply, 
but I think the most important piece is the social and interaction of equals that 
has happened at different levels’1650 
4.2.3.4 Cluster 4. Existence or non-existence of issues, regarding 
interpersonal trust   
Differing views were expressed regarding issues in the CPG. On the one hand, 
a member argued the inexistence of issues ‘There have been no issues, no 
problems with trust’1651 Conversely, another interviewee highlighted issues such 
as single services influence, financial aspects, and different priorities, as part of 
normality in the broad organisational setting ‘All the other examples [single 
service influence; management of information; financial aspects; difference in 
priorities: S&T, Support, services] are, I think, normal, normal business to some 
extent.’1652 
The notion of trust fragility is depicted by a respondent, ‘You have to retain 
trust… it takes a lifetime to build a good reputation and one minute to lose it,’1653 
Single service agendas and different priorities between organisational 
areas 
Single service agendas are perceived as an issue affecting interpersonal trust 
between CPG members. In a respondent’s words, ‘All those factors 
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[interpersonal trust determinants] play to that.…  to the perspective brought by 
the different services’1654 Similarly, and related, different priorities between 
organisational areas would impact CPG activity. 
From the outset, a CPG member regarded the existence of single service 
agendas as an issue ‘I think the single service influence is a great one 
[issue].’1655 Furthermore, single service agendas were mentioned as inherent to 
any joint environment ‘If it is a joint project, there will always be single service 
influence. And even if you are in a joint job, I think, we always end up wearing 
our own uniform.’1656 Although, in another respondent’s view, this is not always 
clearly evident ‘In joint areas… Where people are not playing in a truly joint 
fashion… They are, or you believe they are, operating to another authority’1657 
In terms of CPG activity, it is acknowledged as an influential element distorting 
occasionally discussions ‘It’s very, very interesting to see that occasionally you 
get discussions, that are clearly being driven from the xxx [CPG’s capability 
area service]  agenda, rather than focusing on the activity that you are there to 
manage’1658  
In terms of different priorities between organisational areas, in the view of a 
respondent, it encompasses more than the services influence ‘Different 
priorities will always be the case, especially when you are coming across such a 
broad spectrum of the business.’1659 This idea is elaborated by another 
respondent who highlights some organisational areas which would represent 
different priorities ‘Each of these three areas… [DE&S, support; DSTL, 
research; Services, the FLCs], would have different priorities, would have 
different pressures, would have different agendas.’1660 In addition, in another 
respondent’s view, different priorities can emerge from individual perceptions 
‘Different priorities absolutely, one member’s priority might be to have a new 
gun, whereas someone else’s priority is to have a new pump.’1661 
The issue addressing different priorities between different organisational areas 
was further elaborated by a CPG member. In one interviewee’s view, it is 
important to understand the initial standpoint of other members ‘Within the CPG 
you have to understand the positions, the starting position of each member of 
the CPG.’1662 In this regard, in the words of a CPG member, it is necessary to 
identify people with different perspectives ‘Identify who are people who think the 
same way as you and you actually need to focus on the ones that actually 
don’t.’1663 Afterwards, in the respondent’s view, what appears to be relevant is 
what can be done to make other people converge to the individual’s particular 
position. Consequently, the openness of the CPG members is salient to allow 
this convergent effort ‘What you do to … alter the way they are thinking, the 
process that they are going through … So, I think, the main thing is right up 
front, I want to know what the people think about.’1664 In the end, it appears as 
fundamental to present the different positions in a straightforward manner ‘So, I 
think being open, and say right, this is how we want to do it.’1665 Furthermore, in 
another respondent’s view, what is perceived as a factor weakening the 
effectiveness of CPG activity is lacking the openness mentioned ‘Somebody 
coming, appearing to support it and actually trying to undermine i.e. dig a hole 
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under it because they have something, some other project that they consider to 
be more important.’1666 
Finally, in another CPG member’s view, what is important would be to 
overcome organisational rivalries, and to foster trust is ‘To understand what is 
actually required, what is policy compliant. All have got to understand and follow 
the strategic position.’1667 
Withholding information 
Some respondents perceived withholding information as an issue. In one 
respondent view ‘Information withholding is, I am not saying any real aspect in a 
CPG. But it can be one of the single most damaging things.’1668 Similarly, 
another respondent qualifies it as a main issue ‘The primary one is definitely 
people who withhold information.’1669 
In practical terms, withholding information is understood, in an interviewee’s 
view as ‘The degree to which people are open… when information is declared 
late, and people aren’t properly consulted.’1670 It could cover information of 
different nature ‘Behaviours where people squirrel [to store or hide] money 
away, put the money away or don’t declare things.’1671 Moreover, it is perceived, 
in another respondent’s view, as a manner to protect an activity or resource to 
be withdrawn ‘I think the bad behaviour is almost encouraged by the system. 
And if you can avoid revealing your full hand, and avoid revealing the full extent 
of your project, then it may help protect it.’1672 Furthermore, an example is given 
by the DE&S representative, being defensive against the R&P people ‘There is 
a concern… when you’re worried about what the centre could do to you, so you 
tend to keep your information quite close hold.’1673 
Financial resources 
Although tangentially, financial resources was signalled by a respondent as an 
issue regarding interpersonal trust ‘I think finance, resources. Because there is 
little money or no money.’1674 
Rotation 
An additional issue was depicted by one interviewee about the high rate of 
rotation in posts for military officers ‘They have not been the same five heads 
for two years, there has been rotation through.’1675 This situation of members 
rotation is signalled as an element diminishing performance of the CPGs ‘The 
continuity thing… you often find that if you are only meeting quarterly, you might 
find that every second or third meeting somebody has changed… And I think 
that has quite a big impact on the performance the CPG could ever have.’1676 
Training 
Another aspect qualified as an issue by a respondent was the ‘introduction’ 
process of new members to capability planning activity ‘There has been some 
practical issues to do with people learning how the group is formed and what is 
required of it’1677. In particular, for people new to capability planning, they go 
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through a learning process initially ‘For a new person coming in that hasn’t been 
involved in it before there is a learning route to go through.’1678 
4.2.3.5 Cluster 5. Existence or non-existence of risks beyond interpersonal 
relationships, regarding interpersonal trust. 
The existence of exogenous factors having some bearing on interpersonal trust 
in the CPG is recognised and also pointed out as a source of influential 
elements ‘The biggest pressures of the CPG are always going to be 
external.’1679 Furthermore, in another interviewee’s view, although sometimes 
CPG members could have the intention to develop the best solution ‘I think, the 
CPGs tend to be can-do organisations, they want to come to the right 
answer’1680; it is not always possible ‘Just because it’s the right thing to do, 
doesn’t mean that we all succeed in doing it.’1681 
Regarding a classification of this sort of risks, in a CPG member’s perspective, 
different perspectives could be assumed when categorising influential factors ‘I 
suppose you can categorise that in a number of ways’1682. Furthermore, 
according to another respondent, ‘external pressures’ could originate in financial 
aspects as well as the influence of the services ‘The problems come when … 
that is … those are those external pressures which are inevitably financial. 
Sometimes they will be, ah, doctrinal… [sort of single service pressure]… but 
usually financial, in this day-and-age.’1683 
Respondents covered diverse aspects trying to sketch risks. One respondent 
mentioned lack of integrity ‘There are risks. People not actually doing what they 
have said they’ll do.’1684 In addition, another CPG member stated that 
occasionally members do not disclose their opinions ‘I have seen an occasion 
where is being quite clear that there have been a lack of enthusiasm for one 
particular course of action and people haven’t been open about it.’1685 
Regarding the motivation for these kinds of behaviours, different reasons are 
proposed. Firstly, individuals could have other interests in place ‘Behaviours 
could undermine the trust … People sometimes, although we haven’t seen it in 
my experience, have a different agenda.’1686 Otherwise, they could just be being 
told to pursue a particular position ‘There is then an authority level that might tell 
me I have to go and do it’1687 Alternatively, in another respondent’s view, 
individuals could be looking for some sort of sponsorship from a given authority 
level ‘Where I’ve seen it works best… they confer through their power of 
patronage [support of a patron], they confer an awful lot in terms of I want to 
work for that person… the payback is in some sense, is that, that person is 
going to be in a position of authority. I enjoy the respect I get or it’s going 
payback…’1688 However, a respondent argued that behaviours where 
individuals are not being open, or are pursuing other interest, this attitude can 
have negative consequences for them, if it come to the light ‘If your underhand 
behaviour comes to general attention. You’ll be ostracised, you won’t be part of 




Individual interest potentially could drive behaviours undermining capability 
planning activity. In the words of a military member of the CPG, the Confidential 
Report System was regarded as very important to military personnel ‘I suppose 
in a military context the most important thing… is your line manager, your 
reporting chain… [you need] write them up positive [report]… the civil service is 
their bonus, the military it’s their promotion.’1690 In another respondent’s view, 
this element could drive controversial behaviour in the CPG ‘You may come up 
with an annual appraisal that say you did really very well because you followed 
what he wanted you to do. But, it was entirely in opposite direction to where the 
group wanted to go.’1691 Furthermore, in another respondent’s opinion, it would 
be a secondary consideration ‘I don’t think… behaviour in a CPG is affected by 
how their career might be affected. I think most people would act in a way to 
maximise their contribution and safeguard the interest of the organisation they 
are representing. I mean, I suppose as a secondary consideration, yes you 
do… But I wouldn’t say that is primary in most people’s minds.’1692  
Conversely, other views were presented in the sense that CPG activity would 
represent a minor part influencing individual’s overall performance evaluation 
‘Possible promotion… my performance of the CPG is not going to make an 
awful lot of difference, it will be all part of my overall collective performance.’1693 
In the perspective of this respondent, this risk would play a part at higher levels, 
above CPG ‘Possible promotion one, probably not, not at this level, I think 
maybe at higher levels. But, this is such a small part of our wider piece, that I 
would say no.’1694 This view, neglecting the influence of personal interest, was 
shared by a civilian member of the CPG ‘You are going to have some members 
of the MoD or CPGs who are benevolent in a way that they are not in their own 
self-promotion, they are in for the … for making defence the best that it can 
be’1695 
Financial situation 
The stringent financial situation faced by the UK’s MOD through the period 
when this research was prepared and conducted is reflected in an interviewee 
words ‘The financial situation drives everything; I mean everything we do here 
is driven by the financial situation.’1696 As an example, of the acute measures 
taken in defence, the User representative mentions harsh reduction in financial 
resources ‘The problems come when you are putting towards a solution and 
then from the side you get [that] your budget is going to be cut by 50%’1697 
Difficulty to operationalise priorities in terms of capabilities 
The existence of different priorities influencing individual’s behaviour is 
acknowledged ‘There are different priorities, and people would have a different 
approach to state in their case.’1698 From the outset one respondent argues that 
they come to the CPG from their own organisational structures ‘We all operate 
within a framework in our own respective organisations… we might want to do 
things and we might know doing certain things that would be best for the overall 
enterprise in terms of the CPG.’1699 In this regard, the interviewee argues that 
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the CPG member has to consider what is acceptable and possible for his 
organisation of origin ‘We have got to be pretty clear about what our 
organisation will sign up to, and also what, we also have to be very honest 
about what organisations are capable of.’1700 In the interviewee’s words this has 
to do with representing a realistic more than aspirational position in the CPG 
‘We don’t sign up for things that we know we would like to go to do and then 
find that our organisation won’t back up or can’t deliver.’1701 This realistic 
approach would involve the individual’s capabilities as well ‘I think, people come 
to this forum with a budget and time and effort they can put into it. They all have 
got day-job to do… one of the big risks I think is your organisational capacity, 
your personal capacity of delivering things you are saying you are going to. 
There is a limit to what people can really follow through.’1702 Otherwise, in the 
member’s view, the incentive to consolidate what has been committed can 
weaken ‘There is a danger if you sign up to deliver something which is really 
quite difficult, then the incentives for you doing a good job are weak.’1703 
Another facet mentioned is the availability of the resource time to perform CPG 
related duties ‘We do seem to be in an organisation where everybody is very, 
very busy. Specially at that very senior level, and therefore, whether is because 
they don’t see it as important, or less important than what they are doing, or 
whatever the reason is, is very rare you get all five OF5s sitting around the 
table.’1704 In the respondent’s view, this introduce further difficulties to decisions 
made at CPG meetings, increased by the low periodicity of the CPG meetings 
‘It actually happens to make it a lot harder, because if you make a decision that 
then they don’t like, they will come back in later and cause a lot of grief, 
pain.’1705 
Sub-organisational (single service) agendas 
Although already mentioned amongst issues regarding interpersonal trust in the 
CPG, single service agendas and particular specialised perspectives, in a 
respondent’s view, are common ‘We do see that quite a lot, you get a particular 
discipline within the single service, who wants to see the focus being driven 
down their way.’1706 Issues in this respect were elaborated around two ideas. 
Firstly, in a interviewee’s view, it is a natural tendency to watch over individual’s 
own service ‘the natural instinct of people to look after their own service first is 
another of the problems with the way the CPG construct is now, where the 
projects are scattered across’1707 Furthermore, it would go down to focusing on 
systems associated with the individual’s service ‘There is a natural tendency if 
you have an officer [from one service], for instance, doing work on a series of 
systems, he will concentrate on the ones [systems] that support the xxx [his 
service].’1708 Secondly, in another members’ view, there are different issues and 
priorities which are reflected in the CPG activity ‘There are politics, agendas, 
single service issues and priorities that need to be addressed, and that play into 
the debate.’1709 In this regard, individuals also would be influenced, particularly 
by single service agendas if they were working in joint environments ‘For other 
members who really have, you know, an agenda to, to pedal, then yes, and if it 
is joint then your single service agenda would apply.’1710 
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Sharing and exposing information 
Also mentioned amongst issues regarding interpersonal trust in the CPG, an 
interviewee perceives sharing and exposing information as a risk related to the 
existence of different priorities between the CPG members ‘Exposition as in 
revealing your hand, yeah different priorities absolutely. And different priorities 
will determine what, you know, what you expose, what you don’t.’1711 
4.2.4 Capability Planning Group 4 
4.2.4.1 Cluster 1. Perception about performance 
Work in the CPG at present 
Perceptions grouped as having a positive connotation regarding how work is 
performed presently in the CPG expressed views as to CPGs deemed to be a 
better working arrangement for capability planning, as a means to get 
organisational areas together, and as a construct enabling a longer term view in 
capability planning activity.  
Firstly, one respondent view’s is that the CPG’s model is good, although with 
some shortcomings ‘I think it’s a good concept, in terms of model, yes, there are 
issues in terms of how well it works’1712 Moreover, in the view of other two 
respondents the CPG construct is deemed to be better than the previous model 
employed, in how it encompass the relation between related projects ‘Better 
than what we had when we were doing CMGs, … how is that interaction with 
the vast number of projects that have a relationship to a capability.’1713 Another 
positive aspect mentioned is the focus on through life and in the concept of 
capability ‘I think it is better… the emphasis on through life and in capability not 
just equipment is inherently a positive thing’1714  
Secondly, according to the R&Ps representative’s view, it is relevant that CPG 
allows the bringing together of different organisational areas in the MUC ‘I think 
as a model it works well, it does get the five areas of defence to talk to each 
other [in the MUC], and that’s really important.‘1715 This latter view of bringing 
together the relevant stakeholders is shared by the Chair, who argues that as a 
result of the construct, an integrated and long term view is reached ‘The 
programme boards, CPGs have been really helpful in kind of bringing together 
all the stakeholders producing a kind of cross-DLoDs preview, producing a 
longer term view’1716 Furthermore, the Chair argued that the CPG construct has 
worked better than any other model tried in the past ‘I haven’t seen any of the 
models that work as well as the one we’ve got at the moment.’1717 
Subsequently, a number of perspectives deemed to have a neutral connotation 
were gathered. Those views had to do with ‘blurry’ boundaries in capability 
planning, a ‘transitional’ state of TLCM and capability planning, the need for the 
CPG members to have a TLCM contextual awareness or process knowledge at 
the outset, and the existence of a tendency for greater interaction between 
certain members of the MUC. 
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Regarding the existence of ‘blurry’ aspects in CPG activity, in broad terms it 
was argued that the different capability areas are managed differently ‘Different 
HoCs do things in completely different ways’1718 In another respondent’s view, 
there would be some boundaries which are not completely clear ‘Perception is 
that performance is good, but the boundary is still being defined.’1719 This idea 
of blurriness is further elaborated by two respondents ‘There is a blurring of the 
boundaries between the CPG and the Programme Board’1720 In addition, 
another respondent who had the perspective of sitting a number of CPGs, 
CMGs and Programme Boards endorses the latter perception ‘I don’t see a lot 
of difference between CPGs, CMGs and Program Boards… From my 
perspective, I mean, sitting them all; they all talk about everything.’1721 
Moreover, some examples were provided by the interviewee ‘The issues are 
generally the same, they are all about money, they are about policy, they are 
about capability delivery. And, there is a little differentiation sometimes, 
between planning and delivery.’1722 
Although it is recognised that there have been significant advances in capability 
planning activity there would still be space for more improvements ‘By no 
means we have completely got that.‘1723, perception is that the model is still 
developing ‘There certainly have been change because TLCM itself is still 
maturing.’1724, and that there is a transitional state to reach through life 
capability management ‘we are trying to undergo this transition … towards the 
management of capability through life’1725 Furthermore, the Chair argued that 
there would be ample space for advance in collaboration and teamwork ‘There 
is a long way to go in terms of the full extent of collaboration we need to 
achieve... getting everyone in the same team’1726 One example provided by the 
DE&S representative was the impending implementation of IT facilities to 
enable a more interactive work ‘Later this year, we are hopefully getting a sort 
of team site functionality. We’ve got limited version of that right now, where we 
are trying to put the key documents, and some of the meeting minutes, and 
actions and so forth’1727 Summarising, a respondent expressed that in his view 
although performance is fine, guidance is still developing ‘The performance is 
still good, and is all sort of keen and enthusiastic, and they are very 
knowledgeable and experienced. It is jut the case of the understanding of the 
new role in the CPG probably hasn’t been firmly established yet, in terms of 
reference, continuously being updated as the understanding moves forward.’1728 
The existence of particular terminology and understanding of TLCM process 
knowledge was deemed to be necessary in capability planning activity ‘TLCM 
talks in a different language, and if you arrive in a job, and you are not familiar 
with TLCM… and I’ve seen it, people do not understand’1729 This view was 
consistent with another member who recognised having had this sort of 
inconvenience ‘I have got a lot of issues with vocabulary and taxonomy’1730 
In general, capability planning activity would involve the same people meeting 
under different constructs to undertake work about the different parts of 
capability planning ‘It is the same people, sat at the same table, talking about 
the same xxx [capability area] problem.’1731 Furthermore, in the respondent’s 
view, there would be a tendency to form subgroups; capability sponsor with 
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DE&S, and R&Ps with the FLCs ‘The other four elements of the MUC split into 
two areas… Cap areas talk a lot with DE&S… the RPs, talk to the FLCs.’1732 In 
this respect, S&T would be sidelined ‘I don’t think I don’t have much to do with 
DSTL and research.’1733 
Views deemed to have a negative connotation were expressed, regarding a 
poor longer term perspective, and the necessity to build trust with new members 
coming to the CPG which influences the CPG performance. Firstly, in a 
respondent’s view, behaviours expected with the introduction of TLCM have not 
been achieved yet ‘What we kind of seen them do is bring forward the 
interaction that they had with projects, at the project level, rather than 
necessarily stay back and take that bigger picture view of capability planning or 
looking at least at the programmatic level’1734 Though, this expression is 
contrary to what another member expressed under this headline. Secondly, 
performance would be affected because of the necessity of building 
interpersonal trust with new CPG members ‘You still have then to go through 
the whole, the central route a la [in the manner of] determinants with the new 
individuals and the team. So, we suffer from dips in the performance as well’1735 
Face-to-face work 
The perception of the advantage set by co-located activity to achieve better 
performance was mentioned by one respondent ‘We find that the more time you 
can get face to face or, you know, travelling between here and London, actually 
helps improve performance.’1736 
Work organisation 
From the outset, it was pointed out by the CPG Chair that, in his view, the size 
and organisational complexity of the MOD sets a challenging scenario to 
perform capability planning activity ‘With the MOD being such a sort of massive 
[organisation]… is very hard to overcome the stovepiping and silos‘1737 
A positive aspect was mentioned when explaining the existence of a weekly 
newsletter in the xxx [capability area community] ‘It does help drive a bit of 
coherence, more than anything it reminds people what certain areas of the 
community are doing, and reminds them to pick up the phone to check with that 
point of contact’1738 
Another characteristic of the CPG’s capability area has to do with what would 
be major reliance on interdependencies between projects and across domains. 
Firstly, the Chair mentioned the existence of transversal issues ‘The xxx 
[capability area] has a lot of cross-cutting issues and DLoDs issues.’1739 This 
phenomenon is depicted by another CPG member who points out differences 
with other domains ‘Differences between our domain and other domains, we are 
what they call sort of interrelated peer elements to our program, we have lots of 
small projects.’1740 Moreover, the existence of these interdependencies would 
be a source of complexity ‘People is (sic) responsible for managing series of 
projects and the relationship between projects and capabilities is complex and 
multilevel.’1741 Furthermore, this situation subsequently would impact activity 
across the different domains ‘On the whole, we are talking about lots of distinct 
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pieces of kit trying then to connect by the network and the intelligence cycle. So, 
we have lots of stakeholders, lots of projects’1742 
Negative perceptions were expressed about what is perceived as an ‘ad-hoc’ 
approach to undertake capability planning activity, the duration of the cycle to 
raise options for savings or enhancements, and the impact that the preparation 
of the Strategic Defence and Security Review had on CPG activity. One point 
raised by a respondent was related to how CPG activity is led in different 
manners by the HoCs ‘The eleven HoCs, they all have different ideas, different 
behaviours, different approaches.’1743 In this regard, an additional difficulty 
would be posed by a disconnect between a capability perspective and a 
programmatic perspective ‘They’ve got the same basic problem… we mix 
capability and programme, because money is attached to projects’1744 In 
relation to timings, because of the duration of the annual management cycle in 
the MOD, options can be raised once a year ‘So it’s going to be eleven months 
before we can put another option in to achieve that goal.’1745 Furthermore, 
TLCM activity was temporarily stopped because of the preparation of the 
Strategic Defence and Security Review ‘We haven’t done TLCM for eight or 
nine months properly, because of the Defence Review’1746 Finally, a last 
negative perception gathered revolved around the lack of tools to underpin 
working in groups ‘There are lots of ways of do a lot of collaborative tools for 
helping groups work together. And for them maintaining a common view, 
building a shared awareness and all that. We don’t use that.’1747 
4.2.4.2 Cluster 2. Nature of the interpersonal relationships 
Relationships 
Cluster 2 gathered evidence about the nature of interpersonal relationships. In 
this regard, the Chair depicted capability planning activity as requiring an 
environment for open, but guarded discussion ‘We often need to have very 
frank debate with all the different stakeholders and to be assured that ideas or 
proposals won’t be kind of widely disseminated’1748 In the interviewee’s opinion, 
trust would be an element enabling discussion ‘so the trust that you can expose 
a situational problem or a potential solution to the problem’1749  
From the outset, a member recognised that relationships have improved, when 
speaking about the transition from managing projects to managing capability, 
i.e. the introduction of TLCM ‘I have seen a deepening of the links between 
ourselves and the areas we work with’1750 Furthermore, in another respondent’s 
view, shared understanding would be the main issue regarding capability 
planning, ‘Although a close relation is important, but about shared 
understanding is for me the main issue to overcome’1751 In this regard, meeting 
regularly would be necessary to understand other members perspectives ‘You 
need to have people together regularly. Otherwise, you don’t understand the 
roles and responsibilities and limitations of what the other areas can do.’1752 If 
getting together is not possible, people would tend to fragment and to work 
stovepiped ‘The system works well if you have meetings regularly, and you can 
meet, and discuss, and understand. If you don’t have it regularly, for whatever 
reason… the system sort of breaks down and you end up just having bilateral 
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relationships with different organisations.’1753 In any case, according to another 
member, it must be noted that CPG members interact in other spaces regularly 
‘We don’t just interact in the CPG space, we also interact in quite a lot of others 
often.’1754 
Another aspect, mentioned by the User representative, was the need for 
physical interaction to build strong relationships. In his view there would be a 
correlation between strong relationship and getting together often ‘I think the 
relationships that are strongest are with those people that I see the most.’1755 
Secondly, in the respondent’s opinion being co-located would facilitate building 
relationships ‘We could do a lot better if we were co-located, for sure, in terms 
of building relationships.’1756 
In relation to the degree of development achieved by the CPG, based on the 
Tuckman & Jensen model of groups stages of development as reference (See 
Chapter 2, 2.2.3.4. ‘Lifecycle’), a respondent argued that the CPG would be in 
the ‘norming’ stage, but far from what would be in his perception an acceptable 
performance ‘We probably passed storming, we are into norming now, with 
people have got used the idea of what TLCM is, what the CPG does, but we’re 
nowhere near getting at to the required performance standard.’1757 Furthermore, 
the interviewee mentioned the existence of ‘pressure points’ through the year 
where behaviours would be tested ‘There are key pressure points throughout 
the year… And people’s behaviour under stress obviously can be different to 
their normal behaviour.’1758 
Relationships virtual 
In relation to aspects mentioned because of the virtual nature of the 
interpersonal relationships, the respondents elaborated about some constraints 
imposed by virtual interaction, the potential of IT functionalities, and difficulties 
related to limitations in connectivity. 
The CPG User representative referred to the need for co-location to keep 
alignment regarding understanding and activity ‘I think, not being co-located… 
is a danger of people diverging on what they are doing, just because they don’t 
come together often enough to keep aligned their thinking and their activity.’1759 
Moreover, when explaining that he meet some of the members more often than 
others, he reflected about having stronger relationships with some of them 
because of that interaction ‘So, the way we operate virtually is fine, but is not a 
substitute for face-to-face.’1760 In addition, another respondent elaborated about 
one of the effects of lack of co-location as facilitating to establish coherence at 
suborganisational level (MUC isolated members), instead of coherence across 
defence ‘Is very easy to lapse [to deviate] into asking the question of people 
around you than it is to drive coherence amongst the virtual community of the 
CPG. So, you may try coherence amongst your corporate area [i.e. DE&S, 
support activity], without driving coherence amongst the MUC’1761 
Regarding the scope of the potential of IT functionalities, one respondent 
provides an example of cues that are lost when pursuing not-collocated activity 
to deal with difficult issues ‘I just question whether if issues are around shared 
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understanding, it is really difficult to convey that over a video link and pick up 
the… body languages and so it’s just that you can’t tackle so challenging issues 
by remote links.’1762 Furthermore, another respondent argued an advantage if 
they would have better technologies to address CPG activity ‘It would be very 
useful if we could have, you know, more collaborative working environments, to 
move things forward quickly.’1763 
Finally, in a respondent’s opinion, lack of IT connectivity would pose a limitation 
to develop interpersonal relationships ‘They are made more difficult than they 
need to be by the lack of IT interconnectivity’1764 In the respondent’s view, 
limitations to connectivity between CPG members would slow down CPG 
activity ‘The connectivity between us to share work, and develop work together, 
is quite limited… restricted only to the sort of exchanging information by email 
and then picking up the phone to work in a virtual way. So, it elongates the task 
generation, production, activity’1765 
Constraints 
When explaining constraints to interpersonal relationships, a respondent 
expressed his perception about the existence of a base of trust that would be 
different between military members pertaining to one service ‘I think the 
relationships between all these different types of people is very different, 
because of the nature of the circle of trust that exists. I think the circle of trust 
within your own service is probably the most strong.’1766 This base, would be 
weaker when involving members coming from different services ‘When you are 
brought into a joint environment, then the trust is… weakens slightly for different 
reasons.’1767 
Another aspects raised were limitations posed by the highly classified nature of 
some of the issues dealt with in the xxx [capability area] ‘It becomes a bit harder 
for us when we have to work in the higher classifications… Because not 
everybody has connectivity to the sort of secret and above classification 
[security, higher classified access]’1768; together with connectivity restrictions 
‘We are not on DII [Defence Information Infrastructure]. So, the only time that I 
can access the virtual meeting site is when I am somewhere with a DII 
terminal… that limits the ability to interact in that space properly.’1769 
4.2.4.3 Cluster 3. Interpersonal trust determinants, as perceived by 
individuals 
Two of the interviewees manifested that in their view all the determinants 
pointed out in the introductory letter to the sources would apply in the CPG 
context ‘I recognise all of those in some way or another’1770 One of them, 
reflecting upon the interview considered what would be the limit of the central 
route ‘You get certainly determinants from all of those areas, peripheral, central 
and habitual… what we struggle with potentially is the boundary of habitual.’1771 
Peripheral route 
From the outset, the use of peripheral cues was recognised by a respondent 
‘The peripheral route is certainly used… Because you keep stumbling across 
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the same people as you move along your career.’ 1772 Furthermore, when 
talking about the peripheral route to trust, two ideas were expressed: the 
different manners in which the peripheral route could be used, and the different 
relevance of the determinants according to particular respondents. 
In a military respondent’s view, not all the peripheral determinants would apply 
to every relationship ‘On the left hand side [peripheral route], I recognise all of 
those, but you probably would not find all of those applying to one particular 
relationship’1773 Furthermore, this perception is also endorsed by a civilian CPG 
member, who argues that there would be different interactions depending on 
the consideration of short versus long-term issues, and that in any of those 
cases the peripheral route would operate differently ‘That means your 
peripheral routes are quite different between the different parts of the 
stakeholders base. And if you are only dealing with often short-term issues, you 
are actually dealing with one that usually run between the DE&S bit and either 
CAP or joint user or finance. The S&T bit is often the longer term part…’1774 In 
the latter interviewee’s experience, being a S&T representative would represent 
less chance to build up interpersonal relationships on the CPG access. In 
addition, although the S&T perspective would be more relevant when 
addressing longer term issues, the peripheral cues would be more associated 
with role and category type information. This latter view was also shared by the 
DE&S representative, also a civilian member of the CPG ‘Certainly role and 
category feature quite heavily.’1775 
Expressions about the particular determinants in the peripheral route, reflected 
a perception of a different relative relevance that CPG members would assign 
to the different determinants. Firstly, in the view of one respondent, role, 
category, and history would stand out over third party information or disposition 
‘Third party information, what somebody else says about him, is not really 
relevant for me. And disposition, I am not sure about, but certainly role, 
category and history’1776 Secondly, for another interviewee, rule and role, and 
particularly history amongst military members, would be influential peripheral 
determinants ‘I think that rule and role and history at the military… I think of 
examples of all of those.’1777 Thirdly, in the DE&S representative’s opinion, role, 
category and third party information would be more relevant than disposition 
and rule ‘… third party information is always useful. Disposition and rule… no 
doubt they are determinants but perhaps don’t feature as heavily as the 
others…’1778 
Central route 
The developmental view of the central route was pointed out by a respondent, 
who argued that a year would be required to complete one cycle of activity 
which would underpin the assessment of the interaction in the CPG context 
allowing the formation of trust ‘Actually, it’s going to take at least a year, 
because that’s the period of time that it takes to conclude similar activities over 
a course of time, to build trust with any new individual. So that central route 
takes a year at least’1779 Moreover, the central route would be, in an 
interviewee’s perception, influencing more than the other two routes to form 
trust ‘I think is more persistent, [the central route than the other two routes], 
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more common across the field.’1780 Furthermore, a respondent argued that CPG 
members showing ability and integrity are necessary for the CPG to work well 
‘CPGs that work well have knowledgeable and credible, experienced people 
around the table.’1781 
Repeatedly, ability was mentioned either as an important determinant; ‘Skills 
and competences [ability] a really big part… they are capable of engaging with 
what you are asking them to do’1782; or as the most influential determinant in the 
central route ‘The knowledge and experience [ability] of the people around the 
table... Is the main thing really’1783 Moreover, the perception of ability would be 
complemented, in a respondent’s view, by the continuity represented by civil 
servants, which would allow a better balance ‘The central route, perceived 
ability, almost helped by the fact that you do have some civil servants as well. 
You need that balance, because often they provide some continuity.’1784 
In relation to how the perception of ability would influence trust formation, it 
would increase through time ‘Probably perceived ability [after some interaction 
will be more relevant]’1785 In addition, ability’s linkage with precedent peripheral 
cues is mentioned by another respondent, ‘Perceived ability, as you move those 
[peripheral determinants] forward’1786 
Integrity was mentioned as the second most relevant determinant in the central 
route. In a respondent’s view, integrity would be necessary to underpin the 
perception of trustworthiness based on the perception that the trustee will do 
what he says he will do ‘It doesn’t matter how much skill they have or what they 
behaviours and attitudes are, if you can’t have the integrity, if you can’t have the 
knowledge that when they are saying that they are going, that’s what they are 
going to do’1787 In addition, integrity was also related to the trustee adhering to 
only one declared position about a given topic or issue ‘And if you say that’s 
what they say up [wards], down [wards] in to peers as well, perhaps integrity is 
the important one’1788 Furthermore, in a third respondent’s view, integrity 
relevance has increased as a result of the influence of unforeseen financial 
constraints affecting capability planning activity ‘And integrity, because the 
pressures on defence at the moment, have brought out the worst of some of the 
behaviours between the single services’1789 
Benevolence was mentioned by the R&P representative, as the third 
determinant in terms of influence in the central route ‘That middle one 
[benevolence] would be the third important’1790 This view was shared by the 
User representative ‘The benevolence bit, fine, it would be a nicety but not, not 
as important as been competent [ability] and have integrity…’1791  
Regarding the relative weight of the determinants in the central route, in one 
respondent’s view, ability would be more influential, followed by integrity, but 
neglecting benevolence relevance ‘More relevant, … I would say the ability and 
the integrity but not the middle one [benevolence]… I certainly think that their 
ability is the key factor’1792 Similarly, another respondent endorses the 
relevance of ability and integrity, adding benevolence as less relevant and 
flowing from the other two determinants ‘In the central route, ability and integrity 
being the two main requirements, in my view. Benevolence, not essential, but 
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probably flows from the other two.’1793 This view is consistent with two 
respondents ‘Certainly integrity and ability, we picked up on very strongly.’1794; 
or in a more elaborated answer ‘Perceived ability, if clearly they can do the job 
well and people would warm to them. Integrity is something that is invaluable 
anywhere. I think those would be the two strongest in the middle [central 
route].‘1795 However, benevolence would have some influence in another 
respondent’s opinion ‘Only over time will they build the complete trust… So, you 
get an understanding, of… the perceived benevolence of individuals over time, 
and their integrity’1796 
Habitual route 
Although respondents did not elaborate about the habitual route or its 
determinants, all of the determinants were deemed as applying in the CPG 
context ‘There is none [determinant] that don’t apply [in the habitual route]’1797 
In particular, social bonds and personal identification were highlighted by 
another respondent ‘I think social bonds, personal identification are strong 
determinants’1798 
Relation between the routes 
Perceptions about the interconnection and progression through the routes to 
form interpersonal trust pointed out a sequential relation between the peripheral 
and the central route ‘Yes, I think that definitely does [peripheral route informs 
central route]’1799 Moreover, interaction is needed, in one respondent’s view, to 
move on to the habitual route ‘If you don’t have the interaction, you don’t get to 
the habitual route’1800 Although, according to a respondent who sits in a number 
of CPGs, in the case of this CPG, reduced interaction would be associated with 
not reaching the habitual route ‘I haven’t seen it [CPGs move on from the 
central route to the habitual route to build interpersonal trust], no. We don’t meet 
so often’1801 Conversely, for another respondent who sits only in this CPG, the 
habitual route would be operating between the members ‘You get a blurring 
between central and habitual determinants as you move forward because when 
a small community, we do try to drive those social bonds a bit earlier on.’1802 
4.2.4.4 Cluster 4. Existence or non-existence of issues, regarding 
interpersonal trust   
Single service agendas and different priorities between organisational 
areas 
In accord with what is mentioned in the academic literature reviewed as 
tensions in cross-functional work,  perceptions of CPG members covered the 
existence of influences from the single services as well as from other 
organisational areas integrated in the MUC. In an interviewee’s words ‘Single 
service influence, and probably the different priorities already... Those are two 
problems that I see hugely influencing in my area.’1803 Another respondent 
agreed and argued that these influences would impact in a different manner 
according to the relevance of the decision being made ‘So, is an element of 
working on sharing information and an element of behaviour under stress that 
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we can probably work on… I think is inevitable [influence of the single services; 
differences from different perspectives: research, FLCs, support function; 
withholding of information between different members]. I am sure elements of 
that do occur, tends not to be too bad when you get into bigger decisions.’1804 
Although, in a CPG member’s view, interpersonal trust would facilitate to 
mitigate these influences ‘You work around those, by building interpersonal trust 
though.’1805 
The influence of the single services could come from the hierarchy in a 
particular service, as explained by one respondent ‘This is our vital ground. 
These are the platforms that we want to keep. These are things that we don’t… 
we will not lose. And then that comes from your single service chief and you 
would be an advocate for those types of capabilities.’1806 These interests would 
not be necessarily aligned with defence overall benefit in terms of capability 
planning ‘When you sat in a planning group, it might be quite clear that for 
defence the best capability would be that. Whereas my chain of command says 
is important that we retain that [other].’1807 In addition, single service influence 
could be exerted through dominance in the staff base of one capability area by 
one of the services ‘You may have a service dominated staff base on the 
London end, you know, what the boss says I will do, without perhaps stepping 
back and thinking actually in the wider context is this the right thing to do’1808 
Moreover, exogenous factors, playing in the single services, would influence the 
consideration of capability activity by the different CPG members ‘I know he 
[another CPG member, from a different service] looks at the capabilities that he 
is delivering very different than I do. Because of the issues of the service that he 
belongs to.’1809 
Further, the existence of different priorities is explained from two perspectives, 
one from a programmes versus capability planning areas standpoint, and 
another considering the different organisational areas concurring to the CPG. 
Firstly, a respondent argued that decisions in a capability planning area could 
neglect the impact on another capability planning area ‘What we can see is not 
necessarily divisiveness [dissension or discord] over services, service lines. But 
actually, by the boundaries of the programmes themselves. People would take 
a decision in the context of one program area or one CPG, and they would, sort 
of ignore the assumptions, risks and issues that may have an impact on another 
CPG.’1810 
Secondly, the different priorities are depicted, by a respondent, pointing out 
three organisational areas, ‘We are often, I guess, we are driven by different 
priorities… there is a perception, in my mind that we don’t necessarily have the 
same end state goal, between the three elements [CAP Sponsor, DE&S and 
FLC] of the community.’1811 In another respondent’s opinion, this situation of 
differing priorities would drive to inefficiencies, for example  not covering all the 
DLoDs and, consequently providing a meaningless capability ‘I think the [CAP] 
sponsor and the delivery organisation [DE&S], the user [FLC], all have different 
motivations, they all have different priorities, and I guess that sometimes leads 
to inefficiencies in the working together’1812 This latter opinion about 
inefficiencies is shared by a respondent who work on a number of capability 
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planning areas ‘I think there is a danger of inefficiency, which I think I do see 
across, I look at five or six different capabilities‘1813 In this regard, another 
respondent provide an example  ‘There you will see behaviour where one group 
takes a decision without fully understanding the impact it has on the other.’1814 
Furthermore, some examples were provided ‘The sponsor is worried about cost 
often… DE&S are very equipment focused’1815 
Withholding information 
Regarding the flow of information, in one respondent’s perspective, there would 
be a tendency to share information bilaterally ‘The information flows… very 
much one to one… So, often the large group doesn’t see any of this, and you 
get surprised by things.’1816 That would have an impact, as in another 
respondent’s view, it is necessary to ‘manage’ the ‘right’ information across the 
different capability areas ‘… Unless you’ve got the right management 
information, unless the eleven different capability areas are working to the same 
kind of baseline’1817 That management information required would be provided 
by the Project Support Function (PSF) ‘The VT works well to bring the wider 
team together, but you need a core there, who are responsible for that 
capability, and at the moment that is PSF in DE&S.’1818 However, from another 
CPG member’s perspective, the flow of information would be compromised 
because of stretched resources ‘The resources are stretched very thinly now 
over many different capability areas. And that affects the quality of the planning, 
the quality of the management information that is available.’1819 
From another interviewee’s perspective, there would be deficiencies in 
information management that make difficult to find relevant data ‘Some of our 
basic processes of information management, where we put stuff or we do. And 
we then don’t make it for us to find things and understand what happen.’1820 
Furthermore, in the interviewee’s opinion, the constant struggle to obtain 
information plays against the formation of interpersonal trust ‘You don’t build 
trust you should because … you are often fighting against the way the system is 
working to get the information.’1821 
Military-civilian differences 
A civilian member of the CPG depicts what would be in his opinion, a difference 
between civil servants and service personnel, which would encompass diverse 
aspects ‘What you do get as I say is a difference between service personnel 
behaviour and crown servant behaviour in terms of trust, ability and, knowledge, 
etc’1822 Moreover, in the interviewee’s opinion, there would be a different culture 
where civil servants would take a more integrated perspective about 
interdependencies in capability planning activity ‘Crown servant’s culture might, 
sort of say, you know, you’ve given me this task, but in the context of these 
other tasks that I am aware of, there is some conflict… whereas the military 
behaviour might be just task orientated.’1823 
Rotation 
The rate of rotation of military members of the CPG is regarded as an issue in 
capability planning activity ‘There is a factor in terms of people’s knowledge and 
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continuity in post…’1824 Firstly, in a respondent’s opinion, there can be impact 
on the momentum of CPG activity ‘Military staff posts rotation. Once every two 
years, or something like that can break momentum on occasion unless you get 
the handover right’1825 As a result of the dynamic of changing personnel, there 
would be a situation where different members are going through different stages 
of development of the group, using the Tuckman & Jensen model of groups 
stages of development as reference ‘Team members keep changing, you’ve got 
different parts of the team taking the all sort of storming, norming, forming, 
forming-type view. It’s a very odd mix of some people often storming and 
forming and the other part in the norming forming space of the group, so it’s a 
bit odd because of that.’1826 Furthermore, another member of the CPG agreed, 
and added that progress from one stage of development of the group to another 
stage would be slowed down because of rotation of people, ‘Hindered by the 
fact that you have this change over of personnel.’1827 
In addition, the longer membership of civilians in the CPG, would encourage a 
different approach to risks because they would be more likely to stay in post 
when realising potential risks managed previously ‘We might be there a little bit 
longer than they are. And the risk may return to haunt to us by the time we are 
still in post.’1828 
4.2.4.5 Cluster 5. Existence or non-existence of risks beyond interpersonal 
relationships, regarding interpersonal trust. 
Possible promotion 
The central organisational dilemma revolves around the idea of reconciliation 
between individual’s aspirations and needs, and organisational purposes. In the 
CPG context, an interviewee elaborated about this problem, mentioning that 
organisational purposes come not only from defence as a whole ‘I think there 
are challenges between what is best for defence, and what is best for a service, 
and what is best for an individual.’1829 Moreover, an example of single service 
influence is enunciated ‘If you are arguing, just defying and being an advocate 
for a A [one service] or an B [a second service] xxx [capability area] capability, 
which might be the best one, but it means we lose an C [a third service, the one 
to which the respondent belongs] capability, which my Chief wants to keep, he 
would say who was involved in the planning of that decision.’1830 
In this regard, a civilian member of the CPG argued that the consideration of 
decisions impacting in the long term [CPG activity], would not be reflected 
positively in the course of a military officer’s posting ‘If the CPG is about 
capability planning and trying to take a decent view over a long term, that 
doesn’t have an impact when you are in a two year posting.’1831 In other words, 
‘Having set decent foundations with something that might mature five, ten years 
downstream isn’t often, might not be seen as cutting it’1832 This view, would be 
consistent with the idea expressed by another member who argued that there 
would be a stimulus for a military member of the CPG to have an impact during 
his posting (i.e. to be noticed for career enhancement), by means of making a 
relevant decision; even though the decision long-term consequences could not 
be necessarily well understood yet  ‘Is certainly a risk [impact on career 
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progression], in the sense that, for military in particular, who feel that they must 
make a difference in that post, once they are there, in order to progress their 
career, like to be able to get themselves into a position where decisions are 
made and then, the longer-term consequences may not have been fully 
addressed.’1833 
Difficulty to operationalise priorities in terms of capabilities 
Although the existence of different priorities between organisational areas is 
acknowledged by respondents, when talking about issues in the previous 
cluster; in a respondent’s view, it would be a risk ‘Another risk… for instance 
DE&S responding to the needs of corporate rather than responding to the 
needs of the MUC.’1834 This view is also endorsed by another CPG member 
pointing out to the services in addition ‘Anything that is going on in one of those 
three [DE&S, DSTL, the military] if you take the services, different domains, 
having a major impact in the area would obviously affect the interpersonal 
side.’1835 
Sub-organisational (single service) agendas 
In the case of this CPG, in a member’s view, the CAP area is dominated by one 
of the services ‘We might say xxx [capability area] is quite xxx [a single service] 
dominant.‘1836 However, single service agendas are also perceived as a risk, as 
depicted by a respondent ‘You get into vested interest concerns, basically… 
that perceptions of, at times, that a single service issue being pursued… it’s a 
single service pot and it generate ideas in his interest and anybody else doesn’t 
have any interest at all.’1837 Furthermore, another interviewee mentions what 
would be an additional element to single services agendas where there would 
be hidden agendas pursued by some of the MUC members ‘The single service 
issues cause me most concern, probably along with ‘peaty’ [bad] behaviours… 
Sometimes, I believe people have hidden agendas, as opposed to different 
agendas… Both of them, with the sponsor and potentially with DE&S’1838 
Another aspect raised by a CPG member was that in his view, civilian members 
would be free of the single service influence ‘Being civilian means that I am 
largely free of any single service influence… there is no something like a 
second chain of command if you like, so when you have got a joint organisation 
everyone feels a strong affiliation to their particular service’1839 
Sharing and exposing information 
Sharing and exposing information is also perceived as a risk when it is 
considered in the context of the negative influence that it could have on the 
perception about an individual’s credibility ‘I wouldn’t never seen (sic) the extent 
of giving misleading information or covering over a possible shortfalls or 
problems, because my personal credibility would be too important to sacrifice 
on one particular issue’1840 Although, in the interviewee’s opinion, preserving 
credibility would be more important than any other potential short-term gain in a 
given post ‘We move around quite frequently through different areas. So, at the 
end of the day, your credibility is probably more important than your particular 
appointment time.’1841 
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4.2.5 Capability Planning Group 5 
4.2.5.1 Cluster 1. Perception about performance 
Work in the CPG at present 
At CPG level, work is undertaken with the basic idea of integrating cross-
functional skills and capabilities. In this regard, differing perceptions of how 
capability planning activity is being performed were found. Positive expressions 
were related to the CPG seen as an influential body, as a mean for the effective 
integration of diverse skills and capabilities, as a focused and maturing entity, 
and as a small community. 
 
From he outset, the CPG Chair sees it as a influential body ‘The CPG is actually 
a very powerful body that can actually influence decision makers quite well.’1842, 
able to come up with a ‘list of priorities’ deemed fundamental for the balance 
between aspirations and resources pursued ‘Is getting that list of priorities, I 
think is one of the strongest things the CPG can do.’1843 
CPG members are regarded as repositories of expertise, they…  ‘Bring a 
considerable amount of experience, knowledge, subject matter expertise to the 
table.’1844 This expertise would be accumulated through the different activities 
undertaken by CPG members in their diverse areas of responsibility ‘You carry 
forward the knowledge you have in your head from your CPG activity to other 
areas, and therefore you get those… Ahm, cross-references and relationships 
building up through time.’1845 In addition, in another’s respondent’s view, CPG 
members prepare for meetings in advance in order to work effectively ‘People 
come to the meeting prepared, because they expect to be able to make 
decisions, and you cant sit there with haven’t read the papers or not having 
prepared.’1846 Further, this CPG is seen as better than others, as the 
respondent is in a position to compare against other CPGs ‘I think the CPG is 
actually a very good meeting... My experience with the xxx [CPG] one is the 
best I sit on by a long way. That might be personality-based’1847 Moreover, it is 
argued that mutual knowledge and trust between CPG members facilitate CPG 
activity ‘I think one of the reasons why that can happen is because we do all 
know and trust each other, reasonably well. Therefore, there isn’t a perception 
that if two members of the CPG are off working in developing an area 
themselves, well they are not doing it behind other people’s back.’1848 
One of the members, who has been integral to the CPG since its formation 
declared that as an entity it has been improving ‘I have sat for fifth year of 
operation as a CPG… I have seen CPG maturing habits.’1849 In another 
respondent's words, clear focus is other area of achievement ‘One of the key 
improvements has been an improvement to focus.’1850 Certainly, a clearer 
outline in terms of roles and responsibilities is perceived as contributing in this 
regard ‘That well defined role and responsibility certainly has improved its 
outputs, I would say.’1851 
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Another aspect highlighted by a CPG member was the ‘niche’ character of the 
capability planning area covered by the CPG ‘People may not rotate around the 
field quite as much as they do within the source small specialist niche capability 
area, we are in.’1852 This aspect, together with others enunciated would 
influence positively, in the respondent’s view, the achievement of the expected 
outputs, ‘xxx [CPG planning area] specialists tend to be a quite small 
community… meetings, is well structured, we know in advance what we are 
trying to do… and we achieve the outputs that are stated.’1853 In the 
respondent’s words, people follow a career around posts related to the 
capability planning area ‘It’s the same people, they may have got promoted, 
they may have moved on, but it’s the same people.’1854 
Regarding perceptions considered to have a negative connotation, one of the 
CPG members highlights some points, although without making any connection 
between them. Firstly, he sees room for improvement in performance ‘The 
performance is not as sharp as it should be’1855. Secondly, in his view, there is a 
lack of direction and importance regarding the CPG ‘The level of importance 
and direction given to the CPG from the Management Group has been 
missing.’1856 Finally, in the respondent’s understanding, there haven’t been a 
consideration of the adjustments required in financial terms ‘We’ve got a 
significant funding problem… we are going in a certain direction and then 
suddenly, the situation is changed, we should be re-evaluating the plan. We 
haven’t done that real stop thing.’1857 
Some weaknesses depicted by the S&T representative are related to the lack of 
coverage across MOD regarding information, knowledge management and 
electronic solutions ‘Information, knowledge management and electronic 
solutions are always a risk, they don’t work. Currently they do not work across 
all areas of the MoD, and that really is a risk to sharing information.’1858 
Work in capability planning as it was performed in the past 
Expressions about how capability planning was performed before the 
introduction of CPGs were limited to one respondent, a senior military officer, 
who maintained ‘I say one of the problems with the CWGs was that there wasn’t 
a clear distinction between planning, delivery and generation and they tended to 
wobble around between them.’1859 
Virtual work 
According to the CPG Chair, the amount of CPG activity undertaken through 
virtual means is minimal ‘We do very little in terms of virtual piece’1860 
Furthermore, another member argued that activity is carried out informally ‘This 
particular CPG does quite a lot of work in an informal virtual way.’1861 In this 
regard, a third CPG member added that although people don’t interact 
physically between the CPG meetings, they use electronic means to pursue 
capability planning activity ‘But, you are still connected, because you’ve got that 
electronic means of doing things. The CPG uses a weekly brief as well, cover 
anything of interest. News, ‘tit’ bits, they include diaries, updates’1862 In the latter 
respondent’s view, this activity is enabled by the Defence Information 
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Infrastructure (DII) ‘DII connectivity that we have enables that. It’s the glue that 
enables that’1863 
However, a fourth interviewee sustained that lack of physical interaction impacts 
negatively in the CPG performance ‘Because of our area, outside those key 
points where we get together as a meeting, physically in one room, the level of 
output, the energy and the drive within the planning group fade away’1864 
Face-to-face work 
Although the CPG rarely meets, physically or virtually, there is interaction 
between the members outside the CPG ‘All our work is been done face-to-face. 
So, the CPG has very rarely met virtually. Although they would have undertaken 
virtual decision making… through email rather than using VTC, or specific 
teleconferencing, although they might talk on a one-to-one basis with 
others.’1865  
Work organisation 
Different aspects deemed to have a positive connotation were mentioned 
regarding the work organisation for CPG activity. Firstly, the existence of a 
process to plan capability ‘We have a regular process in place, so I think that’s 
one of the real benefits the CPG construct has give us.’1866 Moreover, there 
would be in place a more structured and auditable decision making process 
‘The CPG in my experience, xxx [CPG]  particularly is structured to make 
decisions and to give direction.’1867 This latter view, is elaborated by other 
respondent ‘The CPG has put more rigour behind the process, that we have a 
fully auditable track record, that we can trace all the decisions back. Hasn’t 
been done, in the past it was more ad-hoc.’1868 Secondly, major effectiveness 
as a result of increased focus ‘So, the CPG has refined its focus… and 
increased his effectiveness in producing his plans.’1869 An example of this 
increased focus given by a respondent was putting aside capability delivery 
aspects ‘Also, the CPG has moved away from what you call delivery 
decisions.’1870 Furthermore, there would be in place a better approach to 
address S&T aspects ‘I think it [CPG] has got better at handle scientific nature 
of its business, because of measures has been introduced.’1871 
In relation to how CPG outputs are consolidated, a CPG member explains that 
the CPG performs annually an ‘away day’, where the whole CPG meet for two 
days. Preparation is made in advance, issuing papers, and at the end of the 
two-day work, the CMP is redrafted. In the view of a respondent it is a 
successful activity ‘I think it works really, really well. It gets the team 
together’1872  
In any case, when compared to other CPGs, by a respondent positioned to do 
so, this CPG would perform better, following ‘TLCM process’ and receiving 
adequate directive inputs ‘Some of the other ones I sit on are less well 
organised, in my opinion, and they don’t work quite so well. They’ve followed 
the TLCM process, they receive direction from the CMG above, and the 
CMS.’1873 
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When trying to sketch a contextualised general perspective of CPG activity, 
some points were raised by the respondents. Firstly, a respondent highlighted 
that CPG is not the members’ day-to-day job ‘When you look at the CPG, you 
have to look it into the context. That… is not their day job.’1874 Furthermore, 
aspects contributing to feed peripheral cues to build interpersonal trust where 
mentioned by some CPG members. The xxx [CPG planning area] is a small 
community, where people commonly have had the opportunity to work together 
‘We are small, and therefore you find yourself you keep on meetings the same 
faces in the capability area. So many of them actually work together in different 
roles in the past…’1875 In addition, in a respondent’s view, there is a trend to go 
back to the xxx [CPG planning area], once people have been assigned to do 
staff work there ‘The tendency in the UK for… if you find yourself doing staff 
work in the capability area, you will tend to go back to it.’1876. 
Regarding aspects deemed to have negative connotation, two problems were 
depicted by CPG members. First, the FLCs would tend to underplay the 
consequences of decisions they make in terms of equipment and support in the 
capability planning area ‘The decisions that they sometimes make within the 
FLCs, have consequences that they don’t understand, and they don’t plan 
for’1877 Further, FLCs would tend to have an optimistic perception in terms of 
time required to realise decisions they make ‘They think that if a decision is 
made, then the outcome should be about very quickly. But it’s not necessarily 
like that.’1878 Finally, a criticism was raised against the whole TLCM approach, 
in the sense that there would be an excessive number of committees ‘One of 
the problems with the TLCM construct is that there are too many 
committees.’1879 
4.2.5.2 Cluster 2. Nature of the interpersonal relationships 
Relationships 
One characteristic of the capability planning area mentioned spontaneously by 
the respondents was the relatively small size of the community ‘The xxx [CPG 
planning area] is a small capability compared to some of the other areas. So, 
it’s a small stakeholders community.’1880 This aspect was declared by civilian 
and military members as well ‘The xxx [CPG planning area] environment is a 
very small environment. So, you would generally deal with those people who 
are members of the CPG on other issues as well, that weren’t CPG related.’1881 
Similarly, another member highlighted that this aspect would be extended 
through a wider community ‘Our domain is small… I would see them quite 
frequently in another meetings outside of the CPG. And, they would also see 
their colleagues.’1882 Arguably, CPG members interact in other capability 
management parts’ activities ‘We are working in the wider piece of the capability 
area.’1883 This interaction would be weekly ‘People interact across the three 
levels [planning, delivery and generation], and they are doing that on a weekly 
basis.’1884  
In a military respondent’s view, because of the characteristics of the capability 
planning area, there is room to develop interpersonal relationships amongst the 
CPG members ‘Because of the nature of the xxx [CPG planning area] 
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community, you can be meeting this people again, and again, and again, 
constantly, doing all sorts of different work, but you are still building and 
developing the relationship that you’ll take back into the CPG…’1885 This view 
was shared by a civilian member of the CPG ‘So, our CPG’s interpersonal 
relationships are influenced by the fact they work together quite a lot anyway 
and they would do different meetings.’1886 
There was consistency amongst four of the CPG members regarding the impact 
of the size of the community and its effect on interpersonal relationships. 
Although not all of the responses are reflected here because it would have been 
repetitive. One of the perceptions about the small community that xxx [CPG 
planning area] represents is that capability planning activity can be carried out 
in the margin of other activities ‘We do CPG work in the margin of other 
meetings… [that is] The strength of being small’1887 Moreover, this would 
facilitate the perception of other people’s skills and competences ‘There is a 
trust, because we know that people, know their job and so on, and so forth.’1888. 
This view is supported by a third member of the CPG ‘I would say one of the 
strengths of the CPG I’m in is it is relatively small, and the core players all know 
each other, really quite well. And that adds to the interpersonal trust.’1889 
Further, another respondent argued that through time the CPG has reached a 
state were new members are inserted quickly ‘I have been working in this role, I 
have seen relationships mature, so when people deal with other role and 
change, someone is able to come in and get involved quite quickly.’1890 In 
summary, there is a positive view about interpersonal relationships in the CPG, 
in the words of a member ‘Those interpersonal relationships work quite well. So, 
even when you send out quite a formal request by email, which is part of the 
virtual working piece, we don’t all have to get together in a meeting to do 
something.’1891 
Another facet was mentioned by a senior military officer, in the sense that 
personal agendas would be scarce between the CPG military members, this 
was attributed in part to the fact that CPG members are at about their career 
ceilings and, consequently, have no likely prospect for further promotion in the 
services ‘There are very few personal agendas running within the group. And I 
think part of the reason for that is, that it is not a group who is going to be 
Generals or Admirals one day, most of us know that our career ceiling is 
Lieutenant Colonel, Colonel. So we are at, or very close, to our career ceiling, 
and therefore, there is not the kind of… personal political agendas that you 
might get if you have extremely ambitious people working together.’1892 
A source of potential conflict/tension in interpersonal relationships is mentioned 
when aspects impacting a single domain are addressed ‘The only possible 
problems we have is where in CPG, for example, we are all talking specifically 
about a single domain.’1893 This view is shared by another interviewee ‘As 
always is a bit single service politics and is at that level, is at the single service 
levels that you get some frictions between interpersonal relationships.’1894 
Although, according to another CPG member, strong interpersonal relationships 
have played positively to avoid potential problems ‘When you are looking to 
trade a capability, that’s predominantly Army based, and transfer responsibility 
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to another of the services and this year has put an strain on the relationships… 
It has put a strain on the relationships. However, because people interact well 
across the community, we have managed to remain coherent this year. And I 
put that down to strong interpersonal relationships.’1895 
However, there was a member who expressed perceptions deemed to have 
negative connotation. Firstly, an idea about relationships which should be 
improved ‘The relationships that we currently got in the CPG are not as good as 
they should be’1896 Furthermore, in the respondent’s view, there would be 
deficiencies in bringing members together to develop the CPG ‘I think, this 
whole issue, the intangible issues of team development… is something that we 
don’t do well enough. We don’t concentrate on ensuring that new members are 
integrated into…’1897 
Relationships virtual 
In relation to the incidence of the intended ‘virtual’ nature of members 
interaction, in one interviewee’s opinion, that would suffice to perform CPG 
activity. Although he didn’t argue causative relationships for that, a plausible 
explanation is expressed mentioning the closeness of the xxx [CPG planning 
area] community ‘I don’t think the collocation matters, because we are quite a 
close community. I don’t know if that is because we are such a close community 
or whether that is just because we develop good working relationships.’1898 
Constraints 
One aspect raised by a respondent imposing a limitation to the development of 
interpersonal relationships had to do with personalities of CPG members ‘It is 
just, the idea of personality… I am convinced that… the personalities that come 
together in a CPG would have a very large part to play in it success.’1899 In this 
regard, the interviewee highlights the absence of any selective process to 
designate members to integrate CPGs ‘The problem is that it’s done by luck. 
We do not attempt to make, we make no attempts to look at the personality of 
the people we put in the CPGs’1900 In the respondent view, it is likely that non-
compatible persons undermine the whole CPG work ‘It would be very easy… 
you can have one or two in there, where the personality is different, the motives 
are different. And all of a sudden you are half as effective quite easily.’1901 This 
idea is reinforced by another member who misses a structured approach to 
integrate people into the team ‘Where is the integration programme, where is 
the process of bringing people up to speed, of introducing them into the 
team?’1902 
4.2.5.3 Cluster 3. Interpersonal trust determinants, as perceived by 
individuals 
Although perceptions about the level of influence of the different interpersonal 
trust determinants were varied, most of the CPG members perceived 
interpersonal relationships positively. Some plausible reasons and factors are 
mentioned ‘Some of this, of course, is personality related…’1903 Although the 
interviewee gives more relevance to the role played by the CPG Chair, which in 
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his view is deemed fundamental, in terms of developing trust ‘Is his leadership 
and chairmanship [CPG chair] that drives you toward a different level of 
trust.’1904 
In broad terms, one of the interviewees asserted that all of the routes and 
determinants played a role in building and maintaining interpersonal trust in the 
CPG, ‘I think for me it is all the elements of it, and it is all the peripheral, all the 
central, all the habitual’1905 In addition, another CPG member alluded the fragile 
nature of trust ‘I think it is a staircase you can go up and you can come 
down.’1906 
Peripheral route 
There were no expressions about the use of the peripheral route as a whole. 
Although, views where not completely similar, they mentioned all the peripheral 
determinants, but disposition. 
One respondent recognised the use of third party information ‘I definitely go 
around and collect third party information’1907 Which was asserted as an 
influential determinant in another interviewee’s word ‘A lot is third party 
information.’1908 However, in another member’s opinion, it is history the 
peripheral determinant which exerts more influence in terms of determining 
interpersonal trust in the CPG ‘Probably the only one that stand out here 
[peripheral route] is history, given that many of these have worked together 
previously in some other areas.’1909 For a third interviewee, the relevant 
determinants were history, role and third party information ‘I’ll be looking at his 
history. Clearly, the role is important as well… and third party information’1910 
Furthermore, when considering the relative degree of permanency of people 
involved in CPG activity ‘By and large you’ve got people who have been in that 
community for some time.’1911, category and role were implicitly mentioned as 
well ‘At that level, we all recognise that you don’t get to that level without a 
degree of experience, competence.’1912 Moreover, another respondent 
mentioned explicitly the influence of military ranks, the category determinant ‘I 
think, rank is important’1913 
Central route 
From the outset, the CPG Chair pointed out that the central route is the most 
influential route to build and maintain interpersonal trust ‘Here [central route] is 
the key determinant’1914 Moreover, in another member’s view, through 
interaction, trustworthiness is assessed rapidly ‘The central route is the key 
bit… you make some pretty quick judgements, about whether they are any good 
at what they do, and whether you can trust them.’1915 Interacting in different 
activities is regarded as a context for assessing ability and integrity ‘I am able to 
develop an habitual relationship with them for quite a while, just by interacting 
with them in different meetings. Although that would naturally influence my 
perception of their ability and certainly their integrity.’1916 This relevance of the 
central route is considered together with having previously known (peripheral 
route) members as well ‘For me is the central route, because… we assess 
people on their ability. Be it, a piece of written work, or their ability to speak as 
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we are speaking now, or to provide a presentation. So, that then give us a feel. 
Plus… people would know of that individual as well.’1917 Furthermore, clearly, 
for one of the respondents, the influence of the central route would be dominant 
over the other two ‘I mean, there is absolutely no doubt that these three here 
[central route] over-weigh the rest… hugely.’1918 
Regarding the influence of the determinants, there was consistency about the 
influence of the three determinants ‘The main determinant in the central route 
would be ability, secondly integrity and the least relevant benevolence. And that 
then is reinforced by, every time you meet them…’1919 Further, again ability is 
perceived as the pre-eminent determinant ‘I think, in the central route I would 
probably say ability [has more relevance]’1920, and ‘I would rank ability as the 
highest.’1921 In addition, integrity is regarded as influencing closely behind ability 
‘Integrity is closely aligned to that.’1922; although integrity would tend to be 
assumed as a requirement to reach the stages of the career that CPG members 
have reached to sit there ‘Integrity. I am not sure how far we go. There is an 
issue with integrity because I think that most people within the military 
environment of the same rank... We’ve almost selected out people that don’t 
have integrity, because you wouldn’t have got promoted, you wouldn’t have got 
advancement in your career, unless you have that personal integrity.’1923 
Further, although benevolence was regarded as relevant in the CPG context 
‘Benevolence… is a very important piece… is not simply a case of coming to 
the CPG and taking. Is a case of coming to the CPG and giving.’1924, it was 
considered as less influential than the other two determinants present in the 
central route ‘Benevolence is not as important as the other two factors for me… 
I would suggest that is ability, integrity and then benevolence.’1925 
Habitual route 
The habitual route was regarded as relevant to build interpersonal trust in the 
CPG ‘Then I think these things [interpersonal trust determinants acting through 
the habitual route] become important [as they are getting to the habitual 
route].’1926 Moreover, there is the perception that there would be room for the 
interaction required through time, reinforced by the ‘away-day’ activity carried 
out ‘We do an away day as well, as part of the CPG, two days out of the 
office… And I think it really covers the habitual route… and I think that it really 
helps the way we develop.’1927 This ‘away-day’, in particular, is seen as an 
element to build interpersonal trust ‘You build trust through that away 
day.’1928Although the importance of the habitual route in terms of forming trust in 
a maturing relationship is recognised, there were differing views about its 
realisation in the CPG. On the one hand, the use of the habitual route is 
acknowledged in the CPG’s activity ‘I don’t think we can work effectively without 
the habitual [route]. And I think that really has helped.’1929 Conversely, in 
another member’s view the use of the habitual route would be very low ‘If it is 
happening at all is very weak [the use of the habitual route in the CPG].’1930 
Regarding the determinants in particular, there was only one isolated comment, 
highlighting the significance of social bonds ‘Social bonds, I think that is pretty 
important… by socialising then that reinforces those bonds and it becomes a 
virtuous circle.’1931 
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Relation between the routes 
One thought expressed by a respondent followed the idea of the initial 
incidence of the peripheral route, and a further influence of central and habitual 
determinants in building and maintaining interpersonal trust ‘If I have got 
somebody new come in, I would do the peripheral piece. But, the rest of the 
time it is a combination of central and habitual. Because, as I said, we do meet 
up outside.’1932 A similar opinion was sustained by another CPG member ‘So, 
immediately he is seen, because somebody you trust has told you that that guy 
is good [third party information, peripheral route]… that, by and large is then 
reinforced through interrelationships [central route] and personal dealings 
[habitual route]’1933 Although the main influence in another respondent’s view 
would be in the central, followed by the habitual, route ‘Principally the central 
route, but, with the habitual route, being important as well.’1934 
A combination of the incidence of central and peripheral cues in the CPG was 
depicted by an interviewee ‘The individuals, by and large have got credibility for 
their subject matter knowledge [ability] as well as the seniority and experience 
[role] they have got as a result of been a … you know, at a certain rank level. 
These individuals have got subject matter expertise, that I think, you know, 
again, builds trust…’1935 
In general, when speaking about CPGs and the use of the routes one member’s 
perception was that most of the CPGs stand between the peripheral and the 
central route ‘I would say most of them are sort of between here and here 
[peripheral and central route]’1936 Although most of the CPGs would reach the 
central route, some of them remain using only the peripheral route  ‘Perhaps 
routinely, it would sit here [central route]. But some of them [CPGs], I would say 
are on the peripheral edge’1937 
4.2.5.4 Cluster 4. Existence or non-existence of issues, regarding 
interpersonal trust   
Although in the view of one respondent there weren’t issues regarding 
interpersonal trust ‘[trust] is not an issue that we certainly come across at all. 
We’ve never found that there has been any breakdown in that’1938; in another 
CPG member’s view there were minor issues ‘I think the trust issues are 
minor.’1939 Furthermore, in another respondent’s view, there would be a general 
issue set by a difficulty to establish realistic goals in terms of time, performance 
and costs compromising the different stakeholders perspectives ‘What we fail to 
do is for everybody to understand that,… the group and the individuals within it, 
are focused on achieving an outcome, which is improve xxx [CPG planning 
area] capability.’1940 
Single service agendas and different priorities between organisational 
areas 
From the outset, a CPG member recognises the existence of individual 
agendas ‘Irrespective of the fact that you work collectively, you all have your 
own agendas, and you are all looking to enable your agenda to be 
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achieved.’1941 This kind of agenda together with the influence of the services are 
deemed to be influential in terms of interpersonal trust ‘The different priorities 
and the single service influence, yes that can be a very significant player.’1942 
One example is given by a respondent about a member who had to fulfil a role 
where the course of action associated with providing better capability was 
perceived as detrimental for his service ‘Whilst he might be green [Army] his 
natural badge, he has a blue [Air Force] hat.’1943 Although he might have been 
favouring solutions involving his own service, ‘He might be more inclined to look 
at, to favour perhaps land solutions rather than necessarily the best solution… 
is natural’1944, this has not been the case. There was an understanding about 
that pursuing that option would have affected negatively his military career ‘His 
integrity has been such that he has done that. But, what cost it has been to his 
career?’1945 As a corollary, it was expressed that this kind of behaviour shouldn’t 
have a negative consequence for the individual ‘One of the issues that need’s to 
be sure, that people can trust the system, if they make decisions that potentially 
go against the… what is perceived to be the way they should be voting’1946 In 
other words that ‘… the system then doesn’t take it out on them in any way, 
shape or form and disadvantage them in their careers.’1947 This situation is 
presented as affecting negatively interpersonal trust in the CPG ‘This whole 
issue undermines the trust within the CPG.’1948 
A respondent depicted, in his view, how single service influence is present in 
the CPG. First, he pointed out that naturally members have an allegiance to 
their own services ‘At the end of the day, we are all very loyal to our cap badges 
and to our own services.’1949 Then, a number of posts would be held by people 
form his own service ‘Because is quite niche… My own particular branch holds 
a number of the key joint posts.’1950 In this regard, in the respondent’s view, if 
there were members from different services or with a higher rate of change in 
CPG membership he would be more careful ‘If those posts were more rotational 
or if you had other cap badge filling those posts, then, I would be more 
cautious.’1951 In the end, this single service influence was illustrated as an 
inevitable condition ‘I don’t think you’ll ever get away from that. To be honest 
with you, I think that is just a fact of service life.’1952 
Another aspect mentioned was a relatively variable importance paid by the 
services to the CPG’s capability planning area ‘xxx [CPG planning area] is not 
important to the FLCs’1953 This situation would drive to changing positions 
sustained by CPG members regarding matters considered. In a respondent 
words ‘Haven’t got a constant goal to where is that the CPG needs to go, 
because you have got a number of different levers.’1954 Further, this situation 
would impose difficulties in terms of absence of clear priorities and consistency 
to perform CPG activity ‘It’s very difficult… to compensate for what is seen to be 
a lack of priority, a lack of consistence.’1955 This difficulty would be exacerbated 
in the case of the Army, because it would be very different to the other two 
armed services ‘In the UK the Army is the largest service, and it is culturally 
much more different to the other two services than they are to each other, and it 




Scarcity of resources is regarded as a factor, when decisions being considered 
have impact on the services, impacting trust at the working level ‘Money always 
get in the way… Because, at the end of the day is about how much money has 
been spent on training, or equipment and…, and… trust issues in the relative 
priorities of capability are actually being honestly exposed.’1957 
Withhold information 
Opposite perceptions were expressed regarding information withholding in 
capability planning activity. On the one hand, a respondent neglected this 
aspect as an issue ‘I don’t think management of information is an issue.’1958, 
arguing that the CPG has always had the necessary information to carry out its 
work ‘I don’t think we’ve ever had an issues where we haven’t felt that we had 
the right information available to make the decision.’1959 Conversely, another 
respondent, although recognising the community as a small and cohesive 
community of specialists, he sees that ‘The xxx [capability area] tend to be 
stovepiped from a defence perspective’1960 In any case, in another respondent’s 
view the weaknesses about managing information arise from the quality of the 
information management systems ‘Information withholding, where that happens 
is usually due to the poor quality of our information management systems, not 
due to people deliberately withholding information.’1961 
Trust between the services 
An aspect raised by the S&T representative, a civilian, was the perception of a 
reticent relationship amongst the services ‘The FLCs may not trust each 
other.’1962, as opposed to the relationship at the working level ‘While we work, 
we work quite well at them, and I certainly work quite well with them. I don’t 
necessarily get the perception that they automatically trust each other.’1963 In his 
view, interorganisational barriers, in the CPG, are broken down by the 
interpersonal relation between the CPG members ‘I think that is also the case 
that some of the organisational barriers has been broken down because of the 
interpersonal relationships.’1964 An example is offered ‘If a FLC says I really 
want this particular piece of capability, is everybody sure that we are talking 
about that particular piece of capability, or is it actually tied to how they want to 
preserve their organisational structure.’1965 
Rotation 
The rate of rotation of the military members of the CPG was also mentioned by 
an interviewee as impacting interpersonal relationships in the long term; 
consequently, making more difficult the use of the habitual route to build and 
maintain interpersonal trust  ‘The long term relationships are a bit more difficult, 
when dealing with the military because they change every two and a half 
years.’1966 
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4.2.5.5 Cluster 5. Existence or non-existence of risks beyond interpersonal 
relationships, regarding interpersonal trust. 
The existence of different risks, and how one of these impacted people, is 
depicted by the CPG chair ‘We may all come into it [possible promotion, 
financial situation, different priorities between organisational areas (DE&S, 
support; DSTL, research; Head Office; single services agenda), exposition of 
information potentially used against who provided it], and I think certainly I’ve 
seen it, many areas where information has been used against, potentially 
against, those who provide it.’1967 In the respondent’s view, this aspect make 
visible the relevance of individuals being certain that undertaking his 
responsibilities would not harm them, as already mentioned, ‘That again comes 
down to the system, having sufficient maturity to allow you to actually undertake 
that activity, the best possible way.’1968 
Possible promotion 
Two respondents addressed the influence of prospects for further promotion 
seen as a risk. One of them mentioned it tangentially. In the view of the DE&S 
representative, a consideration would be the interest of the individual’s chain of 
command in the outcomes of the CPG; and to what extent they would be seen 
as part of the individual’s roles and responsibilities within his work ‘We have to 
understand where does the importance of the CPG, and the outputs of the 
CPG, where is that stand in the SO1s [OF4s] chain of command. So, is my 
reporting officer, and for example my team leader here and my one star here, 
are they interested and driven by the outcomes of the CPG. Does it influence 
the way they see me as performing in my roles and responsibilities here.’1969 
The User representative depicted his perception of the influence of possible 
promotion as being as very low ‘I don’t think… as long as I do my job, in a way 
which is competent and clearly in the best interest of defence, there are very 
few risks to me from the people around me.’1970 Although the reason given for 
this was the consideration of the fact that he had already reached his ‘career 
ceiling’ ‘Partly because, I am in my career ceiling, I will not be promoted again. 
And therefore, I don’t have to worry about that perception from senior people so 
much.’1971 Moreover, the respondent argued that this situation of absence of 
prospects for further promotion allows big independence in his work, which is 
something he perceives is somehow otherwise limited ‘That gives you 
enormous freedom, you can say what is actually true, rather what you think the 
boss wants to hear. Which of course we should do always anyway, but not 
everyone does.’1972 In the respondent view, this ‘freedom’ allows him to pursue 
his role integrally, instead of being concerned about potential negatives 
outcomes for him ‘When I am doing a risk assessment, it tends to be a lot more 
on the lines of… is this going to prevent me executing my role well rather than is 
it going to damage me personally’1973 Finally, the interviewee expressed that 
before reaching his career ceiling he would have been more careful about this 




The financial situation was mentioned when asking about risks regarding 
interpersonal trust. In the words of one of the respondents, it is a permanent 
consideration which drives to devise ‘options’ to enhance capability or save 
costs: ‘Finance is always there… the financial situation is the thing that forces 
you to do your planning round and forces you to raise options.’1975 Moreover, 
this view of finance as a source of risk is supported by another respondent, who 
argues that under the current economic situation this element appears to be an 
issue ‘Finance at the moment. Although I would say that beyond of being a risk, 
is now an issue…’1976 Furthermore, the latter interviewee adds that this situation 
is intensified by single service agendas ‘The more those caps you put in, the 
more strain you put on the individual agendas within the CPG, and in particular, 
and we have seen this, the single service agendas.’1977 
Difficulty to operationalise priorities in terms of capabilities 
An aspect mentioned by one respondent was an alleged lack of importance of 
this CPG’s activities for the FLCs, which would be reflected in low attendance to 
CPG meetings by the members, which are replaced by delegates; or members 
attending to the meetings without the adequate preparation for the meetings 
‘There are probably one or two FLCs that don’t see the CPG, in terms of their 
chain of command, don’t see it as important. So, consequently the people that 
are then supposedly going into the CPG to make decisions, don’t see it is 
important. That’s why a number of them don’t turn up [to appear]. And when 
they do turn up, they haven’t done the preparation, and they are not really 
interested.’1978 Furthermore, this problem is attributed by the respondent to the 
nature of the capability area, rather than to the CPG members ‘I would suggest 
that would be a problem with xxx [CPG planning area] environment, rather than 
the fault of the CPG.’1979 
Sub-organisational (single service) agendas 
The CPG chair explains how, in his view, single service agendas are the 
biggest risk in the sense that members can be perceived as acting against his 
organisation’s interest ‘For me the biggest risk people face is the fact that at the 
end of the day, you’ve got to produce this prioritised piece of work that may 
disadvantage, or may be seen to disadvantage, your group, the group you 
represent, being the Army, the Air Force, or the Navy.’1980 Moreover, in the 
respondent’s view, the risk would be apparent when courses of action ‘better’ 
than the one preferred by the individual’s own organisation are considered in 
the CPG ‘The fact that you might have to support courses of action that, or… an 
alternative course of action that is actually better than the course of action that 
you have been told to drive forward… that then come to maturity of the 
organisation’1981 Furthermore, a mitigating element would be the membership of 
a Joint User representative who would help to consider and balance the 
arguments ‘He is very much in some ways the arbiter... in a way he can mitigate 
risk, because he can then arbitrate, and say well this is even though you’ve 
spoken strongly for the Navy, but recognise potential that the RAF’s one is the 
best option’1982 
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Sharing and exposing information 
The S&T representative in the CPG raised the idea of CPG members not 
involving themselves in capability planning activity. In his view, there is a risk of 
people don’t playing an ‘meaningful’ role in the CPG ‘So, if someone doesn’t put 
the effort in we might not therefore represent our organisation in the best way 
possible.’1983 Furthermore, the member could be perceived as not being a 
‘useful’ member of the CPG ‘It does happen I think is a key risk, if people aren’t 
perceived to be engaging. Be either in the core business or in the non core 
business… then there may become a perception that they are not a useful 
member of the team.’1984 
‘If you reduce the amount of experience and ability at the CPG to save effort, or 
for efficiency reasons. Then those plans would naturally start to become less 
effective.’1985 
4.2.6 Cross-case analysis 
The research methodology proposed in Chapter 3 was intended to address the 
understanding of interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, in the capability 
planning context. In particular, Phase I, the first wave of data collection, was 
intended to confirm the interpersonal trust determinants incorporated from 
virtual team’s and organisational literature, in the adapted model proposed in 
2.4.3 ‘An adapted model of trust in VTs’, and to establish what were the issues 
and risks influencing interpersonal trust in the capability planning context. In this 
setting, the CPG context, as discussed in chapters one and two, skills and 
capabilities are integrated in a cross-functional manner, across defence 
organisations in the MOD Unified Customer (MUC). 
Data collected through the Phase I of the fieldwork, which considered 
interviewing the members of five selected CPGs (4.2.1 ‘Capability Panning 
Group 1’ to 4.2.5 ‘Capability Planning Group 5’), was initially sorted and 
analysed around five clusters, as shown in Figure 4-3. Subsequently, the 
interpretation of the evidence emerging from the cross-case analysis carried 
out, was integrated around the three lines of enquiry originally stated in 3.5.1.1 
‘The enquiry’, named outputs one to three at this stage, in order to underpin the 
identification of target areas and the further elaboration of the instrument for the 
second wave of (quantitative) data collection. These were Target area 1 
Influential elements, Target area 2 Interpersonal trust determinants, and Target 
area 3 Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust, and risks beyond 
interpersonal relationships regarding interpersonal trust (See Figure 4-4). The 
second phase, carried out afterwards, across the whole population of CPG 
members, through a survey questionnaire, was intended to provide confirmatory 
and more detailed evidence to perceptions expressed by key informants, and to 
integrate the findings of both phases in a structured manner. This later stage, 
providing additional robustness to the conclusions, is developed through a 
further integrated analysis and discussion in Chapter 5. 
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Figure  4-4 From Phase I of data collection to Target Areas 
 
Source: Author 
4.2.6.1 Output 1 Influential elements 
Output 1 provided some background information to contextualise data gathered 
about interpersonal relationships in CPGs. This information was important, 
because it allowed a deeper understanding about how CPG members interact, 
and interpretation and analysis of the qualitative data collected. 
Influential elements were grouped around two main topics: performance of the 
CPG regarding capability planning activity and, nature of interpersonal 
relationships between CPG members. 
Performance of CPGs in Capability Planning 
The emergence of three trends concerning CPG performance is clear across 
the cases. Firstly, capability planning activity, undertaken utilising VTs, is 
perceived as ‘a lot better than in the past’, when compared to the previous 
model used to plan future capabilities. However, the consideration of 
performance of capability planning activity deals with the difficulty of the long 
lead time required to ascertain benefits which would be set in a scene where 
there could be many other plausible explanations for the achievements realised. 
Moreover, although there is no objective measurement of the performance of 
the CPGs, anecdotal evidence collected points out that undertaking capability 
planning utilising VTs was clearly a better approach. This was the general 
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perception as a number of reasons were expressed, which in summary enable 
to undertake capability planning activity with more and wider perspectives, 
emphasising capability and a through life approach; with clearer purposes, roles 
and responsibilities; together with an effective and opportune integration of main 
stakeholders to prioritise and agree capability planning. Secondly, there is a 
perception that capability planning is undergoing a ‘developmental process’, not 
complete yet, where capability planning activity is far from the realisation of 
potential benefits. Thus, although the majority of the findings refer to benefits of 
utilising VTs, some of the challenges of virtual teaming were observed too. 
Thirdly, there was a controversial trend where positive and negative 
characteristics were mentioned when describing work at present in the CPGs, 
contradicting each other inside the different CPGs studied, which was portrayed 
in the findings as well. This trend is coherent with the idea of contextual 
elements regarding every particular capability planning area playing a 
prominent part of CPG activity 
Regarding the elements within the first tendency, at times it was difficult to 
ascertain perceptions comparing present and past models employed to perform 
the planning of future capabilities based on experience of the individuals, 
because of the rotation that characterise in-service personnel postings. 
Nevertheless, based on personal experience and perceptions, previous 
approaches were depicted unanimously, when commented upon, as 
adversarial, covering a less comprehensive forum, and taking a less structured 
approach. In summary, on the one hand, previous capability planning activity 
was seen as ‘groups of stakeholders trying to get a common picture, without a 
clear aim or understanding of what they were doing’. Conversely, capability 
planning at present, for a broad majority of the respondents, although going 
through a developmental process, presents a number of characteristics that are 
perceived to outperform previous activity. As examples were mentioned a more 
effective consideration of projects as subsets of programmes and undertaking a 
more staged approach, resulting in better interaction with projects related to a 
particular capability planning area and more balanced outcomes. 
As regards to the second trend, concerning the developmental state of the 
whole capability planning approach and the use of VTs in capability planning in 
particular, benefits and challenges (2.2.5.3 ‘Benefits’ & 2.2.5.4 ‘Challenges’) 
depicted in the VTs literature reviewed were perceived, to some extent, by the 
CPG members. Thus, confirmation of the literature reviewed can be asserted. In 
addition, a recurrent perception is that capability planning would work best in 
forum rather than by virtual means. Thus, a positive influence would be posed 
by the fact that in capability management there would be interaction between 
members outside of CPG activity. This interaction would be mainly in a one-to-
one basis though. This interaction enables carrying out CPG work informally. 
These dealings are complemented with virtual interaction, enabling what is 
perceived as a necessary combination of virtual and face-to-face work. 
Furthermore, virtual interaction would assist in undertaking general CPG 
activity, and to keep members aware of work being developed; complemented 
with co-located activity deemed essential when dealing with complex topics or 
to solve disagreements.  
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Based on the perception of the individuals, VTs benefits and challenges are 
observed in a demanding scenario where the complexity and transverse nature 
of the issues CPGs deal with, together with the substantially different nature 
and dynamics of each CPG’s work, considered when selecting the CPGs to 
study, (relevant technologies change pace, applicable threat evolution rate, 
speed of pertinent policies or management approaches development, etc.), and 
that the different capability areas are managed under ‘different ideas, 
behaviours and approaches’ set a challenging setting. In this context, a salient 
challenge would be the communication and coordination of work. In summary, 
the recurrent perception is that capability planning is improving steadily, moving 
in the ‘right direction’ to realise potential benefits, although the room for 
improvement would be still ample. 
Within the third trend, contradictory views regarding work at present in the 
CPGs, where contextual elements pertaining to each CPG would influence 
greatly CPG activity were asserted. Often, what are seen as benefits or 
challenges of utilising VTs are mentioned indistinctively as realised or not; or 
advantages in one CPG are perceived as disadvantages in other CPG. For 
example, the ‘better emphasis in capability and through life’ is opposed to ‘poor 
long term perspective’, or ‘blurry boundaries between CPG, CMG and 
Programme Boards’ is opposed to ‘clearer purposes, roles and responsibilities’. 
These contradictory views could be plausibly attributed to different contextual 
considerations, like the dissimilar settings, where each CPG work in; or diversity 
of management styles amongst CPGs, that influence and shape activity. In 
addition, the number of boundaries crossed related to different projects, 
programmes, capability areas, services and organisations; complex and 
multilevel, poses a further facet to assert that contextual elements diverge 
greatly from one CPG to another. Furthermore, the intense collection of 
differences between CPGs, their tasks, and the challenging environment set by 
the size and complexity of the MOD (stovepipes and silos), in which they 
function makes it very difficult to develop generalisations about positive or 
negative characteristics or, benefits and challenges realised that could apply 
across the whole capability planning activity. 
Although electronic interaction eliminates part of the context, making more 
difficult to achieve a shared understanding, cultural aspects, and tools and 
information, shared to some extent, would provide, a moderating effect to the 
burden provided by reduced co-located activity and work context. 
Nature of interpersonal relationships in CPGs 
Interpersonal relationships are a field where individuals gain more information 
about each other, perceiving cues of trustworthiness that once processed allow 
developing interpersonal trust. From the outset, when compared with 
interpersonal relationships in previous models of capability planning, CPGs 
were mentioned as having ‘better’ interpersonal relationships. In addition, the 
mainly virtual nature of members’ interaction would suffice to perform CPG 
activity. 
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Accordingly, it is rather clear from the evidence that general perceptions about 
interpersonal relationships between members in the CPG highlight interpersonal 
trust as enabling virtual work, although displaying a mix of positive, neutral and 
negative views. In any case, it is apparent from the evidence that all the parties’ 
work under the fundamental aspiration of integrating the different views, at 
different levels, in the overarching taxonomy of defence capabilities. 
Firstly, capability planning requires an environment for open, but guarded 
discussion, assuring that ideas or proposals will not be widely disseminated; 
and that a situational problem or a potential solution to a problem can be 
exposed. In this regard, with the introduction of capability planning, 
interpersonal relationships are seen as improving, with a deepening of the links 
between the organisational areas involved. In general, discussion is enabled by 
a positive environment where open and opportune interaction is made possible. 
An element to this being that the CPG members have a similar rank level and 
have an equal voice. Although, there are capability areas with more ‘arid’ 
settings than others, ‘far more competitive and confrontational’.  
A relevant element depicted about interpersonal relationships was the 
consideration that there would be some CPGs whose members belong to 
closely related communities, with members having lots to do with each other, 
outside CPG business. Conversely, in other CPGs this situation would be the 
other way around, with for example one or two members related, but not 
greatly. 
Some planning areas or capability planning areas, are smaller, with a small 
stakeholders community ‘very familiar with each other’; then CPG members 
deal with other members of the CPG often, on other issues that weren’t CPG 
related as well, in the wider piece of the capability area, across the three 
capability management parts (planning, delivery and generation). In that case, 
capability planning activity can be carried out in the margin of other activities, 
doing all sorts of different work, but still building and developing the relationship 
that members take back into the CPG. This is regarded as the ‘strength of being 
small’. This element would have played positively to avoid potential problems, 
because people interact well across communities, managing to remain 
coherent. Conversely, the level of closeness in some small communities, 
potentially, could bring negative effects as well ‘because it brings prejudices 
with it as well.’ 
Occasionally, there is a degree of previous knowledge between some CPG 
members, where people have related service career paths, and know each 
other quite well; a framework where they have people who trust or not, 
facilitating initial attribution of trust, that network is seen as critical to 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs. In this regard, in the view of a number of 
respondents, although a close relationship is important, achieving shared 
understanding would be the main goal to accomplish, thus meeting regularly 
would be necessary to understand other members’ perspectives; otherwise, 
people would tend to fragment and to work stovepiped ending up just having 
bilateral relationships with different organisations. On the other hand, some 
planning areas are bigger or wider, with ample communities, covering a 
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capability of interdependent nature, or joint. In those cases, it could be  ‘too 
many people’ and remains much less personal, with members tending to come 
together for a meeting and disappearing to do their business again, slowing 
down development of interpersonal relationships. Furthermore, in this setting, a 
source of potential frictions in interpersonal relationships would be when 
aspects impacting a single domain are addressed. In any case, there would be 
a base of trust that would be different between military members pertaining to 
one service, which would be weaker when involving members coming from 
different services, in a joint environment. 
Secondly, the evidence from the respondents illustrates that there are some 
challenges related to interpersonal relationships between CPG members. 
These challenges are: bringing the CPG members together, communicating and 
coordinating work, balancing co-located and virtual work, identifying and 
implementing the adequate information technology tools, and the influence of 
where the desk officer is in his job-cycle regarding the CPG. 
One of the challenges regarding interpersonal relationships would be bringing 
members together to develop the CPG, and ensuring that new members are 
integrated; because, in the view of the respondents, they lack of an adequate 
process to engage in virtual interaction. In this regard, characters of people 
involved would be influential. The CPG approach would be sound, principles 
would work very well, but reliant on the CPG members to engage and perform. 
Personal interest in the other members of the CPG is necessary to achieve 
CPG goals ‘to understand the requirements and issues better… it makes the 
network work.’ People in the CPG have a common background, common goal, 
but it ‘will always be personality driven as well’. Furthermore, although 
personalities of CPG members, would have a ‘very large part to play in it 
success’, there is no selective process to designate members to integrate 
CPGs, ‘no attempt to look at the personality of the people which is going to be 
put in the CPGs’. Thus, non-compatible persons could undermine the whole 
CPG work ‘and all of a sudden to be half as effective quite easily.’ 
There is a challenge in communicating and coordinating work in VTs, keeping 
aligned understanding and individual’s activity; otherwise, decisions could be 
made before relevant members can have their input. Moreover, on occasions, 
this challenge has been difficult to overcome; particularly if there has been 
miscommunication or analysis may be late, or hasn’t quite delivered what other 
members thought they would get. 
A further challenge is posed by the necessity of achieving a balance between 
co-located and virtual work in capability planning ‘it’s a careful balance, there is 
a role for virtual working, but you’ve got to have that face-to-face time as well.’ 
This would be mainly because lack of collocation would slow down activity and 
communication flows, because a lot of communication flows informally. 
Similarly, lack of co-location could facilitate stovepiping, establishing coherence 
at suborganisational level (MUC isolated members), instead of coherence 
across defence. 
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An additional challenge is to identify and implement the adequate information 
technology tools to undertake capability planning activity. In the views of a 
number of respondents, there are information technology tools more suited for 
work in capability planning like email, team sites or VTC, but chat rooms are 
deemed as not as suited. Email allows distributing stuff, allows people to read 
and comment back, and allows telling everybody what comments they think. In 
addition, the use of CPG ‘team sites’ is seen as a straightforward mean to keep 
information flowing amongst members. However, as regards to shared 
understanding, it is deemed really difficult to convey issues over a video link 
and pick up for example body languages, so challenging issues can’t be tackled 
by remote links. Moreover, a chat room would not allow having a discussion as 
useful as being face-to-face. Chat rooms are deemed quite difficult, because 
‘it’s very easy to type things out, and send them without think about it’. 
Accordingly, there were opposed views about the benefit of bringing in more 
technological means to work in CPGs. On the one hand, available tools were 
believed to suffice for activities in capability planning, ‘in terms of technology 
that’s enough.’ On the other, there would be an advantage having better 
technologies, more collaborative working environments, to move things forward 
quickly to address CPG activity. Although technology and travel would not be an 
issue for CPG purposes, because CPG members would not be widely spaced. 
Furthermore, limitations to connectivity between CPG members would slow 
down CPG activity, task generation, and production; to share work, and develop 
work together. Likewise, there is a limitation because of the connectivity 
required to work in some matters of higher classification, because not every 
member has connectivity through the DII to access the VT site. 
Finally, to what extent the virtual context facilitated or made more difficult 
interpersonal relationships, would be related to where the desk officer is in his 
job-cycle, when they are new, ‘the first six months has gone into establishing 
trust and going into your piece… that sometimes can be quite difficult at first’. 
To sum up, the findings across cases show the emergence of two groups of 
findings regarding influential elements. One related to performance of the CPGs 
in capability planning, and the other concerning the nature of interpersonal 
relationships in CPGs. First, it is clear that performance is perceived as ‘a lot 
better’ than in the past for a number of reasons discussed. Second, capability 
planning activity would be undergoing a developmental process, where benefits 
and challenges of VTs are perceived, although with ample room for 
improvement. Third, controversial views about work at present in the CPGs are 
coherent with the idea of contextual elements playing a prominent part of CPG 
activity in every particular capability planning area. 
Regarding the nature of interpersonal relationships in the CPGs, a number of 
views concentrate on the necessity of an environment adequate for open, but 
guarded discussion. In this regard, the existence of smaller communities, 
depicted as opposed to wider communities would facilitate or constraint 
interaction, thus smoothing or slowing down the process of trust attribution 
respectively. In addition, some challenges to interpersonal relationships 
between CPG members would be: bringing and integrating members together; 
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communicating and coordinating work; achieving balance between co-located 
and virtual work; to identify and implement the adequate information technology 
tools to undertake capability planning activity; and the existence of influence 
posed by the stage of the job-cycle where individuals working in capability 
planning are. 
4.2.6.2 Output 2 Interpersonal trust determinants 
Respondents were asked about the factors that determine interpersonal trust in 
the CPG. From the evidence, it was confirmed that the adaptation of the 
integrated model of interpersonal trust formation and maintenance in traditional 
organisational settings and in VTs, expanding the model suggested by Hung et 
al, embraces the particular dynamic of interpersonal trust formation and 
development in the context under consideration. Thus, three routes to 
interpersonal trust, peripheral, central and habitual are used, and the 
determinants operating inside the routes correspond to those suggested by 
Hung et al. In addition, it was included ‘History’, suggested by Kramer as an 
antecedent condition of interpersonal trust in organisations, as a determinant 
acting as a peripheral cue that serves for the formation of initial interpersonal 
trust prior to interaction in the CPG. Furthermore, considering the particular 
context where these VTs are inserted, ‘Social bonds’ and ‘Personal 
identification’ were suggested as determinants operating in the habitual route. 
Further, in Output 3, issues regarding interpersonal trust, and risks beyond 
interpersonal relationships regarding interpersonal trust were covered. 
Peripheral Route 
From the evidence it is apparent that the Peripheral route is perceived as 
having dissimilar levels of influence, ranging from very strong to influential but 
not necessary. Although all the peripheral determinants were recognised as 
applicable in the CPG context, not all the peripheral determinants would apply 
to every relationship. In general, two ideas were expressed; the different 
relevance of the determinants according to particular respondents, and the 
different manners in which the route could be used.  
Firstly, the perceptions of the determinants level of influence varied from one 
respondent to another. Hence, one determinant that was influential for one 
informant could have been of low relevance for another, even in the same CPG, 
indistinctly. Furthermore, in small specialist communities’ capability planning 
areas, the peripheral route was asserted as highly influential, with most 
members with ‘historical’ knowledge of other individuals. In this regard, the fact 
that some CPG members ‘keep stumbling across the same people along their 
careers’, would facilitate the existence of a ‘baseline’ of trust, because of 
peripheral cues developed over many years. 
Secondly, the peripheral route works in a different manner through the 
stakeholders base. The use of the peripheral route is seen as stronger amongst 
military members of the CPG, although in the respondents’ view, that would not 
be a problem if a civilian were capable. Furthermore, there would be different 
interactions depending on the consideration of short versus long-term issues. 
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When dealing with short-term issues (the most common), interaction would be 
mainly between DE&S and either CAP or User or R&Ps representatives. 
Alternatively, the S&T member would be often part of the consideration of 
longer-term aspects. 
Third party information is indistinctly signalled as the most influential 
determinant, always or frequently quite important or influential, in the peripheral 
route. Consistent with theory reviewed, the influence of this determinant was 
associated with initial stages of interpersonal relationships development 
amongst CPG members. Similarly, the process of pertinent information is seen 
as dependent on the perception of the receptor of the information. But this 
determinant is apparent as not always applying. For an isolated individual, it 
wouldn’t play a role at all, being ignored. 
History would be influential or prominent, and also occasionally seen as the 
peripheral determinant which exerts more influence in terms of determining 
interpersonal trust in the CPG. Although in some views History would be more 
relevant amongst military members, this determinant would play a role amongst 
military and civilians as well, because civilians with a background in a capability 
planning area tend to move around that capability planning area’s environment, 
where individuals pick up with people who have worked together. 
In a similar manner to Third Party Information, this determinant can play both 
ways; History could influence negatively initial attribution of interpersonal trust, 
when people involved have had negative dealings before. 
In the absence of knowledge about other members, the Role determinant is 
used to establish initial interpersonal trust based on the function played by 
individuals in the organisation they belong to, ‘You generally accept that he is 
going to be good at what he does. And you’ll retain that decision until you prove 
the otherwise, basically.’ In addition, there would be a ‘baseline’ of trust, that the 
‘system’ wouldn’t have put them in the position they are if they weren’t good 
people and worthy of being there, the Rule determinant.  
The Category determinant was also recognised as playing a part, as military 
ranks constitute organisational categories in a defence organisation. Although, 
the relevance of Category is not perceived as fundamental as the ability of 
being a ‘good operator’ in the MOD Main Building. 
Disposition to trust was pointed out with different perceptions about its level of 
influence, ranging from not important to influential to some extent. Those 
diverse perceptions are consistent with the idea of disposition to trust seen as a 
personal characteristic and, as such, playing a part according to the innate 
personality of the individual CPG members. 
Even though there were, sometimes, contradictory views about the relative 
relevance of the determinants operating through the Peripheral route, in 
general, there would be a tendency to maintain that History, Third party 
information and Role would be the most influential determinants, with Category 
and Rule playing an intermediate level of influence, over Disposition. 
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Central Route 
Although perceived as being influential, highly influential, or in an isolated view 
the least relevant route. As a whole, the Central route appeared to be the most 
influential to build and maintain interpersonal trust in the CPG. Moreover, the 
success of the CPG is related to the central route, ‘born out of familiarity, 
working closer with known people and you’ve worked with before.’ In addition, 
the relevance of the central route is considered as reinforced by having 
previously known members (History) as well.  
The relevance of personal knowledge towards the attribution of trust, and a 
developmental view, requiring time to work, of the central route was 
underpinned by expressions like ‘through interaction, trustworthiness is 
assessed rapidly’ and ‘developing trust is very much more done based on 
experience, having face-to-face interaction’. Although, only over time will CPG 
members build ‘complete’ trust, which will be reinforced every time they meet. 
Furthermore, a year would be required to complete one cycle of activity (MOD 
general management cycle) which would permit the assessment of the 
interaction in the CPG context towards the formation of interpersonal trust. 
The notion of trust fragility, where through the central route trust can be lost as 
well, was asserted; together with expressing an idea in the sense that when 
civilians are involved, or when working in a joint environment (as opposed to a 
single-service oriented or focused, ‘niche’, capability planning area), the central 
route gains more significance to build and maintain interpersonal trust.  
From the evidence it is apparent that Ability, seen as if members ‘can do the job 
well’, is perceived as either an important determinant or the most influential 
determinant in the central route. For example, for a S&T representative, Ability 
would be related to the aptitude to deliver analysis and that is valid and robust. 
In addition, perception of ability would influence interpersonal trust formation 
increasingly through time. 
Integrity, the second or the most relevant determinant in the central route, 
understood in part as if a member says something, about a given topic or issue, 
inside the CPG that is what he would say outside the CPG, adhering to only one 
declared position about a given topic or issue; or the certainty that the trustee 
will do what he says he will do. For example, for the S&T representative, 
Integrity will also be related to not necessarily give a wanted answer, give an 
answer based on the available evidence. Furthermore, according to the 
respondents, integrity’s connotation has increased as a result of the influence of 
unforeseen financial constraints affecting capability planning activity, and 
defence as a whole, where ‘the worst of some of the behaviours between the 
single services’ have been brought back. 
Ability and Integrity are initially presumed in a CPG context, and evidence about 
its absence would be critical in losing trust quickly. The perception of these 
determinants would be initially assumed, as being a requirement to reach the 
stages of the career that CPG members have reached to sit there, with people 
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that don’t have ability or integrity ‘almost selected out’ without promotion or 
career advancement. 
Although Benevolence is seen as a relevant interpersonal trust determinant in 
the CPG context, it was considered less influential than the other two 
determinants in the central route, ‘flowing’ from the other two determinants. In 
general, CPG members’ ranked ability as the most relevant determinant in the 
central route, followed by integrity, with benevolence playing a minor or nil role. 
Habitual Route 
The most controversial route would be the Habitual route, which would be, 
according to the evidence, the route that is not always used in CPGs. There 
were differing views about its realisation in the CPGs, where some CPGs would 
utilise this route in many cases, sometimes, or they would not have the 
opportunity to get to use it because members change. Furthermore, in some 
CPGs the use of the habitual route is acknowledged, as ‘really useful’, ‘highly 
influential’, as opposed to others where if the habitual route is used, it would be 
‘very weak’. Additionally, the use of the habitual route would be stronger 
amongst military members of the CPG. 
As expected, the habitual route would operate in CPGs based on extensive 
personal knowledge, through the process of reports, meetings, and success, 
resolving issues, i.e. being relevant to build interpersonal trust in the CPG, 
when it has advanced through the other two routes. Furthermore, for a number 
of respondents, the operation of the habitual route is seen as necessary for 
CPGs ‘to work well’. 
Although the majority of the views expressed about Social bonds regard them 
as pretty important, where socialising reinforces those bonds becoming a 
virtuous circle, opposite views were expressed about the relevance of Social 
bonds and Personal identification. On the one hand, these were seen as strong 
determinants, where previous knowledge developed in social bonds and 
personal identification, between CPG members, is perceived as a facilitating 
element for the attribution of interpersonal trust. Conversely, in other informants’ 
view, they wouldn’t play a big part and this route viability would be reliant on the 
members of the team’s characteristics.  
Furthermore, in building trust through the habitual route, Social bonds would be 
somehow related to History, and Personal identification would be based on 
personal knowledge, History and Social bonds. Finally, in general, Social bonds 
would be the most relevant determinant, followed by Personal identification. 
One respondent, in relation to the peripheral route, mentioned Habit marginally. 
Relative relevance and relation between the routes 
Regarding the relation between the routes, the three routes, including all the 
determinants, to build and maintain interpersonal trust were regarded as having 
different levels of influence and as being interconnected, crossed over or 
running in parallel through time, to some extent, in the CPG context. When 
considered over a period of time, all the routes have a valid function; although 
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day to day one route would be more important than another. Moreover, in 
consistency with the literature reviewed, perceptions about the interconnection 
and progression through the routes to form trust converged towards the idea 
that routes act somehow, not clearly defined for the respondents, in a 
sequential manner. The peripheral cues would underpin initial trust attribution; 
further, the use of the central and habitual routes supersedes the peripheral 
cues in building, maintaining and reinforcing interpersonal trust. 
Although there was no agreement about the relative relevance of the routes to 
build and maintain interpersonal trust in the CPGs, some trends have been 
already depicted by the evidence. Firstly, the peripheral route was regarded as 
having a medium level of influence, lower than the central route, informing 
initially the attribution of trust. Secondly, the central route operating through 
interaction would have the major level of influence towards building trust, over 
the other routes. Finally, the habitual route was marginally mentioned with 
contradictory perceptions about its relevance and practicality in the CPG, 
although recognising its viability through virtual means. The habitual route 
would not replace determinants acting through the central route. 
In general, when speaking about CPGs and the use of the routes, perception 
was that most of the CPGs reach either the peripheral, the central or the 
habitual route, where most of the CPGs would reach the central route, and 
some of them remain using only the peripheral route. Moreover, there were 
CPGs where different members perceived the group as developing 
interpersonal relationships through different routes. In any case, the fragile 
nature of trust is seen as ‘a staircase you can go up and you can come down’. 
In any case, interaction was deemed fundamental to achieve interpersonal trust 
in the CPG context, ‘the social piece and interaction of equals that has 
happened at different levels’. Moreover, reaching the habitual route would be 
influenced by members’ personalities and by the level of interaction that is 
needed across a particular CPG. Interaction is perceived as essential, to move 
on to the habitual route, and reduced interaction would be associated with not 
reaching the habitual route. Furthermore, small communities, meaning ‘niche’ 
capability planning areas with low interdependence with other capabilities, 
enclosed stakeholders base (single service instead of joint), or small/focused 
specialists communities would reach the habitual route earlier. 
4.2.6.3 Output 3 Issues and Risks regarding interpersonal trust 
Respondents were faced with questions about issues and risks regarding 
interpersonal trust, based on the elements discussed as interpersonal trust 
determinants previously examined in Output 2. It is clear from the evidence that 
respondents tend to concentrate on specific factors. However, evidence 
gathered about issues regarding interpersonal trust and risks beyond 
interpersonal relationships regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs, was 
inconsistent at times because what in some CPGs was perceived as issues in 
another was a risk. Thus, respondents brought together some elements when 
explaining their views about issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust.  
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From the outset, the majority of the respondents recognised that there is a 
number of external factors, representing issues or risks, that could influence 
interpersonal trust in the CPG. In this regard, perception is that ’the biggest 
pressures are always going to be external’ to the CPG. Furthermore, in a CPG 
Chair’s view, risks in this respect are not managed ‘in any manner’. All these 
elements would be set in an MOD’s context that is ‘quite compartmentalised 
and quite divisive at times’. 
Issues 
Rotation of military CPG members 
Personnel turnover is one of the challenges that any team can face, affecting 
relations amongst team members and the distribution of knowledge within the 
team. In this regard, Levine et al suggest that a new member entering1986 the 
team must acquire knowledge about his role and about other’s roles and 
responsibilities. Although consequences of rotation can be positive, bringing in 
useful new knowledge, or negative, in the case of CPGs, it is perceived as 
having a negative connotation. 
The perception about the relevance of permanency of individuals in the CPG to 
build and maintain interpersonal trust between the members is clear and do not 
reflect any further debate. The rate of rotation of the military members of the 
CPG changing every two or two and a half years impacts negatively the 
development of interpersonal relationships in the long term; consequently, 
making more difficult the use of the Habitual route to build and maintain 
interpersonal trust. Moreover, as a result of the dynamic of changing personnel, 
there would be a situation where, using the Tuckman & Jensen model of 
group’s stages of development as reference, different members are going 
through different stages of development of the group. In addition, progress from 
one stage of development of the group to another stage would be slowed down 
because of rotation of people. 
There is an effect of rotation in terms of people’s knowledge and continuity in 
post. The high rate of rotation in posts for military officers is signalled as an 
element diminishing performance of the CPGs, where often, every second or 
third meeting, somebody has changed, and that would have quite a big impact 
on the performance the CPG ‘could ever have’. Furthermore, the longer 
membership of civilians in the CPG, would encourage a different approach to 
risks because they would be more likely to stay in post when realising potential 
risks managed previously. 
Differences between civilian and military CPG members 
There would be differences between military and civilian CPG members, which 
would include ‘diverse aspects in terms of trust, ability, knowledge, etc’, ‘posing 
challenges primarily in the Habitual route’. There would be a cultural difference 
where civil servants would take a more integrated perspective about 
interdependencies in capability planning activity, considering other tasks that 
they are aware of, where there could be some conflict, whereas the military 
behaviour might be ‘just task orientated’ or ‘quite goal focused’. This would add 
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a positive element of balance to CPG activity, bringing in perspectives that are 
perceived as complementing each other, because civilians would probably 
consider other elements that maybe the military will disregard. Conversely, 
there would be a negative perception, amongst military personnel, about civil 
servants as being ‘too much driven by bureaucratic aspects’, and as ‘sloppy [not 
diligent], intransigent’. Thus, it would be needed to ‘overcome prejudices to 
perform better, breaking down tribal bits opening the flow of communication and 
reception to ideas as well’. 
These differences were tangentially considered in Output 2, when addressing 
the Peripheral and Habitual route. The use of the peripheral route would be 
stronger amongst military members, although it would not be a problem if a 
civilian were capable. The use of the Habitual route would be stronger amongst 
military members. 
Issues & Risks 
Different priorities between organisational areas 
Consistent with what is mentioned in the literature reviewed as tensions in 
cross-functional work, regarding allegiances to an individual’s home 
organisation, perceptions of CPG members covered the existence of influences 
derived from different priorities coming from the single services as well as from 
other organisational areas integrated in the MUC, impacting CPG activity. 
The CPG is seen as bringing together different views: a capability view, a single 
service view, whether a support or science view, a money view, etc; and 
understanding that structure, is seen by the CPG members as probably key to 
fulfil CPG’s role. Although the existence of different priorities influencing 
individual’s behaviour is acknowledged as an issue regarding interpersonal 
trust, ‘a constant problem’, it was depicted occasionally as a risk in this respect 
as well. In this regard, the existence of different priorities was illustrated by 
means of two main perspectives. One from programmes versus capability 
planning areas, or between different capability planning areas standpoint. And 
another, more relevant in the view of the respondents, considering the different 
organisational areas concurring to the CPG: Cap Sponsor, capability; DE&S, 
support; DSTL, research; and the FLCs, the single Services, amongst others.  
Regarding the first standpoint, decisions in a capability planning area could 
neglect the impact on another capability planning area by working through the 
boundaries of the programmes themselves. People would take a decision in the 
context of one program area or one CPG, and they would, sort of ignore the 
assumptions, risks and issues that may have an impact on another CPG, ‘there 
you will see behaviour where one group takes a decision without fully 
understanding the impact it has on the other’. In terms of capability, the 
question is what is the priority a CPG needs to deliver, because some elements 
in another capability area may impact the CPG’s planning area. Because it is 
quite complex these priorities are done by platforms, not by capability areas, so 
there are discrete areas of capability, but every area of capability has 
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interdependencies, for example ISTAR, or it has communications, which need 
to be considered and covered. 
In terms of different priorities between organisational areas, it encompasses 
more than the single services influence. Priorities could respond to needs of 
corporate (for instance DE&S or DSTL), or other allegiances as well, rather than 
to the needs of the MUC. The latter, especially when an individual is coming 
across broad capability planning areas with high interdependence with other 
capabilities, broad stakeholders base (joint instead of single service for 
example), small specialists communities, or ‘niche’ capability planning areas. 
Moreover, the idea of different priorities is spelled out pointing out mainly three 
organisational areas CAP Sponsor, DE&S and FLCs, where for example, ‘the 
sponsor is worried about cost often… DE&S are very equipment focused’. 
These different organisational areas would have different motivations and 
priorities that sometimes lead to inefficiencies in working together. This situation 
of differing priorities would drive to inefficiencies across different capabilities, for 
example not covering all the DLoDs and, consequently providing a meaningless 
capability. This view is perceived in the context of the services, where different 
domains, having a major impact in the area would affect the interpersonal side. 
These different priorities, are seen as the main issue or a very significant player, 
‘influencing hugely’, in terms of interpersonal relationships. Although ‘vested 
interests’ could work both ways, in ‘favour’ or ‘against’ a service. For example, a 
member could tend to ‘favour’ is home service or, conversely, could be more 
‘stringent’ to prevent being seen as favouring it. Moreover, the existence of 
different priorities and single service agendas is assumed as inherent, 
inevitable, to the CPGs context, where it would be accepted that everybody is 
working to different priorities for various reasons. Different organisational areas 
would have different priorities, pressures and agendas, ‘this whole issue 
undermines the trust within the CPG’.  
A further element would be ‘constraints’ that could come to the CPG from an 
individual’s own organisational structure, and should be taken into account; 
otherwise, the incentive to consolidate what has been committed can weaken. 
For example, a CPG member has to consider what is acceptable and possible 
for his organisation of origin, representing a realistic more than aspirational 
position in the CPG. Moreover, this consideration would entail the individual’s 
capabilities as well, because there is a limit to what people can really follow 
through. 
Furthermore, these influences would affect in a different manner according to 
the relevance of the decision being made ‘So, is an element of working on 
sharing information and an element of behaviour under stress that we can 
probably work on’. In this regard, interpersonal trust is perceived as an element 
that helps to surmount the diverging priorities of CPG members, facilitating to 
work around those influences. From this perspective, what would be seen as 
relevant to overcome organisational rivalries and to foster trust, would be ‘to 
understand what is actually required, what is policy compliant, and to 
understand and follow the strategic position’. 
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Single service influence 
Single service agendas are perceived as an issue affecting interpersonal trust 
between CPG members. Single service influence is seen as a great issue, 
‘because is really divisive’, inherent to any joint environment, joint project, or 
even a joint job; present in CPGs. Naturally members have an allegiance to 
their own services. Single service influence was illustrated as an inevitable 
condition, ‘a fact of service life’. These interests would not be necessarily 
aligned with defence overall benefit in terms of capability planning, standing 
faced potentially what is best for defence and the individual’s chain of command 
opinion. Moreover, these behaviours are not always clearly evident, ‘In joint 
areas… Where people are not playing in a truly joint fashion… They are, or you 
believe they are, operating to another authority’. In addition, it is recognised the 
existence of individual agendas, where irrespective of the fact that individuals 
work collectively, they all have their own agendas, and they are all looking to 
enable their agendas to be achieved; moreover different priorities can also 
emerge from individual perceptions, where one member’s priority might be 
completely different from someone else’s priority. 
The influence of the single services could come from the hierarchy in a 
particular service, denominating ‘vital ground’, ‘platforms that we want to keep’, 
‘things that we will not lose’, and then that comes from a single service chief 
and the individual ‘would be an advocate for those types of capabilities’. In 
addition, single service influence could be exerted through dominance in the 
staff base of one capability area by one of the services, endorsing what the 
hierarchy in a particular service says, ‘without perhaps stepping back and 
thinking in the wider context what is the right thing to do’; or in another case, 
when a number of posts in a niche capability area are hold by people from one 
service. In the latter case, if there were members from different services or with 
a higher rate of change in CPG membership an individual would be more 
‘cautious’. 
Perceived as the biggest issue or risk, single service influence would be 
apparent when one individual participates in the production of a piece of work 
that ‘may be seen as disadvantaging his service’, instead of support the course 
of action that he has ‘been told to drive forward’. Moreover, according to the 
respondents, an individual should be certain that the system would not 
disadvantage him in his career when making decisions that ‘go against what is 
perceived to be the way they should be voting’, pursuing the overall defence 
benefit. One example of single service influence was given about a CPG 
member who had to fulfil a role, where the course of action associated with 
providing better capability, was perceived as detrimental for his service, ‘being 
green, but wearing a blue hat’. Although the member might have been naturally 
favouring solutions involving his own service that was not the case. It is not 
known ‘at what cost to his career’. In addition, another perspective depicted was 
that when a capability area wants to program a plan, the CPG members look for 
the best capabilities they can for the money they have got. In this situation, a 
respondent argued that ‘I understand that and I am going to push them, 
because I know they’ve got money elsewhere in other areas of capability. I will 
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push them as hard as I can … but I understand they‘ve got a constraint and I 
won’t get it all’. 
In a minority view, in terms of CPG activity, single service influence is 
acknowledged as an influential element distorting occasionally, ‘where you get 
discussions that are clearly being driven from a service  agenda, rather than 
focusing on the activity that CPG members are there to manage’. 
Another aspect was a relatively variable importance that could be paid by the 
services to a CPG’s capability planning area. This situation would drive to 
changing positions sustained by CPG members regarding matters considered. 
As a consequence, this situation would impose difficulties in terms of absence 
of clear priorities and consistency to perform CPG activity. Furthermore, in the 
view of one respondent, this difficulty would be exacerbated in the case of the 
Army, because it would be very different to the other two armed services, 
culturally much more different to the other two services, and it would have very 
different priorities and processes. An additional aspect raised was an alleged 
lack of importance of some CPG’s activities from the FLCs perspective, which 
would be reflected in low attendance to CPG meetings by members, which are 
replaced by delegates; or members attending to meetings without the adequate 
preparation for them. This situation was attributed in small capability areas, to 
the nature of the capability area, rather than to the CPG members. 
Another facet would be the availability of the resource time to perform CPG 
related duties. The MoD seems to be an organisation where ‘everybody is very 
busy’. Specially at very senior level, and therefore, ‘whether it is because they 
don’t see it as important, or less important than what they are doing, or 
whatever the reason is, is very rare to get all CPG members sitting around the 
table’. This element introduces further difficulties to decisions made at CPG 
meetings, increased by the low periodicity of the meetings, because if a 
decision is made, and a member who wasn’t present does not like it, he will 
come back in later and cause ‘a lot of grief’. 
In summary, the issue or risk emerging from different priorities coming from 
different organisational areas, and collective or individual perspectives brought 
into the CPG, would be composed of elements coming from the different views 
brought to the CPG. In this regard, the struggle between different priorities is 
understood as an expression of interests to gain financial resources, and direct 
them according to particular priorities, in a dynamic where ‘different people get 
asked different questions, probably in different ways’. This can then lead to 
different members pulling in different ways. So, there will be ‘lack of trust’ 
between the CPG members, where one fraction of the CPG is pulling the 
capability to another part, for instance taking the money from one program 
which might be somebody’s pet program and move it somewhere else, or even 
delete it all. These different priorities affect interpersonal trust between CPG 
members, and increase the difficulty to operationalise priorities in term of 
capabilities. A broad majority of the respondents, depicted single service 




It is commonly accepted that even the most well designed organisational teams 
or groups cannot always accomplish their objectives if they can’t access critical 
resources. CPGs are the construct where cross-functional integration of skills 
and capabilities across the MUC is intended to balance defence policy 
aspirations and available resources. In this regard, the stringent financial 
situation faced by the UK’s MOD through the period when this research was 
prepared and conducted was reflected in that constrained financial resources 
was signalled indistinctly as an issue or a risk regarding interpersonal trust in 
the CPGs. In particular, individuals ranked the influence of the financial situation 
variedly; from that it would represent a risk to interpersonal trust to some extent, 
a relevant factor influencing trust, a permanent consideration which drives to 
devise ‘options’ to enhance capability or save costs, to that everything CPGs do 
is driven by the financial situation.  
In general, scarcity of resources is regarded as a factor, where financial 
constraints would be setting tight saving objectives on CPGs as decisions being 
considered have impact for example on the services, where they have an effect 
on training, equipment, etc; impacting interpersonal trust at the working level 
‘Money always get in the way’. Moreover, the scarcity of financial resources is 
seen as an acknowledged issue limiting the achievement of a prioritised and 
resourced sensible CMP, where there is not enough money  to deliver a 
capability fit for purpose, and compromises have to be made. Furthermore, from 
the respondents’ perceptions the centre and capability staffs are driven by 
resource issues, they attempt to save money; and it would be quite clear that 
they’ve been given challenges and targets. As an example, of the acute 
measures taken in defence, it was mentioned unforeseen harsh reductions in 
financial resources to a particular project, for example when the CPG is putting 
towards a solution and then from the side they get that the budget is going to be 
cut by 50%. Thus, the negative effects of unforeseen resources cuts, and the 
subsequent adjusting measures, influence negatively interpersonal trust, when 
resources allocated are reduced, and then requirements have to be re-scoped 
to deliver some form of capability with fewer resources. 
Under the economic situation present when this research was conducted, this 
element appears to be an issue related to the allocation of priorities between 
the different capability areas, and between different capability planning areas 
into a sole capability area. Moreover, this situation would be aggravated by 
single service agendas, ‘the more those caps are put in, the more strain is put 
on the individual agendas within the CPG, and in particular, the single service 
agendas’. In addition, it would be also aggravated by what would be perceived 
as a lack of priorities, where it is not known what the priorities are in the 
different areas of capability, that could be perceived as ‘a little bit of everything’, 
without clarity about what capabilities give up to deliver what has to be delivered 
within resources. In this regard, lack of priorities at inter-capability area level, 
with a continuously evolving financial situation could undermine interpersonal 
trust. 
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The dilemmatic nature of financial resources issues is enunciated as accepted 
issues, rather than issues about what anything could be done, unless that 
capability management is revisited, and ‘just buy off the shelf, without 
consideration of political industrial impact of who supply’. In that case, a lot of 
the equipment needed could be bought rather than developing bespoke 
equipment. 
Share & expose information 
One of the VTs challenges has to do with the willingness to share knowledge 
confidential or sensitive in nature. Moreover, a critical resource to achieve the 
goals of a CPG is information. Sharing and exposing information, as in 
‘revealing your hand’, is perceived as a risk related to the existence of different 
priorities between CPG members, where ‘the different priorities will determine 
what can be exposed and what cannot’. Withholding information is also 
perceived as a risk, when it is considered in the context of the negative 
influence that it could have on the perception about an individual’s credibility 
(ability plus integrity). 
Furthermore, some respondents perceived withholding information as an issue 
or as a main issue, ‘one of the single most damaging things’ regarding 
interpersonal trust, where interpersonal trust stands as a ‘fundamental factor’ for 
the functioning of VTs. In addition, withholding information is seen as an issue 
related to perceived integrity when passing information to another CPG 
member, where members would be averse to pass some information to 
someone that they aren’t sure would use it correctly; and also tangentially 
related to benevolence.  
It is an accepted issue that every area of defence is under certain amount of 
pressure, where elements of withholding information between different 
members ‘do occur, but tends not to be too bad when getting into bigger 
decisions’. Nonetheless, opposite perceptions were found regarding information 
withholding in capability planning activity. In a minority view, this element was 
neglected as an issue because CPGs would have always information necessary 
to carry out their work. In this perspective, the ‘weakness’ about managing 
information would arise from the poor quality of the information management 
systems, not due to people deliberately withholding information. In addition, if a 
CPG belongs to a small community, its members might tend to be stovepiped 
from a defence perspective. 
Initially CPG members establish relationships, identifying ‘who the people are’, 
knowing who is trustworthy in the sense that if they told somebody something 
which should be close hold, shouldn’t go any further. Withholding information is 
understood as the degree to which, information is declared late, and people 
aren’t properly consulted; as opposed to when people are open. It could cover 
information of different nature, where people don’t declare things, hide money 
or put money away. It is perceived as a manner to protect an activity or 
resource to be withdrawn, in a behaviour perceived as almost encouraged by 
the system, where avoid revealing an individual’s ‘full hand’, or avoid revealing 
the full extent of a project, may help to protect it. In this regard, one respondent 
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declared to have seen that in many areas, information ’has been used against, 
potentially against, those who provide it’. One example of the reasons for 
withholding some level of information would be to avoid exposing too widely the 
amount of risk available in a support budget, because, if it were exposed would 
be taken. This example was given by a DE&S representative, being defensive 
against the R&Ps people, worried about what the centre could do, where 
individuals tend to keep information quite close hold. 
Furthermore, there would be people who manage much more information than 
others, thus having a clearer perspective. This would be a risk between the 
centre, the MOD, where people know ‘what’s going on’ much more than other 
people do; and other people who are not been given very much information are 
probably unaware in quite much detail of the financial situation, for example. 
The possibility to share information in a more restricted format is seen as an 
element allowing the virtual CPG to work, where a member don’t have to pass 
incriminating information to everyone. Therefore, people that ‘wouldn’t need to 
know can be left out, until you are in a position to have it tested in a wider 
context.’ Conversely, there would be also situations where the CPG construct 
could undermine decision-making, as the CPG would be such an inclusive 
arrangement meaning that members struggle, at times, to make decisions, 
which means they tend to do discussions in a more restrictive format, outside of 
the CPG.  
Regarding the flow of information, there would be a tendency to share 
information bilaterally, thus ‘often the large group doesn’t see, and get surprised 
by things’. This situation would have an impact, as it is necessary to manage 
the ‘right’ management information across the different capability areas ‘unless 
you’ve got the right management information, unless the eleven different 
capability areas are working to the same kind of baseline…’. That management 
information required would be provided by the Project Support Function (PSF), 
‘The VT works well to bring the wider team together, but you need a core there, 
who are responsible for that capability, and at the moment that is PSF in DE&S’. 
However, the flow of information would be compromised because the resources 
are stretched very thinly over many different capability areas. Also, that quality 
of the management information that is available affects the quality of the 
planning, and the constant struggle to obtain information plays against the 
formation of interpersonal trust. 
In any case, preserving an individual’s own credibility would be more important 
than any other potential short-term gain by ‘giving misleading information or 
covering over a possible shortfalls or problems’ in a given post. Personal 
credibility would be too important to sacrifice on one particular issue, particularly 
considering that people involved in capability move around frequently through 
the periphery of particular areas. In this regard, behaviours where individuals 
are perceived by the group as not being open, or pursuing other interest, risk to 
be ‘ostracised’, not being accepted as part of the group anymore, ‘not a trusted 
part of the group’. Thus, credibility would be more important than a particular 
appointment time. 
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To sum up, restrictions posed by individuals to the flow of information could 
affect interpersonal trust in the CPG. In addition, there would be deficiencies in 
basic processes of information management that make difficult to find relevant 
data ‘where we put stuff or we do’. Nonetheless, interpersonal trust would 
facilitate the flow of information necessary to accomplish CPG goals. 
Risks 
Promotion 
The central organisational dilemma revolves around the idea of reconciliation 
between individual’s aspirations and needs, and organisational purposes. In the 
capability planning context, this means that there would be challenges between 
what is best for defence as a whole; what is best for a particular service, 
organisation, organisational area, particular discipline, capability area, or 
programme; and what is best for an individual CPG member. Mentioned 
previously, when analysing CPG members’ views about interpersonal 
relationships between CPG members, the impact of an individual’s actions in a 
CPG, towards his career, is mentioned as a factor that can influence CPG 
members’ behaviour regarding interpersonal trust.  
The reporting chain was mentioned by the majority of the subjects as influential 
to the behaviour of CPG members, in particular in-service personnel, because 
the reporting chain decides whether they get promoted or not. The Confidential 
Report System was regarded as very important to military personnel where the 
most important thing would be the line manager, the reporting chain, ‘you need 
write them up a positive report, the civil service is their bonus, the military it’s 
their promotion’. In practical terms, individuals would not like ‘to irritate’ the 
person who writes his report, or the person whose writes his either’. 
Furthermore, in the CAP areas there would be no latitude to not be, ‘afraid’ of 
an individual’s career, on what he is saying, ‘if you don’t do a good job then you 
won’t get promoted. Everyone is promotion centric’. In this regard, the 
evaluation system would encourage pursuing single service agendas, ‘You’ve 
got to follow the single service agenda. Nobody gets promoted by the joint 
system because there isn’t one, is a single service system’. In this environment, 
there would be ‘a certain amount of trust between everybody, but only to a 
certain extent’, and a perception about a compromise because of the ‘pressures 
each other are under’. This situation could drive controversial behaviour in the 
CPG, where an individual’s annual appraisal might say he did really very well 
because he followed what the line manager wanted him to do. But, it could have 
been entirely in opposite direction to where the group wanted to go. A 
consideration in this respect would be the interest of the individual’s chain of 
command, or how driven the members of the chain are by the outcomes of the 
CPG; and to what extent those outcomes would be seen as part of the 
individual’s roles and responsibilities within his overall work, by his chain of 
command. 
In a minority view, the idea that this career aspect influences interpersonal 
relationships between CPG members was occasionally rejected, because some 
members of the MoD or CPGs are ‘benevolent in a way that they are not in their 
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own self-promotion’, they would pursue, ‘making defence the best it can be’. In 
this view, most people would act to maximise their contribution and safeguard 
the interest of the organisation they represent. Furthermore, a second minority 
view considers that the prospect for further promotion would be a ‘secondary 
consideration’, because behaviour in a CPG would not be influenced by how a 
member’s career might be affected. Alternatively, CPG activity would play a 
minor part in overall CPG members’ performance evaluation; as such, it would 
not make an ‘awful lot of difference’. This risk is perceived as potentially playing 
a part at higher levels, above CPG. But, in the CPG, being a small part of the 
wider piece of work of a individual CPG member, it would be unlikely. 
An additional element would be that the consideration of capability planning 
decisions impacting in the long term would not be reflected positively in the 
course of a military officer’s posting. That is, having set solid foundations with 
something that might mature five, ten years downstream, might not be seen as 
‘cutting it’. Consequently, there would be an incentive for a military member of 
the CPG to make note of his posting, by means of making a relevant decision; 
although the decision long-term consequences could not be necessarily well 
understood yet. Moreover, a second additional element would be when an 
individual could be looking for some sort of sponsorship from a given authority 
level, ‘a power of patronage’, from a person that in the future, presumably ‘is 
going to be in a position of authority… that it’s going payback’. 
An additional consideration regarding possible further promotion, would be that 
this element would influence in different ways people with different seniority, 
with lower impact in more senior personnel and higher impact in more junior 
personnel, where individuals would be somewhat more guarded in what they 
are willing to say and how they are willing to challenge. On the one hand, in 
small capability area specialists’ communities, more junior individuals are 
conscious that is likely that the inter-equals relationship in a CPG can change in 
the future, for a superior-subordinate relationship. On the other hand, for more 
senior personnel, when members had already reached their ‘career ceiling’, 
they wouldn’t have to worry about that perception from senior people so much. 
In this case, the influence of possible promotion would be very low, because ‘as 
long as individuals do their job, in a way that is competent and clearly in the 
best interest of defence, there would be very few risks to the individual and 
people around him’. In this case, the lack of prospects for further promotion 
would allow big independence ‘enormous freedom’ to pursue CPG role 
integrally, instead of being concerned about potential negatives outcomes for 
the individual, which is something perceived as otherwise somehow limited ‘you 
can say what is actually true, rather what you think the boss wants to hear. 
Which of course we should do always anyway, but not everyone does’. 
Anecdotally, a respondent who elaborated about this idea argued that before 
reaching his career ceiling a CPG member would be in a different position, 
more careful about this risk. 
In addition, prospects for further promotion would influence CPG activity, 
particularly if an individual is close to change appointment, where, maybe he is 
‘coasting’ [just doing the minimum] because he is thinking on his next job or 
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actually when he would have taken a bold decision that’s better not to go further 
because it can affect that next appointment. 
In summary, the prospect of further promotion, through the assessment of an 
individual’s reporting chain could have influence in CPG members’ behaviours, 
somehow ‘limiting’ the freedom of the individuals to do their job in the best 
interest of defence as a whole. This element would affect interpersonal trust in 
the CPG, where the members would perceive the existence of this influence in 
members’ behaviours. Although seniority could act as a moderating element, 
particularly when an individual has reached his career ceiling. An example 
would be when a CPG member is arguing, just defying and being an advocate 
for what is seen as ‘another’ service’s capability area, which might be the best 
one. In this case, the service to which the member belongs, ‘lose’ a capability 
that the CPG member’s Chief [of one of the services] wants to keep, and the 
chief would say ‘who was involved in the planning of that decision?’ 
4.2.6.4 Results and conclusion 
Initially, the analysis of the evidence pertaining to each case was grouped 
around five clusters. Subsequently, this cross-case analysis and discussion was 
performed, integrating the evidence emerging around three lines of enquiry 
stated in 3.5.1.1 ‘The enquiry’, named outputs 1 to 3 at this stage. These 
outputs were intended to facilitate the understanding of the findings in the most 
sensible manner and to underpin the identification of target areas, and the 
further elaboration of the survey questionnaire to proceed with Phase II of the 
fieldwork, as discussed in Chapter 3. 
Output 1: Nature of the interpersonal relationships 
 
Regarding perceptions about interpersonal relationships, there were mixed 
views. The findings across CPGs show that a number of views concentrate on 
the necessity of an environment for open, but guarded discussion. In this 
regard, the existence of smaller communities, as opposed to wider communities 
would facilitate interaction, thus smoothing or speeding up the process of 
interpersonal trust attribution in some CPGs. In addition, some challenges to 
interpersonal relationships between CPG members were depicted: bringing and 
integrating members together; communicating and coordinating work; achieving 
balance between co-located and virtual work; to identify and implement 
adequate IT tools to undertake capability planning activity; and the existence of 
influence posed by the stage of the job-cycle where individuals are. 
Output 2: Interpersonal trust determinants 
In respect of the interpersonal trust determinants in the CPG, interviewees 
answered in different manners. A summary of the determinants identified and its 
relevance (coded as determinant present without rating relevance; and high, 
medium or low relevance), according to the respondents’ perceptions, is 
presented in Figure 4-5. 
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From the evidence it is apparent that the Peripheral route is perceived having 
dissimilar levels of influence, ranging from very strong to influential but not 
necessary. Although all the peripheral determinants suggested were recognised 
as applicable in the CPG context, not all the peripheral determinants would 
apply to every relationship. In general, individual respondents perceived 
different relevance of the determinants. The evidence about this route suggests 
that History, Third party information and Role are the most influential 
determinants, with Category and Rule playing an intermediate level of influence, 
over Disposition. 
Although perceived as being influential, highly influential, or in an isolated view 
the least relevant route; as a whole, the Central route appeared to be the most 
influential to build and maintain interpersonal trust in the CPG. Moreover, the 
success of the CPG is related to the central route, ‘born out of familiarity, 
working closer with known people and you’ve worked with before.’ Regarding 
the relevance of the determinants, ability was depicted as the most influential 
determinant followed by integrity and finally benevolence. 
According to the evidence, the Habitual route would not be always used in 
CPGs. There were differing views about its realisation in the CPG, where some 
CPGs would use this route in many cases, sometimes, or they would not have 
the opportunity to use it because members change. In some CPGs the use of 
the habitual route is recognized, as ‘really useful’, ‘highly influential’, as opposed 
to others where if the habitual route is used, it would be ‘very weak’. 
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Furthermore, the use of the habitual route would be stronger between military 
members of the CPG. As expected, the habitual route would operate in CPGs 
based on extensive personal knowledge, being apparent when it has advanced 
through the other two routes.  
In general, according to the respondents, CPGs reach either the peripheral, the 
central or the habitual route, where most of the CPGs reach the central route, 
and some of them remain using only the peripheral route. From the evidence, it 
was confirmed that the adaptation of the integrated model of interpersonal trust, 
expanding the model suggested by Hung et al, embraces the particular dynamic 
of interpersonal trust in the context under consideration. Thus, the three routes 
to interpersonal trust are used, and the determinants operating inside the routes 
correspond to those suggested by Hung et al. In addition, ‘History’, ‘Social 
bonds’ and ‘Personal identification’ were included as determinants of 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs. 
Output 3: Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust 
An ample majority of the respondents recognised that there are a number of 
external factors, representing issues or risks that could influence interpersonal 
trust in the CPG. In this regard, perception is that ’the biggest pressures are 
always going to be external’ to the CPG.  
Consistent with the views expressed regarding interpersonal trust determinants, 
the respondents illustrated some issues regarding interpersonal trust (Figure 4-
6). They had to do with differences between military and civilian members of the 
CPG, and the high rate of rotation of military members. In addition, a number of 
elements where depicted indistinctively as issues or risks by different members 
in different CPGs: different priorities between organisational areas, sharing and 
exposing information, prospects for promotion, and scarce financial resources. 
There can be different reasons to pursue organisational objectives through 
cross-functional teams. However, this kind of team can bring some limitations. 
In this regard, the membership of the team has to be balanced against the 
‘home’ internal organisation, and the fact that information and knowledge has to 
flow through different internal organisations overcoming functional boundaries 
has to be taken into account.  
In the model of interpersonal trust in VTs adapted in this research, risk plays a 
role in the behavioural manifestation of trust, making room for the consideration 
of the context in which capability planning, is carried out. Perceived risks, and 
the consequent positive or negative outcomes that might occur, are deemed to 
be critical for a specific action to be taken or not. 
When asked about risks perceived beyond interpersonal relationships, which 
could influence the trust behaviour of CPG members, the organisational 
dilemma in the design and study of organisations, regarding the conciliation of 
individual’s and organisation’s objectives is somehow reflected in what is 
mentioned as the prospects for promotion. This element is perceived as 
influencing interpersonal relationships and trust. Furthermore, the cross-
functional nature of CPGs is reflected in the odds of conflict between different 
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priorities in terms of suborganisations that include single service agendas, and 
risks related to vulnerabilities of sharing and exposing sensitive information.  
Figure  4-6 Issues and Risks Regarding Interpersonal trust 
 
Source: Author 
When respondents were faced with questions about issues and risks regarding 
interpersonal trust, it is clear from the evidence that respondents tend to 
concentrate on specific factors (Figure 4-6). However, evidence gathered about 
issues regarding interpersonal trust and risks beyond interpersonal relationships 
regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs, was inconsistent at times because 
what in some CPGs was perceived as an issue in another was a risk. Thus, 
respondents brought together some elements when explaining their views about 
issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust, and how these elements 
interrelate.  
Conclusion 
The general perception about the nature of interpersonal relationships in the 
context considered was depicted, together with the pertinent challenges 
perceived by CPG members. 
The adapted model proposed for the context under consideration was 
confirmed, advancing the study of interpersonal trust determinants in the 
particular scene where this study is set. 
The evidence suggests that different CPGs, and certainly different members in 
a CPG, develop trust in different manners. In this regard, the context seems to 
play a highly influential role, as it was portrayed by the respondents, depicting a 
number of elements identified as issues or risks that need to be addressed. 
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It is not possible to conclude that these are the only issues or risks in capability 
planning activity. Indeed, there must be others. However, the purpose of this 
research was to gather evidence about issues and risks perceived as 
influencing or having the potential to influence interpersonal trust in the CPG 
context. In this regard, not every issue or risk had to be commented upon if not 
influencing interpersonal trust. Furthermore, the omission of comments on a 
certain topic does not mean that there are no more issues and risks regarding 
capability planning activity, again the purpose of this research was to find 
elements influencing or likely to influence interpersonal trust in the CPGs. 
4.3 Phase II, Survey questionnaire 
4.3.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 3 ‘Research methodology’, a set of survey 
questionnaires were addressed to the whole population of CPGs, with the 
purpose of gathering confirming or more detailed evidence regarding the 
findings from Phase I, the first wave of data collection, and to develop when 
applicable, relevant elements emerging from this Phase. The intent in following 
this approach was to attain a comprehensive picture of the interpersonal trust 
determinants and the pertinent risks and issues in the CPGs, as a result of the 
analysis of the members responses, in order to develop a critically analytical 
perspective. 
4.3.2 Survey questionnaire 
The objective of the survey was to gather information about the interpersonal 
trust determinants in the context of military capability planning work in VTs, 
particularly focused on three main elements: 
 Influential elements regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs 
 Interpersonal trust determinants in CPGs 
 Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs 
The questionnaire (Appendix D Survey Questionnaire) was organised around 
four successive sections. Initially, it gathered general information about the 
respondents and their CPG activity. Then, it concentrated on the consideration 
of general perceptions related to work in the CPGs. Subsequently, interpersonal 
trust determinants in these VTs were investigated. Finally, issues and risks 
regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs were surveyed. The sections of the 
questionnaire were: 
Section 1: Demographics 
Section 2: Target area 1: Influential elements regarding interpersonal trust in 
CPGs 
Section 3: Target area 2: Interpersonal trust determinants in CPGs 
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Section 4: Target area 3: Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs 
The Survey Questionnaire with the answers consolidated is attached in 
Appendix E. In the following sections, the findings are discussed and examined 
supported by graphic representations when deemed useful to achieve a better 
understanding of the evidence gathered.  
4.3.3 Demographics 
This subsection characterises the participants and the degree of ‘virtualness’ of 
the CPGs. With this end, in this subsection, a number of graphic 
representations underpin the examination of the findings. 
The respondents were 79% (57) military and 21% (15) civilians. The MUC’s 
organisations represented by them in the CPGs followed the distribution shown 
in Figure 4-7: 
















Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
The time in post as CPG members of the respondents, which ranged between 2 
and 62 months, and averaged 18 months, is shown in the Figure 4-8, sorted in 
four categories (0-6 months; over six months, up to a year; over a year, up to 


















0-6 months up to 1 year up to 2 years over 2 years
 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
The figure 4-8 shows that 55% (40) of the respondents have been more than a 
year appointed as CPG members. Also, 18% (13) of the respondents have 
been in post for 6 months or less. 
The rank or grade of the respondents is shown in Figure 4-9, with most of them, 
86%, being SO1s and above. This figure is split between SO11 (31, 44%) and 








                                            
1 SO1 is Commander, Lieutenant Colonel and Wing Commander; for the Navy, Army and Air 
Force respectively; or Civil Servant grade equivalent. 
2 SO2 is Lieutenant Commander, Major and Squadron Leader respectively, or grade equivalent 
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Up to & including SO2 SO1 OF5 & above
 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
When asked about their familiarity with ‘virtual’ work, described as non co-
located activity: use of telephone, email, VTC, and use of the team (CPG) 
Intranet’s site; the majority of the respondents (64, 91%), as shown in Figure 4-


























Little experience Relevant experience Very experienced
 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
Regarding the percentage of the respondents’ work time devoted to CPG 
activity, their answers ranged from 1% to 100%, with an average of 22.5%, 
following the distribution presented in Figure 4-11, sorted in four categories (up 
























up to 5% 10% up to 30% up to 80% over 80%
 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
Figure 4-11 shows that the majority of the respondents (41 people, 58%) devote 
10% or less of their work time to CPG activity. Adding up, 79% (56) of them 
devote 30% of their time or less. In addition, for 18% of the respondents (13), 
figure not represented in Figure 4-11, it represented 50% or more of their work 
time.  
Subsequently, the working time devoted to CPG activity was divided into group 
and individual tasks; and virtual versus face-to-face work. The time devoted to 
work as member of a CPG, as declared by the respondents, involved an 
average of 48.5% dedicated to group tasks and a 51.5% to individual tasks. In 
addition, 51% of time devoted to CPG activity would be virtual (non co-located: 
telephone, email, VTC, use of the team site), versus a 49% of time committed to 
face-to-face work. 
The number of CPGs attended by the respondents is represented in Figure 4-
12. The number of CPG memberships ranged from one to nine, with an average 
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Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
The majority of the respondents, 68%, worked in one (45%) or two (23%) 
CPGs. The remaining were scattered between three and five memberships, 
with one respondent belonging to seven and another to nine CPGs.  
Finally, the number of respondents who portrayed their capability planning 
areas as ‘joint oriented’ (40%), ‘focused’ (27%), ‘single environment / single 
service oriented’ (17%), or ‘across a number of CPG’s work’ (16%); are seen on 
Figure 4-13. No additional correlation was found amongst the descriptors 
offered to the respondents regarding the capability planning areas that their 
CPGs covered. The only relation found was between ‘Joint oriented capability’ 
and ‘Capability across a number of CPG’s work’ which reached an 11% (8 out 
of 72). All of the remaining answers were indistinct in respect of other possible 























Joint oriented capability Capability across a
number of CPGs’ work
‘Focused’ capability Single environment /
single service oriented
 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
4.3.4 Target area 1: Influential elements regarding interpersonal trust 
in CPGs 
Section 2 of the questionnaire, Influential elements, gathered background 
information intended to contextualise data collected about interpersonal trust in 
CPGs. This information was sought to underpin a deeper understanding about 
members’ perceptions of how CPG members interact, and the further 
interpretation and analysis of the qualitative data collected. As a result of the 
previous cross-case analysis, these elements were grouped in two topics: 
performance of the CPG regarding capability planning activity (4.3.4.1) and, 
nature of interpersonal relationships amongst CPG members (4.3.4.2). In 
general, there was consistency with the trends, and the elements depicted in 
each of the trends that emerged as a result of Phase I, as is shown in the two 
next subsections. 
4.3.4.1 Performance of CPGs in capability planning 
In general, there was a strong support to the three trends concerning CPG 
performance, and the elements sketched in the cross-case analysis developed 
earlier in 4.2.6.  
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Table  4-1 Performance of CPGs in capability planning 
Trends & Elements Agree Filter
1. Capability planning activity is ‘a lot better’, compared to previous 
models used to plan capabilities 59% 22%
a. Capability planning undertakes a wider perspective, compared 
to previous models used to plan capabilities  
67% 19%
b. Capability planning emphasises a capability perspective and a 
through life approach, compared to previous models used to 
plan capabilities 
62% 15%
c. Capability planning establishes clearer purposes, roles and 
responsibilities, compared to previous models used to plan 
capabilities 
59% 15%
d. Capability planning enables a more effective and opportune 
integration of main stakeholders, compared to previous models 
used to plan capabilities 
59% 17%
2. Capability planning is undergoing a ‘developmental process’, 
aimed in the right direction, although the room for improvement 
is considerable 
88% 4% 
a. Capability planning works best in forum rather than by virtual 
means, although both modes complement each other 84% 1.5%
3. Contextual elements pertaining to each CPG influence greatly 
CPG activity 78% 13%
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
The three trends shown in Table 4-1 were supported by the majority of the 
respondents. Firstly, the highest degree of agreement concerned the idea that 
capability planning is undergoing a developmental process that is aimed in the 
right direction (Trend 2, 88%). In addition, a comparable level of support was 
endorsed to the idea that capability planning works best in forum (2.a., 84%), 
highlighting the importance of the interaction that is held by the CPG members 
in other forums that enables CPG work ‘out of committee’, (facilitating 
communication and coordination of CPG work). Secondly, 78% of the 
respondents agreed with the idea that contextual elements pertaining to each 
CPG influence greatly CPG activity (Trend 3).  
At this stage, statements with positive connotation like ‘Providing [that] 
discussions are open and frank, with parties showing empathy with others 
issues and accept that trades, [and] prioritisations are a necessary part – 
reflected in an open and agreed risk register’1987; were found together with 
statements with negative connotation as ‘I would argue that it [the capability 
planning ‘system’] is fundamentally broken and does not work whatsoever in my 
CPG’1988. Thirdly, there was less agreement, although still a majority support 
(Trend 1, 59%) to the perception of capability planning activity seen as a step 
forward, when compared with previous models to plan capability. Although this 
majority view is not as strong as in the other two trends, it had the highest 
number of responses filtered by the ‘No opinion/don’t know’ alternative (22%).  
This result could be a reflection of the difficulty in ascertaining perceptions when 
comparing present and past models, because of rotation of in-service 
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personnel, as illustrated by the comment expressed by one respondent ‘I am 
unable to answer the questions about previous methods of capability planning 
as I do not have any direct experience of them’1989. Furthermore, the elements 
identified in this Trend 1 were also supported, by about 60% of the respondents, 
as it can be seen in Table 4-1, elements 1.a to 1.d, although the level of ‘No 
opinion/don’t know’ responses remain consistently high with the main statement 
of the trend. 
4.3.4.2 Nature of interpersonal relationships in CPGs 
In general, as shown in Table 4-2, there was consistency with the idea that 
capability planning requires a particular environment, ‘open but guarded’, for 
carrying out discussions with different levels of maturity through time, and that 
the job cycle of the desk-officers is influential to interpersonal relationships 
(statement 1. and 2. respectively). Furthermore, the higher rates of consistency 
with the results of Phase I, were found regarding what were identified as the 
main challenges to interpersonal relationships in the CPG (3.a. to 3.e.). 
Table  4-2 Nature of interpersonal relationships in the CPG 
Elements Agree Filter
1. Capability planning requires an environment for open, but 
guarded discussion, ensuring that ideas or proposals won’t be 
widely disseminated 
58% 0% 
2. To what extent the virtual context facilitate or make more difficult 
interpersonal relationships, is related to where the desk officer is 
in his job-cycle (initial / final) 
56% 21%*
3. The following elements represent challenges to interpersonal 
relationships in the CPG:  
a. Bringing members together to develop the CPG 74% 4% 
b. Ensuring that new members are integrated to develop the 
CPG 
74% 1% 
c. Communicating and coordinating work in CPGs, keeping 
aligned understanding and individual’s activity 
83% 1% 
d. The necessity of achieving a balance between co-located 
and virtual work in capability planning 
70% 6% 
e. To identify and implement the adequate information 
technology tools to undertake capability planning activity 
75% 4% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
The highest rate of agreement about what would be the challenges to 
interpersonal relationships in the CPG was achieved over communicating and 
coordinating work (3.c., 83%). Furthermore, with comparable levels of 
agreement (about 75%) and ‘No opinion/don’t know’ responses were supported 
the other four elements identified as challenges in the cross-case analysis. 
Thus, additionally, it was confirmed, as a majority view amongst the 
respondents in this second wave of data collection, that the following challenges 
to interpersonal relationships in the CPG:  bringing members together to 
develop the CPG (3.a., 74%), ensuring that new members are integrated to 
develop the CPG (3.b., 74%), the necessity of achieving a balance between co-
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located and virtual work in capability planning (3.d., 70%), and fourth, to identify 
and implement the adequate information technology tools to undertake 
capability planning activity (3.e., 75%). 
4.3.5 Target area 2: Interpersonal trust determinants in CPGs 
As discussed, Phase I resulted in a cross-case analysis developed earlier in 
4.2.6. This subsection presents the evidence gathered in Phase II, through 
survey questionnaires, focused on the interpersonal trust determinants in the 
CPG construct. This was intended to confirm the operation and the comparative 
relevance of the routes, and the pertinent determinants, that build and maintain 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs. In the next two subsections, the routes (4.3.5.1) 
and the pertinent determinants (4.3.5.2) are covered. Finally, in the subsection 
4.3.5.3, some further elements were investigated. 
4.3.5.1 Routes to build and maintain interpersonal trust  
The level of agreement shown in Table 4-3 was 87% with the operation of the 
Central (statement 2.), 85% with the Habitual (statement 3.), and 74% with the 
Peripheral route (statement 1.).  
Table  4-3 Routes to interpersonal trust 
Statements Agree Filter
1. In the CPG, people tend to trust other CPG members based on 
what they already know before interaction in the CPG context 74% 4% 
2. In the CPG, people tend to trust other CPG members when they 
have already had the opportunity to work with them and then 
have assessed them 
87% 4% 
3. In the CPG, people tend to trust other CPG members even more, 
if they have a mature relationship and they have gained more 
knowledge about each other 
85% 4% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
In the questionnaire, respondents were asked to rank the relative relevance of 
the routes ‘to build and maintain interpersonal trust in the CPG’. The higher the 
number assigned, ranging from one (the minimum) to three (the maximum), the 
higher the relevance of the route. The results shown in Figure 4-14 represent 
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Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
4.3.5.2 Determinants to interpersonal trust 
Questions about the determinants were grouped in three items that covered the 
pertinent routes, as presented from now on. The determinants’ relevance was 
measured as the level of agreement to expressions that operationalise them in 
the CPG context.  
4.3.5.2.1. Determinants in the Central route 
The determinants in the Central route were confirmed by a large majority of the 
respondents, as shown in Table 4-4, (consistent with the responses about the 
route where they operate, and what was evident from the results of Phase I). 
Firstly, Ability, as enunciated in the statement 1., had the highest level of 
agreement (97%). Secondly, Integrity with 84% and 93% for its composing 
elements ‘sticking to one position, saying the same inside and outside the CPG’ 
(statement 2), and ‘members that do what they say will do’ (statement 3), 
respectively. Thirdly, Benevolence, covered in statement 4, had a slightly lower 
level of agreement (80%) compared to Integrity, which in turn had a comparable 
‘distance’ to Ability. 
The notion of trust fragility, as enunciated in the statements 5. and 6., for Ability 




Table  4-4 Central route - Relevance of the determinants 
Statement Agree Filter
1. In the CPG, people tend to trust members who show themselves 
to have the skills and competences to get the CPG job done 
competently 
97% 0% 
2. In the CPG, people tend to trust members who stick to one 
position, saying the same inside and outside the CPG 84% 0% 
3. In the CPG, people tend to trust members who do what they say 
will do 93% 0% 
4. In the CPG, people tend to trust members who show care and 
concern about the others, displaying willingness to do good for 
the other CPG members 
80% 0% 
5. The skills and competences of the members are generally 
assumed in the CPG, and evidence about its absence is critical 
in losing trust quickly 
79% 1.5%
6. The integrity of the members is generally assumed in the CPG, 
and evidence about its absence is critical in losing trust quickly 78% 4% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
4.3.5.2.2. Determinants in the Habitual route 
In the Habitual route, shown in Table 4-5, a number of respondents endorsed 
consistently the idea of the operation of the route through extensive personal 
knowledge, as enunciated in statement 2., as the Personal identification 
determinant, with 84% of agreement. Then Habit, in statement 3., (66%); 
followed by Social bonds, in statement 1, (57%). 
Table  4-5 Habitual route - Relevance of the determinants 
Statement Agree Filter
1. In the CPG, people tend to trust other members because of the 
tight social bonds they have developed 57% 3% 
2. In the CPG, people tend to trust other members when they have 
accumulated personal knowledge, and they understand their 
needs, preferences and priorities 
84% 1.5%
3. In the CPG, people tend to trust other members because there is 
a ‘regular pattern’ of trusting behaviour by members 66% 4% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
 
4.3.5.2.3. Determinants in the Peripheral route 
In respect of the Peripheral route, (Table 4-6), there was not complete 
consistency with the literature and Phase I, as in the other two routes. Firstly, 
consistent with Phase I, History was perceived as the most relevant determinant 
before interaction in the CPG. Statements 4. and 5. show that past experience 
working with a new CPG member (with 88% of agreement to positive 
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experience, influencing trust; and 77% of agreement to negative experience 
influencing distrust) influences more than the other peripheral determinants.  
Secondly, also in consistence with Phase I, Role (statement 6.) followed in level 
of agreement with a 51%; and subsequently Rule (statement 7., 46%), Category 
(statement 8., 45%), and Disposition (statement 3., 45%). Although the latter 
three determinants showed a higher level of disagreement than agreement 
(48% for Rule, 51% for Category, and 52% for Disposition). Thirdly, the 
responses to statements 1. and 2., regarding the Third party information 
determinant showed the lowest level of agreement response between the 
peripheral determinants (statement 1., 43%). Furthermore, controversially, 
when asking about ‘colouring’ this information by the perception about the 
source (statement 2.), the level of agreement ascended to 62%. 
Table  4-6 Peripheral route - Relevance of the determinants 
Elements Agree Filter
1. In the CPG, people tend to assess trustworthiness of new CPG 
members through information from third parties that they know 43% 7% 
2. The information provided by third parties is ‘coloured’ by the 
perception about the subject source, and his potential bias 
towards the subject of his comments 
62% 9% 
3. In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, even if they 
don’t know them, because they have a natural propensity to trust 45% 3% 
4. In the CPG, people that have had a positive experience 
(‘history’) in the past working with a new CPG member, tend to 
trust him from the outset 
88% 6% 
5. In the CPG, people that have had a negative experience (‘bad 
history’) in the past working with a new CPG member, tend to 
distrust him from the outset 
77% 9% 
6. In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, because if 
they are chosen to represent their home organisations, they 
must be good at their job 
51% 3% 
7. In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, because 
they work for the MOD and so they behave following some 
‘explicit and tacit rules’ 
46% 6% 
8. In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, because 
they have reached certain ranks and so they act according to 
some ‘general principles and practices’ 
45% 4% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
4.3.5.3 Relation between the routes 
Before moving onto the responses to Section 4 of the questionnaire, a group of 
questions investigated further elements about the interpersonal trust routes. 
These enquiries covered whether the relative relevance of the routes 
established was changeable through time; if it was perceived as indispensable 
in order to establish interpersonal trust, via peripheral cues and interaction, for 
the CPG to work well; and the responsiveness of the respondents to the notion 
of trust fragility in the CPG. In addition, some questions were asked seeking to 
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ascertain through which routes the different CPGs would have progressed; 
together with asking the respondents’ perceptions about the influence of 
general characteristics of the capability planning area covered by their CPGs, 
and the speed at which a CPG could move forward developing interpersonal 
trust. The responses to these questions are shown in Table 4-7. 
Table  4-7 Relation between the routes to build and maintain interpersonal trust 
Elements Agree Filter
1. When considered over time, all the routes have a function; 
although day to day one can be more important than another 80% 10%
2. It is necessary to go through the Peripheral and Central route in 
order for the CPG to work well 68% 12%
3. Progressing in building interpersonal trust through the routes is 
influenced by the level of interaction needed across a particular 
CPG to get the job done 
75% 15%
4. Interpersonal trust between CPG members is fragile… It can go 
up and down easily  57% 4% 
5. Different members of the CPG develop interpersonal trust 
through different routes 90% 6% 
6. Most of the CPGs reach the Habitual route to build interpersonal 
trust 52% 28%
7. Most of the CPGs reach the Central, but not the Habitual route to 
build interpersonal trust 49% 23%
8. Most of the CPGs reach only the Peripheral route to build 
interpersonal trust, without moving into the Central or Habitual 
routes 
19% 31%
9. CPG members tend to progress building and maintaining 
interpersonal trust earlier in:  
a. CPGs with lower interdependence with other capabilities 52% 25%
b. CPGs with a reduced stakeholders base 73% 12%
c. CPGs related to a small specialists’ community 79% 10%
d. Single service-oriented CPGs (ex: Above Water) 73% 19%
e. Joint-oriented CPGs (ex: ISTAR) 25% 20%
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
To begin with, the routes would have a different level of influence which can 
vary through time (statement 1., 80%). Moreover, different members of the CPG 
would develop interpersonal trust through different routes (statement 5., 90%).  
Secondly, a majority of the respondents (statement 2., 68%) supported the idea 
that the Peripheral and Central route determinants should be operating for the 
CPG to perform well. In addition, the respondents agreed (statement 3., 75%) in 
that the level of interaction needed across different sorts of CPGs (considered 
to be different by the respondents, when answering the question presented in 
Figure 4-13, and statement 3. in Table 4-1) influenced progress in building 
interpersonal trust. Closely related with this answer, for the respondents, CPGs 
that tend to progress more quickly in building and maintaining interpersonal 
trust; would be those covering ‘small specialists’ communities’ (statement 9.c., 
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79%), those with ‘with a reduced stakeholders base’ (statement 9.b., 73%), and 
‘single service-oriented’ (statement 9.d., 73%) CPGs.  
Following the same enquiry, a lower level of agreement, 52% of the 
respondents (statement 9.a.), supported the idea that CPGs ‘with lower 
interdependence with other capabilities’ would progress earlier in building and 
maintaining interpersonal trust. Although in this latter case, the level of 
disagreement added up to the responses filtered by ‘No opinion/don’t know’ 
reached a similar level of endorsement, compared to the agreement response, 
suggesting that progress in CPGs covering capability planning areas ‘with lower 
interdependence with other capabilities’ would be slower. Furthermore, only a 
25% (statement 9.e.) of the respondents agreed that CPGs working on ‘Joint 
oriented’ capabilities would progress earlier in building and maintaining trust. 
Conversely, 55% of the respondents showed disagreement with this statement 
(9.e.). Thus, in ‘niche’ capability planning areas, as depicted here, opposed to 
‘joint’ and to some extent to ‘lowly interdependent’ capability planning areas; 
higher levels of trust would be achieved earlier by these CPGs, performing 
effectively, before other CPGs.  
Finally, when trying to ascertain what routes the CPGs would have reached 
when building interpersonal trust there was some level of inconsistency. First, 
19% of the respondents agreed that most CPGs reach only the Peripheral route 
(statement 8.). Second, a further 49% agreed that most of the CPGs reach the 
Central, but not the Habitual route (statement 7.). Third, 52% agreed that most 
CPGs reach the Habitual route to build interpersonal trust (statement 6.).  
4.3.6 Target area 3: Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in 
CPGs  
Section 4 of the questionnaire was aimed to ascertain salient characteristics of 
issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs. Thus, this 
subsection addresses the answers to the Research Question 2: What, if any, 
are the issues surrounding those determinants within the CPG?; and, Research 
Question 3: What risks are there, beyond the interpersonal relationships, which 
could influence the trust behaviour of CPG members?  
In a similar manner to Target area 2, the discussion in this section is based on 
the findings emerging from the cross-case analysis in Phase I. In this previous 
analysis, it was evident that the interviewees pulled issues and risks together, 
through the interviews, because what in some CPGs was perceived as an issue 
in another was a risk. Moreover, it was common occurrence that, in one CPG 
an element that constituted an issue for one member, for other members was a 
risk, or vice versa. Consequently, the last section of the questionnaire builds a 
comprehensive picture from the perceptions of individuals, about issues and 
risks regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs. The questionnaire applied, 
intended to confirm findings and exploring, when applicable, elements that 
emerged in Phase I; showed consistency with the results of the interviews to the 
members of a sample of CPGs in Phase I. 
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Initially, two questions covered general perceptions about issues and risks 
amongst the respondents, as shown in Table 4-8. Regarding the sources of 
elements affecting interpersonal trust in the CPGs, for the majority of the 
respondents, these would be generally external (statement 1., 56%). In addition, 
the general perception was that risks concerning interpersonal trust in the CPGs 
would not be managed ‘in any manner’ (statement 2., 71%). 
Table  4-8 General – Issues and risks 
Statements Agree Filter
1. The ‘biggest pressures’ to CPGs, influencing interpersonal trust, 
are always going to be external 56% 9% 
2. Risks regarding interpersonal trust are not managed ‘in any 
manner’ 71% 10%
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
As a result of the interview process, six elements emerged, that were perceived 
as salient issues or risks regarding interpersonal trust. Although there was no 
clarity about what would be the degree of importance that these elements have 
to building and maintaining interpersonal trust. Therefore, in the questionnaire, 
respondents were asked to rank their relevance, assigning a number from 1, to 
the most damaging to interpersonal trust building and maintenance; to 6 to the 
least damaging. In order to represent graphically the responses to this question, 
the averages of the responses are shown in Figure 4-15. There, the results 
were factored to present a number where 5 would represent the element with 
highest, and 0 the element with the lowest, impact on interpersonal trust. When 
the answers were tabulated (Figure 4-15), it was evident that the most relevant 
issue for the respondents was an external influence, the ‘Financial situation’ 
discussed previously. The remaining five elements were deemed internal. 
It is rather clear from the CPG members’ responses (Figure 4-15) that the 
‘Financial situation’ (4.18) and ‘Different priorities’ (3.99) show about double 
relevance compared to ‘Sharing and exposing information’ (2.54) and ‘Rotation 
of military members’ (2.00). Further, in a third level of relevance, ‘Civilian-
military differences’ (1.31) and ‘Prospects for further promotion’ (1.09), still show 










































Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
The discussion from now on concentrates on these already mentioned six 
elements. 
4.3.6.1 Financial situation 
Table 4-9 shows the questions and responses about the financial situation. 
Thus, based on a majorities criterion used for the analysis of the questionnaire, 
some clear perceptions are reflected. It is clear that everything done at CPGs, 
at the time of the survey, was driven by the permanent consideration of the 
financial situation through devising ‘options’ (statement 1., 94%), that are set of 
measures designed to save costs (although theoretically, they could increase 
capability as well). Furthermore, in the perception of the respondents’ resource 
issues drive Centre (statement 4., 97%) and Capability (statement 5., 94%) 
staff, as they attempt to save money.  
Interpersonal trust amongst CPG members would be affected negatively, 
although not significantly, because of the impact on the services of decisions 
being considered (statement 2., 54%). Moreover, the situation of having to re-
scope requirements already set, as a result of cuts and adjustment measures 
also would undermine interpersonal trust in the CPGs (statement 3., 60%).  
The financial situation is perceived by the majority of the respondents as an 
issue related to the allocation of priorities not only across different capability 
areas (statement 6., 89%), but also inside the individual capability areas 
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(statement 7., 84%). Furthermore, lack of priorities at inter-capability area level, 
would undermine interpersonal trust in the CPG (statement 9., 54%); situation 
that would be aggravated by lack of priorities in different areas of capability, 
without clarity about what capabilities give up to deliver within resources 
(statement 8., 83%). 
Table  4-9 Financial situation 
Elements Agree Filter
1. Constrained financial resources are a permanent consideration 
which drives the devising of ‘options’, ‘everything CPGs do is 
driven by the financial situation’ 
94% 1% 
2. Financial constraints set tight saving objectives on CPGs. As 
decisions being considered impact the services, restrictions 
influence negatively interpersonal trust at working level  
54% 6% 
3. Unforeseen cuts in resources and subsequent adjustment 
measures, negatively influence interpersonal trust in the CPGs, 
when requirements have to be re-scoped to deliver some form of 
capability 
60% 4% 
4. Resource issues drive Centre staff as they attempt to save 
money  97% 1% 
5. Resource issues drive Capability staff as they attempt to save 
money  94% 1% 
6. The financial situation is an issue related to the allocation of 
priorities across different capability areas 89% 3% 
7. The financial situation is an issue between CPGs in the same 
capability area 84% 6% 
8. The impact of the financial situation is aggravated by lack of 
priorities in different areas of capability, without clarity about 
what capabilities give up to deliver within resources 
83% 3% 
9. Lack of priorities at inter-capability area level, undermines 
interpersonal trust in the CPG 54% 9% 
10. Constrained financial resources is an issue, about which nothing 
can be done unless the capability management process changes 
to ‘just buy off the shelf’ 
34% 3% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
The Table 4-9 renders one of the strongest levels of agreement in the survey, 
around the impact of resource issues on capability planning activity in general. 
In addition, there is concrete agreement regarding its relation with the allocation 
of priorities into a particular, and amongst different capability areas. In any case, 
although not explored further, in the majority of the respondents’ view, it would 
be feasible to find alternative mitigating measures, other than a radical change 
to the management of capabilities as changing to buy off the shelf equipment 
that is currently planned and developed in a bespoke basis (statement 10., 
63%).  
The issue of the allocation of priorities is further discussed in the next 
paragraphs. 
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4.3.6.2 Different priorities between organisational areas 
In general, the results from Phase II tend to confirm the tensions in cross-
functional work, regarding CPG members’ allegiances to the different 
organisations integrated in the MUC.  
In table 4-10, the responses to questions covering different priorities in general 
are presented. Basically, the organisations represented in the CPGs would 
bring in different sorts of views (statement 1., 94%). These views, coming from 
the single services or the other organisational areas integrated in the MUC, 
emphasise the influence of differing priorities, which are seen as undermining 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs, by a little over half of the respondents 
(statement 2., 52%). Consistent with the literature reviewed in 2.3.3 ‘Relevance 
of trust’, interpersonal trust is perceived as helping to work around those 
differences (statement 6., 91%).  
There are some elements pertaining to these diverging priorities. Firstly, there 
would be limitations drawn from individuals’ own organisational structures 
(statement 5., 93%), which impose on them their core responsibilities. 
Secondly, from the respondents majority perspective, it is possible that a 
decision could be taken, in a CPG, ignoring assumptions, risks or issues that 
might affect other capability planning areas (statement 3., 77%). Thirdly, vested 
interests could play ‘in favour’ or ‘against’ an allegiance, because of the scrutiny 
CPG members (statement 4., 88%) are under. 
Table  4-10 Different priorities 
Elements Agree Filter
1. Different priorities emerge from different views brought into the 
CPG: a capability view, a single service view, whether a support 
or science view, a money view, etc. 
94% 3% 
2. The existence of different priorities is ‘a constant problem’ that 
undermines interpersonal trust in the CPG 52% 2% 
3. People can take a decision in the context of a program area or a 
CPG, ignoring the assumptions, risks and issues that may have 
an impact on another CPG 
77% 0% 
4. ‘Vested interests’ could work both ways, in ‘favour’ of an 
individual’s home allegiance, or ‘against’ a service when trying to 
demonstrate being ‘purple’, for example. 
88% 1% 
5. Additional constraints come into the CPG from individuals’ own 
organisational structures, because there is a limit to what people 
can really follow through. 
93% 3% 
6. Interpersonal trust is an element that helps to surmount diverging 
priorities of CPG members, helping them to work around those 
influences 
91% 3% 
7. The best thing to overcome organisational rivalries and to foster 
trust is:  
a. To understand what is actually required 98% 0% 
b. To understand what is policy compliant 94% 0% 
c. To understand and follow the strategic intent 98% 0% 
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8. The following influences detract more from the overall benefit to 
defence of CPG work:  
a. Other CPGs’ interests 57% 6% 
b. FLCs, Single services interests  78% 4% 
c. Specialists communities  29% 58%
d. DSTL interests 41% 8% 
e. DE&S interests 60% 5% 
f. Cap Sponsor interests 61% 6% 
g. MOD Head Office interests 73% 8% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
When asked about which influences would detract more from the overall benefit 
to defence of CPG work, respondents put primarily single service interests 
(statement 8.b., 78%), followed by MOD Head Office interests (statement 8.g., 
73%). Subsequently, Cap Sponsor (statement 8.f., 61%), DE&S (statement 8.e., 
60%), and other CPGs’ interests (statement 8.a., 57%). Alternatively, only 41% 
of the respondents agreed to this perception regarding DSTL’s interests 
(statement 8.d.). Finally, when asked about any specialists’ community exerting 
influence in this regard (statement 8.c.), a 58% of the respondents were filtered 
by the ‘No opinion/don’t know’ option. Only 29% of the respondents deemed 
that some specialists’ communities detract from the overall benefit to defence of 
CPG work. Although respondents were asked to provide names of these 
communities, some names were given, but there were only isolated individual 
mentions.  
Further, when asked about key elements which facilitate overcoming 
organisational rivalries and to foster trust, the respondents almost unanimously 
agreed with the propositions: understand and follow the strategic intent 
(statement 7.c., 98%), understand what is actually required (statement 7.a., 
98%), and understand what is policy compliant (statement 7.b., 94%).  
Different priorities – Single service agendas  
As a result of the cross-case analysis in Phase I, an additional set of questions, 
shown in Table 4-11, was intended to establish the generalisability of some 
isolated perceptions gathered in that previous phase.  
For the majority of the respondents, allegiance to an individual’s home service 
is perceived as natural (statement 1., 90%), and also inherent to working in any 
joint context (statement 2., 91%). Furthermore, single service agendas in the 
CPGs would be apparent when an individual participates in the production of a 
piece of work that may be seen as disadvantaging ‘his’ service (statement 11., 
68%). Moreover, for 67% of the respondents, civil servants would not be 
‘immune’ to this phenomenon (statement 6.). 
Regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs, for a majority of the respondents, the 
influence of single service agendas would be the biggest issue (statement 4., 
52%). However, the high level of disagreement with this idea, 44%, would be 
coherent with answers shown in Figure 4-15. According to that figure, ‘Different 
priorities’ as an issue or risk regarding interpersonal trust, which include single 
service interests, the strongest organisational perspective gravitating over CPG 
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work, as seen in Table 4-10, statement 8.b.; is close to the Financial situation, 
in terms of relevance as an influence to interpersonal trust in the CPGs. In 
addition, for the majority of the respondents single service agendas are seen as 
a ‘divisive’ element affecting interpersonal trust (statement 5., 57%). In any 
case, behaviours driven by single service agendas are perceived as not always 
evident (statement 7., 57%). This view is coherent with the ‘caution’ that would 
be taken by CPG members when there are individuals from other services in 
the CPG (statement 8., 48%). Regarding this latter expression, although 48% is 
not a majority view, it was seen as relevant because 10% of the responses to 
this question are filtered by the ‘No opinion/don’t know’ alternative. This is 
probably related to the 25% of the respondents that see their CPGs as ‘Single 
environment / single service oriented’ (Figure 4-13), and probably do not share 
membership with individuals from the other services. 
In practical terms, in the respondents’ view, single service influence could be 
exerted through dominance in the staff base of a capability area (statement 10., 
88%), or through a services’ hierarchy influencing CPG members that then 
would be advocates of what a service hierarchy says (statement 9., 97%). It is 
noteworthy that this latter description of the manifestation of single service 
influence had an almost unanimous agreement amongst the respondents. 
Furthermore, the conflict between the services is perceived as a struggle to 
channel financial resources to what would be perceived as a single service’s 
particular priorities (statement 3., 85%). 
Table  4-11 Different priorities – Single service agendas 
Elements Agree Filter
1. CPG members have a natural allegiance to their own service 
90% 1% 
2. Single service agendas are inherent to any joint environment, 
project, or even a joint job, so they are present in CPGs. They 
are ‘a fact of service life’ 
91% 1% 
3. The struggle between service agendas is an expression of 
interests to gain financial resources, and direct them according 
to particular priorities 
85% 3% 
4. Single service influence is the biggest issue regarding 
interpersonal trust in the CPG  52% 4% 
5. Single service agendas affect interpersonal trust in the CPG, 
because they are really ‘divisive’ 57% 1% 
6. Civilian CPG members are ‘immune’ to single service agendas  
29% 4% 
7. Behaviours driven by single service agendas are not always 
clearly evident in the CPG, ‘in joint areas… you believe they are 
operating to another authority’ 
57% 13%
8. If there were members from the other services in the CPG an 
individual would be more ‘cautious’  48% 10%
9. Single service influence can come from a service’s hierarchy, 
denominating ‘vital ground’, ‘platforms that we want to keep’; 
‘things that we will not lose’, and then the individual ‘would be an 
advocate for those types of capabilities’ 
97% 0% 
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10. Single service influence could be exerted through one service 
dominant in the staff base of a capability area, endorsing what 
the hierarchy in that service says 
88% 1% 
11. Single service influence would be apparent when one individual 
participates in the production of a piece of work that ‘may be 
seen as disadvantaging his service’ 
68% 10%
12. An individual should be certain that the ‘system’ would not 
disadvantage him in his career when making decisions that ‘go 
against what is perceived to be the way he should be voting’, 
when he is pursuing overall defence benefit 
72% 9% 
13. Changes to importance paid by the services to a CPG’s planning 
area introduce difficulties in terms of absence of clear priorities 
and consistency to perform CPG activity 
78% 7% 
14. Lack of importance of some CPG’s activities to the FLCs, is 
reflected in low attendance at CPG meetings, with members 
replaced by delegates; or members attending without adequate 
preparation 
85% 3% 
15. In the MoD everybody is very busy. It is extremely difficult to find 
some time to perform CPG duties 75% 0% 
16. In the CPGs, staff primary loyalty is to… 
 
a. Defence as a whole 39% 
b. Home organisation or service 52% 
c. No opinion / Don’t know 9% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
Another element that found majority support amongst the respondents had to 
do with what is perceived as the importance assigned by the services to 
capability planning activity. Firstly, there is support amongst the respondents, to 
the general perception that the level of core activities difficult to ‘find’ time to 
fulfil their CPG responsibilities (statement 15., 75%). Secondly, there would be 
low attendance to CPG meetings by the members, or members replaced by 
delegates, or attendees sometimes lacking of adequate preparation (statement 
14., 85%). The latter situation influences interpersonal trust adversely, because 
it reduces even more face-to-face interaction necessary for its development 
through time, and weakens perceptions of ability of members poorly prepared to 
fulfil their role in the meetings. Both are elements acknowledged in the literature 
as enabling to engage in the assessment of trustworthiness, and strongly 
determining trust through the Central route, respectively. Thirdly, fluctuating 
importance paid by the services to some capability planning areas would result 
in absence of clear priorities and consistency to perform CPG activity 
(statement 13., 78%). It is noteworthy that only a 15% of the respondents 
disagreed with statement 13. 
The struggle between pursuing benefit to defence overall, or an individual’s 
home organisation or service’s interests, in the CPGs was apparent also, when 
respondent were asked about to whom staff primary loyalty was devoted. The 
majority of the respondents chose home organisation or service (statement 
16.b., 52%) over defence as a whole (statement 16.a., 39%). 
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Finally, when exploring perceptions about how to stimulate behaviours that 
pursue overall defence benefit, there was majority support to the idea that 
individuals should not perceive that they could be disadvantaged in their 
careers if they have to go ‘against’ their home service interests or priorities 
(statement 12., 72%). 
4.3.6.3 Sharing and exposing information 
The findings about sharing and exposing information are examined and 
discussed under this headline. Table 4-12 quantifies some qualitative 
perceptions gathered in Phase I, about the use that CPG members would make 
of information pertinent to the CPG activity that they might have.  
From the outset, it was evident that in the respondents’ majority view, some 
CPG members manage more information, having clearer perspectives, than 
other members (statement 13., 83%). In this regard, perception is that 
information would be withheld by means of declaring it late in the CPG, or not 
consulting people who should be consulted in a particular subject (statement 1., 
54%). Moreover, this withholding of information is seen as a way to protect 
activities or resources, in a behaviour ‘encouraged by the system’ (statement 2., 
71%). These activities or resources to protect would be priority for the 
individual, but not for the CPG as a whole. In addition, the majority of the 
respondents would be reluctant to provide information to another CPG member 
if they are not sure how it would be used by him (statement 5., 57%). 
In this context, interpersonal trust is seen as a fundamental factor for the 
functioning of the CPG , that facilitates flow of information necessary to 
accomplish CPG goals (statement 10., 85%). However, consistent with Figure 
4-15, where it was depicted as the third issue in relevance, although relevant, 
there wasn’t majority support to the idea that withholding information would be 
the ‘single most damaging thing’ regarding interpersonal trust in the CPG 
(statement 9., 49%). Moreover, for the majority of the respondents, 
‘weaknesses’ about managing information would arise from poor quality of 
information management systems that would difficult to find relevant data 
(statement 11., 76%). An additional element would be the nature of the 
capability planning area’s related community to which the CPG belongs. When 
this is a small community, perception is that CPG members would tend to be 
stovepiped from a wider defence perspective (statement 12, 61%). 
Behaviours around information withholding were depicted by the respondents 
as related to the existence of different priorities, which would influence the 
definition of what information could or could not be exposed (statement 6., 
69%). Consistent with Section 3 of the questionnaire, developed in 4.3.5.2.1 
‘Determinants in the Central route’, there was an almost unanimous view of the 
respondents in the sense that a CPG member behaving inappropriately in this 
regard would undermine other CPG members’ perception about the individual’s 
trustworthiness (statement 8., 94%). Furthermore, these behaviours would 
inform the Central route through the two strongest determinants of the strongest 
route to build and maintain interpersonal trust, ability and integrity (statement 7., 
85%). 
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Table  4-12 Sharing and exposing information 
Elements Agree Filter
1. Withholding information is the degree to which, information is 
declared late, or people aren’t properly consulted; as opposed to 
when people are open 
54% 19%
2. Withholding information is a way to protect an activity or 
resource, in a behaviour encouraged by the ‘system’. Avoiding 
revealing an individual’s ‘full hand’, or the full extent of a project, 
may help to protect it 
71% 9% 
3. Elements of withholding information between CPG members ‘do 
occur, but tend not to be too bad when getting into bigger 
decisions’ 
53% 9% 
4. In many areas, information ’has been used against, those who 
provide it’  35% 15%
5. CPG members are averse to passing some information to 
someone they aren’t sure would use it correctly  57% 7% 
6. Different priorities will determine what information can or cannot 
be exposed 69% 4% 
7. Withholding information is a risk to a CPG member’s credibility 
(ability plus integrity) 85% 3% 
8. Individuals perceived by the group as not being open, or 
pursuing other interest, risk not being seen as a trusted part of 
the group anymore 
94% 3% 
9. Withholding information is an issue, ‘the single most damaging 
thing’, regarding interpersonal trust in the CPG 49% 10%
10. Interpersonal trust stands as a ‘fundamental factor’ for the 
functioning of CPGs, facilitating the flow of information necessary 
to accomplish CPG goals. 
85% 1% 
11. Any ‘weakness’ about managing information arises from the poor 
quality of information management systems that make it difficult 
to find relevant data, not  people withholding information. 
76% 3% 
12. If a CPG belongs to a small community, its members tend to be 
stovepiped from a defence perspective 61% 9% 
13. Some CPG members manage much more information, having a 
clearer perspective than other members 83% 4% 
14. The possibility to share information in a more ‘restricted’ format 
allows CPGs to work; a member doesn’t have to pass 
compromising information to everyone. Thus, people that 
‘wouldn’t need to know can be left out, until you are in a position 
to have the information tested in a wider context.’ 
65% 14%
15. There are situations where the CPG construct can undermine 
decision-making, because the CPG is such an inclusive 
arrangement that members struggle to make decisions as they 
tend to discuss outside the CPG in a more ‘restrictive’ format 
59% 7% 
16. There is a tendency to share information bilaterally, thus often 
the whole group is not included and some members may miss 
out on information 
56% 4% 
17. The constant struggle to obtain information plays against the 
formation of trust  46% 10%
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
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Some controversial findings were found regarding the particular environment 
required by capability planning, ‘open but guarded’, as expressed in 4.3.4.2 
‘Nature of the interpersonal relationships in the CPG’. On the one hand, when a 
CPG is perceived as an entity that enables to share information in a ‘restricted’ 
format, it would allow the CPG to work (statement 14., 65%). On the other, a 
CPG can be perceived as a construct undermining decision making because it 
would be a very inclusive arrangement. Because of this, members would tend to 
make discussions outside the CPG looking for a more ‘restrictive’ format 
(statement 15., 59%). Furthermore, there would be a tendency to share 
information bilaterally, missing out other members on information (statement 
16., 54%). Although these two contrasting perceptions support some level of 
controversy, regarding what would be enabled in the CPGs, it is consistent with 
two elements already examined. Firstly, the high level of relevance attributed by 
the CPG members to sharing and exposing information as an issue regarding 
interpersonal trust, shown in Figure 4-15 in this subsection. Secondly, the Trend 
3 regarding performance of CPGs in capability planning in Section 2 of the 
questionnaire, 4.3.4.1 ‘Performance of CPGs in capability planning’, in the 
sense that contextual elements pertaining to each CPG influence greatly CPG 
activity. 
4.3.6.4 Rotation of military members  
From Phase I, consistent with the literature examined, it was clear that 
permanency of individuals in the CPG is relevant to the building and maintaining 
of interpersonal trust. In this regard, the rate of rotation of military members 
(Table 4-13), for about 60% of the respondents (statement 1.), would not allow 
enough time to build and maintain interpersonal trust in the CPG. In addition, for 
68% of the respondents (statement 2.), the rate of rotation slows down the 
process to gain more knowledge about each other in the CPG. Thus, rotation 
would elongate the time required to progress through the Central and Peripheral 
routes. Moreover, this perception about rate of rotation of military members of 
the CPG affecting interpersonal trust would also include to some extent, 
according to a 45% of the respondents (statement 3.), civilians as well. These 
responses suggest that personnel rotation would affect not only military CPG 
members, but civil servants as well.  
In this respect, the average membership of civilian respondents was 36 months 
and for military it was less than half, reaching 15 months. 
From the respondents perspective, it was clear the discernment that civilians, 
perceived as having longer membership in the CPGs, would have a different 
approach to risks identified in the pertinent capability planning area, because 
they would ‘have to live’ with their potential ‘realisation’. This idea had a majority 





Table  4-13 Rotation of military members 
Elements Agree Filter
1. The rate of rotation of military members of the CPG does not 
allow enough time to build and maintain interpersonal trust in the 
CPG 
61% 1% 
2. The rate of rotation of military members of the CPG slows down 
the process to gain more knowledge about each other 68% 1% 
3. The rate of rotation of civilian members of the CPG is an issue 
regarding interpersonal trust in the CPG  45% 6% 
4. Longer membership by civilians in the CPG encourages them to 
have a different approach to risk because they are more likely to 
stay in post when risks are realised 
57% 12%
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
4.3.6.5 Differences between civilian and military CPG members 
Civilian and military members of the CPGs are perceived as having differences 
in diverse aspects. 
As can be seen from the responses tabulated in Table 4-14, in the respondents 
perceptions, military members of the CPG make more use of the Peripheral 
route (statement 1., 55%), progress more quickly through the Central route 
(statement 2., 74%), and reach the Habitual route before than civilian CPG 
members (statement 3., 65%). Although, it is undoubtedly perceived that there 
are cultural and style differences between civilian and military CPG members 
(statement 12., 82%), this situation is only perceived as a challenge to gain 
mutual knowledge, between a little less than half of the CPG members 
(statement 4., 49%). Furthermore, the perception is that civilian and military 
bring complementary views to the CPG (statement 11., 86%). 
In any case, for the majority of the respondents, the differences between 
military and civilians are perceived as irrelevant if the civilian (statement 5., 
86%) or military (statement 6., 78%) members have the right skills and 
competences, if they are ‘really capable’. 
Some mutual perceptions drawn out of Phase I were tested through the 
questionnaire. First, the perception that civil servants in the CPG tend to take a 
more ‘integrated’ perspective about interdependencies received low support 
(statement 7., 39%). In fact, 53% of the respondents disagreed with this 
suggestion. Second, the idea that Military members of the CPG bring ‘useful’ 
experience from deployed operations was supported by the majority of the 
respondents (statement 8., 84%). Third, a slight majority (statement 9., 52%) of 
the respondents support the perception that civilians in the CPG tend to be 
more bureaucratic than their military counterparts. Finally, Military members of 




Table  4-14 Civilian-military differences 
Elements Agree Filter
1. Military members of the CPG tend to attribute trust to new CPG 
members through what they already know before interaction in the 
CPG context, more than the civilians members 
55% 20%
2. Military members of the CPG tend to trust each other more quickly 
when they have already had the opportunity to work and assess 
each other, compared to civilian members 
74% 13%
3. Military members of the CPG tend to progress more quickly to 
develop a mature interpersonal relationship, fostering trust, 
compared to civilian members 
65% 12%
4. Differences between military and civilian CPG members pose 
‘challenges’ to the gaining of more knowledge about each other 49% 6% 
5. The civilian-military differences are irrelevant if a civilian is really 
capable 86% 4% 
6. The civilian-military differences are irrelevant if a military officer is 
really capable 78% 4% 
7. Civil servants in the CPG tend to take a more ‘integrated’ 
perspective about interdependencies in capability planning, 
considering other tasks that they may be aware of, where there 
could be some conflict 
39% 8% 
8. Military members of the CPG bring ‘fresh, very useful’ operational 
experience from deployed operations 84% 3% 
9. Civil servants in the CPG tend to be more bureaucratic than their 
military counterparts 52% 5% 
10. Military members of the CPG tend to be more task oriented than 
their civilian counterparts 72% 4% 
11. Military and civilians bring to the CPG views that complement each 
other 86% 4% 
12. There are no cultural and style differences between civilian and 
military members in a CPG 17% 1% 
13. To perform better, it is necessary to ‘overcome prejudices’, 
breaking down ‘tribal barriers’ opening the flow of communication 
and reception to other ideas 
91% 1% 
14. In the CPG all the members use the same technical language  
51% 1% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
A relevant question here, what is the degree of difference between the 
perceptions of the actors regarding these differences. Nevertheless, this further 
analysis will not be covered for reasons of extension. 
4.3.6.6 Prospects for further promotion 
In the survey questionnaire, respondents were faced with questions about the 
nature of the influence of the central organisational dilemma, discussed in 
Chapter 2 and earlier in this chapter, on members’ behaviours regarding 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs. In this context, some dimensions established in 
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the first stage of the research were quantified through the questionnaire, as 
shown in Table 4-15.  
In general, there would be certain levels of trust amongst CPG members limited 
by ‘other members’ own pressures’ that they would be under (statement 5., 
70%). In this regard, it was the respondents’ majority opinion, 62% against an 
11% differing, that the career reward structure does not help to optimise CPG 
activity (Survey questionnaire, Section 4, 26)). Nevertheless, some 
controversial perspectives were found. On the one hand, in the respondents’ 
majority view, the reporting chain, which decides if an officer gets promoted or 
not, would not influence the behaviour of military CPG members (statement 1., 
53%). Furthermore, in the majority view, the ‘career aspect’ doesn’t influence 
interpersonal relationships between CPG members, because, they would not be 
pursuing self-interest, they would wish to make defence the best it can be 
(statement 8, 52%). However, this latter perception obtained a 47% of 
disagreement, 5% less than the agreement option. Arguably, these two 
statements (1. & 8.) could have a certain, unknown, level of under-report, 
because of the nature of the questions. Then, these responses have to be 
considered in the context of some other related responses available. 
Conversely, it is perceived that the report system encourages pursuing single 
service agendas, because promotion is achieved through the single services 
reporting system (statement 4., 57%). Thus, in practical terms, individuals would 
like to have the consent of the reporting chain (statement 2., 79%). In this 
regard, an element to the ‘career aspect’ would be the interest of an individual’s 
chain of command, or how driven the members of the chain are, by the 
outcomes of a CPG (statement 7., 57%). Furthermore, there was a high level of 
agreement, the highest shown in Table 4-15, about the idea that CPG members 
act to safeguard the interest of the organisation they represent (statement 9., 
93%). To sum up, these opposite views are consistent with the inconclusive 
perceptions reported when asking directly if prospects for further promotion 
drive controversial behaviour in the CPG, in the sense that a member could 
have followed the desire of his line manager, in opposition to the CPG’s opinion 
(statement 6.).  
Table  4-15 Prospects for further promotion 
Elements Agree Filter
1. The reporting chain influences the behaviour of military CPG 
members, because it decides whether they get promoted or not. 43% 4% 
2. In practical terms, individuals don’t like ‘to irritate’ the person who 
writes his report, or the person whose writes his either’. 79% 2% 
3. Those working in the CAP areas need to be careful about what 
they say in case it affects their careers  45% 5% 
4. The report system encourages pursuing single service agendas, 
‘nobody gets promoted by the joint system because there isn’t 
one, is a single service system’. 
57% 9% 
5. There is trust between everybody in the CPG, but only to a 
certain extent, because everyone is aware that the other 
members are under their own pressures 
70% 4% 
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6. Prospects for further promotion drive controversial behaviour in 
the CPG, where a member’s appraisal might say he did very well 
because he followed the desire of his line manager, even though 
this could have been in opposite direction to the CPG’s opinion 
48% 6% 
7. An element to the ‘career aspect’ is the interest of the individual’s 
chain of command, or how driven the members of the chain are 
by the outcomes of the CPG 
57% 10%
8. The ‘career aspect’ doesn’t influence interpersonal relationships 
between CPG members, because, they are not pursuing self-
interest, they wish to make defence the best it can be 
52% 1% 
9. People in the CPG act to safeguard the interest of the 
organisation they represent 93% 0% 
10. The prospect of further promotion is a ‘secondary consideration’, 
because behaviour in a CPG is not heavily influenced by how a 
member’s career might be affected 
65% 5% 
11. CPG activity plays a minor part in overall CPG members’ 
performance evaluation, it doesn’t make ‘an awful lot of 
difference’ 
75% 3% 
12. The prospect of further promotion plays a part at higher levels, 
above CPG. But, not in the CPG  36% 30%
13. There is incentive for a military member of a CPG to make note 
of his posting, by making a relevant decision, instead of setting 
solid foundations with something that might mature five, ten 
years downstream, although the long-term consequences of the 
decision might not be well understood at this time 
50% 5% 
14. Individuals look for sponsorship from a given authority level, ‘a 
power of patronage’, from a person that in the future, ‘is going to 
be in a position of authority… that it’s going to payback’. 
49% 9% 
15. Prospects for further promotion have higher influence on more 
junior personnel, where individuals are somewhat more guarded 
in what they are willing to say or how they are willing to 
challenge. 
52% 4% 
16. In small ‘capability communities’, more junior individuals are 
conscious that it is likely that the relationship between equals in 
a CPG can change in the future, for a superior-subordinate 
relationship 
46% 22%
17. When members reach their ‘career ceiling’, they don’t worry 
about perception from senior people so much, because ‘as long 
as they do their job competently and clearly in the best interest of 
defence, there are very few risks to them and people around 
them’ 
87% 0% 
18. The lack of prospects for further promotion allows ‘enormous 
freedom’ to pursue the CPG role, instead of being concerned 
about potential negative outcomes for the individual, ‘You can 
say what is actually true, rather what you think the boss wants to 
hear’ 
74% 5% 
19. Prospects for further promotion influence CPG activity, if an 
individual is close to changing appointments; he may be 
‘coasting’ because he is thinking about his next job. So he might 
avoid taking a bold decision in case it affects that future job. 
43% 3% 
Source: Survey questionnaire, Appendix E 
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Subsequently, some responses underpinned the general idea that prospect for 
further promotion influences members’ behaviours in the CPG, but that 
influence would not be overwhelming. For 65% of the respondents, it would be 
a ‘secondary consideration’, because behaviour in a CPG would not be heavily 
influenced by how a member’s career might be affected (statement 10.). 
Moreover, CPG activity would play a minor part in overall CPG members’ 
performance evaluation, because it would not make a big difference (statement 
11., 75%) 
An additional consideration regarding potential for promotion would be the 
seniority of the individuals, which would influence in different ways members 
with different level of seniority. On the one hand, there was strong support to 
the idea that reaching a ‘career ceiling’, where there are no prospects for further 
promotion, CPG members would have ‘enormous freedom’ to pursue their role, 
instead of being concerned about potential negative outcomes for them 
(statement 18, 74%). They would not have to worry about perception from 
senior people so much, because there would be very few risks to them and 
people around them, ‘as long as they do their job competently and clearly in the 
best interest of defence’ (statement 17., 87%). Conversely, prospects for further 
promotion would have higher influence on more junior personnel, where 
individuals are somewhat more guarded in what they are willing to say or how 
they are willing to challenge (statement 15., 52%). Furthermore, there was a 
46% of agreement (and 32% of disagreement), with the idea that in small 
‘capability communities’, more junior individuals would be conscious that it is 
likely that the relationship between equals in a CPG could change in the future, 
for a superior-subordinate relationship (statement 16.). 
A number of further dimensions merit consideration; although they showed a 
high level of disagreement amongst the respondents. Firstly, the idea that there 
would be an incentive for a military member of a CPG to make note of his 
posting, by making a relevant decision, instead of setting solid foundations with 
something that might mature in the future. Although the long-term 
consequences of the decision might not be well understood at the time 
(statement 13., 50%). Secondly, the consideration of the influence on the next 
job of taking bold decisions in the CPG, when close to change appointment, 
was rejected by the majority of the respondents as influential to CPG activity 
(statement 19., 54%). Thirdly, the suggestion that a CPG member could look for 
‘sponsorship’ from an authority level, implying a potential future payback, was 
generally supported (statement 14., 49%). These dimensions showed an 
important level of disagreement amongst the respondents (45%, 43%, and 42% 
respectively).  
4.4 Summary of the chapter 
In this chapter, the findings of the two sequential phases of data gathering were 
presented.  
Firstly, the members of five selected CPGs were interviewed, following a semi-
structured format. Then, the data obtained was sorted and analysed, grouped in 
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five clusters, following the same format for the five CPGs. Subsequently, a 
cross-case analyses integrated the evidence emerging around the lines of 
enquiry. This, was deemed to allow understanding the findings in the most 
sensible manner and to identify target areas for the further elaboration of a 
survey questionnaire to proceed with Phase II of the fieldwork.  
Subsequently, by means of a survey questionnaire addressed to the whole 
population under consideration, the target areas were covered. Information 
gathered about the interpersonal trust determinants in the context of capability 
planning activity concentrated on the respondents and their CPG activity, 
perceptions about the work in the CPGs, the interpersonal trust determinants, 
and the issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs. 
In the next chapter, these findings underpin the development of an integrated 
analysis and discussion addressing the research questions. First, the CPG 
members and the degree of virtualness of the CPGs are characterised. Second, 
an integrated view covers the understanding of influential elements pertaining to 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs. Finally, the analysis and discussion 
concentrates on the interpersonal trust determinants, as well as the issues and 
risks regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs.  
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5 Integrated analysis and discussion  
5.1 Introduction 
As a result of the consideration of the general context of capability planning, a 
critical review of the pertinent literature, the subsequent conceptual framework 
for research established in Chapter 3 ‘Research methodology’, and the 
execution of the two-phase fieldwork, the exploration of the interpersonal trust 
determinants in VTs, within the study context, resulted in this integrated 
analysis and discussion. As conceived in the research framework, the 
exploration of the interpersonal trust determinants in VTs working in capability 
planning will result of an integrated view of contextual elements regarding the 
CPGs, the interpersonal trust determinants (RQ1), and the issues and risks 
regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs (RQ2 & RQ3).  
Accordingly, the second section of this chapter serves to characterise the CPG 
members and the degree of virtualness, as discussed in 2.2.3.7, of the CPGs. 
In addition, an integrated view covers influential elements pertaining to 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs. Further, the subsequent sections address the 
interpersonal trust determinants, as well as the issues and risks regarding 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs. These elements were extensively covered in 
Chapter 4, based on the evidence gathered through the two phases of fieldwork 
conceived. The structure of the chapter is shown in Figure 5-1. 




In this chapter, the research problem is addressed through the integration of the 
evidence as planned in Chapter 3, with the purpose of building a perspective of 
the process of interpersonal trust building and maintenance in VTs, in the 
context under consideration. 
5.2 CPG: A virtual team in an actual work organisation  
Capability planning relies on CPGs to perform activity. This is important 
because, as discussed in 1.6.3, capability planning enables to discharge one of 
the three broad functions of the MOD: to establish a resourced plan to develop 
military capabilities. CPGs, considered as VTs, are particularly important for 
such a massive organisation as the UK’s MOD that delivers defence capabilities 
through a particularly comprehensive taxonomy of capabilities as shown in 1.6.3 
‘The Capability Planning Process’. These teams enable the cross-functional 
integration of organisational perspectives, and multiple skills and competences 
in capability planning activity. However, the advantages of VTs come at a cost. 
As enunciated extensively in the literature review, although VTs offer benefits, 
they also create many challenges. 
In the literature review, a clear need for research in a number of different areas 
regarding CPGs was asserted. In particular, the consideration of the different 
levels of virtuality, as well as the role of contextual factors (2.2.3.3) were pointed 
out as gap areas. In addition, the sparseness of the literature with regard to 
actual VTs performing meaningful tasks in organisations was argued (2.2.3.2). 
Consequently, in the following subsection 5.2.1 ‘Demographics’ serves to 
provide a general description of the CPGs, in order to outline these ‘real VTs’ by 
means of different dimensions pointed out in the literature reviewed, or 
emerging from the consideration of the CPG context. Then, subsection 5.2.2. 
‘Influential elements regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs’, addresses the 
perception about the performance of the CPGs in capability planning, as well as 
the nature of interpersonal relationships in the CPGs. 
5.2.1 Demographics 
The literature review identified that there was a perceived need for more 
contextual research work in order to understand VTs. In 2.2.3.2. ‘Problems with 
literature’, empirical investigations available are criticised for using students 
performing artificial tasks with unrealistic time limits. Moreover, in 2.2.3.3. 
‘Research is needed’ the literature reviewed highlights the necessity for 
research in actual work organisations, exploring the degree of virtuality of the 
teams. Hence, in this subsection, evidence gathered about the CPGs is 
discussed as a means to underpin further analysis and discussion. 
In the MOD, because of organisational characteristics, CPGs can be formed 
from people geographically dispersed in the UK, with completely different 
backgrounds (although all UK nationals) integrated in the MUC: HoC (Capability 
Sponsor), User representative (Front Line Commands), Centre representative 
(MOD Head Office), SIT representative and DE&S representative. Figure 4-7 
‘Respondents’ home organisation’ showed that User’s and Capability Sponsor 
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were the organisations with major representation amongst the respondents to 
the survey. The low number of respondents from the S&T organisation could be 
related to ‘connectivity’ difficulties between different intranets, with different 
security levels, in the MOD; or because analysts or advisers who work in the 
Capability Sponsor organisation cover S&T roles in some CPGs. In any case, 
the proportion of military versus civilians amongst the respondents was 4:1. It 
was not possible to know if this ratio matches the whole population proportion; 
because, for security reasons, not all the ranks or grades of the CPG members 
were disclosed by the MOD, thus the evidence available is drawn from the 
questionnaires answered. 
The time in post as CPG members of the respondents, shown in Figure 4-8 
‘Respondents’ time appointed as CPG member’, ranged between 2 and 62 
months, and averaged 18 months. This aspect, tenure, will be discussed in 
5.4.4 ‘Rotation of military members’, in the section upon issues and risks 
regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs. Regarding the level of seniority or 
experience of the CPG members, the distribution of organisational categories is 
shown in Figure 4-9 ‘Respondent’s Grade or Rank’. The figure 4-9 shows that 
people undertaking CPG activity tend to be relatively senior (86% for SO1, OF5 
and above) in the hierarchical scale of the Armed Forces, as well as in the Civil 
Service equivalent. For example, an SO1 is likely to have served for over 15 
years in the armed forces, and an OF5 (the next hierarchical rank) is in the 
highest rank before Commodore, Brigadier or Air Commodore (one-star 
position). Because of the pyramidal structure of the Armed Forces, the higher 
the rank the more stringent is the selection criteria for promotion. In the case of 
the civil servants, ‘typically’ a B1 would have served about 15 to 20 years. 
When asked about their familiarity with ‘virtual’ work, described as non co-
located activity (telephone, email, VTC, and use of the CPG’s MOD Intranet’s 
site); the majority of the respondents, as shown in Figure 4-10 ‘Respondents’ 
familiarity with ‘virtual’ work’, declared to have relevant experience or to be very 
experienced. Given the description of ‘virtual’ work presented in the question, it 
was expected that they feel confident working by virtual means, and that the low 
number of respondents choosing ‘little experience’ regarding ‘virtual work’ might 
have been referring to the use of VTC or team sites to perform their duties, 
rather than the other modalities indicated. 
Regarding the percentage of the respondents’ work time devoted to CPG 
activity, shown in Figure 4-11, amongst the respondents, there are people 
working mainly on CPG activity (18%), but for the majority of the respondents, 
CPG work represents a small portion of their duties in time terms (a general 
average of 22.5% among the respondents). As such, they have a limited 
amount of time to devote to it, and this activity tends not to be central in their 
performance assessment. In addition, about half of the time devoted to work as 
CPG members of a CPG involved group versus individual tasks. A similar 
response depicted the ratio between virtual (non co-located: telephone, email, 
VTC, team site) versus face-to-face work. These responses, together with the 
information presented in Figure 4-11 suggest understanding CPGs as VTs 
where most of the members devote a minor portion of their working time to the 
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function that they discharge in the VT. However, although CPG members tend 
to meet formally a couple of times per year, some of the CPG members interact 
through other responsibilities that they have as part of their jobs. In general, the 
responses suggest that there would be no pre-eminence of individual over 
group tasks, or of virtual over face-to-face work. 
The number of CPGs attended by the respondents, shown in Figure 4-12 
‘Respondents’ number of CPG membership’, ranged from one to nine, with 
most of them attending one CPG, and an average of 2.2 CPGs. Further, when 
trying to sort the CPGs as covering capability planning areas portrayed as ‘joint 
oriented’, ‘across a number of CPG’s work’, ‘focused’, or  ‘single environment / 
single service oriented’, most of the respondents (67%) identified their capability 
planning areas as ‘joint oriented’ or covering ‘across’ a number of capability 
planning areas. The remaining 33% acknowledged their CPGs as covering 
‘focused’, or ‘single environment / single service oriented’ capability planning 
areas. These responses suggest a high degree of interdependency amongst 
the different capability planning areas. In addition, no further correlation was 
found amongst the descriptors suggested for the capability planning areas that 
their CPGs covered. The only relation found was between ‘Joint oriented 
capability’ and ‘Capability across a number of CPG’s work’ which reached an 
11% (8 out of 72). Most of the answers covered indistinctly all the other possible 
combinations of the four alternatives available. 
Although a number of dimensions used to conceptualise virtuality were 
discussed in 2.2.3.7, very few of them were found used in empirical studies to 
actually measure virtuality or virtualness. As depicted in this subsection, the 
respondents were mainly military personnel from the different MUC 
organisations. The majority of the respondents have been more than a year in 
post as CPG members, and belong to relatively high hierarchical categories, 
which imply that they have been a number of years in service. In addition, the 
majority of the respondents deemed to have relevant experience or being very 
experienced working by ‘virtual means’ as conceptualised in this research. 
Moreover, for the majority of the respondents CPG activity was a small portion 
of their responsibilities. Nevertheless, the time employed by the respondents to 
work as CPG members was almost evenly distributed between group and 
individual tasks; and virtual versus face-to-face work. Furthermore, in average, 
the respondents sit at about two CPGs. Finally, the responses of about two-
thirds of the respondents suggest a high degree of interdependence among 
most of the capability planning areas. 
In summary, the evidence gathered allows showing a recollection of data based 
on real life ‘permanent, but with fluidity in membership’ VTs, the CPGs. These 
VTs, generally described in the previous paragraphs, were studied in actual 
work situations, performing meaningful tasks for the organisations to which they 
belong. In this way, the requirement argued by Kirkman et al and Kimble et al, 
in 2.2.3.2 ‘Problems with literature’, to examine ongoing virtual work teams 
performing meaningful complex tasks, is satisfied, within the scope of this 
thesis. This provides the basis to analysis and a meaningful perspective, not 
just for this particular research, but also for future and comparative studies. 
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5.2.2 Influential elements regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs 
Phase I of the fieldwork concentrated on gathering and contextualising 
perceptions. To this end, three lines of enquiry, (as discussed in 3.5.1.2.2), 
were undertaken. The first one covered the exploration of influential elements, 
aimed to underpin the further interpretation of the data collected. Data gathered 
around this first line of enquiry, was organised in two clusters which are 
summarised in this subsection: 5.2.2.1 ‘Performance of CPGs in capability 
planning’, and 5.2.2.2 ‘Nature of interpersonal relationships in CPGs’. 
5.2.2.1 Performance of CPGs in capability planning 
In general, in Phase II, as shown in Table 4-1, there was a strong support to the 
three trends concerning CPG performance and the elements that emerged in 
the cross-case analysis developed in Phase I, in 4.2.6.1 ‘Output 1 Influential 
elements’. Firstly, capability planning is perceived as undergoing a 
developmental process that is aimed in the right direction, although the room for 
improvement was deemed considerable. In addition, it is perceived that 
capability planning works better in forum than by virtual means, although both 
modes complement each other. Secondly, contextual elements pertaining to 
each CPG are perceived as influencing greatly CPG activity. This latter view is 
consistent with what was identified from the cross-case analysis, where 
statements with positive and negative connotation were used to describe work 
in the CPGs. Thirdly, capability planning is perceived as a noteworthy 
improvement to previous models used to plan capabilities. As such, capability 
planning as depicted by the CPG members, compared to previous models used 
to plan capabilities as: undertaking a wider perspective, emphasising a 
capability perspective and a through life approach, establishing clearer 
purposes, roles and responsibilities, and enabling a more effective and 
opportune integration of main stakeholders. 
In addition, (as enunciated in 4.2.6.1, from the evidence in Phase I), it was clear 
that although reduced co-located activity eliminates part of the context, cultural 
aspects, and tools and information, shared to some extent, would provide, a 
moderating effect to the burden provided by reduced co-located activity and 
work context. 
As discussed in 2.5, performance can be evaluated with different criteria. In the 
particular case of capability planning in this research, it is only available the 
perception of the participants, as CPG performance as such is not measured by 
the MOD. These perceptions, as depicted in this research, suggest that the 
participants show a higher level of satisfaction with the CPG processes and 
outcomes, compared to previous models used to plan capabilities. Thus, 
arguably, capability planning has improved the performance of the planning 
activity for future military capabilities in the MOD.  
5.2.2.2 Nature of interpersonal relationships in CPGs 
Regarding the nature of interpersonal relationships, in a similar manner to what 
was found about the performance of the CPGs, there was consistency in Phase 
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II, (as showed in Table 4-2), supporting the three general ideas that emerged in 
Phase I, (in 4.2.6.1). Firstly, capability planning requires a particular 
environment, ‘open but guarded’, for carrying out discussions with different 
levels of maturity through time. In this regard, the existence of smaller or 
focused communities, as opposed to wider communities would facilitate or 
constraint interaction, thus smoothing or slowing down the process of trust 
attribution respectively. Secondly, it is perceived that the job cycle of the desk-
officers is influential to interpersonal relationships. This aspect, will be 
discussed further in 5.4.6 ‘Prospects for further promotion’. Thirdly, 
convergence with Phase I also was found regarding what were previously 
identified as the main challenges to interpersonal relationships in the CPG. 
These challenges were: bringing members together to develop the CPG; 
ensuring that new members are integrated to develop the CPG; communicating 
and coordinating work in the CPGs, keeping aligned understanding and 
individual’s activity; the necessity of achieving a balance between co-located 
and virtual work in capability planning; and to identify and implement the 
adequate information technology tools to undertake capability planning activity. 
In addition, (as enunciated in 4.2.6.1), it was rather clear from the evidence that 
the general perception about interpersonal relationships in the CPGs is that 
interpersonal trust enables virtual work and that all the parties’ work under the 
fundamental aspiration of integrating the different views, at different levels, in 
the overarching taxonomy of defence capabilities. 
5.3 Interpersonal trust determinants in CPGs 
This section addresses the answer to the Research Question 1: What are the 
pertinent determinants of interpersonal trust in the CPG? A model taken from 
the literature, and adapted in Chapter 2 through the addition of a number of 
determinants, was examined. After the design of a research methodology 
discussed in Chapter 3, two phases of fieldwork were executed. Phase I 
resulted in a cross-case analysis that informed the second phase of the 
fieldwork. Both phases are covered in Chapter 4. This section presents the final 
analysis and discussion integrating the evidence from both phases, focused on 
the interpersonal trust determinants in the CPG construct. 
As discussed in the literature review, (in 2.3.3 ‘Relevance of trust’ and 2.4 ‘Trust 
in virtual teams’), a vast body of literature suggests interpersonal trust as a 
fundamental element for the functioning of VTs. In addition, contextual features 
can make every CPG essentially different. Moreover, there are intertwined 
issues and risks influencing interpersonal trust in the CPGs. These influences 
are operationalised in diverse manners and with different emphasis, arguably 
related to CPGs individual contexts. Furthermore, although time zones, national 
culture, or language (colloquial or technical) are not barriers amongst CPG 
members, there are structural forces that play against interpersonal trust 
building and maintenance in the CPGs. Furthermore, some enduring problems 
pertaining to the defence sector as a whole are reflected in CPG activity. These 
elements are addressed in section 5.4 ‘Issues and risks regarding interpersonal 
trust in CPGs’. Fundamentally, they are Financial situation, Different priorities 
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between organisational areas, Sharing and exposing information, Rotation of 
military members, Differences between civilian and military CPG members, and 
Prospects for further promotion. 
As a result of organisational characteristics of the MOD and contextual features 
pertaining to the CPGs, some interpersonal trust determinants not considered in 
the literature pertaining to VTs emerged in Chapter 2. Because of availability of 
peripheral information, history can serve as a determinant. In addition, because 
of organisational culture and the fact that people tend to develop careers linked 
somehow to, or around a number of specialisations, personal identification and 
social bonds can crystallise as interpersonal trust determinants as well. 
Subsequently, the model adapted from the literature in 2.4.3 ‘An adapted model 
of trust in VTs’, proposed for the particular context where CPGs are set, was 
confirmed in the fieldwork.  
In general, as shown from now on in this section, there was consistency 
between the evidence gathered in the two sequential phases of the fieldwork, 
regarding the operation and relative relevance of the three routes to build and 
maintain interpersonal trust in the CPGs. Furthermore, there was confirmation 
of all the determinants proposed based on the Hung et al’s model, for the 
Central and Habitual route, although some level of inconsistency was found 
regarding some of the determinants in the Peripheral route. Some plausible 
explanations are suggested in this regard. 
5.3.1 Routes to build and maintain interpersonal trust  
When asked about their perception regarding the operation of the routes to 
develop interpersonal trust, in line with the results of Phase I (4.2.6.2), in Phase 
II the respondents acknowledged the three routes operating in the CPG context. 
As it was shown in Table 4-3, the majority of the respondents endorsed the 
perception that the Peripheral, Central and Habitual routes are used to build 
and maintain interpersonal trust in the CPGs. These results (Table 4-3) were 
consistent with further responses ranking the relative relevance of the routes to 
build and maintain interpersonal trust in the CPGs, whose results were shown in 
Figure 4-14. Moreover, this latter result reinforces evidence gathered in Phase I, 
confirming the dominance of the Central route. Furthermore, the resulting 
ranking indicates the pre-eminence of the Habitual over the Peripheral route 
amongst the respondents, clarifying the perception of similar relevance amongst 
them suggested by Phase I. These results were consistent with the idea of 
relevance of personal knowledge towards the attribution of trust, and a 
developmental view, requiring time to work depicted by CPG members in Phase 
I. 
5.3.2 Determinants in the Central route 
There were no additional determinants proposed in the Central route. Thus, this 
subsection reflects the collection of confirmatory evidence pertaining to the 
determinants discussed in the literature review in 2.4.2.4 ‘Cognitive dimensions’ 
and operationalised in the CPG context in 4.2.6.2 ‘Output 2 Interpersonal trust 
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determinants’, in Phase I. In Phase II, the majority of the respondents confirmed 
the determinants in the Central route, as it was shown in Table 4-4, consistent 
with the responses about the route where they operate (shown in Table 4-3), 
and what was evident from the results of Phase I. Firstly, Ability, perceived as if 
a member ‘shows the skills and competences to get the CPG job done 
competently’, had the highest level of agreement. Secondly, Integrity, 
enunciated as ‘sticking to one position, saying the same inside and outside the 
CPG’ or as ‘members that do what they say will do’. Thirdly, Benevolence, had 
a slightly lower level of agreement compared to Integrity, which in turn had a 
comparable ‘distance’ to Ability. In addition, the notion of trust fragility, 
particularly in relation to the Ability and Integrity determinants, depicted in 
Phase I was confirmed.  
5.3.3 Determinants in the Habitual route 
In the Habitual route, as it could be expected from the responses shown in 
Table 4-3 and Figure 4-14, there were different levels of agreement to 
expressions that operationalise the Habitual route’s determinants in the CPG 
context. Although the three determinants in this route were acknowledged 
amongst the interviewees in Phase I, it was in the questionnaires, as it was 
shown in Table 4-5, where a number of respondents endorsed consistently the 
idea of the operation of the route through extensive personal knowledge.  
In Phase I, it was asserted that although the Habitual route is not always 
operating or reached, because members change, when operating in CPGs it 
would rely on extensive personal knowledge, being relevant to build 
interpersonal trust in the CPG, when it has progressed through the other two 
routes. Additionally, the use of the Habitual route would be stronger between 
military members of the CPG. Moreover, in Phase II, Personal identification, 
Habit and Social bonds showed a level of agreement in this decreasing order. 
5.3.4 Determinants in the Peripheral route 
From the evidence in Phase I, as discussed in 4.2.6.2 ‘Output 2 Interpersonal 
trust determinants’, in general, all the determinants in the adapted model 
proposed were acknowledged. In addition, it was apparent that the Peripheral 
route is perceived as having dissimilar levels of influence, ranging from very 
strong to influential but not necessary. Although all the peripheral determinants 
were recognised as applicable in the CPG context, not all of them would apply 
to every interpersonal relationship. In this regard, in general, two ideas were 
expressed: the different relevance of the determinants according to particular 
respondents and the different manners in which the Peripheral route could be 
used. The first idea is coherent with the existence of wider as opposed to 
smaller or focused capability planning area’s communities, where the use of 
peripheral cues can be more difficult or easier, according to the size of the 
community, respectively. The second idea is coherent with the perception that 
the use of the Peripheral route is stronger between military members of the 
CPGs, although that would not be a problem if a civilian were ‘capable’. 
Regarding this latter element, an additional consideration would be related to 
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the nature of the task being undertaken in the CPG, where there would be 
different interactions depending on the consideration of short versus long-term 
issues. Because, dealing with short-term issues (the most common 
occurrence), would require mainly interaction between the DE&S representative 
and either CAP, or User, or R&Ps representatives. Alternatively, the 
consideration of longer-term aspects would involve more the S&T member of 
the CPG. 
Subsequently, in Phase II, as shown in Table 4-6, all the determinants were 
acknowledged, although there was not complete consistency with the literature 
reviewed and Phase I results, as in the other two routes. This had to do with two 
situations evident in Table 4-6 requiring further explanation. First, the higher 
level of disagreement than agreement to the relevance of the Rule, Category, 
and Disposition determinants. Second, a higher level of disagreement than 
agreement as well as the lowest level of agreement to Third party information, 
paired with a majority contradictory view about the ‘colouring’ of this kind of 
information. 
In the pertinent section of the questionnaire, covering interpersonal trust 
determinants, questions started asking about the determinants going from the 
specific (the determinants, covering the Peripheral route first) to the general (the 
routes). Moreover, that section was different to the previous two, because it 
moved from information about the respondents and general factors in the 
previous sections, to questions that are more sensitive in nature. In particular, it 
started with questions about the Peripheral, and then Central and Habitual route 
determinants. The objective in doing so was to help the respondents to gain an 
understanding of the conceptualisation of the otherwise abstract routes before 
answering the questions about the routes’ use and comparative relevance. In 
this regard, a plausible explanation for the low level of endorsement, which 
contrasted a supporting trend apparent in the Phase I, regarding Third party 
information, Rule, Category, and Disposition as peripheral determinants, would 
be the location of these more sensitive questions, which could have been 
perceived to have certain ‘threatening’, ‘embarrassing’ or ‘socially undesirable’ 
connotation for the respondents. This effect was foreseen, but its specific level 
of impact was unknown before the distribution of the questionnaire, and 
deemed unavoidable and part of the weaknesses of the data collection 
technique. In any case, anonymity was assured repeatedly (in the introductory 
e-mail, supporting letter, and survey), the questionnaire was pre-tested, and 
projective techniques aimed to lessen the psychological immediacy of the 
questions were used, in trying to mitigate any concerns. 
In addition, there was some level of difficulty interpreting the responses 
regarding the Third party information determinant, because even though 
information from third parties was asserted as a relevant determinant in Phase I 
(comparable with Role, and only after History at that stage), in Phase II, it 
showed the lowest level of agreement response amongst the peripheral 
determinants, as shown in Table 4-6. Furthermore, controversially, when asking 
about ‘colouring’ this information by the perception about the source, there was 
a majority level of agreement. 
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To sum up, all the determinants proposed for the Peripheral route were 
acknowledged. Moreover, for the respondents, History, the determinant 
proposed in Chapter 2, extending the model taken as a reference, was the most 
relevant determinant, followed by Role, Rule, Category, and Disposition. 
Although Third party information showed a lower level of agreement than all the 
other determinants, the contradictory response to a connected question 
suggests that the responses could have been influenced by the nature of the 
question. This latter element, combined with its relative position in the survey, in 
relation to the routes as such, and the other routes’ determinants could have 
influenced responses about Third party information. The results of Phase I, as 
well as the questions regarding the operation and relevance of the Peripheral 
route would be consistent with this interpretation. 
In summary, In the Central and Habitual routes, the determinants suggested 
based on the Hung et al model, were confirmed consistent with the results of 
the previous phase of data collection. In the Peripheral route, results were not 
completely consistent with the literature reviewed and Phase I results. An 
explanation was provided for this. 
5.3.5 Relation between the routes 
This subsection reflect the collection of confirmatory evidence regarding the 
relation between the routes to build and maintain interpersonal trust, as 
discussed in the literature review in 2.4.3.1 to 2.4.3.3, for the Peripheral, Central 
and Habitual routes and operationalised in the CPG context in 4.2.6.2 ‘Output 2 
Interpersonal trust determinants’, in Phase I of the fieldwork. 
From the evidence in Phase I, as discussed in 4.2.6.2, the three routes to build 
and maintain interpersonal trust were regarded as having different levels of 
influence and as being interconnected, crossed over or running in parallel 
through time, to some extent, in the CPG context. Moreover, when considered 
over a period of time, all the routes have a valid function; although day to day 
one route would be more important than another. Furthermore, consistent with 
the literature reviewed, perceptions about the interconnection and progression 
through the routes to form interpersonal trust converged towards the idea that 
routes act somehow, not clearly defined for the respondents, in a sequential 
manner. In general, the peripheral cues would underpin initial trust attribution; 
further, the use of the Central and Habitual routes supersedes the peripheral 
cues in building, maintaining and reinforcing interpersonal trust. Nevertheless, 
there were CPGs where different members perceived the group as developing 
interpersonal relationships through different routes. Subsequently, in Phase II, 
there was high level of support to the idea that the routes would have a different 
level of influence that can vary through time and that different members of the 
CPG would develop interpersonal trust through different routes. These 
responses were consistent with what was emphasised in the literature review, 
and confirmed in Phase I, regarding change in the emphasis of the routes 
operating through time, as well as some not clearly defined extent of 
interconnection amongst the routes, which suggest a certain level of overlap in 
this regard. 
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In Phase I, it was suggested that reaching the Habitual route would be 
influenced by members’ personalities and by the level of interaction needed in a 
particular CPG. Moreover, interaction was perceived as essential, to move on to 
the Habitual route, and reduced interaction was associated with not reaching 
the Habitual route. Furthermore, small or focused communities, covering 
capability planning areas with low interdependence with other capabilities, 
enclosed stakeholders base (single service instead of joint), or small/focused 
specialists communities would reach the Habitual route earlier. These two 
suggestions were supported in Phase II. Firstly, as shown in Table 4-7, the 
majority of the respondents supported the idea that Peripheral’s and Central’s 
route determinants should be operating for the CPG to perform well. Secondly, 
as detailed in 4.3.5.3, higher levels of trust would be achieved earlier by CPGs 
covering smaller, or to some extent ‘lowly interdependent’, capability planning 
areas, performing effectively before other CPGs. This is depicted in the words 
of a respondent: ‘Clearly if the CPG is single service focussed then there is a 
greater likelihood of Peripheral route’s trust build up, but nevertheless central 
has a very important role; eventually habitual will dominate until the churn of 
membership changes the interpersonal dynamic’1990. 
In Phase I, it was suggested that most of the CPGs could reach any of the 
Peripheral, the Central or the Habitual route, although most of the CPGs would 
reach the Central route, and some of them remain using only the Peripheral 
route. Subsequently, in Phase II, as shown in Table 4-7, a similar portion of 
respondents indicated that CPGs reach the Central or the Habitual route (about 
50% each), and a minor part of the respondents said that CPGs reach only the 
Peripheral route. In any case, the relatively high level of ‘No opinion/don’t know’ 
responses, together with some levels of disagreement, suggest that it is not 
clear for the respondents if there is a homogeneous level of interpersonal trust 
in a CPG, perceived as one particular route reached by the whole CPG. This 
would be coherent with what has just being asserted in the second paragraph of 
this subsection and with effects of a further issue discussed in 5.4.4 ‘Rotation of 
military members’.  
Regarding the relative relevance of the routes, in both phases of the fieldwork 
the Central route was pointed out as the most relevant to build and maintain 
interpersonal trust in the CPG. The other two routes were perceived with 
different relative relevance in the fieldwork phases. The Peripheral route, 
informing initial attribution of trust was regarded as more relevant than the 
Habitual route in Phase I. Subsequently, in Phase II, the Habitual route showed 
precedence, as it was shown in the Figure 4-14 and Table 4-7.  
To sum up, from the evidence it is clear that the relative relevance of the routes 
established changes through time, and that they act in a sequential, although to 
some extent, overlapped manner. In addition, it was perceived as indispensable 
to establish interpersonal trust, via peripheral cues and further interaction, for 
the CPG to work well. Moreover, according to the respondents, general 
characteristics of the capability planning area covered by a CPG would 
influence the speed, increasing or decreasing it, at which that CPG could move 
forward developing interpersonal trust. When trying to ascertain through what 
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routes the CPGs would have progressed, some inconsistency was found 
regarding what routes would be reached. Most of the CPGs would reach either 
the Central or the Habitual route, although some of them would not progress 
further than the Peripheral route to build and maintain interpersonal trust. The 
responses suggest that it wasn’t clear for the respondents if there is a 
homogeneous level of interpersonal trust in the CPGs to which they belong. 
Finally, the Central route would be the most relevant route followed by the 
Habitual and Peripheral in their level of relevance to build and maintain 
interpersonal trust in the CPG. 
5.4 Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs  
This section addresses the answer to the Research Questions 2: What, if any, 
are the issues surrounding the interpersonal trust determinants within the CPG? 
and 3: What risks are there, beyond the interpersonal relationships, which could 
influence the trust behaviour of CPG members? This objective is dealt with by 
means of this section’s integrated analysis and discussion of the evidence 
collected through the two fieldwork phases, where issues and risks appeared as 
intertwined and were pulled together by the sources. As a result of the interview 
process, in Phase I, six elements that were perceived as salient issues or risks 
regarding interpersonal trust emerged. It was clear from the outset that the 
respondents tended to concentrate on specific factors, representing issues or 
risks that could influence interpersonal trust in the CPGs. However, the 
pertinent evidence gathered was inconsistent at times because what in some 
CPGs was perceived as an issue in another was a risk. Moreover, it was 
common occurrence that, in one CPG an element that constituted an issue for 
one member, for other members was a risk, or vice versa. Thus, respondents 
brought together some elements when explaining their views in this respect. 
Furthermore, it was evident, as it was shown in Table 4-8, that the most 
relevant issue for the respondents was an external influence, the ‘Financial 
situation’. The remaining five elements were deemed internal. Thus, the 
discussion in the subsequent subsections concentrates on these six elements: 
Financial situation, Different priorities, Sharing & exposing information, Rotation 
of military members, Civilian-military differences, and Prospects for promotion. 
In Phase II, respondents were asked to rank their relevance, the result was 
shown in Figure 4-15, where they are represented from the most influential to 
the less influential on interpersonal trust, as perceived by the CPG members. 
A summary of the results discussed in this section is shown in Figure 5-2 
‘Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs’. In the figure, where 
the issues and risks identified in this research, ordered according to its 
relevance to interpersonal trust in the CPGs, are related to either the routes, or 
the determinants that they influence, as it is further developed in this section. 
Although this analysis does not attempt to be prescriptive, it is expected that it 
will inform the design of organisational processes and systems, when improving 
capability planning activity, as suggested by the DCDS (Capability) in the letter 
attached in Appendix C. Moreover, it would be expected that the organisations 
that integrate the MUC, and other organisations undertaking cross-functional 
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activities, concentrate on the elements with major importance and pay attention 
to those remaining. In doing so, interpersonal trust could be stimulated and its 
increase would influence positively interpersonal relationships and, 
subsequently performance, in the CPGs. In any case, this argument should not 
be underestimated or restricted to VTs only, as Lurey & Raisinghani suggest 
that many of the issues that affect VTs are similar1991 in nature to those that 
affect co-located teams. 
Figure  5-2 Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs 
 
Source: Author 
This analysis and discussion pertaining these issues and risks is important, 
because, as suggested by Garrison et al, assembling a team of diverse 
individuals based on their unique skills and knowledge does not guarantee1992 
team success. In general, according to Rusman et al, it is important to look 
specifically at trust formation problems1993 in VTs in the light of increasing 
frequency of this format. In particular, Clark et al maintain that if an organisation 
wants to be successful in creating deeper1994 trust in its VTs, it is important for 
the organisation to create an environment that allows trust to occur. As 
discussed, these issues and risks appear as relevant elements to set the 
context where the CPG members work. In this regard, according to Hertel et al 
when reviewing empirical research on VTs, context1995 in VTs should be even 
more important the higher the virtuality of a team. Context is related to risk 
because individuals must take a risk in order to engage in trusting behaviour, 
and contextual factors will determine the specific potential consequences of the 
risk to be taken. Thus, risk is an inherent part of trust, and context will be critical 
in determining if a specific behaviour will be taken. Moreover, an additional 
element to highlight the relevance of this discussion, in the particular context 
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under consideration, is posed by a CPG chair’s view, in the sense that risks in 
this respect are not managed ‘in any manner’1996. Furthermore, all these 
elements would be set in an MOD’s context that is in the words of another CPG 
member ‘quite compartmentalised and quite divisive at times’1997. 
5.4.1 Financial situation 
As discussed in 4.2.6.3, access to critical resources is necessary to accomplish 
CPGs’ objectives. In the CPG, where the cross-functional integration of skills 
and capabilities seek to balance defence policy aspirations and available 
resources, constrained financial resources are perceived as influencing greatly 
interpersonal trust. This subsection refers to the existence of two elements in 
this realm. First, the allocation of limited resources to competing needs. 
Second, the UK’s MOD current environment with acute, restrictive, financial 
measures, with implications in terms of re-scoping programmes, the existence 
of suborganisations and workforce size, that have been taken and seem to be 
adding to it in the foreseeable future.  
As discussed in 4.2.6.3, and confirmed and refined in 4.3.6.1, the struggle to 
save, keep or obtain critical resources has driven to a situation where 
organisations, and individuals that represent them in the MUC, might pursue to 
preserve organisational structures, or activities that might even, in extreme 
cases, represent the existence of their main jobs. In addition, this element 
appears to be related to the allocation of priorities between the different 
capability areas, and between different capability planning areas into a 
particular capability area as well. Moreover, this element of constrained 
resources is aggravated by single service agendas, which will be discussed in 
5.4.2. Furthermore, it is also aggravated by a perceived lack of priorities in the 
different areas of capability, resulting in uncertainty about what capabilities to 
give up (put aside), in order to deliver what has to be delivered within resources. 
Regarding the second element mentioned, allocation of priorities, it could be 
seen in some harsh decisions having to be taken when de-scoping 
requirements, with exacerbated effects, because their impact in capability terms 
can be quite larger than the impact in financial terms. Because of these 
constraints, some behaviours that undermine interpersonal trust in CPGs, have 
emerged or increased. These behaviours compromise perceptions of integrity, 
weakening trustworthiness perceptions amongst CPG members. As a result, 
the continuously evolving financial situation undermines interpersonal trust, a 
critical element to CPG performance, that is perceived as weakening, waning 
the likelihood of optimising capability planning activity.  
Arguably, together with ‘balancing the books’, setting clearer strategic direction 
and stating clearer priorities in terms of capabilities, the level of uncertainty that 
revolves around financial management could decrease and, consequently 
decrease strain amongst CPG members. As a result, there would be an 
environment more prone to foster interpersonal trust. In this regard, although 
not explored further, in a majority view, it would be feasible to find alternative 
mitigating measures, other than a radical change to the management of 
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capabilities as it would be changing to buy off the shelf equipment that is 
currently planned and developed in a bespoke basis. 
To sum up, consistent with Phase I, Phase II’s results, shown in Figure 4-15, 
suggest that the impact of the stringent financial situation faced by the MOD on 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs would be significant. More than any other factor, 
the financial situation that would obstruct access to critical resources, would 
influence negatively interpersonal trust in the CPGs. Furthermore, different 
priorities, single service agendas and lack of clear priorities would intensify this 
effect. Finally, to argue or speculate about the financial situation further than its 
mediated influence on interpersonal trust in the CPGs exceeds the scope of this 
research. Nevertheless, in the participants’ view, it would be feasible to find 
alternative mitigating measures, other than radical changes to the management 
of capabilities.  
5.4.2 Different priorities between organisational areas 
As discussed in general in the review of the literature, in 2.2.2 and 2.2.4, and in 
particular in both phases of the fieldwork, there are two elements composing 
this issue that undermine interpersonal trust in the CPGs. First, the fact that 
CPG members represent different organisations that pursue different objectives 
which can diverge to some extent to other members’ organisations’ objectives. 
Then, organisations can send competing messages potentially creating 
discontinuities in the CPG from the outset, with different members pursuing 
different goals. Thus, there is a source of tension there. In this regard, single 
service influence was asserted as the most influential amongst the 
organisational perspectives represented in the CPGs. Second, CPG activity 
competes for time and effort with other activities that compose the whole set of 
roles and responsibilities that CPG members have in their home organisations. 
A closely related element, that is addressed further in 5.4.6 ‘Prospect for further 
promotion’, is the influence that the individual’s own interest can have over his 
behaviour in the CPG. In general, the results from Phase I and II, discussed in 
4.2.6.3 and 4.3.6.2, confirm these tensions in cross-functional work, regarding 
CPG members’ allegiances to the different organisations integrated in the MUC. 
In this subsection, the results from both phases of the fieldwork are to be 
considered in the discussion. 
The first element mentioned, divergence in organisational objectives, is 
important to interpersonal trust in the CPGs because, as is evident from 4.2.6.3 
and Table 4-10, an individual could ‘push’ in a particular direction because that 
behaviour is perceived as the best benefit for the capability being planned from 
his home organisation’s perspective. Although, this might not be the rest of the 
CPG members’ perspective. In addition, these divergent priorities can be 
operationalised affecting a programme area or a number of interdependencies 
with other CPGs. This situation in a capability planning context was anticipated, 
because, as Kramer & Lewicki suggest, most organisations tend to be highly 
differentiated social systems, comprised of multiple subgroups1998, each with 
their own corresponding subordinate identities. Moreover, they argue that 
salience of subgroup identities1999 would enhance intergroup bias and 
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competitive orientations, thereby undermining cooperative behaviour. 
Furthermore, in the context under consideration, this element is relevant to 
interpersonal trust because, if a member is perceived as pursuing other than 
overall defence benefit, supporting other ‘agendas’ or not being fully a person of 
integrity, i.e. not having only one stance regarding a given topic or issue, or not 
doing a task that he said he will do, the individual risks not being recognised as 
a trustworthy member of the team. In this situation, the perception of his 
integrity, the second strongest determinant in the Central route would weaken. 
However, as depicted in 4.2.6.3 and confirmed through the responses shown in 
Table 4-10, ‘vested interests’ could work both ways, in ‘favour’ or ‘against’ a 
service, when, for example, a member could tend to ‘favour’ is home service or, 
conversely, could be more ‘stringent’ to prevent being seen as favouring it. 
The organisations integrated in the MUC have legitimately different objectives 
addressed to optimise their respective input in the overall defence benefit. From 
Phase I, it was evident that single service agendas were perceived as the 
strongest of the organisational perspectives concurring to the CPG. It was also 
apparent the perception that single service agendas have the potential to 
undermine overall defence benefit in capability planning activity. Single service 
agendas would be perceived as occasionally pursuing sub-optimal capability 
decisions, instead of an optimal situation represented by the greatest overall 
defence benefit in terms of capability.  
In this regard, as shown in Table 4-11, allegiance to an individual’s home 
service is perceived as natural and inherent to working in any joint context. In 
addition, single service agendas in the CPGs would be apparent when an 
individual participates in the production of a piece of work that may be seen as 
disadvantaging ‘his’ service. Moreover, civil servants would not be ‘immune’ to 
this phenomenon. The struggle between pursuing benefit to defence overall, or 
an individual’s home organisation or service’s interests, in the CPGs was 
apparent also, when respondents were asked about to whom staff primary 
loyalty was devoted. The majority of the respondents chose home organisation 
or service over defence as a whole. In addition, for the majority of the 
respondents single service agendas are seen as a ‘divisive’ element affecting 
interpersonal trust. In any case, behaviours driven by single service agendas 
are perceived as not always evident, view that is coherent with the ‘caution’ that 
would be taken by CPG members when there are individuals from other 
services in the CPG. However, it must be taken into account that the 25% of the 
respondents see their CPGs as ‘Single environment / single service oriented’ 
(Figure 4-13), and probably do not share membership with individuals from the 
other services, although their capability planning areas could have some level of 
interdependency with other CPGs’ work. 
In practical terms, as shown in Table 4-11, single service influence can be 
exerted through dominance in the staff base of a capability area, or through a 
service’s hierarchy influencing CPG members that then would be advocates of 
what a service hierarchy says. The latter description of the manifestation of 
single service influence was almost unanimously agreed amongst the 
respondents. Furthermore, the conflict between the services is perceived as a 
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struggle to channel financial resources towards a single service’s particular 
priorities. 
Other considerations that found majority support amongst the respondents, as 
shown in Table 4-11, had to do with what is perceived as the importance 
assigned by the services to capability planning activity. Firstly, the level of core 
activities difficult to ‘find’ time to fulfil their CPG responsibilities. Secondly, there 
would be low attendance at CPG meetings by the members, or members 
replaced by delegates, or attendees sometimes lacking of adequate 
preparation. This situation influences interpersonal trust adversely, because it 
reduces even more face-to-face interaction necessary for its development 
through time, and weakens perceptions of ability of members poorly prepared to 
fulfil their role in the meetings. These two latter aspects, reduced interaction and 
perception of ability, were discussed in the previous section as enabling to 
engage in the assessment of trustworthiness, and strongly determining trust 
through the Central route, respectively. Thirdly, a fluctuating importance paid by 
the services to some capability planning areas could result in absence of clear 
priorities and consistency to perform CPG activity.  
Regarding the second element in this section, that CPG activity competes with 
other responsibilities of the CPG members, as Clark et al maintain, 
resources2000 needed to reap the benefit of teamwork include time to complete 
the team tasks. Thus, from an individual perspective, there is a minimum 
amount of time and effort that need to be applied to fulfil the CPG role. If it were 
not, the input to the CPG would be insufficient, resulting in a capability planned 
in a suboptimal manner. This element is relevant to interpersonal trust because, 
if an individual is not perceived as fulfilling his role in the CPG, i.e. his input is 
perceived as weak or irrelevant, the other CPG members’ perception about his 
trustworthiness, in particular ability, the strongest determinant in the Central 
route, would weaken. 
Bal & Teo suggest that having clearly defined goals and objectives is one of the 
most important2001 factors that contribute to successful virtual teamworking. In 
this regard, as discussed in the Financial situation issue, plausible measures 
could be setting clearer strategic direction and setting clearer priorities in terms 
of capabilities, together with reinforcing a ‘purple’ culture. These could 
contribute to facilitate a more positive environment to foster interpersonal trust 
in the CPGs. In particular, as shown in Table 4-10, an almost unanimous view, 
amongst the participants, was that the best thing to overcome organisational 
rivalries is to understand what is actually required, to understand what is policy 
compliant, and to understand and follow the strategic intent. In addition, when 
exploring perceptions about how to stimulate behaviours that pursue overall 
defence benefit, there was a majority support to the idea that individuals should 
not perceive that they could be disadvantaged in their careers if they have to go 
‘against’ their home service interests or priorities. 
In summary, tensions in cross-functional work would be reflected in CPGs by 
means of different priorities amongst organisations integrated in the MUC. This 
would be the second most influential issue or risk regarding interpersonal trust 
in CPGs, after the Financial situation. These different priorities are related to 
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members’ behaviours through a number of dimensions such as core 
responsibilities in their own organisational structures, awareness of other 
capability planning areas’ considerations, and role of vested interests. 
Moreover, among the influences that can detract from overall benefit to defence 
of CPG work the most salient being single services interests. In addition, some 
elements deemed to be key to facilitate overcoming organisational rivalries 
were ascertained. They were: to understand what is required, what is policy 
compliant, and to understand and follow the strategic intent. 
Single services agendas are seen as a natural and legitimate source of different 
priorities, influencing mainly, but not only, military CPG members. These 
influences could be exerted in different manners, and are perceived as a 
struggle to channel financial resources according to a particular service’s 
priorities, instead of pursuing to maximise overall defence capability. These 
agendas would be manifest in not always evident behaviours. Other elements to 
single service’s priorities would be the importance to the services of capability 
planning activity, which would be perceived as fluctuant at times. A concrete 
majority of the respondents supported the idea that to stimulate pursuing overall 
defence benefits, individuals should perceive that their careers could not be 
jeopardised because of their work in CPGs. 
5.4.3 Sharing and exposing information 
Sharing and exposing information sensitive or confidential in nature, as 
discussed in 2.2.5.4, is regarded as one of the challenges that VTs have to 
overcome. In this regard, Gaudes et al maintain that a challenge for 
organisations is the management and transfer of knowledge2002 among team 
individuals, as well as from the team to the organisation. Moreover, Ebrahim et 
al suggest that the key elements2003 in knowledge sharing are not only the 
hardware and software, but also the ability and willingness of team members to 
actively participate in the knowledge sharing process. Furthermore, in the 
capability planning realm, as discussed in 4.2.6.3 and 4.3.6.3 information is one 
of the critical resources to achieve CPG outcomes. Sharing information enables 
to achieve the cross-functional integration required for effective capability 
planning. 
Consistent with the pertinent literature reviewed, as depicted in the cross-case 
analysis resulting from Phase I of the fieldwork, there are two composing 
elements to this issue in the CPGs. First, the deliberate withholding of 
information by CPG members. This element would be apparent when pursuing 
to protect and activity or resource to be withdrawn. Second, the extent of 
facilitation provided by information management systems in some CPGs is 
perceived as deficient by some of the members. The evidence collected in 
Phase II, supported the assertion of both elements. 
As for the first element, in the CPG, after a period of ‘getting to know the other 
members’, individuals make judgements about to what extent they can share 
information and that if the information should be held close by a CPG member, 
it wouldn’t go any further. In addition, there are different sizes of CPGs (as well 
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as capability planning areas’ communities and stakeholder bases), which is a 
consideration to this. It would be easier to share information in a more reduced 
CPG context. In a more restricted format, an element enabling the CPG to work 
would be the possibility of ‘pass’ information to a reduced membership. 
Conversely, some CPGs would be such inclusive arrangements that members 
struggle to make decisions, tending to make discussions in a more restricted 
format, outside of the CPG. 
As shown in Table 4-12, a number of perceptions about the use that CPG 
members make of information pertinent to CPG activity gathered in Phase I, 
were quantified and confirmed in Phase II. First, information is not 
homogeneously distributed in the CPGs, and it is withheld at times, as a means 
to protect activities or resources in a behaviour perceived by the participants as 
encouraged by the ‘system’. In addition, perceptions about poor quality of 
information management systems, and a tendency for small capability planning 
communities to be stovepiped were considered as well. Moreover, the evidence 
confirmed the perception gathered in Phase I, about the definition of what 
information can or cannot be exposed is related to the existence of ‘different 
priorities’ as discussed in 5.4.2. 
The deliberate withholding of information is influential over interpersonal trust 
amongst CPG members. As shown in Table 4-12, withholding information is 
perceived as a risk to an individual’s ability and integrity (credibility). If a 
member is perceived not sharing some information that he might have because 
of his specialisation or the position that he holds in his home organisation, the 
perception about his integrity and ability (as perceived in CPGs) will decrease. 
In this regard, in a survey from consultancy to employees of multinational 
corporations, it was found that respondents ranked the most important 
characteristic of a good virtual teammate2004 the willingness to share 
information. In addition, Davis & Khazanchi define mutual knowledge2005 as 
knowledge that communicating parties share and that each party knows that 
they both posses. They suggest that the greater the mutual knowledge2006 
within a team, the better the team performance and the quality of the final 
decision. Furthermore, a mutual reinforcing relationship between trust and 
sharing knowledge and information is suggested by Garrison et al, who sustain 
that VT members who do not trust are less likely to share2007 the knowledge and 
information which result in individual creativity and effective solutions. Thus, 
interpersonal trust encourages sharing information and, as discussed, sharing 
information nurtures the perception of integrity and ability amongst members. 
This becomes, in effect, a virtuous circle and is an underpinning element of 
trusting behaviour. 
An additional consideration is the influence posed by reward structures in place. 
In this regard, Ferrin & Dirks suggest that cooperative reward structures2008 
should motivate individuals to engage in cooperative behaviours such as 
sharing information because doing so is key to joint success and, hence, to get 
rewarded. Conversely, competitive reward structures2009 should motivate 
individuals to engage in a set of behaviours such as withholding information and 
sharing information inaccurately because these maximise one individual’s 
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performance. In such a situation, as maintained by Rusman et al, people may 
just be exchanging bits of information2010 without building on each other’s 
knowledge, thus failing to take their group to collaborative knowledge 
construction. This consideration is discussed further in the subsection 5.4.6 
‘Prospects for further promotion’. 
Regarding the second element pertaining to this issue, the degree of facilitation 
provided by information management systems, (as discussed in 2.2.5.4), 
overcoming technological problems is another challenge to VTs acknowledged 
in the pertinent literature. Although a majority view, as shown in Table 4-12, 
supported the idea that any ‘weakness’ about managing information arise from 
poor quality of the information management systems, this element is perceived 
as less influential than the other composing element of this issue. This view is 
coherent with Ebrahim et al who sustain that being equipped with even the most 
advanced technologies is not adequate2011 to make a VT effective, since the 
internal group dynamics and external support mechanisms must also be 
present for a VT to succeed. Accordingly, Lurey et al maintain that simply 
providing VTs with more advanced technology2012 when trying to improve 
performance, without considering the need for a much more structured formal 
process (compared to co-located teams), may be misdirecting resources. In any 
case, as discussed in the review of the literature, there is a potential for lack of 
knowledge of higher level technological applications related to VTs. In this 
regard, computer training2013 related to more advanced skills sets may be useful 
in building VTs efficacy. In any case, a plausible measure in this regard could 
be assessing the suitability of the IT facilitation, and the training available to 
CPGs. In this regard, in a study about VTs, Clark et al found that VTs who 
received training2014 in using new communication methods i.e. 
videoconferencing, etc. (other than email) had increased levels of trust. The 
results of the assessment suggested could inform the necessity of the 
improvement of available means or to develop further systems. 
To sum up, the results from the fieldwork confirm the existence of an issue 
regarding sharing and exposing information in the CPGs, for a meaningful 
portion of the participants, as depicted in the dimensions examined and 
discussed. This issue is apparent and its nature tends to confirm the findings 
from Phase I, regarding a causative relation with ‘Different priorities’ and, to 
some extent, with reward structures and the IT facilitation available. A further 
consideration regarding reward structures will be discussed in a further 
subsection. In the research perspective discussed at the beginning of this 
section, organisations should concentrate on stimulating sharing and exposing 
information in the context of the CPGs. This would have the potential of a 
twofold benefit. First, an element necessary to achieve CPG goals would be 
available to all the members. Second, a perception of more information 
available or major openness, interpersonal trust would be positively influenced 
in the CPG. As a consequence, an increment in the level of performance should 
be expected. 
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5.4.4 Rotation of military members  
As discussed in 2.2.3.2, literature on VTs represent a fragmented and 
incomplete body. Moreover, no one piece of literature addressing the situation 
of permanent VTs with fluidity in its membership was found. In general, Levin et 
al maintain that personnel turnover2015 is one of the most daunting challenges 
that teams face, because it alters the distribution of knowledge within the team 
and the relations among the team members. Moreover, they suggest that when 
new members enter a team, they must acquire knowledge2016 about their roles 
and about others’ competencies and responsibilities. In this regard, Clark et al 
suggest that although there are sensible benefits in rotation, changing2017 of 
team membership have been found to have a negative impact on trust and 
communication. This latter view is partially consistent with Levin et al who argue 
that turnover does not always enhance2018 group and organisational 
performance, because it must outweigh the substantial benefits that group 
members derive from working together. 
In any case, in capability planning activity, this issue has to do with a 
characteristic of military careers. Military personnel rotate along their careers 
through different posts. Although to a lesser extent, civilian CPG members 
would not be exempt of this occurrence. As shown in Table 4-13, the rate of 
rotation is perceived as a situation affecting mainly military, but also civilian 
CPG members. The average membership of civilian and military respondents 
was 36 and 15 months respectively (Survey Questionnaire, data analysis), that 
is more than double permanency of civilian members on average. For the 
majority of the questionnaire’s respondents, it does not allow enough time to 
build and maintain interpersonal trust and slows down the process to gain more 
knowledge about each other in the CPG. In this regard, about half of the 
respondents’ recalled it as an issue regarding interpersonal trust in the CPG. 
Rotation implies that CPG members have a posting cycle that start with a 
number of months to get familiar with their roles and responsibilities in the 
CPG’s context. Subsequently, when they are fulfilling their CPG job positions, 
after a number of additional months they have to hand over the job to another 
person who has to go through the same cycle again. Consequently, in terms of 
interpersonal trust, every member that is changed has to go through the 
Central, and maybe reach the Habitual route to fulfil accordingly his role and 
responsibilities.  
As a result, interpersonal trust amongst CPG members fluctuates, and there are 
only periods when it reaches what is perceived as a fair amount of interpersonal 
trust to pursue virtual teamwork. Despite that CPG leadership and secretariat 
are perceived as playing a meaningful role to facilitate interpersonal 
relationships, these discontinuities would be intensified, as mentioned in 
4.2.6.3, because members change alternately, thus there will usually be 
members in the initial stages of interpersonal trust development, whilst others 
are in the most productive part of their posting. Thus, rather than influencing a 
interpersonal trust determinant in particular, rotation would influence 
interpersonal trust because the interaction that enables to build and maintain 
trust has to be re-started after a number of months, impacting the determinants 
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operating through the Central route. In addition, rotation would delay reaching 
the operation of the Habitual route, which enables to achieve the strongest 
interpersonal trust amongst CPG members. 
An additional effect of rotation, shown in Table 4-13, is an arguably different 
approach to risks in capability planning activity, because rotating members 
would be less likely to stay in post when realising potential risks identified and 
managed previously. This is covered next, in the subsection ‘Differences 
between civilian and military CPG members’. From the respondents’ 
perspective, it was clear the discernment that civilians, perceived as having 
longer membership in the CPGs, would have a different approach to risks 
identified in the pertinent capability planning area, because they would ‘have to 
live’ with their potential ‘realisation’. This idea had a majority support. 
Arguably, a plausible measure in this regard would be to extend CPG 
memberships, in order to lengthen the proportion of CPG activity performed 
under an appropriate level of interpersonal trust. This idea has been suggested, 
for the MOD in general, in a recent report on the structure and management of 
the MOD, (Defence Reform – An Independent Report into the Structure and 
Management of the Ministry of Defence, June 2011), as discussed in 1.4.2. This 
report, although not addressing specifically capability planning, recognises as a 
key problem that people move too quickly from one post to another. The 
recommendations2019 of the report were agreed and its implementation outline 
considers goals to achieve full implementation by April 2014. In any case, the 
impact of these recommendations on capability planning activity will not be 
known for some time, because as discussed in 1.3, 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, it can take 
a long period of time before realising the full impact of measures taken. 
As discussed, personnel turnover represents an important challenge to VTs. In 
this regard, Levine et al maintain that the impact of turnover2020 on group and 
organisational performance is related to the nature and impact of membership 
change, which depends on factors as the kind of group involved, its status and 
roles systems, and the particular members involved. In addition, they discussed 
that groups with a history of repeated and predictable change will develop 
procedures for managing the disruptive effects of turnover. Regarding the 
duration of the postings in VTs, Dayan & Di Benedetto suggest that turnover2021 
should be kept at a minimal to accelerate the development of interpersonal 
trust; although there is evidence that, after a certain point, longevity can begin 
to have a negative impact on team performance. In any case, they maintain that 
interpersonal trust can be developed when team members remain2022 on the 
team at least for a certain period of time. In this regard, Phase II gathered some 
evidence which support a suggestion about the minimal duration of the CPG 
membership to reach what is deemed, among the respondents, to be a ‘fair 
amount’ of interpersonal trust. For about 40% of the questionnaire’s 
respondents, the rate of rotation allows enough time to build and maintain 
interpersonal trust (Table 4-13). Thus, it would be plausible to argue that the 
40% of the respondents with longer membership could have long enough 
tenure in the CPG with this respect. Then, if we consider the responses when 
asking about the time appointed as CPG member, 40% of the respondents 
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have been CPG members for 17 months or more (Appendix E, Survey 
Questionnaire Responses). Therefore, the consideration of these responses 
suggest that over 17 months as a CPG member, would facilitate the reaching of 
a fair amount of interpersonal trust. As the effect on interpersonal trust of the 
rate of rotation of military members was ascertained as having big impact, it 
would be expectable better interpersonal trust; and consequently performance, 
of members that have been in post for more than 17 months. However, this was 
not the case for a 60% of the respondents. 
In summary, the rate of rotation of military, and to some extent civilian, 
members of the CPGs influences building and maintaining interpersonal trust. 
Fluidity in membership would make interpersonal trust fluctuate along time, 
because periodically new members have to start developing interpersonal trust. 
In addition, civilian members of the CPGs would have a different, more 
conservative, approach to risks in capability planning, because of their more 
extended membership. Arguably, being in a CPG about over 17 months would 
facilitate to reach a fair amount of interpersonal trust, which in turn could 
influence positively CPG performance. This latter view about elongating CPG 
membership is consistent with what was also suggested in a recent report to 
improve MOD management and structure in general. 
5.4.5 Differences between civilian and military CPG members 
In general, Garrison et al suggest that trust is a critical aspect of successful VTs 
and that it may be hindered2023 when members perceive differences among 
themselves. In this regard, Powell et al maintain that factors such as 
commonness2024 of background or culture become less influential in VTs than in 
co-located teams. In any case, Ebrahim et al argue that high performance 
teams are distinguished2025 by passionate dedication to goals, identification and 
emotional bonding among team members, and a balance between unity and 
respect for individual differences. From the outset, in capability planning activity, 
participants perceive that there are differences between military and civilian 
CPG members. Although these differences would have low relevance, if a 
member is competent to fulfil his role.  
These differences amongst members could exert either a positive or negative 
influence in VTs. In general, Duarte & Snyder suggest that amongst the types of 
culture that can affect VTs, functional culture2026 refers to assumptions and 
practices developed by people who work in the same functional area and share 
similar background in terms of education, professional goals and skills. 
Moreover, Chang et al maintain that cultural differences2027 may be reflected in 
differences in communications, work ethics, and approaches to problem solving 
among VTs and that cultural adaptation2028, if managed properly, reduces 
cultural distance and increases the communication quality, trust and 
performance of VTs. Furthermore, cultural adaptation2029 will lead to 
perceptions of similarity and, in turn, interpersonal attraction. In this respect, 
Garrison et al argue that in practice, organisations attempting to benefit from 
team heterogeneity2030 have experienced mixed results. Accordingly, a number 
of authors contrast2031 advantages and disadvantages posed by diversity in 
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terms of synergy and perception of lack of similarities and commonalities 
required for trust. On the one hand, Gaudes et al maintain that diversity in VTs 
contributes2032 to creativity and effectiveness. Moreover, evidence suggests that 
heterogeneous groups in which members differ on abilities, and educational and 
functional backgrounds, are often more creative2033 than homogeneous groups. 
Furthermore, cognitive resource diversity theory2034 proposes that 
heterogeneous teams are better in terms of promoting innovation, creativity, 
and problems solving. On the other hand, empirical evidence support the 
similarity-attraction paradigm2035, which suggests that homogeneous teams 
tend to be more productive based on higher levels of mutual attraction between 
members sharing similar characteristics. 
In the UK’s defence context, when trying to develop a model of the 
organisational culture of the British Army at the unit level, Kirke found that 
data2036 were so complex and disparate that no single set of regularities 
emerged. Therefore, Kirke conceptualised a number of social structures 
appropriated to particular types of context, with only one structure operating2037 
at any one instant determined by the nature of the context. In this regard, Kirke 
proposes a loyalty/identity structure2038 consisting of ideas about belonging, 
where the level at which it is expressed is dependent on the context. 
Furthermore, Kirke argues that gaining awareness2039 of group culture and how 
it is manifested in different contexts will lead to a more complete perspective on 
the wider organisational culture. In any case, Garrison et al suggest that the 
challenge for organisations is to effectively manage diversity2040 in ways that 
augment trust and individual performance rather than detract from them. 
In the capability planning context, the general perception from Phase I, 
regarding this differences, was that there is some level of complementarities 
amongst military and civilian CPG members. First, civil servants would take a 
more integrated perspective because they are CPG members longer, they bring 
to the CPG their specialised skills and competences, they keep some ‘historical’ 
knowledge about decisions taken in the past, and they perceive that they are 
more likely to stay in post when potential risks assessed and managed are 
realised. Despite 21% of the respondents in Phase II of the fieldwork were 
civilians, 39% supported this view, as shown in Table 4-14. Second, in a view 
that was strongly supported in Phase II, military members are seen as bringing 
into the CPG their understanding of military operations and experience from 
their deployments. These memberships, then, constitute primary elements to 
inform the planning of future military capabilities. 
An additional consideration, depicted in Phase I, 4.2.6.3, and confirmed in 
Phase II (Table 4-14), would be the existence of stereotypes regarding ‘sloppy 
and bureaucratic’ civilians and ‘just task-oriented or quite goal-focused’ military 
members that could influence early stages of interpersonal trust building. In this 
regard, it is noteworthy that the strongest agreement (over 90%) was for the 
idea that ‘overcoming prejudices, breaking down ‘tribal barriers’ opening the 
flow of communication and reception to other ideas’, in this context would 
influence positively CPG performance. 
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In general, differences between military and civilian CPG members are 
important to interpersonal trust in the CPGs because, in the case of the 
civilians, individuals tend to have less ‘peripheral’ information available to inform 
the Peripheral route and there is an elongation of the time required to progress 
through the Central and Habitual routes. Therefore, amongst military personnel 
in the CPG, interpersonal trust tends to flourish quicker, as shown in Table 4-
14. First, amongst military members there are more cues available to inform the 
determinants that operate through the Peripheral route, facilitating initial 
formation of trust. Second, military members would progress more quickly 
building trust through the Central route and subsequently through the Habitual 
route. In addition, there would be no one determinant influenced in a particular 
manner by civilian-military differences. 
Although having cultural and functional differences, military and civilian CPG 
members share a number of similarities that contribute to their homogeneity. 
They are British nationals, as such they tend to share some demographic 
characteristics such as ethnicity, and they speak the same language. Even 
technical language is perceived as similar for the majority of the participants as 
shown in Table 4-14. CPG members tend to be male (only one woman CPG 
member was found when mailing the whole population of CPG members) and 
aged between 30 and 50 (by anecdotal evidence). In addition, they have been 
working for the MOD or serving the Crown for a number of years. Moreover, 
members of the CPGs, as British nationals, are likely to have, to some extent, 
relatively comparable cultural and educational backgrounds. Furthermore, by 
the time they are in a CPG, they appear to be generally perceived as having an 
adequate level of expertise to fulfil their CPG roles. Furthermore, the existence 
of a strict stratum because of the hierarchical nature of the organisation and a 
relative level of variation or cultural differences amongst the respondents 
suggest that in the CPGs, differences between military and civilian would not be 
far from a threshold to actually influence meaningfully behaviours in the CPG. 
This view would be consistent with the ranking shown in Figure 4-15, where 
‘civilian-military differences’ is perceived as comparatively less influential than 
most of the issues identified (it averaged 1.31; Financial situation, the highest, 
4.18; and Prospects for further promotion, the lowest, 1.09), over interpersonal 
trust in the CPGs. In any case, the differences are perceived as irrelevant by 
most of the participants if a military or civilian CPG members is ‘really capable’, 
as shown in Table 4-14. 
In summary, differences amongst CPG members are influential on interpersonal 
trust; these differences could exert either a positive or a negative influence, 
probably depending on contextual factors pertaining to every CPG. In the UK’s 
defence context, irregular data has been found when trying to develop a model 
of organisational culture in the British Army. In this regard, it is suggested that 
gaining awareness in this respect can lead to the elaboration of a more 
inclusive perspective. Moreover, the challenge would be, as suggested, to 
manage diversity to stimulate trust and performance. Furthermore, despite 
cultural and functional differences in the CPGs, there is, to some extent, 
comparable cultural and educational backgrounds amongst military and civilian 
members. In relation with what would be the meaning and implications of these 
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findings, it has to be emphasised that the analysis is centred on the occurrence 
of tendencies rather than precise values. However, the dilemmatic nature of this 
issue become apparent, as homogeneity versus heterogeneity in the CPGs 
needs to be balanced to trade off advantages and disadvantages that they 
entail. Thus, the evidence emerging from the tabulation of the responses from 
individuals engaged in CPG work depicts two sorts of members, military and 
civilians. Military personnel would build interpersonal trust more quickly and 
would have some differential characteristics.  
In the respondents’ majority perception, military members of the CPG would 
make more use of peripheral cues and would progress more quickly through the 
Central and Habitual routes. In addition, culture and style differences would not 
be generally a challenge to gain mutual knowledge. Moreover, differences are 
perceived as not being relevant if individuals show the right skills and 
competences. Regarding mutual perceptions between military and civilian CPG 
members, the ideas with major agreement around this issue or risk were that 
military and civilians bring to the CPG views that complement each other; that 
military members bring ‘useful’ experience from operations; and that differences 
tend to be overcame if individuals show that they are skilled and competent. 
Although the perceptions that military members tend to be more task orientated, 
and civilians tend to be more bureaucratic, had majority agreement as well. 
A relevant question here, what is the degree of difference between the 
perceptions of the actors regarding these differences. 
5.4.6 Prospects for further promotion 
When considering issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust, which could 
influence the trust behaviour of CPG members, the organisational dilemma in 
the design and study of organisations, regarding the conciliation of individual’s 
and organisation’s objectives, is somehow reflected in what is brought up as 
prospects for further promotion. 
In a review about rewards and trust, Ferrin & Dirks suggest that reward 
structures2041 are omnipresent in work organisations, and are crucial and often 
flexible means through which employees are motivated and resources are 
allocated. As regards to teams in general, Drouin et al maintain that the reward 
system is the ultimate motivator2042 that converts the team’s potential into 
performance. Regarding VTs, Duarte & Snyder suggest as a critical success 
factor2043 for VTs to have human resource policies such as providing career 
opportunities and assignments comparables to those in traditional teams, and 
developing performance objectives that include working across boundaries and 
sharing information to support teamwork. Moreover, in a survey on factors that 
contribute to the success2044 of VTs, it was found that reward systems ranked 
strongly among external support mechanisms for VTs. Furthermore, Clark et al 
argue that rewards2045 that consider how much an individual contributes to the 
team effort are important, rather than basing rewards only on the team output. 
In a meta-analysis of VTs’ literature, Ortiz de Guinea et al suggest that most 
group research focuses on one-way effects2046 (from inputs to outputs) but that 
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researchers are calling for more attention to be paid to feedback loops. 
Furthermore, Bal & Teo argue that due to the unique nature of VTs, there is a 
need2047 for specific reward systems for VTs members. 
Regarding the UK’s defence context, the career reward structure of military 
personnel is based on the single services. This situation, as well as 
organisational and functional culture, encourages loyalty to the individual’s own 
service, as it was discussed in 5.4.2. In addition, the CPG presupposes a unity 
of purpose across services and organisations. Therefore, although it would be a 
secondary consideration influencing CPG members’ behaviours, there is a 
discontinuity in this respect. 
The Confidential Report written by the CPG member’s line manager in his home 
organisation is the element that will thrust (or not) him to get a promotion, 
making progress in his career. To get a good report, the individual has to 
perform accordingly, in the line manager’s view, which is influenced potentially 
by his own line manager or superiors – the chain of command. The line 
manager would assess all the individual’s core responsibilities, as well as other 
non-core responsibilities as it is the CPG membership. In this regard, CPG 
outcomes impact in the long term, thus, it might be that the CPG outcome is not 
information that is going to influence the line manager when assessing 
performance of an individual CPG member, even if he is interested in CPG 
activity. Furthermore, when writing the report, capability planning activity may or 
may not be relevant for the line manager. If it is relevant, then the line manager 
may be interested in the decisions being made in the CPG. If the decisions are 
those favoured by the line manager, he could be inclined to write a positive 
report. Conversely, if the decisions being made are in the opposite direction, he 
could be inclined to write a negative report. 
Nevertheless, the scope of this enquiry encompasses the Confidential Report 
System (CRS), which serves to assess and promote in-service personnel. 
Although about 80% of the respondents to the survey questionnaire were 
military, as indicated in 5.2.1, there are no figures available to ascertain what 
the proportion of civilian CPG members is. Moreover, amongst civilians there 
should be a portion of civil servants as well as external advisers. Only civil 
servants would have a standard performance evaluation and promotion system, 
which is different to the CRS. 
An additional consideration is CPG members’ seniority. Senior people would be 
less influenced by prospects of promotion than more junior personnel would, 
particularly if they have already reached their ‘career ceiling’. This consideration 
was strongly supported, as shown in Table 4-15. when reaching their ‘career 
ceiling’, with no prospects for further promotion, CPG members would have 
‘enormous freedom’ to pursue their role instead of being concerned about 
potential negative outcomes for them; because, there would be very few risks to 
them and people around them, ‘as long as they do their job competently and 
clearly in the best interest of defence’. Conversely, prospects for further 
promotion would have higher influence on more junior personnel, where 
individuals are somewhat more guarded in what they are willing to say or how 
they are willing to challenge. Moreover, more junior individuals would be 
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conscious that it is likely that the relationship between equals in a CPG could 
change in the future, for a superior-subordinate relationship. 
Prospect for further promotion was the issue or risk reported as the least 
influential to interpersonal trust in the CPGs in both phases of the fieldwork. As 
discussed in 4.2.6.3 and confirmed in 4.3.6.6, there would be no dominant 
perspective as the majority of the respondents asserted, on the one hand, that 
prospects for further promotion does not influence CPG members relationships 
or behaviours; whilst, on the other, recognising that the reporting system 
encourages pursuing single service agendas. In addition, the highest level of 
agreement regarding prospects for further promotion, as shown in Table 4-15, 
supported the idea that CPG members act to safeguard the interest of the 
organisation they represent. Moreover, a majority view sustained that it would 
be influential but as a ‘secondary consideration’ as well. Furthermore, this 
controversy would be consistent with the trend illustrated in 4.3.4.1 
‘Performance of CPGs in capability planning’, about the important influence of 
contextual elements, pertaining to every CPG, in capability planning activity. In 
general, the view neglecting the influence of prospects for further promotion 
would be coherent with altruistic behaviours dominating CPG members’ 
conducts. However, in addition, there could be a level of underreport regarding 
the influence that prospects for further promotion could have on CPG members 
behaviours. In any case, it exerts undoubtedly a level of influence on CPG 
members, as it was made apparent in both phases of the fieldwork. Prospects 
for further promotion influences interpersonal trust because, for example, an 
individual trying to make a good impression to his line manager could incur in 
behaviours in the CPG fora that compromise other members’ perception about 
his integrity. 
One reason for the mentioned underreport could be that the propositions set in 
the survey questionnaire do not represent respondents’ views about the 
behaviours alluded. Alternatively, certain level of disagreement could be related 
to the somehow ‘threatening’, ‘embarrassing’, or ‘socially undesirable’ 
connotation of the behaviours associated with these statements, which could 
have driven some level of under-report. Thus, the dimensions about this issue 
depicted in this research have to be considered taking into account that it is 
likely that the responses are biased and include an unknown level of under-
report, situation that has to be considered when analysing these responses. 
A number of further elements merit consideration and even further study; 
although they showed a high level of disagreement, or were rejected, as shown 
in Table 4-15. First, the idea that there would be an incentive for a military 
member of a CPG to make note of his posting, by making a relevant decision, 
instead of setting solid foundations with something that might mature in the 
future; although the long-term consequences of the decision might not be well 
understood at the time (50% agreement and 45% disagreement). Second, the 
consideration of the influence on the next job of taking bold decisions in the 
CPG, when close to change appointment, was rejected by the majority of the 
respondents as influential to CPG activity. Third, the suggestion that a CPG 
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member could look for ‘sponsorship’ from an authority level, implying a potential 
future payback, was generally supported. 
In any case, a suggestion to HR policies here could be to assess the 
consideration of an input from CPG activity to the individual’s career 
management. A relevant point in this realm would be not jeopardising an 
individual’s career if he were pursuing overall defence benefit against what is 
perceived as the best interest of his own service. Additionally, to reinforce a 
‘purple’ culture. In this regard, the report on the MOD’s structure and 
management discussed in 1.4.2 and 5.4.4, specifically uncovered concerns2048 
about perceived flaws in the career management, promotion and appointing 
systems, including the perceptions that these incentivise single service officers 
in certain areas to put the interest of their service over defence as a whole’. 
Moreover, the report suggested2049 to undertake a more transparent and joint 
career management. In any case, the full implementation of this suggestion and 
its effects in the specific context under consideration is not known yet. However, 
it should be coherent with improvements setting a career path that establish a 
reward structure in parallel to the services, and is part of a HR strategy that 
looks better at talent identification, talent reward, and how metrics can support a 
joint service rather than the single service outlook. Nevertheless, as discussed 
extensively in Chapter 1 and in 5.4.4, in capability planning activity 
improvements would require time and perseverance to show its potential 
benefits 
To summarise, it is apparent from the evidence that prospects for further 
promotion influence the behaviours of military CPG members. In this regard, the 
career reward structure is not perceived as an element helping to optimise CPG 
activity. Moreover, controversial views were found about the operation of this 
sort of influence in CPG members’ behaviours. In addition, the nature of this 
influence would be intrinsically evolutionary, changing through time as 
individuals move on through their careers and reach their career ceilings. 
Nevertheless, further examination of this particular element was inconclusive. 
Although some level of under-report was expected because of the nature of the 
specific topic, the extent of this effect cannot be estimated. In any case, the 
influence of prospects for further promotion on CPG members’ behaviours 
would not be overwhelming. Finally, some further dimensions were asserted 
and should be considered taking into account the effect on the responses of the 
‘undesirable’ connotation of the behaviours associated and its effect on 
responses: making relevant decisions without clear understanding of its long-
term consequences; influence on the next job of taking bold decisions; and the 
search for ‘sponsorship’ from higher hierarchical levels. 
5.5 Interpersonal trust: the implications of a view 
This thesis work has developed an understanding in an integrated view of 
contextual elements regarding the CPGs, the interpersonal trust determinants in 
these VTs, and the issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs. 
Moreover, this research has been carried out in accordance with to the aim 
established in Chapter 1: To develop a critical analysis of interpersonal trust 
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determinants in VTs, working in capability planning for the identification of 
capability gaps or needs, to provide required future military capability. 
To achieve this integrated view, interpersonal relationships amongst CPG 
members were systematically examined. Firstly, the consideration of the 
general context for the planning of future military capabilities in the UK’s MOD, 
allowed the identification of a gap in knowledge. Secondly, a critical review of 
the pertinent literature underpinned the identification of a specific gap in 
knowledge in the topic under consideration, and subsequently the assertion of 
the research problem and the emergence of a conceptual framework for 
research derived from the consideration of the literature reviewed and its 
interpretation. Thirdly, based on the gap identified and the research problem 
enunciated, and the review of the pertinent literature, a framework for research 
was formalised and the research methodology to be employed discussed. 
Subsequently, the fieldwork, executed in two successive phases, facilitated the 
data gathering that enabled the consideration of the interpersonal trust 
determinants, and pertinent issues and risks, within the context studied, and 
resulted in this chapter’s integrated analysis and discussion. 
From the outset, the consideration of the CPGs from a fundamental perspective 
enabled the outline of ‘real VTs’ by means of a number of dimensions 
suggested in the pertinent literature reviewed, or emerging from the capability 
planning context where the CPGs are set. In such a general perspective, a 
comprehensive picture about elements influencing interpersonal trust in the 
CPGs covered: the perception about performance of the CPGs, the particular 
organisational environment required to perform capability planning activity, the 
influence of where a desk officer (CPG member) is in his job-cycle, and a 
number of elements identified as the main challenges to the interpersonal 
relationships in the CPGs. 
It is particularly important to emphasise that the primary elements from where 
the research design emerged were the result of the integration of knowledge 
from academia, as well as from practitioners. Moreover, the evidence was 
collected amongst individuals that represent the different organisational areas 
concurring to undertake capability planning activity, integrated under the MUC 
concept. Furthermore, the second phase of the fieldwork, aimed to confirm and 
expand the evidence gathered, (with key informants in the semi-structured 
interviews of Phase I), collected evidence from the whole population under 
consideration. 
The central line of investigation in this research covered the identification and 
confirmation of the pertinent interpersonal trust determinants, and the 
exploration of issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs, 
according to the research design developed in Chapter 3 ‘Research 
methodology’. The understanding about the issues and risks was deemed 
necessary to appreciate the extent to which participant members are influenced 
by these elements and to identify and understand potential areas for 
improvement. In this regard, the contextualisation provided by the consideration 
of influential elements (as depicted in 5.2.2), one of the lines of enquiry 
conceived, was deemed fundamental to the understanding and interpretation of 
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the data gathered. Whilst it is not the purpose of this thesis work to explore in 
detail each of the issues and risks, it is necessary to highlight their importance 
in the context studied as they are at the centre of the interpersonal trust in the 
CPGs phenomena. 
As discussed, it is not possible to conclude that the issues or risks studied are 
the only ones in capability planning activity. Indeed, there must be others. 
However, the purpose of this research was to gather evidence about issues and 
risks perceived as influencing or having the potential to influence interpersonal 
trust in the CPG context. The issues and risks observed probably would remain 
as they entail an external or structural character. Nevertheless, the use of VTs 
is considered2050 most likely to increase over time in MOD organisations; thus, 
the findings from the research should be useful to all personnel involved in 
capability planning, and other cross-functional activities. Furthermore, this 
research can inform2051 the design of organisational processes and systems, as 
capability management is taken forward in the post-Defence Reform era.  
Finally, this research opens a prolific field of opportunities for further research 
as a result of the consideration of elements emerging in this thesis work, or the 
deepening of aspects that have been considered from a more exploratory 
perspective in this novel area of interpersonal relationships in defence, in a 
professional, non-combat military context. Moreover, theoretical frameworks are 
needed to understand the different aspects of VTs in the context under 
consideration and to guide its development to address organisational and 
cultural challenges or barriers. Furthermore, while exploring these theoretical 
frameworks in depth is out of the scope of this thesis work, this particular issue 
can be of interest for further research. 
To sum up, it is deemed that the primary purpose of the research has been 
achieved by means of the production of an original piece of research in the 
specific area of interpersonal trust determinants in VTs planning the 
development of military capabilities in a defence organisation, the UK’s MOD. 
That is the process of interpersonal trust building and maintenance in the CPGs 
integrating members from the different organisations working together under the 
MUC’s conceptualisation. Furthermore, the results of this research can 
contribute to narrow the gap in knowledge asserted by Kramer & Lewicki when 
suggesting that there remain a major lacunae2052 in the understanding of the 
processes and structures that enhance trust’s durability and stability within 
organisations. In any case, in the UK’s defence context, there seems to be 
ample space for further research on this specific area. 
5.6 Summary of the chapter 
This chapter addressed the integrated analysis and discussion of the findings of 
the two phases of the fieldwork. The Research Questions have been discussed 
integrating the evidence in order to provide a fundamental understanding of the 
interpersonal trust determinants in VTs working in capability planning. 
As conceived, the exploration of the interpersonal trust determinants in the 
CPGs covered initially contextual elements pertaining to capability planning 
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activity, the interpersonal trust determinants as such, and the issues and risks 
regarding interpersonal trust in the CPGs. 
The next Chapter 6 present the pertinent conclusions, together with discussing 
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6.1 Brief outline of the thesis 
Chapter 1 contextualised and justified the topic to be researched, summarising 
an outline of the research and the organisation of the chapters of the thesis. In 
this respect, it provided the conceptualisation under which the development of 
future military capabilities is planned, with focus on the cross-functional work 
that different organisational areas in defence perform through individual 
representatives. 
Chapter 2 presented a critical review of the literature pertinent to the topic, 
critically evaluating the existing body of knowledge, in order to underpin 
establishing a conceptual framework for the research and to demonstrate the 
existence of the gap in knowledge that this research addressed. As such, the 
review created a firm foundation for advancing knowledge, identifying areas 
where research exists, and uncovering areas where research is needed. In this 
way, a specific approach to the topic was undertaken, in coherence with the aim 
of the research: 
To develop a critical analysis of interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, 
working in capability planning for the identification of capability gaps or 
needs, to provide required future military capability. 
In Chapter 3, a framework for research was formalised and the research 
methodology to be employed discussed. In this regard, the chapter details the 
adopted research paradigm, the selected research methods i.e. the tools and 
techniques to gather and analyse research data, the sources of evidence and, 
the ethical considerations that are of significance for this research. Finally, the 
limitations of the research were identified as a relevant element in the definition 
of the scope of this research work.  
Chapter 4 was organised around the two phases of the data collection and 
analysis stage. Firstly, it presents the key informants phase, Phase I and the 
report of the five CPGs studied. The subsequent cross-case analysis informed 
the elaboration of the survey questionnaire applied to the whole population of 
CPG members in Phase II. Secondly, an introduction to Phase II is followed by 
the presentation of the evidence gathered through the survey questionnaire 
around the target areas identified as a result of Phase I.  
Chapter 5 developed an integrated analysis and discussion of the findings. In 
this chapter, the research problem was addressed through the integration of the 
evidence as planned in Chapter 3, with the purpose of building a perspective of 
the process of interpersonal trust building and maintenance in VTs, in the 
context under consideration. Firstly, it characterised the CPG members and the 
degree of virtualness of the CPGs. Then, an integrated view covered influential 
elements pertaining to interpersonal trust in the CPGs. Subsequently, the 
interpersonal trust determinants, as well as the issues and risks regarding 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs were addressed. These elements were 
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extensively covered in Chapter 4, based on the evidence gathered through the 
two phases of fieldwork. 
This final chapter presents the conclusions by integrating the elements that 
underpinned the development of this research. Firstly, this brief outline of the 
thesis. Further, the conclusions section cover the conceptualisation of CPGs as 
VTs, followed by the conclusions in respect of the 6.2.1 interpersonal trust 
determinants, the pertinent issues and risks, and the implications of the 
findings. Finally, the opportunities for further research that have emerged are 
stated. 
6.2 Conclusions 
The contextual setting reflects the evolutionary development of the UK’s 
approach to defence management of military capability. From the Smart 
Acquisition Initiative in 1998 up to the Defence Reform Report in 2011. 
Moreover, during the course of this research, a number of organisational and 
procedural changes occurred or were decided, although there are still some 
where decisions will have yet to be made. A key lesson from this situation is the 
need for research to underpin the overall improvement of the UK’s MOD 
capability planning process. 
In this research, it has been demonstrated that the contextualisation and the 
specifics about interpersonal trust determinants in the CPGs reveal some 
particularities that justify their methodical consideration. First, CPGs are VTs, 
but the particular context where they are set shows that the interpersonal trust 
determinants that can operate through their members’ interpersonal 
relationships are of a particular nature. In this respect, a determinant like 
History, usually pertaining to the literature on co-located work, operates strongly 
influencing the Peripheral route to develop interpersonal trust in the CPGs. In 
addition, determinants like Social bonds and Personal identification, underpin 
the attribution of interpersonal trust through the Habitual route. Furthermore, 
some CPGs show characteristics that could be found in more traditional co-
located settings, together with reflecting a strong organisational culture. 
Consistent with the research aim, the value of this research is that it underpins 
a better understanding of interpersonal trust in capability planning activity 
amongst MOD organisations working under the MUC conceptualisation. 
Moreover, it has added to the body of knowledge about interpersonal trust in 
VTs with data and models as well as analysis and findings. In particular, 
examining interpersonal trust under a rationale aimed to answer RQ1, RQ2 and 
RQ3 has allowed the understanding of relevant aspects that are central to 
interpersonal trust in working together. In this respect, the research has studied 
elements that are difficult to explore and that cover the whole extent of the 
cross-organisational arrangement. In this context, interpersonal trust is 
manifestly appreciated in the arrangement studied, and that the pertinent issues 
and risks are central elements of trusting behaviour. Furthermore, the need to 
stimulate interpersonal trust as a means to improve performance in the CPGs, 
has been made explicit. 
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6.2.1 CPGs are VTs 
CPGs are VTs that enable the cross-functional integration of organisational 
perspectives, skills and capabilities across defence, underpinning establishing a 
resourced plan to develop military capabilities. In this way, the MOD discharges 
one of its fundamental functions: to establish a resourced plan to develop 
policy. 
In general, the evidence gathered showed the CPGs as real-life VTs examined 
in actual work situations, performing meaningful tasks. This is important, as it 
provides the basis for analysis and a meaningful perspective, not just for this 
research, but because of its originality, also for future and comparative studies. 
The consideration of influential elements regarding interpersonal trust in the 
CPGs underpinned the further interpretation of the data gathered. Firstly, three 
trends emerged in respect of performance of the CPGs. Capability planning 
undergoes a developmental process, aimed in the right direction, although room 
for improvement is still considerable. In addition, contextual elements pertaining 
to each CPG influence greatly capability planning activity. Besides, capability 
planning is a noteworthy improvement when compared to previous models used 
to plan capability. Thus, arguably, the use of VTs has improved the 
performance of capability planning activity, where each CPG behaves in a 
particular manner. This latter argument underpins the study of particular 
aspects of CPGs, as there is no ‘one size fits all’ solution to understanding of 
trust in VTs. Secondly, in parallel, three general ideas emerged in respect of the 
nature of interpersonal relationships in the CPGs. Capability planning requires 
an ‘open but guarded’ environment to carry out discussions and interaction 
amongst CPG members. The location of a desk-officer in the job-cycle was 
depicted as influential to interpersonal relationships as well. Moreover, a 
number of challenges to interpersonal relationships were highlighted. Then, the 
general perception about the interpersonal relationships in the CPGs is that 
interpersonal trust enables virtual work and that all the parties’ work under the 
fundamental aspiration of integrating their organisational perspectives, skills 
and competences in the overarching taxonomy of defence capabilities in the 
pursuit of overall defence benefit. 
6.2.2 Interpersonal trust determinants 
A vast body of literature suggests interpersonal trust as a fundamental element 
for the functioning of VTs. In this respect, contextual features were regarded as 
making every CPG essentially different. Moreover, intertwined issues and risks, 
posited by structural forces or enduring problems, influencing interpersonal trust 
in the CPGs, operate in different manners and with different emphasis, arguably 
related to the CPG’s particular contextual features. 
In this research, because of organisational characteristics of the MOD and 
contextual features pertaining to the CPGs, three interpersonal trust 
determinants were proposed to extend a integrated model of trust formation, 
Hung et al’s, specially related to virtual scenarios, taken as a reference. This 
adapted model was consistently confirmed in both phases of the fieldwork. 
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The three routes to build and maintain interpersonal trust were consistently 
supported by the evidence gathered, asserting the dominance of the Central 
route, and suggesting the pre-eminence of the Habitual over the Peripheral 
route in the CPGs. 
6.2.2.1 Determinants in the Central route 
As there were no additional determinants proposed in respect of the Central 
route, the fieldwork collected confirmatory evidence about the determinants 
operating through the Central route. Consistently, in both phases of the 
fieldwork, Ability was pointed out as the determinant more strongly supported, 
followed by Integrity and, further, Benevolence. An element that was also 
highlighted was the notion of trust fragility, as interpersonal trust can go up and 
down easily, through the interaction involved in the operation of the Central 
route. 
6.2.2.2 Determinants in the Habitual route 
In this route, two additional determinants were proposed, Social bonds and 
Personal identification. They were acknowledged in the Phase I of the fieldwork. 
Nevertheless, it was in the survey in Phase II, where the idea of the operation of 
the Habitual route through extensive personal knowledge in the CPGs was 
consistently endorsed. 
6.2.2.3 Determinants in the Peripheral route 
In respect of the Peripheral route, the general view amongst the participants 
suggests that the determinants operating in this route entail different levels of 
relevance and are used in different manners. A consideration regarding this 
situation is the nature of the capability planning area, where the use of 
peripheral cues would be easier in smaller (or focused) areas, as opposed to 
wider (or joint), capability planning areas. In addition, the perception is that the 
Peripheral route operates stronger amongst military members of the CPGs. 
Although, that would not be a problem when a civilian is ‘capable’. A further 
consideration regarding this latter situation is the nature of the task being 
undertaken, in terms of the consideration of short versus long-term issues. 
In the second phase of the fieldwork, there was not complete consistency with 
the literature reviewed and the results of Phase I, as there was in the other two 
routes. The plausible explanation provided pointed out the location of some 
questions in the data collecting tool and the possible sensitive nature of these 
questions. This latter effect of the potential ‘threatening’, ‘embarrassing’ or 
‘socially undesirable’ connotation for the respondents was foreseen, but its level 
of impact unknown, and deemed unavoidable and part of the challenges of the 
data collection technique. Because of this, some mitigating measures were 
taken in trying to lessen any concerns. 
To sum up, all the determinants proposed for the Peripheral route were 
acknowledged. Moreover, History, a determinant proposed when extending the 
model taken as a reference was deemed the most relevant determinant 
operating through the Peripheral route in the CPGs. 
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6.2.2.4 Relation between the routes 
The relevance of the routes to build and maintain interpersonal trust in the 
CPGs changes through time, and they act in a sequential although to same 
extent overlapped manner. In addition, similar portions of respondents indicated 
that CPGs reach the Central or the Habitual route, and for a minor part CPGs 
reach only the Peripheral route. 
There was majority support to the idea that the level of interaction needed 
across different sorts of CPGs influenced progress in building interpersonal 
trust. In addition, determinants for the Peripheral and Central routes should be 
operating for the CPG to perform well. Moreover, interaction was perceived as 
essential, to move on to the Habitual route, and reduced interaction was 
associated with not reaching the Habitual route. Furthermore, according to the 
respondents, general characteristics of the capability planning area covered by 
a CPG would influence the speed, increasing or decreasing it, at which that 
CPG could move forward in developing interpersonal trust. For example, CPGs 
that tend to progress more quickly in building and maintaining interpersonal 
trust; would be those covering ‘small specialists’ communities’, those with ‘with 
a reduced stakeholders base’, and ‘single service-oriented’ CPGs. 
As mentioned, the Central route would be the most relevant route followed by 
the Habitual and Peripheral in their level of relevance to build and maintain 
interpersonal trust in the CPG. 
Once the interpersonal trust determinants have been examined and discussed, 
now it is possible to articulate a view of the issues and risks within the 
researched context. 
6.2.3 Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust 
Six elements perceived as salient issues or risks regarding interpersonal trust 
emerged. In this respect, the evidence showed that what in some CPGs was 
perceived as an issue in another was a risk. Similarly, an element that 
constituted an issue for one member in a CPG, for another member was a risk, 
or vice versa. Thus, participants brought together some elements when 
explaining their views in this regard. Furthermore, the most relevant issue for 
the participants was an external influence, the ‘Financial situation’. The 
remaining five elements were deemed internal and were, in order of decreasing 
relevance: Different priorities, Sharing & exposing information, Rotation of 
military members, Civilian-military differences, and Prospects for promotion. 
These issues and risks appeared as relevant elements to set the context where 
the CPG members work. Context is related to risk because individuals must 
take a risk in order to engage in trusting behaviour, where contextual factors will 
determine the specific consequences of the risk to be taken. Thus, risk is an 
inherent part of trust, and context will be critical in determining if a specific 
behaviour will be taken. 
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In addition, the study of these issues and risks is relevant, as the pertinent 
literature suggests that the consideration of trust problems in VTs, and how to 
increase interpersonal trust, is important when pursuing the success of VTs. In 
this regard, the analysis performed did not attempt to be prescriptive, it is 
expected that it will inform the design of organisational processes and systems, 
when improving capability planning activity, as suggested by the DCDS 
(Capability). Moreover, as stated in Chapters 1 and 2, the use of VTs is 
expected to continue developing and increasing through time in organisations. 
Furthermore, it would be expected that the organisations that integrate the 
MUC, and other organisations undertaking cross-functional activities, 
concentrate on the elements with major importance and pay attention (without 
neglecting) to those remaining. In doing so, interpersonal trust could be 
stimulated and its increase would influence positively interpersonal relationships 
and, subsequently performance, which in turn have a positive effect on 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs, becoming a virtuous circle. In any case, this 
argument should not be underestimated or restricted to VTs only, as many of 
the issues that affect VTs are similar in nature to those that affect co-located 
teams. 
In order to perform optimally, issues or potential issues related to the 
determinants, need to be understood in the specific context of a given policy, 
and resources, time and other constraints; and addressed, making adjustments 
when necessary, in order to integrate successfully organisational perspectives 
and different skills, aiming to optimise the outcomes of capability planning. 
Either modifying the influential elements or taking managerial action influencing 
those trust determinants, with the overall aim of encouraging interpersonal trust 
development. Therefore, in the context of this research, if interpersonal trust 
determinants are not undermined; and are, rather encouraged, then trust should 
flourish and the trusting behaviour will be apparent. 
6.2.3.1 Financial situation 
Two elements are evident in this realm, the allocation of limited resources to 
competing needs; and the current environment with acute restrictive financial 
measures, with implications in programmes, organisations’ structures and 
workforce size that have been taken and seem foreseeable in the future.  
The struggle for critical resources has driven to a situation where organisations, 
and individuals that represent them in the MUC, might pursue the preservation 
of organisational structures, or activities that might even represent the existence 
of their main jobs. In addition, this element appears to be related to the 
allocation of priorities between the different capability areas, and between 
different capability planning areas into a particular capability area as well. 
Moreover, this situation is aggravated by single service agendas, addressed 
further in 6.2.3.2. It is also aggravated by a perceived lack of priorities in 
different areas of capability, resulting in uncertainty about what capabilities give 
up to deliver within resources. 
Arguably, together with ‘balancing the books’, setting clearer strategic direction 
and stating clearer priorities in terms of capabilities, the level of uncertainty that 
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revolves around financial management could decrease and, as a consequence 
decrease strain amongst CPG members. As a result, there would be a better 
environment to foster interpersonal trust. In this regard, although not explored 
further, from the participants’ perspective, it would be feasible to find alternative 
mitigating measures, other than radical changes to the management of 
capabilities. 
6.2.3.2 Different priorities 
Tensions in cross-functional work are reflected in CPGs by different priorities 
amongst organisations integrated in the MUC. In this respect, two composing 
elements potentially undermine interpersonal trust in the CPGs. First, members 
represent different organisations that pursue different objectives that can 
diverge to some extent from other members’ organisations’ objectives. Second, 
CPG activity competes for time and effort with other activities that compose the 
whole set of roles and responsibilities that CPG members have in their home 
organisations.  A further consideration, addressed in 6.2.3.6 ‘Prospects for 
promotion’, is the influence that the individual’s own interest can have over his 
behaviour in the CPG. 
Among the influences that can detract from overall benefit to defence of CPG 
work the most salient are the single services interests. The majority of the 
respondents, when asked about to whom staff primary loyalty was devoted, 
chose home organisation or service over defence as a whole. In this respect, 
elements deemed key to facilitate overcoming organisational rivalries were 
ascertained: to understand what is required, what is policy compliant, and to 
understand and follow the strategic intent. 
Single services agendas, seen as natural and legitimate, influence mainly, but 
not only, military CPG members. These agendas would be manifest in 
behaviours that are not always evident in the CPGs. These influences could be 
exerted in different manners, and are perceived as a struggle to channel 
financial resources according to a particular service’s priorities, instead of 
pursuing the maximisation of overall defence capability. Other elements to 
single service’s priorities would be the importance to the services of capability 
planning activity, which would be perceived as fluctuating at times. From the 
participants’ perspective, to stimulate the pursuit of overall defence benefit, 
individuals should perceive that their careers could not be jeopardised because 
of their work in CPGs. 
6.2.3.3 Sharing & exposing information 
Two composing elements to this issue, one of the challenges that VTs have to 
overcome, were ascertained in the CPGs. First, the deliberate withholding of 
information by CPG members, apparent when pursuing to protect and activity or 
resource to be withdrawn. Second, the extent of facilitation provided by 
information management systems, perceived as deficient in some CPGs. In 
addition, its nature suggests a causal relation with ‘Different priorities’ and, to 
some extent, the IT facilitation available. A further consideration, in respect of 
reward structures, is addressed in 6.2.3.6.  
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Interpersonal trust encourages sharing information and, as discussed, sharing 
information nurtures the perception of integrity and ability amongst members. 
This becomes, in effect, a virtuous circle and is an underpinning element of 
trusting behaviour. 
A consideration in this respect is the size of the CPGs, (or capability planning 
areas’ communities and stakeholder bases). It would be easier to share 
information in a more reduced CPG context, as in a more restricted format the 
possibility of ‘passing of’ information to a reduced membership would be an 
element enabling the CPG to work. Conversely, CPGs being such inclusive 
arrangements make members struggle to make decisions, who tend to make 
discussions in a more restricted format, outside of the CPG. 
In any case, a plausible measure to improve performance in this regard could 
be assessing the suitability of the IT facilitation, and the training available to 
CPGs. The results of the assessment could inform the necessity of the 
improvement of available means or to develop further systems. In this research 
perspective, as discussed, organisations should concentrate on stimulating 
sharing and exposing information in the CPGs. This would have the potential of 
a twofold benefit. First, an element necessary to achieve CPG goals will be 
available to all the members. Second, a perception of more information 
available or major openness will influence positively interpersonal trust in the 
CPG. Consequently, an increment in the level of performance should be 
expected. 
6.2.3.4 Rotation of military members 
The rate of rotation of military, and to some extent civilian, members of the 
CPGs influences building and maintaining interpersonal trust. Fluidity in 
membership, where members change alternately, makes interpersonal trust 
fluctuate along time, because periodically new members have to start 
developing interpersonal trust. In this regard, the pertinent literature suggests 
that the impact of turnover on performance depends on factors as the kind of 
group involved, its status and roles systems, and the particular members 
involved. In addition, civilian members of the CPGs would have a different, 
more conservative, approach to risks in capability planning, because of their 
more extended membership.  
The average CPG membership of the respondents was 36 months for civilians 
and 15 months for military. Arguably, being in a CPG typically at least 17 
months would facilitate the reaching of a ‘fair’ amount of interpersonal trust, 
which in turn could influence positively CPG performance. This view about 
elongating CPG membership is consistent with what was suggested in a recent 
report to improve MOD management and structure, (Defence Reform, June 
2011). However, there is evidence that, after a certain point, longevity can begin 
to have a negative impact on team performance.  
A plausible suggestion in this regard would be to extend CPG memberships, in 
order to lengthen the proportion of CPG activity performed under an appropriate 
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level of interpersonal trust. This idea has been suggested, for the MOD in 
general, in the mentioned report on the structure and management of the MOD.  
6.2.3.5 Civilian-military differences 
Differences amongst CPG members can influence interpersonal trust in the 
CPGs, probably depending on contextual factors pertaining to every CPG. 
Despite cultural and functional differences in the CPGs there are, to some 
extent, comparable cultural and educational backgrounds amongst military and 
civilian members. The evidence depicts two sorts of members, military and 
civilians, who share a number of similarities that contribute to their 
homogeneity. Nevertheless, military personnel would build interpersonal trust 
more quickly and would have some differential characteristics. In addition, 
military members of the CPG would make more use of peripheral cues and 
would progress more quickly through the Central and Habitual routes. 
Conversely, civilian CPG members tend to have less ‘peripheral’ information 
available to inform the Peripheral route and there is an elongation of the time 
required to progress through the Central and Habitual routes. In general, 
however, culture and style differences would not be generally a challenge to 
gain mutual knowledge. Moreover, differences are perceived as not being 
relevant if individuals show the necessary skills and competences. In any case, 
the challenge in this respect would be, to manage diversity to stimulate trust 
and performance. 
Regarding mutual perceptions between military and civilian CPG members, the 
ideas with major agreement around this issue or risk were that military and 
civilians bring to the CPG views that complement each other; that military 
members bring ‘useful’ experience from operations; and that differences tend to 
be overcame if individuals show that they are skilled and competent. Although 
the perceptions that military members tend to be more ‘task orientated’, and 
civilians more ‘bureaucratic’, had majority agreement as well. 
In the UK’s defence context, in general, irregular data has been found when 
trying to develop a model of organisational culture in the British Army. In this 
regard, Kirke, as recently as 2009,  suggests that gaining awareness in this 
respect can lead to the elaboration of a more inclusive perspective. This is a 
potential subject for further research. 
In relation with what would be the meaning and implications of these findings, it 
has to be emphasised that the analysis is centred on the occurrence of 
tendencies rather than precise values. However, the dilemmatic nature of this 
issue becomes apparent, as homogeneity versus heterogeneity in the CPGs 
needs to be balanced to trade off advantages and disadvantages that they 
entail.  
6.2.3.6 Prospects for promotion 
Prospect for further promotion was the issue or risk reported as the least 
influential to interpersonal trust in the CPGs in both phases of the fieldwork. 
Although there were contradictory views about its relevance, a majority view 
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suggests that it would be influential but as a ‘secondary consideration’. The 
contradictory views are consistent with the perception of the influence of 
contextual elements, pertaining to every CPG, in capability planning activity. 
Thus, the influence of prospects for further promotion on CPG members’ 
behaviours would not be overwhelming. In any case, it exerts undoubtedly a 
level of influence on CPG members, as it was made apparent in both phases of 
the fieldwork. 
Although the literature suggests that reward systems ranks strongly among 
external support mechanisms for VTs, the career reward structure is not 
perceived as an element helping to optimise CPG activity. In the UK’s defence 
context, the career reward structure of military personnel is based on the single 
services. This situation, as well as organisational and functional cultures, 
encourages loyalty to an individual’s own service. 
The Confidential Report written by the CPG member’s line manager may enable 
him to get a promotion, making progress in his career. In addition, the line 
manager’s view is influenced potentially by his own line manager or superiors 
(chain of command). In any case, the Confidential Report System (CRS), 
serves to assess and promote in-service personnel only (i.e. not civilians). 
Contradictory views were found about the operation of this sort of influence on 
CPG members’ behaviours. Although some level of under-report was expected 
because of the nature of the specific topic, the extent of this effect cannot be 
estimated. One plausible reason for the underreport in the survey questionnaire 
could be that the propositions set do not represent respondents’ views about 
the behaviours alluded. Alternatively, certain level of disagreement could be 
related to the somehow ‘threatening’, ‘embarrassing’, or ‘socially undesirable’ 
connotation of the behaviours associated with these statements, which could 
have driven some level of under-report in both fieldwork phases. Thus, the 
dimensions about this issue depicted in this thesis were considered taking into 
account that it is likely that the responses are biased and include an unknown 
level of under-report, a situation that was considered when analysing these 
responses. 
The nature of the influence of prospect for promotion would be intrinsically 
evolutionary, decreasing through time as individuals move on through their 
careers and reach their career ceilings when it would be least. In this respect, 
senior people would be less influenced by prospects of promotion. Further 
examination of this influence was inconclusive though.  
Finally, some further dimensions were asserted when investigating this issue or 
risk, and should be considered taking into account the effect on the responses 
of the ‘undesirable’ connotation of the behaviours associated and its effect on 
responses. These were: making relevant decisions without clear understanding 
of their long-term consequences; influence on the next job of taking bold 
decisions; and the search for ‘sponsorship’ from higher hierarchical levels. 
In any case, a suggestion for HR policies is to assess the consideration of an 
input from CPG activity to members’ career management. A relevant point in 
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this respect would be not jeopardising an individual’s career if he were pursuing 
overall defence benefit (against what is perceived as the best interest of his own 
service), and additionally, to reinforce a ‘purple’ culture. In this regard, a recent 
report on the MOD’s structure and management (Defence Reform, June 2011), 
specifically uncovered concerns about perceived flaws in the career 
management, promotion and appointing systems, including the perceptions that 
these incentivise single service officers in certain areas to put the interest of 
their service over defence as a whole’. Moreover, the report suggests the 
undertaking of a more transparent and joint career management. The full 
implementation of this suggestion and its effects in the specific context under 
consideration is not known yet. However, these measures should be coherent 
with improvements setting a career path that establish a reward structure in 
parallel to the services, and is part of a HR strategy that looks better at talent 
identification, talent reward, and how metrics can support a joint service rather 
than the single service outlook. Nevertheless, as discussed extensively, in 
capability planning activity improvements would require time and perseverance 
to show its potential benefits. 
6.2.4 Interpersonal trust in the CPGs – Implications of the findings 
This research has allowed understanding of the process of building and 
maintaining interpersonal trust in VTs, integrating data provided by members 
from different defence organisations, in the context of military capability 
planning, in accordance to the aim asserted in Chapter 1. In this respect, the 
interpersonal trust determinants pertaining to the CPGs, as well as the issues 
and risks regarding interpersonal trust, were asserted. A major finding was the 
conceptualisation of these issues and risks, because, as discussed, they are 
critical in determining if a specific behaviour will be taken. The literature 
available on VTs reviewed does not address these contextual aspects. 
Moreover, these elements are deemed a central concern for future research, 
because of its significance as contextual variables that have to be addressed in 
order to stimulate interpersonal trust and, consequently, improve performance 
in the CPGs. Furthermore, as was made evident in the Defence Reform report, 
some of these are already identified as very real issues, and appear as 
structural or enduring problems at MOD level. In general, the issues and risks 
appear as interconnected to some extent; therefore, the interpersonal trust in 
CPGs phenomena is systemic. Consequently, the implication of this situation is 
that CPGs require a systemic approach. 
Considering the dynamic and increasingly complex nature of capability planning 
activity, VTs seems to be the right approach, as they enable the cross-
functional integration of organisational perspectives, skills and capabilities 
across defence, together with providing a clear improvement in capability 
planning outcomes, as perceived by the participants. Although, as has been 
shown in this research, VTs are not an organisational panacea and benefits 
have to be considered together with challenges that they impose, to ensure that 
any disadvantages are offset and the potential advantages are realised. 
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Even though the composition of CPGs is standardised, from the outset it was 
noteworthy that the nature and dynamics of their work can be substantially 
different. Although the role and responsibilities of the CPGs are similar, all of 
them cover different capability planning areas, with different scopes in nature, 
and different levels of interdependency, which can evolve through time in 
diverse manners. For example: the pace of development of relevant 
technologies, (together with its increasing availability), and the changing nature 
(with its applicable threat evolution rate) of the respective (to every capability 
planning area) present and foreseeable threats, speed of pertinent policies, or 
management approaches, development etc. Consequently, from a fundamental 
perspective, there is no right answer to solve the issues, or mitigate the risks, 
asserted as influencing interpersonal trust in the CPGs. It has to be done in a 
number of different ways, which are to some extent discussed in Chapter 5 or 
this final chapter. There is no final target, there is no nirvana. In brief, issues 
and risks influencing interpersonal trust in the CPGs can be addressed, not 
solved, as they seem to emerge from the very nature of military organisational 
culture. In addition, as discussed, because of the nature of capability planning 
activity, it can take a long period before realising the full impact of any 
measures taken. 
To sum up, the issues and risks associated with such virtual trust are asserted 
as not believed to be a manifestation of dysfunctional strategic planning 
because defence organisations can have clarity of purpose, can have clear 
direction, and consequently send competing messages. Paradoxically, that is 
the weakness of being strong. The analysis suggests that action has to be 
taken in order to stimulate interpersonal trust, because it is important to avoid or 
mitigate negative effects of contextual variables influencing CPGs. To this end, 
it is crucial to understand the role that interpersonal trust plays in the cross-
functional work that is critical for the successful integration of skills and 
capabilities, and to ensure that people involved in capability planning and other 
cross-functional activities are assisted in understanding the nature of this 
challenging and complex context. 
6.2.5 The study framework 
In Phase I, the aim of the key informants phase was to understand how 
interpersonal trust is generically perceived, and to provide a level of 
confirmation of the interpersonal trust determinants considered in the adapted 
model proposed. Then, the cross-case analysis allowed the integration of the 
data gathered around the stated lines of enquiry, in order to identify target areas 
to be covered in the second wave of data collection, developing the survey 
questionnaire. Subsequently, Phase II considered the use of survey 
questionnaires, in order to increase the robustness of the study and to underpin 
more powerful conclusions. It allowed making use of survey questionnaires 
advantages, confirming and providing insights about key issues identified. This 
design provided methodological triangulation as more than one method was 
used to collect and analyse the data. 
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From the researcher’s perspective, it became clear very early that the possibility 
of accessing examples or reviewing internal documentation was restricted. 
Nevertheless, considering the evidence gathered through the interviews, it was 
clear for the researcher that the application of a subsequent questionnaire 
would satisfy the needs of the research. In addition, it was apparent that support 
at the highest level was necessary to obtain the level of response and richness 
of data required in the Phase II, in the tight timeframe of the fieldwork. 
Consequently, access and support was requested at the highest level possible, 
the Deputy Chief of Defence Staff (Capability), (DCDS(Cap)), Vice Admiral Paul 
Lambert who provided a supporting letter encouraging respondents to answer 
the survey questionnaire, highlighting the usefulness of this research, and 
ensuring anonymity. This support, in particular, was deemed an important 
element that stimulated the participants and allowed to maximise the response 
rate, and obtaining meaningful responses. 
To sum up, it is clear that this framework can be used to study interpersonal 
relationships in the defence, or another, context. However, the weaknesses and 
strengths of the data collecting tools selected have to be carefully considered, 
to ensure that they provide a rich and meaningful array of evidence, in 
coherence with the nature of the topic and the research approach adopted. 
6.2.6 Opportunities for further research 
In this thesis work, a clear need for research in a number of different areas 
concerning VTs was made apparent. This was discussed in 2.2.3.3 ‘Research is 
needed’. In particular, limited research has been performed in the area of 
interpersonal relationships in VTs in defence, in a professional, managerial 
context. To the best knowledge of the researcher, this is the first study 
undertaken in the field. 
In accord with these ideas, this research opens opportunities for further 
investigation emerging from either exploring further the relationships among the 
variables identified, or by deepening the examination of aspects that have been 
considered with an exploratory character in this thesis work. 
Thus, further investigation can be pursued in a number of areas through the 
following relevant topics: 
Organisational culture in ‘Joint’ environments. How it is manifest in the context 
of cross-organisational work in defence and the social structures that it 
develops. 
How is knowledge transferred from one CPG to another? 
To what extent is it possible to achieve shared understanding across defence 
organisations in the virtual environment of capability planning? 
Is there one efficient rate of rotation of personnel in CPGs? 
Culture when working civilian and military personnel in VTs, hinder or facilitator? 
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A number of further controversial elements merit further study regarding 
prospects for promotion: First, the idea that there would be an incentive for a 
military member of a CPG to make note of his posting, by making a relevant 
decision, instead of setting solid foundations with something that might mature 
in the future. Second, the consideration of the influence on the next job of taking 
bold decisions in a CPG, when close to change appointment. Third, the 
suggestion that a CPG member could look for ‘sponsorship’ from an authority 
level, implying a potential future payback. 
How can the results of this research be exploited to design artefacts and 
guidelines that foster interpersonal trust in VTs? 
Future research will be needed to extend the model of interpersonal trust in 
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Appendix A  
INTRODUCTORY LETTER TO THE SOURCES 
 
Interpersonal trust determinants in virtual teams, working in capability planning for the 
identification of capability gaps or needs, to provide required future military capability 
 
1. Introduction 
I am Lt Col Hector Gaete, Chilean Army officer, full-time PhD student at the Centre for 
Defence Acquisition, Cranfield University. As part of my academic programme in the 
UK’s Defence Academy, I am conducting research in the area of Capability Planning, 
with specific focus on the Capability Planning Group (CPGs) ’s work as virtual teams 
(VTs). As the use of VTs is considered most like to continue increase over time, the 
findings from the research should be beneficial to all managers involved in capability 
planning. 
 
a. Objective of the research 
 
The objective of my research is to gain understanding about interpersonal trust 
determinants in the CPGs, working as VTs in capability planning for the identification of 
capability gaps or needs, to provide required future military capability. The approach to 
this empirical research, as it will analyse a body of data, is fundamentally exploratory and 
analytical and its ultimate goal is to contribute to knowledge in the area of capability 
planning in defence. It is set in the context of the cross-functional integration of skills and 
capabilities across defence organisations in the MOD Unified Customer (MUC). The 
contribution will be made by means of the production of an original piece of research, 
conducted in the context of the aforementioned programme in the UK’s Defence 
Academy. 
 
b. What is required and from whom? 
 
In order to carry out this research, it is necessary to gather evidence from VTs where 
MUC members interact in capability planning. In particular, this information will be 
obtained by conducting semi-structured interviews with key informants and, 
subsequently, utilising survey questionnaires, with all the members of the CPGs, about 




Each interviewee volunteers to participate and may withdraw at any time. Access to the 
sources of evidence has been kept at a minimum, in order to avoid disturbance to the 
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work in the CPGs. In addition, the interpretation of the information by the researcher 
would be subsequently submitted to the interviewees for their approval, to ensure 
that it depicts their views appropriately. Also, anonymity will be given to all the 




Information with potential confidentiality or commercial sensitivity will be carefully 
considered and relevant regulations followed. Consequently, information beyond the level 
of “restricted” or commercially sensitive is excluded from the study. 
This introductory letter, submitted to interviewees in advance, presents the topic of the 
research and explains details deemed relevant about definitions and concepts, as they 
are understood in this study. 
 
2. Statement of the study and objective of the research 
 
a. Statement of the study 
The fundamental perspective regarding the use of VTs in capability planning is that 
organisations utilise teams to commit people with complementary skills, from different 
organisational or functional areas, to pursue a common goal. Moreover, because of the 
impacts of major drivers on increasing number of organisations, a trend has been, (and it 
is expected to continue), the increasing employment of VTs. Set within the UK’s MOD 
context, this will enable undertaking of military capability planning activities in such a way 
as to underpin the consequent delivery of through-life military capability in a more 
responsive way to uncertainty, economic constraints and risk. 
 
b. Theoretical underpinning for the research topic 
 
See a brief statement of the theoretical underpinning for this research in Annex A. 
 
c. Study framework 
 
The study focuses on interpersonal trust determinants in the context of military capability 
planning work in VTs. 
Initially, it concentrates on the consideration of general factors related to work in the 
CPGs. Subsequently, interpersonal trust determinants in VTs, and the relative 
importance of those determinants and difficulties on addressing them are investigated. 
Finally, exogenous variables, outside of the interpersonal relationship, that could 





3. Interview questions 
 
In order to obtain the projected understanding, a set of six open-ended questions will be 
asked to the interviewees, to inquire about their experiences in the context of every CPG. 
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Theoretical underpinning for the research topic 
 
The analysis of the pertinent literature allows consideration of a Virtual Team (VT) as a 
socio-technical system, composed of individuals who are geographically and/or 
organisationally, or otherwise dispersed and who interact with one another using 
information technologies in order to accomplish common goals (Curseu, 2006). In 
addition, frequently cited definitions describe VTs as cultural, professional, functional, 
and even nationality diverse. Shared and interdependent tasks and interdependence 
being a salient characteristic, with temporality and fluidity in the membership as variables 
also. A combination of these characteristics would define a particular team. 
Arguably, one recurrent challenge when addressing teams, and VTs in particular is trust. 
In general, it is asserted that trust is related to a variety of positive outcomes in VTs. 
Furthermore, there is accumulating evidence that trust has a number of important 
benefits for organisations and their members.  
The idea behind the use of VTs is that they overcome the geographical spread of team 
members and, at the same time, bring together all the different skills and perspectives 
required. However, members will have singular characteristics in their home 
organisations. Thus, in order to work together coherently, a process of interpersonal 
trust development and maintenance will be normally required. 
Trust, seen in a dyadic work relationship as an individual-level construct, is the 
“willingness to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that 
the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability 
to monitor or control that other party” (Mayer, Davis & Schoorman, 1995).  
In this context, it is understood that there are cognitive and affective dimensions of trust 
development and evolution through time, including elements influencing trust, prior and 
through personal interactions i.e. presumptive and cognitive dimensions; together with 
the consideration of risk in the process enabling engagement in trusting behaviour. 
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 It is argued by Hung, Dennis & Robert (2004)  that individuals form trust through three 
possible routes (see Figure) depending upon the stage of the trusting relationship: 
peripheral, central and habitual route; stating that the route an individual uses to form 
trust depends on his or her motivation and ability to process relevant information about 
other team members. Arguably, the dynamic nature of trust formation and development 
involves these three possible routes to trust, which represent the gradual shift of bases 
for trust formation over time as the individual gains personal experience and knowledge 
of the other parties. Furthermore, the perceived risk of the situation, as an assessment of 
the likelihood of significant and/or disappointing outcomes, will moderate the relationship 
between trust and trusting behaviour (the expected outcome); and may also influence 
the route selection to trust, where the higher the perceived risk, the more likely the 







The focus of the questions is on identifying patterns within the particular CPG, in the 
following areas: 
 
1. Based in your experience, what do you believe is your role in the CPG? 
2. What is your general perception about the performance of the CPGs? 
3. What is your general perception about the interpersonal relationships between 
members in the CPG? 
4. What are the factors that determine interpersonal trust in the CPG context? 
5. What would be, if any, the issues that need to be addressed within the CPGs 
regarding the trust determinants? 
6. What, if any, are the risks beyond of the interpersonal relationship which could 
influence the trust behaviour of the VT members?  
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 Appendix B  
Protocol for interviews 
 
Interpersonal trust determinants in virtual teams, working in capability planning for the 
identification of capability gaps or needs, to provide required future military capability 
 
1. Presentation  
The interviewer introduces himself and describes how the research topic fits within the 
UK’s Defence Academy’s Center for Defence Acquisition Research Programme. Then, it 
is explained that before starting the interview, a summary of the introductory letter sent in 
advance containing details deemed relevant about definitions and concepts, as they are 
understood in this study is presented, and details clarified, if needed, to respondents. It is 
explained that the introductory letter sketches the study framework and the orientation of 
the research effort. In this context, information has been collected from bibliographic 
sources, official documents, semi-structured interviews and, in the subsequent phase of 
the fieldwork, through survey questionnaires. 
In the summary of the introductory letter, emphasis is given to the further processing of 
the interview transcript and the consideration of confidentiality and any potential 
commercial sensitivity issues. Afterwards, the interviewer follows this protocol until the 
end of the interview. 
 
2. Aim 
The aim of the research is explained to respondents. 
The objective of this research is to gain understanding about interpersonal trust 
determinants in the CPGs, working as VTs in capability planning for the identification of 
capability gaps or needs, to provide required future military capability. 
 
3. Organisation and progression of the interview 
The organisation and progression of the interview is explained to respondents. 
The interview is organised around six successive questions, according to the conceived 
research framework, which connect purposes, outcomes, interpersonal relationships and 
interpersonal trust determinants. Finally, the interview explores issues, problems or risks 
outside the interpersonal relationship that could potentially affect working together 
coherently. 
The interviewee will be asked to answer open-ended questions based on his or her 
experience and knowledge obtained through working in the CPG as a VT.  
To conclude, the respondent will be asked, if possible, to provide or suggest additional 
information that in his or her view would support or complement the answers. In addition, 
recommendations regarding other sources and documented evidence will be asked for. 
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4. Outcomes of the research 
The use that will be given to the evidence collected will be explained to the interviewee. 
The information collected in this interview will be processed to generate evidence 
supporting this research work. 
 
5. Duration of the interview 
The estimated duration of the interview is informed to the interviewee. 
The expected duration of the interview is about 1 hour. 
 
6. Permission for recording the interview 
The respondent is requested permission for recording the interview. 
Permission for recording the interview is requested, in order to facilitate further analysis 
and clarification. The records will be kept in secure conditions and will not be revealed to 
any individual or organisation. 
 
7. Confidentiality considerations 
Confidentiality particulars are explained to the interviewee. 
a. If the interviewee deems it necessary, his or her identity will be kept anonymous.  
b. The interview records will be processed by the researcher later on, and submitted to 
the interviewee in order to confirm that they depict his or her views appropriately. 
c. The respondent is informed that he or she can ask for some statements to be 
considered as “off the record”. In that case, they will not be quoted in the thesis work. 
 
8. Questions 
The questions are asked to the respondent. 
 
1. Based in your experience, what do you believe is your role in the CPG? 
2. What is your general perception about the performance of the CPGs? 
3. What is your general perception about the interpersonal relationships between 
members in the CPG? 
4. What are the factors that determine interpersonal trust in the “CPG” context? 
5. What would be, if any, the issues that need to be addressed within the CPGs 
regarding the trust determinants? 
6. What, if any, are the risks beyond of the interpersonal relationship which could 
influence the trust behaviour of the VT members?  
 
9. Additional comments 
The interviewee is queried about additional comments or observations and to make any 
further request or recommendation regarding the interview executed. 
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The interviewee is asked about recommendation of any additional sources o information 
by means of individuals or documents. 
Finally, the respondent is requested to be available to the interviewer to check and 
validate the final version corresponding to their answers and allow further clarifications if 
it is needed. 
 
10. Thanks 
The interviewee is thanked for his or her contribution to the research undertaken. 
The respondent is thanked for his or her valuable contribution to the success of the 










































          Ministry of Defence 
           Zone F, Level 2, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB 
     Telephone:  (020) 7218 7171   Fax:  (020) 7218 7850 
    From:  Vice Admiral Lambert CB 
      Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff (Capability) 
15 November 2011 
 
Dear CPG member 
 
Lt Col Hector Gaete is conducting a PhD in Defence Acquisition Management at the Centre 
for Defence Acquisition based at Cranfield University and the UK’s Defence Academy.  As 
part of this PhD Lt Col Gaete will be undertaking a study about interpersonal trust in virtual 
teams specifically focussing on relationships between CPG members.  
 
As the use of virtual teams is considered most likely to increase over time in MOD 
organisations, the findings from the research should be useful to all personnel involved in 
capability planning, and other cross-functional activities.  Furthermore, it will inform the 
design of organisational processes and systems as we take forward capability management 
in the post-Defence Reform era.  
 
In order for this research to provide the most value to our deliberations on how to improve 
capability planning activity I request that you take a little time out of your busy schedules to 
support Lt Col Gaete’s research effort; your participation will be extremely useful for us.  
 
As is often the case with academic research, your anonymity will be preserved and your 
specific answers will not be divulged. 
 
Vice Admiral Paul Lambert CB 




































Interpersonal trust determinants in the CPG 
 
The objective of this survey is to gather information about interpersonal trust in the context of 
capability planning activity, focused on three elements: 
 
a. Influential elements regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs 
b. Interpersonal trust determinants in CPGs 
c. Issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust in CPGs 
 
The questionnaire queries are based on a first wave of data collection carried out between a 
number of CPGs, across different capability areas. This was complemented by a review of 
bibliographic sources and official documents. Overall, this research is the product so far of 
two years of full-time study in an academic programme at the Centre for Defence Acquisition 
in the UK’s Defence Academy. 
 
Information with potential security or commercial sensitivity is excluded from the study 
whose objective is essentially academic. However, every piece of information will be treated 
as of ‘restricted’ level. The information collected through this questionnaire will generate 
evidence supporting this research work. Any records will be kept in a safe place, in a secure 
facility, and will be destroyed once the research examination is completed. 
 
YOUR answers will not be divulged and will be treated with stringent confidence. There will 
be no way to associate any opinions expressed with individuals. 
 
Maximum effort has been made to maintain the questionnaire length to a minimum, without 
missing essential elements of information. 
 
YOUR individual view is asked for, so please do not discuss with third parties before you 
have completed the questionnaire. 
 
Please answer the questions considering your activity regarding CPGs only, the focus of 
this research is on these ‘virtual’, non co-located, cross-functional groups. 
 
YOUR participation is extremely useful for us. The researcher strongly appreciates the 
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Section 1 Demographics 
 
Please tick on the boxes or write on the spaces provided 
 
1) What is your background? 
Military   □ 
Civil Servant  □ 
Retired military  □ 
 
2) What element of the MOD Unified Customer (MUC) do you represent in the CPG? 
MOD Head Office  □ 
Capability Sponsor □ 
User   □ 
DE&S   □ 
S&T   □ 
 
3) How long ago were you appointed as member of your CPG?  
_____ years and _____ months 
 
4) What is your MOD Grade/Rank? 
Up to & including SO2 □ 
SO1   □ 
OF5 & above  □ 
 
5) How familiar are you with ‘virtual’ work (non co-located: telephone, email, VTC, team 
site)? 
 
Have little experience □ 
Have relevant experience □ 
Very experienced  □ 
 
6) What percentage of your work time is devoted to CPG activity? ______% 
 
7) What percentage of the time devoted to your work as member of a CPG, involves group 
versus individual tasks? 
 
CPG Group tasks  ______% 
CPG Individual tasks ______% 
 
8) What percentage of the time devoted to your work as member of a CPG, is virtual (non 
co-located: telephone, email, VTC, team site) versus face-to-face? 
 
CPG Virtual (non co-located) work ______% 
CPG Face-to-face work       ______% 
 
9) The next sentences apply to your CPG (tick as necessary):  
 The CPG to which I belong plans a joint oriented capability         □ 
 The CPG to which I belong plans a ‘focused’ capability          □ 
The CPG to which I belong plans a single environment/service oriented capability □ 
 The CPG to which I belong plans a capability across a number of CPGs’ work      □ 
 
10) How many CPGs do you sit at? ______ 
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Section 2 Influential elements 
 
Please answer based on your experience in the context of the CPG in which you work 
 
Please tick on the boxes 
 
11) Performance of CPGs in Capability 
Planning  
Strongly 





Capability planning activity is ‘a lot better’, compared 
to previous models used to plan capabilities 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Capability planning undertakes a wider perspective, 
compared to previous models used to plan capabilities 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Capability planning emphasises a capability 
perspective and a through life approach, compared to 
previous models used to plan capabilities 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Capability planning establishes clearer purposes, roles 
and responsibilities, compared to previous models 
used to plan capabilities 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Capability planning enables a more effective and 
opportune integration of main stakeholders, compared 
to previous models used to plan capabilities 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Capability planning is undergoing a ‘developmental 
process’, aimed in the right direction, although the 
room for improvement is considerable 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Capability planning works best in forum rather than by 
virtual means, although both modes complement each 
other 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Contextual elements pertaining to each CPG influence 
greatly CPG activity 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
12) Nature of interpersonal relationships in 
CPGs  
Strongly 





Capability planning requires an environment for 
open, but guarded discussion, ensuring that ideas or 
proposals won’t be widely disseminated 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
To what extent the virtual context facilitate or make 
more difficult interpersonal relationships, is related to 
where the desk officer is in his job-cycle (initial / final) 
 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The following elements represent challenges to interpersonal relationships in the CPG: 
 
Bringing members together to develop the CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Ensuring that new members are integrated to 
develop the CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Communicating and coordinating work in CPGs,
keeping aligned understanding and individual’s
activity 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The necessity of achieving a balance between co-
located and virtual work in capability planning 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
To identify and implement the adequate information □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
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Section 3 Interpersonal trust determinants 
 
Please answer based on your experience in the context of the CPG in which you work 
 
Please tick on the boxes or write on the spaces provided 
 
Relevance of the determinants to build and maintain interpersonal trust  
 
13) Peripheral route 
Interpersonal trust before interaction in the CPG 
 
Strongly 





In the CPG, people tend to assess trustworthiness of 
new CPG members through information from third 
parties that they know 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The information provided by third parties is ‘coloured’ 
by the perception about the subject source, and his 
potential bias towards the subject of his comments  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, 
even if they don’t know them, because they have a 
natural propensity to trust 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people that have had a positive 
experience (‘history’) in the past working with a new 
CPG member, tend to trust him from the outset 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people that have had a negative 
experience (‘bad history’) in the past working with a 
new CPG member, tend to distrust him from the outset
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, 
because if they are chosen to represent their home 
organisations, they must be good at their job 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, 
because they work for the MOD and so they behave 
following some ‘explicit and tacit rules’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, 
because they have reached certain ranks and so they 
act according to some ‘general principles and 
practices’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
14) Central route 
Interpersonal trust through interaction in the CPG 
 
Strongly 





In the CPG, people tend to trust members who show 
themselves to have the skills and competences to get 
the CPG job done competently 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people tend to trust members who stick to 
one position, saying the same inside and outside the 
CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people tend to trust members who do what 
they say will do 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people tend to trust members who show 
care and concern about the others, displaying 
willingness to do good for the other CPG members 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
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 The skills and competences of the members are 
generally assumed in the CPG, and evidence about its 
absence is critical in losing trust quickly 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The integrity of the members is generally assumed in 
the CPG, and evidence about its absence is critical in 
losing trust quickly 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
15) Habitual route 










In the CPG, people tend to trust other members 
because of the tight social bonds they have developed 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people tend to trust other members when 
they have accumulated personal knowledge, and they 
understand their needs, preferences and priorities  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG, people tend to trust other members 
because there is a ‘regular pattern’ of trusting 
behaviour by members 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
16) Relative relevance and relation between the routes to interpersonal trust  
 
Peripheral route 
Interpersonal trust before interaction in the CPG 
 
Strongly 





In the CPG, people tend to trust other CPG members 
based on what they already know before interaction in 
the CPG context 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
Central route 
Interpersonal trust through interaction in the CPG 
 
          
In the CPG, people tend to trust other CPG members 
when they have already had the opportunity to work 
with them and then have assessed them 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
Habitual route 
Interpersonal trust after extensive interaction in the CPG
 
          
In the CPG, people tend to trust other CPG members 
even more, if they have a mature relationship and they 
have gained more knowledge about each other 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
Relation between the routes – General Strongly





When considered over time, all the routes (Peripheral, 
Central and Habitual as explained above) have a 
function; although day to day one can be more
important than another 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
It is necessary to go through the Peripheral and Central 
route in order for the CPG to work well 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Progressing in building interpersonal trust through the 
routes is influenced by the level of interaction needed 
across a particular CPG to get the job done 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
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Interpersonal trust between CPG members is fragile… 
It can go up and down easily 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Different members of the CPG develop interpersonal 
trust through different routes 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Most of the CPGs reach the Habitual route to build 
interpersonal trust 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Most of the CPGs reach the Central, but not the 
Habitual route to build interpersonal trust 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Most of the CPGs reach only the Peripheral route to 
build interpersonal trust, without moving into the Central 
or Habitual routes 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
CPG members tend to progress building and maintaining interpersonal trust earlier in (tick as necessary):
 
CPGs with lower interdependence with other 
capabilities □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
CPGs with a reduced stakeholders base  □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
CPGs related to a small specialists’ community □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Single service-oriented CPGs (ex: Above Water) □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Joint-oriented CPGs (ex: ISTAR) □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
17) Please rank the relevance of the three routes mentioned, to build and maintain 
interpersonal trust in the CPG, (1 most important, to 3 least important) 
 
Peripheral route : Interpersonal trust before interaction in the CPG         ______ 
Central route  : Interpersonal trust through interaction in the CPG         ______ 
Habitual route : Interpersonal trust after extensive interaction in the CPG ______ 
 




Section 4 issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust 
 
Please answer based on your experience in the context of the CPG in which you work 
 
Please tick on the boxes or write on the spaces provided 
 
18) Issues and risks - General 
 
Strongly 





The ‘biggest pressures’ to CPGs, influencing 
interpersonal trust, are always going to be external 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Risks regarding interpersonal trust are not managed ‘in 
any manner’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
19) Rotation of military members 
 
Strongly 





The rate of rotation of military members of the CPG 
does not allow enough time to build and maintain 
interpersonal trust in the CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The rate of rotation of military members of the CPG 
slows down the process to gain more knowledge about 
each other 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The rate of rotation of civilian members of the CPG is 
an issue regarding interpersonal trust in the CPG  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Longer membership by civilians in the CPG 
encourages them to have a different approach to risk 
because they are more likely to stay in post when risks 
are realised 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
20) Civilian-military differences Strongly 





Military members of the CPG tend to attribute trust to 
new CPG members through what they already know 
before interaction in the CPG context, more than the 
civilians members 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Military members of the CPG tend to trust each other 
more quickly when they have already had the 
opportunity to work and assess each other, compared 
to civilian members 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Military members of the CPG tend to progress more 
quickly to develop a mature interpersonal relationship, 
fostering trust, compared to civilian members 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Differences between military and civilian CPG 
members pose ‘challenges’ to the gaining of more 
knowledge about each other 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The civilian-military differences are irrelevant if a
civilian is really capable 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The civilian-military differences are irrelevant if a 
military officer is really capable 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Civil servants in the CPG tend to take a more 
‘integrated’ perspective about interdependencies in □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
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capability planning, considering other tasks that they 
may be aware of, where there could be some conflict 
 
Military members of the CPG bring ‘fresh, very useful’ 
operational experience from deployed operations 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Civil servants in the CPG tend to be more bureaucratic 
than their military counterparts 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Military members of the CPG tend to be more task 
oriented than their civilian counterparts 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Military and civilians bring to the CPG views that 
complement each other 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
There are no cultural and style differences between 
civilian and military members in a CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
To perform better, it is necessary to ‘overcome 
prejudices’, breaking down ‘tribal barriers’ opening the 
flow of communication and reception to other ideas 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPG all the members use the same technical
language  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
21) Financial situation Strongly 





Constrained financial resources are a permanent 
consideration which drives the devising of ‘options’, 
‘everything CPGs do is driven by the financial situation’
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Financial constraints set tight saving objectives on 
CPGs. As decisions being considered impact the 
services, restrictions influence negatively interpersonal 
trust at working level  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Unforeseen cuts in resources and subsequent 
adjustment measures, negatively influence 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs, when requirements 
have to be re-scoped to deliver some form of capability
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Resource issues drive Centre staff as they attempt to 
save money  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Resource issues drive Capability staff as they attempt 
to save money  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The financial situation is an issue related to the 
allocation of priorities across different capability areas 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The financial situation is an issue between CPGs in the 
same capability area 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The impact of the financial situation is aggravated by 
lack of priorities in different areas of capability, without 
clarity about what capabilities give up to deliver within 
resources 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Lack of priorities at inter-capability area level, 
undermines interpersonal trust in the CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Constrained financial resources is an issue, about 
which nothing can be done unless the capability 
management process changes to ‘just buy off the shelf’
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
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22) Different priorities Strongly 





Different priorities emerge from different views brought 
into the CPG: a capability view, a single service view, 
whether a support or science view, a money view, etc. 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The existence of different priorities is ‘a constant 
problem’ that undermines interpersonal trust in the 
CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
People can take a decision in the context of a program 
area or a CPG, ignoring the assumptions, risks and 
issues that may have an impact on another CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
‘Vested interests’ could work both ways, in ‘favour’ of 
an individual’s home allegiance, or ‘against’ a service 
when trying to demonstrate being ‘purple’, for example.
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Additional constraints come into the CPG from 
individuals’ own organisational structures, because 
there is a limit to what people can really follow through.
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Interpersonal trust is an element that helps to 
surmount diverging priorities of CPG members, helping 
them to work around those influences 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The best thing to overcome organisational rivalries and to foster trust is (tick as necessary): 
 
To understand what is actually required □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
To understand what is policy compliant □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
To understand and follow the strategic intent □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
The following influences detract more from the overall benefit to defence of CPG work (tick as necessary):
 
Other CPGs’ interests □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
FLCs, Single services interests  □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Specialists communities, please give name 
                                 
     _______________________________________
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
DSTL interests □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
DE&S interests □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Cap Sponsor interests □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
MOD Head Office interests □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
23) Different priorities – Single service 
agendas 
Strongly 





CPG members have a natural allegiance to their own 
service 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Single service agendas are inherent to any joint 
environment, project, or even a joint job, so they are 
present in CPGs. They are ‘a fact of service life’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The struggle between service agendas is an 
expression of interests to gain financial resources, and 
direct them according to particular priorities 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Single service influence is the biggest issue regarding 
interpersonal trust in the CPG  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Single service agendas affect interpersonal trust in the □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
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CPG, because they are really ‘divisive’ 
 
Civilian CPG members are ‘immune’ to single service 
agendas  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Behaviours driven by single service agendas are not 
always clearly evident in the CPG, ‘in joint areas… you 
believe they are operating to another authority’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
If there were members from the other services in the 
CPG an individual would be more ‘cautious’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Single service influence can come from a service’s 
hierarchy, denominating ‘vital ground’, ‘platforms that 
we want to keep’; ‘things that we will not lose’, and 
then the individual ‘would be an advocate for those 
types of capabilities’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Single service influence could be exerted through one 
service dominant in the staff base of a capability area, 
endorsing what the hierarchy in that service says 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Single service influence would be apparent when one 
individual participates in the production of a piece of 
work that ‘may be seen as disadvantaging his service’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
An individual should be certain that the ‘system’ would 
not disadvantage him in his career when making 
decisions that ‘go against what is perceived to be the 
way he should be voting’, when he is pursuing overall 
defence benefit 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Changes to importance paid by the services to a 
CPG’s planning area introduce difficulties in terms of 
absence of clear priorities and consistency to perform 
CPG activity 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Lack of importance of some CPG’s activities to the 
FLCs, is reflected in low attendance at CPG meetings, 
with members replaced by delegates; or members 
attending without adequate preparation 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the MoD everybody is very busy. It is extremely 
difficult to find some time to perform CPG duties 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
In the CPGs, staff primary loyalty is to… 
     Defence as a whole     □ 
     Home organisation or service   □ 
     No opinion / Don’t know            □ 
          
 
24) Sharing and exposing information  Strongly 





Withholding information is the degree to which, 
information is declared late, or people aren’t properly 
consulted; as opposed to when people are open 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Withholding information is a way to protect an activity 
or resource, in a behaviour encouraged by the 
‘system’. Avoiding revealing an individual’s ‘full hand’, 
or the full extent of a project, may help to protect it 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Elements of withholding information between CPG 
members ‘do occur, but tend not to be too bad when □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
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getting into bigger decisions’ 
 
In many areas, information ’has been used against, 
those who provide it’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
CPG members are averse to passing some information 
to someone they aren’t sure would use it correctly  
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Different priorities will determine what information can 
or cannot be exposed 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Withholding information is a risk to a CPG member’s 
credibility (ability plus integrity) 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Individuals perceived by the group as not being open, 
or pursuing other interest, risk not being seen as a 
trusted part of the group anymore 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Withholding information is an issue, ‘the single most 
damaging thing’, regarding interpersonal trust in the 
CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Interpersonal trust stands as a ‘fundamental factor’ for 
the functioning of CPGs, facilitating the flow of 
information necessary to accomplish CPG goals. 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Any ‘weakness’ about managing information arises 
from the poor quality of information management 
systems that make it difficult to find relevant data, not 
due to people deliberately withholding information. 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
If a CPG belongs to a small community, its members 
tend to be stovepiped from a defence perspective 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Some CPG members manage much more information, 
having a clearer perspective than other members 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The possibility to share information in a more 
‘restricted’ format allows CPGs to work; a member 
doesn’t have to pass compromising information to 
everyone. Thus, people that ‘wouldn’t need to know 
can be left out, until you are in a position to have the 
information tested in a wider context.’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
There are situations where the CPG construct can 
undermine decision-making, because the CPG is such 
an inclusive arrangement that members struggle to 
make decisions as they tend to do discussions outside 
the CPG in a more ‘restrictive’ format 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
There is a tendency to share information bilaterally, 
thus often the whole group is not included and some 
members may miss out on information 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The constant struggle to obtain information plays 
against the formation of trust 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
25) Prospects for further promotion 
 
Strongly 





The reporting chain influences the behaviour of military 
CPG members, because it decides whether they get 
promoted or not. 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
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In practical terms, individuals don’t like ‘to irritate’ the 
person who writes his report, or the person whose 
writes his either’. 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Those working in the CAP areas need to be careful 
about what they say in case it affects their careers 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The report system encourages pursuing single service 
agendas, ‘nobody gets promoted by the joint system
because there isn’t one, is a single service system’. 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
There is trust between everybody in the CPG, but only 
to a certain extent, because everyone is aware that the 
other members are under their own pressures 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Prospects for further promotion drive controversial
behaviour in the CPG, where a member’s appraisal 
might say he did very well because he followed the 
desire of his line manager, even though this could 
have been in opposite direction to the CPG’s opinion 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
An element to the ‘career aspect’ is the interest of the 
individual’s chain of command, or how driven the 
members of the chain are by the outcomes of the CPG
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
           
The ‘career aspect’ doesn’t influence interpersonal 
relationships between CPG members, because, they 
are not pursuing self-interest, they wish to make 
defence the best it can be 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
People in the CPG act to safeguard the interest of the 
organisation they represent 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The prospect of further promotion is a ‘secondary 
consideration’, because behaviour in a CPG is not 
heavily influenced by how a member’s career might be 
affected 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
CPG activity plays a minor part in overall CPG 
members’ performance evaluation, it doesn’t make ‘an 
awful lot of difference’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The prospect of further promotion plays a part at 
higher levels, above CPG. But, not in the CPG 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
There is incentive for a military member of a CPG to 
make note of his posting, by making a relevant 
decision, instead of setting solid foundations with 
something that might mature five, ten years 
downstream, although the long-term consequences of 
the decision might not be well understood at this time 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Individuals look for sponsorship from a given authority 
level, ‘a power of patronage’, from a person that in the 
future, ‘is going to be in a position of authority… that 
it’s going to payback’. 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Prospects for further promotion have higher influence 
on more junior personnel, where individuals are 
somewhat more guarded in what they are willing to say 
or how they are willing to challenge. 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
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In small ‘capability communities’, more junior 
individuals are conscious that it is likely that the 
relationship between equals in a CPG can change in 
the future, for a superior-subordinate relationship 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
When members reach their ‘career ceiling’, they don’t 
worry about perception from senior people so much, 
because ‘as long as they do their job competently and 
clearly in the best interest of defence, there are very 
few risks to them and people around them’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
The lack of prospects for further promotion allows 
‘enormous freedom’ to pursue the CPG role, instead of 
being concerned about potential negative outcomes for 
the individual, ‘You can say what is actually true, rather 
what you think the boss wants to hear’ 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
Prospects for further promotion influence CPG activity, 
if an individual is close to changing appointments; he 
may be ‘coasting’ because he is thinking about his next 
job. So he might avoid taking a bold decision in case it 
affects that future job. 
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □ 
 
26) Do you think the career reward structure helps to optimise CPG activity? 
Yes   □ 
No    □ 
No opinion / Don’t know □ 
27) Please rank the relevance of the six issues and/or risks mentioned in terms of what are 
the most damaging to interpersonal trust building and maintenance in the CPG, (from 1 
most damaging, to 6 least damaging) 
 
Rotation of military members _____ 
Civilian-military differences _____ 
Financial situation   _____ 
Prospects for further promotion _____ 
Different priorities   _____ 
Sharing & exposing information _____ 
 







 Appendix E  
Section 1 Demographics 
 
1) What is your background? 
Military   57 
Civil Servant  15 
Retired military  0 
 
2) What element of the MOD Unified Customer (MUC) do you represent in the CPG? 
MOD Head Office  9 
Capability Sponsor 24 
User   25 
DE&S   14 
S&T   3 
 
3) How long ago were you appointed as member of your CPG?  
18.39 months (72 responses) [18.4] 
 
4) What is your MOD Grade/Rank? 
Up to & including SO2 8 
SO1   31 
OF5 & above  32 
 
5) How familiar are you with ‘virtual’ work (non co-located: telephone, email, VTC, team 
site)? 
 
Have little experience  6 
Have relevant experience 41 
Very experienced   23 
 




7) What percentage of the time devoted to your work as member of a CPG, involves 
group versus individual tasks? 
 
CPG Group tasks  49.15% (67 responses) [48.5] 
CPG Individual tasks 52.28% (69 responses) [51.5] 
 
8) What percentage of the time devoted to your work as member of a CPG, is virtual 
(non co-located: telephone, email, VTC, team site) versus face-to-face? 
 
CPG Virtual (non co-located) work 52.35% (68 responses) [51] 
CPG Face-to-face work       50.58% (69 responses) [49] 
 
9) The next sentences apply to your CPG (tick as necessary):  
 The CPG to which I belong plans a joint oriented capability         45 
 The CPG to which I belong plans a ‘focused’ capability          19 
 The CPG to which I belong plans a single environment/service oriented capability 18 
 The CPG to which I belong plans a capability across a number of CPGs’ work      31 
 None of the above!  - I mainly attend CPGs, ostensibly Joint, which prioritises 
equipment that enables Single Environment and Joint orientated capability. 
 
10) How many CPGs do you sit at? 2.24 (70 responses) [2.2] 
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Section 2 Influential elements 
 
Please answer based on your experience in the context of the CPG in which you work 
 
11) Performance of CPGs in Capability 
Planning  
Strongly 





Capability planning activity is ‘a lot better’, compared 
to previous models used to plan capabilities 
 
3 6 20 11 5 5 1 1  15 
Capability planning undertakes a wider perspective, 
compared to previous models used to plan capabilities 
 
3 10 24 9 5 3  2  13 
Capability planning emphasises a capability 
perspective and a through life approach, compared to 
previous models used to plan capabilities 
 
4 10 23 5 9 4 1 2  10 
Capability planning establishes clearer purposes, roles 
and responsibilities, compared to previous models 
used to plan capabilities 
 
2 8 19 12 6 9 1 2  10 
Capability planning enables a more effective and 
opportune integration of main stakeholders, compared 
to previous models used to plan capabilities 
 
1 13 24 3 9  4 3  12 
Capability planning is undergoing a ‘developmental 
process’, aimed in the right direction, although the 
room for improvement is considerable 
 
11 22 19 9 2 2  1  3 
Capability planning works best in forum rather than by 
virtual means, although both modes complement each 
other 
 
6 14 20 18 4 5 1   1 
Contextual elements pertaining to each CPG influence 
greatly CPG activity 
 
5 17 21 11 1 3  2  9 
 
12) Nature of interpersonal relationships in 
CPGs  
Strongly 





Capability planning requires an environment for 
open, but guarded discussion, ensuring that ideas or 
proposals won’t be widely disseminated 
 
2 6 23 9 5 8 10 6   
To what extent the virtual context facilitate or make 
more difficult interpersonal relationships, is related to 
where the desk officer is in his job-cycle (initial / final) 
 
 
2 12 15 9 6 5 4 1  14 
The following elements represent challenges to interpersonal relationships in the CPG: 
 
Bringing members together to develop the CPG 
 
4 21 17 9 3 5 5 2  3 
Ensuring that new members are integrated to 
develop the CPG 
 
3 19 23 6 7 4 4 2  1 
Communicating and coordinating work in CPGs,
keeping aligned understanding and individual’s
activity 
7 17 25 8 6 4  1  1 
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 The necessity of achieving a balance between co-
located and virtual work in capability planning 
 
3 8 23 14 8 4 2 3  4 
To identify and implement the adequate information 
technology tools to undertake capability planning
activity 
 
10 12 16 14 6 3 3 2  3 
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Section 3 Interpersonal trust determinants 
 
Please answer based on your experience in the context of the CPG in which you work 
 
Relevance of the determinants to build and maintain interpersonal trust  
 
13) Peripheral route 
Interpersonal trust before interaction in the CPG 
 
Strongly 





In the CPG, people tend to assess trustworthiness of 
new CPG members through information from third 
parties that they know 
 
3 3 8 16 6 13 9 6  5 
The information provided by third parties is ‘coloured’ 
by the perception about the subject source, and his 
potential bias towards the subject of his comments  
 
4 13 18 8 7 6 3 4  6 
In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, 
even if they don’t know them, because they have a 
natural propensity to trust 
 
2 5 12 12 9 17 3 7  2 
In the CPG, people that have had a positive 
experience (‘history’) in the past working with a new 
CPG member, tend to trust him from the outset 
 
8 26 18 9 2  1 1  4 
In the CPG, people that have had a negative 
experience (‘bad history’) in the past working with a 
new CPG member, tend to distrust him from the outset
 
7 18 18 10 6  2 2  6 
In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, 
because if they are chosen to represent their home 
organisations, they must be good at their job 
 
 4 13 18 10 7 10 4  2 
In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, 
because they work for the MOD and so they behave 
following some ‘explicit and tacit rules’ 
 
 5 13 13 10 7 8 8  4 
In the CPG, people tend to trust new CPG members, 
because they have reached certain ranks and so they 
act according to some ‘general principles and 
practices’ 
 
1 6 19 5 16 4 9 6  3 
 
14) Central route 
Interpersonal trust through interaction in the CPG 
 
Strongly 





In the CPG, people tend to trust members who show 
themselves to have the skills and competences to get 
the CPG job done competently 
 
15 28 20 4  2     
In the CPG, people tend to trust members who stick to 
one position, saying the same inside and outside the 
CPG 
6 28 14 11 4 4 2 1   
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 In the CPG, people tend to trust members who do what 
they say will do 
 
15 35 11 3 2 2  1   
In the CPG, people tend to trust members who show 
care and concern about the others, displaying 
willingness to do good for the other CPG members 
 
6 13 23 13 6 5 1 2   
The skills and competences of the members are 
generally assumed in the CPG, and evidence about its 
absence is critical in losing trust quickly 
 
9 13 20 12 8 2 2 1  1 
The integrity of the members is generally assumed in 
the CPG, and evidence about its absence is critical in 
losing trust quickly 
7 20 20 6 6 4 1 1  3 
 
15) Habitual route 










In the CPG, people tend to trust other members 
because of the tight social bonds they have developed 
 
2 9 16 12 3 17 4 4  2 
In the CPG, people tend to trust other members when 
they have accumulated personal knowledge, and they 
understand their needs, preferences and priorities  
 
4 16 32 4 4 4 1 1  1 
In the CPG, people tend to trust other members 
because there is a ‘regular pattern’ of trusting 
behaviour by members 
 
1 9 22 14 8 7 4 2  3 
 
16) Relative relevance and relation between the routes to interpersonal trust  
 
Peripheral route 
Interpersonal trust before interaction in the CPG 
 
Strongly 





In the CPG, people tend to trust other CPG members 
based on what they already know before interaction in 
the CPG context 
1 12 22 16 5 6 3 1  3 
 
Central route 
Interpersonal trust through interaction in the CPG 
 
          
In the CPG, people tend to trust other CPG members 
when they have already had the opportunity to work 
with them and then have assessed them 
8 22 21 9 3 2  1  3 
 
Habitual route 
Interpersonal trust after extensive interaction in the CPG
 
          
In the CPG, people tend to trust other CPG members 
even more, if they have a mature relationship and they 
have gained more knowledge about each other 
 
11 26 14 7 4  2 1  3 
 
Relation between the routes – General Strongly





When considered over time, all the routes (Peripheral, 
Central and Habitual as explained above) have a 
function; although day to day one can be more 
important than another 
3 22 19 11 5 1 1   7 
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 It is necessary to go through the Peripheral and Central 
route in order for the CPG to work well 
 
1 7 20 19 4 3 4 3  8 
Progressing in building interpersonal trust through the 
routes is influenced by the level of interaction needed 
across a particular CPG to get the job done 
 
2 12 24 14 5 2    10 
Interpersonal trust between CPG members is fragile… 
It can go up and down easily 
 
5 10 11 13 10 12 1 4  3 
Different members of the CPG develop interpersonal 
trust through different routes 
 
9 19 19 16 3     4 
Most of the CPGs reach the Habitual route to build 
interpersonal trust 
 
1 9 16 10 8 3 2 1  19 
Most of the CPGs reach the Central, but not the 
Habitual route to build interpersonal trust 
 
 7 9 14 8 7 2   14 
Most of the CPGs reach only the Peripheral route to 
build interpersonal trust, without moving into the Central 
or Habitual routes 
 1 6 6 9 7 11 7  21 
CPG members tend to progress building and maintaining interpersonal trust earlier in (tick as necessary):
 
CPGs with lower interdependence with other 
capabilities 
 
1 8 12 13 1 6 7 2  15 
CPGs with a reduced stakeholders base  
 
4 17 21 7 3 6  1  8 
CPGs related to a small specialists’ community 
 
7 20 19 7  4 2 1  7 
Single service-oriented CPGs (ex: Above Water) 
 
3 21 13 10  3  2  12 
Joint-oriented CPGs (ex: ISTAR) 
 
 1 4 11 8 15 8 5  13 
 
17) Please rank the relevance of the three routes mentioned, to build and maintain 
interpersonal trust in the CPG, (1 most important, to 3 least important) 
 
Central route  : 1.52 (65 respondents) 
Habitual route :  1.99 
Peripheral route : 2.52  
 




Section 4 issues and risks regarding interpersonal trust 
 
Please answer based on your experience in the context of the CPG in which you work 
 
18) Issues and risks - General 
 
Strongly 





The ‘biggest pressures’ to CPGs, influencing 
interpersonal trust, are always going to be external 
 
3 12 15 8 5 7 9 3  6 
Risks regarding interpersonal trust are not managed ‘in 
any manner’ 
 
12 17 12 7 5 6 1 1  7 
 
19) Rotation of military members 
 
Strongly 





The rate of rotation of military members of the CPG 
does not allow enough time to build and maintain 
interpersonal trust in the CPG 
 
3 11 16 12 9 12 3 2  1 
The rate of rotation of military members of the CPG 
slows down the process to gain more knowledge about 
each other 
 
5 9 22 11 6 11 4   1 
The rate of rotation of civilian members of the CPG is 
an issue regarding interpersonal trust in the CPG  
 
4 5 7 15 10 11 9 4  4 
Longer membership by civilians in the CPG 
encourages them to have a different approach to risk 
because they are more likely to stay in post when risks 
are realised 
 
6 6 15 12 12 2 5 3  8 
 
20) Civilian-military differences Strongly 





Military members of the CPG tend to attribute trust to 
new CPG members through what they already know 
before interaction in the CPG context, more than the 
civilians members 
 
 13 15 10 7 4 4 2  14 
Military members of the CPG tend to trust each other 
more quickly when they have already had the 
opportunity to work and assess each other, compared 
to civilian members 
 
3 19 15 14 2  4 3  9 
Military members of the CPG tend to progress more 
quickly to develop a mature interpersonal relationship, 
fostering trust, compared to civilian members 
 
3 11 21 10 4 3 6 3  8 
Differences between military and civilian CPG 
members pose ‘challenges’ to the gaining of more 
knowledge about each other 
 
 10 12 12 10 8 7 6  4 
The civilian-military differences are irrelevant if a 
civilian is really capable 
 
23 19 9 9 3 3 1   3 
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The civilian-military differences are irrelevant if a 
military officer is really capable 
 
17 21 10 6 4 6 1 1  3 
Civil servants in the CPG tend to take a more 
‘integrated’ perspective about interdependencies in 
capability planning, considering other tasks that they 
may be aware of, where there could be some conflict 
 
1 5 8 12 11 8 12 4  5 
Military members of the CPG bring ‘fresh, very useful’ 
operational experience from deployed operations 
 
7 18 22 11 5 3 1   2 
Civil servants in the CPG tend to be more bureaucratic 
than their military counterparts 
 
4 9 12 9 12 5 5 7  3 
Military members of the CPG tend to be more task 
oriented than their civilian counterparts 
 
8 12 15 14 6 4 3 3  3 
Military and civilians bring to the CPG views that 
complement each other 
 
7 16 22 14 5 2    3 
There are no cultural and style differences between 
civilian and military members in a CPG 
 
1  7 3 12 15 17 12  1 
To perform better, it is necessary to ‘overcome 
prejudices’, breaking down ‘tribal barriers’ opening the 
flow of communication and reception to other ideas 
 
13 19 25 7 1 3  1  1 
In the CPG all the members use the same technical
language  
 
1 10 13 11 8 9 14 2  1 
 
21) Financial situation Strongly 





Constrained financial resources are a permanent 
consideration which drives the devising of ‘options’, 
‘everything CPGs do is driven by the financial situation’
 
23 21 16 4 1  2   1 
Financial constraints set tight saving objectives on 
CPGs. As decisions being considered impact the 
services, restrictions influence negatively interpersonal 
trust at working level  
 
6 13 13 5 8 9 6 4  4 
Unforeseen cuts in resources and subsequent 
adjustment measures, negatively influence 
interpersonal trust in the CPGs, when requirements 
have to be re-scoped to deliver some form of capability
 
5 12 15 9 10 7 5 2  3 
Resource issues drive Centre staff as they attempt to 
save money  
 
24 24 16 2 1     1 
Resource issues drive Capability staff as they attempt 
to save money  
 
18 24 14 7 2  1   1 
The financial situation is an issue related to the 
allocation of priorities across different capability areas 
 
24 18 14 2  3 1 1  2 
The financial situation is an issue between CPGs in the 
same capability area 
 
16 16 18 6  5  2  4 
The impact of the financial situation is aggravated by 
lack of priorities in different areas of capability, without 
clarity about what capabilities give up to deliver within 
resources 
14 18 15 8 3 4 1 1  2 
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 Lack of priorities at inter-capability area level, 
undermines interpersonal trust in the CPG 
 
7 9 10 10 10 7 3 5  6 
Constrained financial resources is an issue, about 
which nothing can be done unless the capability 
management process changes to ‘just buy off the shelf’
 
3 3 12 5 7 10 13 12  2 
 
22) Different priorities Strongly 





Different priorities emerge from different views brought 
into the CPG: a capability view, a single service view, 
whether a support or science view, a money view, etc. 
 
7 21 24 12 1  1   2 
The existence of different priorities is ‘a constant 




1 10 10 13 5 17 6 3  1 
People can take a decision in the context of a program 
area or a CPG, ignoring the assumptions, risks and 
issues that may have an impact on another CPG 
 
4 17 19 11 3 8 2 2   
‘Vested interests’ could work both ways, in ‘favour’ of 
an individual’s home allegiance, or ‘against’ a service 
when trying to demonstrate being ‘purple’, for example.
 
5 16 22 16 1 3 3   1 
Additional constraints come into the CPG from 
individuals’ own organisational structures, because 
there is a limit to what people can really follow through.
 
7 21 18 18 2 1    2 
Interpersonal trust is an element that helps to 
surmount diverging priorities of CPG members, helping 
them to work around those influences 
 
1 12 29 18 1 1 1 1  2 
The best thing to overcome organisational rivalries and to foster trust is (tick as necessary): 
 
To understand what is actually required 
 
19 28 15 3 1      
To understand what is policy compliant 
 
9 18 22 9 2 1 1    
To understand and follow the strategic intent 
 
13 24 18 6 1      
 
The following influences detract more from the overall benefit to defence of CPG work (tick as necessary):
 
Other CPGs’ interests 
 
2 10 13 12 11 6 6 1  4 
FLCs, Single services interests  
 
12 14 20 8 3 2 3 4  3 
Specialists comm: SF, A&SDS/specialist military
org, ISTAR, Air vs Land, Naval interest groups, EU
legislation, accreditors 
 
1 7 4 3 5   2  30 
DSTL interests 
 
 6 6 13 16 7 7 1  5 
DE&S interests 
 
2 9 15 11 14 4 3 1  3 
Cap Sponsor interests 
 
3 9 18 8 7 5 7 1  4 
MOD Head Office interests 
 
7 14 14 11 4 4 3 1  5 
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23) Different priorities – Single service 
agendas 
Strongly 





CPG members have a natural allegiance to their own 
service 
 
8 21 24 10 4 1 1   1 
Single service agendas are inherent to any joint 
environment, project, or even a joint job, so they are 
present in CPGs. They are ‘a fact of service life’ 
 
10 21 23 8 2 3    1 
The struggle between service agendas is an 
expression of interests to gain financial resources, and 
direct them according to particular priorities 
 
12 21 12 13 3 1 4   2 
Single service influence is the biggest issue regarding 
interpersonal trust in the CPG  
 
6 5 10 15 9 9 6 6  3 
Single service agendas affect interpersonal trust in the 
CPG, because they are really ‘divisive’ 
 
7 3 15 14 12 4 7 5  1 
Civilian CPG members are ‘immune’ to single service 
agendas  
 
 2 4 14 13 12 12 8  3 
Behaviours driven by single service agendas are not 
always clearly evident in the CPG, ‘in joint areas… you 
believe they are operating to another authority’ 
 
2 4 11 22 7 9 3 1  9 
If there were members from the other services in the 
CPG an individual would be more ‘cautious’ 
 
4 6 9 10 5 11 4 6  6 
Single service influence can come from a service’s 
hierarchy, denominating ‘vital ground’, ‘platforms that 
we want to keep’; ‘things that we will not lose’, and 
then the individual ‘would be an advocate for those 
types of capabilities’ 
 
11 16 23 15   2    
Single service influence could be exerted through one 
service dominant in the staff base of a capability area, 
endorsing what the hierarchy in that service says 
 
7 18 23 13 1 2 3 1  1 
Single service influence would be apparent when one 
individual participates in the production of a piece of 
work that ‘may be seen as disadvantaging his service’ 
 
2 13 19 12 9 3 2 1  7 
An individual should be certain that the ‘system’ would 
not disadvantage him in his career when making 
decisions that ‘go against what is perceived to be the 
way he should be voting’, when he is pursuing overall 
defence benefit 
 
7 12 17 13 2 6 2 3  6 
Changes to importance paid by the services to a 
CPG’s planning area introduce difficulties in terms of 
absence of clear priorities and consistency to perform 
CPG activity 
 
6 10 19 19 7  3   5 
Lack of importance of some CPG’s activities to the 
FLCs, is reflected in low attendance at CPG meetings, 
with members replaced by delegates; or members 
attending without adequate preparation 
 
11 13 21 13 1 3 3 1  2 
In the MoD everybody is very busy. It is extremely 
difficult to find some time to perform CPG duties 
 
12 8 20 10 6 6 4 1   
In the CPGs, staff primary loyalty is to… 
     Defence as a whole     26           
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     Home organisation or service   34 
     No opinion / Don’t know            6 
 
24) Sharing and exposing information  Strongly 





Withholding information is the degree to which, 
information is declared late, or people aren’t properly 
consulted; as opposed to when people are open 
 
1 8 11 17 9 4 3 2  13 
Withholding information is a way to protect an activity 
or resource, in a behaviour encouraged by the 
‘system’. Avoiding revealing an individual’s ‘full hand’, 
or the full extent of a project, may help to protect it 
 
2 13 18 16 7 4 2 1  6 
Elements of withholding information between CPG 
members ‘do occur, but tend not to be too bad when 
getting into bigger decisions’ 
 
 3 15 18 5 10 8 3  6 
In many areas, information ’has been used against, 
those who provide it’ 
 
2 2 8 12 10 12 10 2  10 
CPG members are averse to passing some information 
to someone they aren’t sure would use it correctly  
 
3 6 15 15 6 10 6 2  5 
Different priorities will determine what information can 
or cannot be exposed 
 
2 7 20 18 3 8 5 2  3 
Withholding information is a risk to a CPG member’s 
credibility (ability plus integrity) 
 
5 19 21 13 3 3 1 1  2 
Individuals perceived by the group as not being open, 
or pursuing other interest, risk not being seen as a 
trusted part of the group anymore 
 
4 24 26 9 1 1    2 
Withholding information is an issue, ‘the single most 
damaging thing’, regarding interpersonal trust in the 
CPG 
 
 7 17 9 7 12 6 3  7 
Interpersonal trust stands as a ‘fundamental factor’ for 
the functioning of CPGs, facilitating the flow of 
information necessary to accomplish CPG goals. 
 
5 14 24 15 1 5 1 2  1 
Any ‘weakness’ about managing information arises 
from the poor quality of information management 
systems that make it difficult to find relevant data, not 
due to people deliberately withholding information. 
 
9 8 16 18 8 2 4   2 
If a CPG belongs to a small community, its members 
tend to be stovepiped from a defence perspective 
 
3 6 20 14 9 6 6   6 
Some CPG members manage much more information, 
having a clearer perspective than other members 
 
2 27 22 9 6  3   3 
The possibility to share information in a more 
‘restricted’ format allows CPGs to work; a member 
doesn’t have to pass compromising information to 
everyone. Thus, people that ‘wouldn’t need to know 
can be left out, until you are in a position to have the 
information tested in a wider context.’ 
 
 8 24 14 4 3 7 1  10 
There are situations where the CPG construct can 
undermine decision-making, because the CPG is such 
an inclusive arrangement that members struggle to 
1 14 16 10 4 9 7 3  5 
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make decisions as they tend to do discussions outside 
the CPG in a more ‘restrictive’ format 
 
There is a tendency to share information bilaterally, 
thus often the whole group is not included and some 
members may miss out on information 
 
2 11 10 16 9 10 9   3 
The constant struggle to obtain information plays 
against the formation of trust 
 
1 6 11 13 15 8 4 3  7 
 
25) Prospects for further promotion 
 
Strongly 





The reporting chain influences the behaviour of military 
CPG members, because it decides whether they get 
promoted or not. 
 
2 8 11 8 5 8 6 6  3 
In practical terms, individuals don’t like ‘to irritate’ the 
person who writes his report, or the person whose 
writes his either’. 
 
9 16 10 10 5 4 1 1  1 
Those working in the CAP areas need to be careful 
about what they say in case it affects their careers 
 
3 7 5 10 9 9 7 3  3 
The report system encourages pursuing single service 
agendas, ‘nobody gets promoted by the joint system
because there isn’t one, is a single service system’. 
 
4 8 12 8 7 6 5 1  5 
There is trust between everybody in the CPG, but only 
to a certain extent, because everyone is aware that the 
other members are under their own pressures 
 
 3 20 17 7 6 2   2 
Prospects for further promotion drive controversial
behaviour in the CPG, where a member’s appraisal 
might say he did very well because he followed the 
desire of his line manager, even though this could 




2 6 8 16 7 12 6 6  4 
An element to the ‘career aspect’ is the interest of the 
individual’s chain of command, or how driven the 
members of the chain are by the outcomes of the CPG
 
2 5 13 18 7 7 5 3  7 
The ‘career aspect’ doesn’t influence interpersonal 
relationships between CPG members, because, they 
are not pursuing self-interest, they wish to make 
defence the best it can be 
 
1 8 14 12 17 7 5 2  1 
People in the CPG act to safeguard the interest of the 
organisation they represent 
 
1 22 17 22 3 1 1    
The prospect of further promotion is a ‘secondary 
consideration’, because behaviour in a CPG is not 
heavily influenced by how a member’s career might be 
affected 
 
1 14 10 16 5 10 3 1  3 
CPG activity plays a minor part in overall CPG 
members’ performance evaluation, it doesn’t make ‘an 
awful lot of difference’ 
 
8 14 17 12 5 8 1 1  2 
The prospect of further promotion plays a part at 
higher levels, above CPG. But, not in the CPG  3 9 8 5 9 5   17 
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 There is incentive for a military member of a CPG to 
make note of his posting, by making a relevant 
decision, instead of setting solid foundations with 
something that might mature five, ten years 
downstream, although the long-term consequences of 
the decision might not be well understood at this time 
 
2 6 12 13 7 11 5 7  3 
Individuals look for sponsorship from a given authority 
level, ‘a power of patronage’, from a person that in the 
future, ‘is going to be in a position of authority… that 
it’s going to payback’. 
 
3 8 8 14 6 10 8 5  6 
Prospects for further promotion have higher influence 
on more junior personnel, where individuals are 
somewhat more guarded in what they are willing to say 
or how they are willing to challenge. 
 
2 5 14 14 9 12 6 2  3 
In small ‘capability communities’, more junior 
individuals are conscious that it is likely that the 
relationship between equals in a CPG can change in 
the future, for a superior-subordinate relationship 
 
1 6 7 17 11 3 7   15 
When members reach their ‘career ceiling’, they don’t 
worry about perception from senior people so much, 
because ‘as long as they do their job competently and 
clearly in the best interest of defence, there are very 
few risks to them and people around them’ 
 
5 16 24 13 3 4 2    
The lack of prospects for further promotion allows 
‘enormous freedom’ to pursue the CPG role, instead of 
being concerned about potential negative outcomes for 
the individual, ‘You can say what is actually true, rather 
what you think the boss wants to hear’ 
 
7 12 11 19 6 7 1   3 
Prospects for further promotion influence CPG activity, 
if an individual is close to changing appointments; he 
may be ‘coasting’ because he is thinking about his next 
job. So he might avoid taking a bold decision in case it 
affects that future job. 
 
1 6 5 17 9 13 8 6  2 
 
26) Do you think the career reward structure helps to optimise CPG activity? 
Yes   7 
No    41 
No opinion / Don’t know 18 
 
27) Please rank the relevance of the six issues and/or risks mentioned in terms of what 
are the most damaging to interpersonal trust building and maintenance in the CPG, 




Financial situation   1.82 (68 respondents) 
Different priorities   2.01 (68 respondents) 
Sharing & exposing information 3.46 (68 respondents) 
Rotation of military members 4.00 (68 respondents) 
Civilian-military differences 4.69 (68 respondents) 
Prospects for further promotion 4.91 (68 respondents) 
 
Do you have any comments about Issues & Risks regarding interpersonal trust? 
 
